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Ordinary Meeting of 
Council 

Agenda 

 
 

to be held on Tuesday 2 August 2016 at 7.00pm 

Richmond Town Hall 
 
 

Disability - Access and Inclusion  
to Committee and Council Meetings: 

  
Facilities/services provided at the Richmond and Fitzroy Town Halls: 

 Entrance ramps and lifts (off Moor Street at Fitzroy, entry foyer at 
Richmond) 

 Hearing loop (Richmond only), the receiver accessory may be 
accessed by request to either the Chairperson or the Governance 
Officer at the commencement of the meeting, proposed resolutions are 
displayed on large screen and Auslan interpreting (by arrangement, 
tel. 9205 5110) 

 Electronic sound system amplifies Councillors’ debate 

 Interpreting assistance (by arrangement, tel. 9205 5110) 

 Disability accessible toilet facilities 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.yarracity.vic.gov.au
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Order of business 

1. Statement of recognition of Wurundjeri Land 

2. Attendance, apologies and requests for leave of absence 

3. Declarations of conflict of interest (Councillors and staff) 

4. Confidential business reports 

5. Confirmation of minutes 

6. Petitions and joint letters 

7. Public question time 

8. General business 

9. Delegates’ reports 

10. Questions without notice 

11. Council business reports 

12. Notices of motion 

13. Urgent business 
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1. Statement of Recognition of Wurundjeri Land 

“Welcome to the City of Yarra.” 
 
“Yarra City Council acknowledges the Wurundjeri as the Traditional Owners of this 
country, pays tribute to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in Yarra and 
gives respect to the Elders past and present.” 

 

2. Attendance, apologies and requests for leave of absence 

Anticipated attendees: 

Councillors 
 
• Cr Roberto Colanzi (Mayor) 
• Cr Geoff Barbour 
• Cr Misha Coleman 
• Cr Jackie Fristacky 
• Cr Sam Gaylard 
• Cr Simon Huggins 
• Cr Stephen Jolly 
• Cr Amanda Stone 
• Cr Phillip Vlahogiannis 
 

Council officers 
 
• Vijaya Vaidyanath (Chief Executive Officer) 
• Ivan Gilbert (Group Manager – CEO’s Office) 
• Andrew Day (Director - Corporate, Business and Finance) 
• Chris Leivers (Director - Community Welling) 
• Bruce Phillips (Director - Planning and Place Making) 
• Guy Wilson-Browne (Director – City Works and Assets) 
• Mel Nikou (Governance Officer) 
 

 

3. Declarations of conflict of interest (Councillors and staff) 

 

4. Confidential business reports 

Item     

4.1 Contractual matters    
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 Confidential business reports  

The following items were deemed by the Chief Executive Officer to be suitable for 
consideration in closed session in accordance with section 89 (2) of the Local 
Government Act 1989. In accordance with that Act, Council may resolve to consider 
these issues in open or closed session. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 

1. That the meeting be closed to members of the public, in accordance with section 89 
(2) of the Local Government Act 1989, to allow consideration of contractual matters. 

2. That all information contained within the Confidential Business Reports section of 
this agenda and reproduced as Council Minutes be treated as being and remaining 
strictly confidential in accordance with the provisions of sections 77 and 89 of the 
Local Government Act 1989 until Council resolves otherwise. 

 
 
  

5. Confirmation of minutes 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the minutes of the Ordinary Council Meeting held on Tuesday 19 July 2016 be 
confirmed.  

 

6. Petitions and joint letters  

 
 

7. Public question time 

Yarra City Council welcomes questions from members of the community. 

Public question time is an opportunity to ask questions, not to make statements or 
engage in debate. 

Questions should not relate to items listed on the agenda. (Council will consider 
submissions on these items separately.) 

Members of the public who wish to participate are to: 

(a) state their name clearly for the record; 

(b) direct their questions to the chairperson; 

(c) ask a maximum of two questions; 

(d) speak for a maximum of five minutes; 

(e) refrain from repeating questions that have been asked previously by themselves 
or others; and 

(f) remain silent following their question unless called upon by the chairperson to 
make further comment. 
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8. General business 

 

9. Delegates’ reports 

 

10. Questions without notice 
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11. Council business reports 

Item  Page Rec. 
Page 

Report Presenter 

11.1 Outcomes of Consultation on Rushall 
Reserve Shared Path 

8 25 Justin Hanrahan - 
Manager Open 
Space and 
Recreation 

11.2 2 & 15 Gough Street Cremorne - Application 
to Amend Registration in Heritage Register 

272 274 Mary Osman – 
Manager Statutory 
Planner 

11.3 Protecting the Yarra River Discussion Paper 
Council Submission 

275 279 David Walmsley – 
Manager City 
Strategy 

11.4 Proposed General Local Law 371 378 Stewart Martin - 
Manager 
Compliance and 
Parking Services 

11.5 City of Yarra Procurement Policy – Annual 
Review 

477 479 Andrew Day – 
Director Corporate 
Business and 
Finance 

11.6 Naming of the North Fitzroy Library and 
Community Hub 

506 508 Chris Leivers – 
Director 
Community 
Wellbeing 

11.7 Yarra Arts and Culture Strategy 2016-2020 510 513 Siu Chan – 
Business Unit 
Manager Arts, 
Culture and 
Venues 

11.8 Request to Fly Vietnamese Yellow Flag at 
Town Halls on Significant Dates 

532 535 Ivan Gilbert - Group 
Manager - Chief 
Executive's Office 

11.9 Selection of Directors for Nomination to 
Yarra Energy Foundation 

538 540 Ivan Gilbert - 
Executive Manager 
- Chief Executive's 
Office 

11.10 Station Street, North Carlton - Proposed 
Temporary Road Closure 

541 546 Richard Young – 
Manager Traffic 
and Special 
Projects 
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 Public submissions procedure 

The public submission period is an opportunity to provide information to Council, not to 
ask questions or engage in debate. 

When the chairperson invites verbal submissions from the gallery, members of the 
public who wish to participate are to: 

(a) state their name clearly for the record; 

(b) direct their submission to the chairperson; 

(c) speak for a maximum of five minutes; 

(d) confine their remarks to the matter under consideration; 

(e) refrain from repeating information already provided by previous submitters; and 

(f) remain silent following their submission unless called upon by the chairperson to 
make further comment. 

 

12. Notices of motion  

Nil 
 

13. Urgent business  

Nil 
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11.1 Outcomes of Consultation on Rushall Reserve Shared Path 

 

Executive Summary 

Purpose 

To report on  the feedback received during the community consultation regarding the design for a 
shared path through Rushall Reserve and to seek a Council determination. 

Key Issues 

There is a strategic basis for the shared path in adopted Council strategies – however, the 
proposal has been a very sensitive matter over the past few years as expressed by the 
submissions received in recent budget processes and also in specific consultations.  

Over the past few months a large number of submissions have been received from both City of 
Yarra residents and from residents of other municipalities both in support of, and in opposition to, 
the construction of a shared path at Rushall Reserve. 

The consultation process identified the following key themes: 

(a) access, impact on amenity and potential conflict among users; 

(b) the impacts and benefits of fencing; 

(c) vegetation removal and tree planting; 

(d) lighting and safety; and 

(e) signage. 

The report provides an outline of the consultation process, an analysis of the information received 
and also provides officer comments to the key themes of the submissions for Councillor 
consideration.  

The submissions and information gained through the consultation process now provides Council 
with further information in addition to the relative merits of a shared pathway at this location.  

The report provides options, with commentary, for Council to consider as part of its deliberations.  

Other approvals required  

The report outlines that some approvals would still be required for the shared path to proceed to 
full implementation. 

Options  

The Council resolution of July, 2015 provided the parameters for a design of a shared path – 
based on this resolution and the consultation process, Council now has the following broad 
options.  

Option 1(a) – determine to proceed towards constructing a shared path with a fence;  

Option 1(b) – determine to proceed towards constructing a shared path without a fence; or  

Option 2 – determine to not proceed with a shared path at this location.  

These are outlined further in the report with officer comments. 
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Financial Implications 

Should Council determine to proceed with the shared path (as consulted upon), and all other 
approvals are obtained, the approx. cost of the implementation would be in the range of $ 560 K to 
$ 580 K (excluding contingency).  

Council has allocated budget for this proposal which is outlined in the report.  

Summary 

The consultation responses have been analysed by an independent firm Nation Partners – this is 
provided in the attachments as well as the verbatim comments received from the community.  

Council is now requested to determine a position in respect to this matter and provide direction to 
the organisation.  
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11.1 Outcomes of Consultation on Rushall Reserve Shared Path     

 

Trim Record Number: D16/96943 
Responsible Officer: Director Planning and Place Making  
  
 

Purpose 

1. To report on the feedback received during the community consultation regarding the design 
for a shared path through Rushall Reserve.  

Background 

Strategic context 

2. The 2013-17 Council Plan, includes the following strategies that are relevant to this project: 

(a) manage competing demands for use of public and green open space; 

(b) increase cycling through improved access and infrastructure; and 

(c) increase pedestrian activity and safety through improved access and infrastructure. 

3. The Yarra Bicycle Strategy 2010-15 vision is to “establish cycling as a legitimate first choice 
of transport by people of all ages and cycling abilities through providing cycling facilities that 
serve a broad range of social objectives”. 

4. The Bicycle Strategy also seeks to provide a “continuous and well maintained bicycle 
network that inexperienced and experienced riders feel safe and comfortable using”. 

5. A shared path through Rushall Reserve was proposed in the Merri Creek Trail Review, 
endorsed by Council in 2008. The intent of the Review was to “guide future works, 
management and priorities for upgrade of the trail to cope with existing and future use” and 
“recommends innovative solutions to create a safer, more environmentally sympathetic and 
user-friendly trail.” 

2014 Budget Submissions 

6. Project funding of $650,000 was allocated in the draft 2014/2015 Council budget for this 
proposal, to be funded from Open Space Developer Contributions.  In 2014, Council received 
34 submissions to the budget on this item, with 31 of these opposing the proposed shared 
path.  At the Council Meeting on 10 June, 2014 Council determined to: 

“defer the final design/development of Rushall Reserve Bicycle path pending 
detailed consultation with community members and affected stakeholder groups”. 

2015 Consultation process 

7. The initial period of community consultation was conducted from 27 March until 4 May, 2015. 
Residents received notification of the consultation via a mail-out to local residents, 
information posted on Council’s webpage, and posters displayed on site. Interested people 
were invited to provide feedback directly, participate in an on-line discussion forum, and to 
attend a series of two community workshops to consider the proposal. 

8. Council engaged an external facilitator to conduct the workshops which took place on two 
Tuesdays, 21 and 28 April, 2015.  Approximately 30 residents attended both workshop 
sessions, and while it was hoped to reach a design consensus which would ‘best reflect the 
needs of all current and future Rushall Reserve users’, no consensus was reached.  The 
majority of attendees identified a preference to have no shared path through the reserve and 
to leave the reserve as it is. 

9. A total of 42 written responses were received directly from residents, with 27 of these also 
attending the workshop series.  Residents from both the City of Yarra and City of Darebin 
participated in the consultation and of these responses, approximately two thirds were 
opposed to a shared path through the reserve, while the remaining submissions supported 
the proposal.   
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10. The on-line engagement site attracted 45 participants who added more than 120 comments.  
It was noted some attendees of the workshops also participated in discussion on this 
website, and comments were similar to those received at the workshop or via written 
responses. 

11. Those in support of the proposal at the time noted that the proposed path would provide a 
safer and more legible and direct link in the Merri Creek Trail, and could avoid the need to 
use the Rushall Station underpass, the pedestrian bridge, and the local roads in Darebin. 

12. Those opposed to the proposal noted the following concerns: 

(a) the perceived risks of shared paths for pedestrians, children and off-lead dogs due to 
the speed and behaviour of cyclists on shared paths; 

(b) a desire to retain the reserve as a ‘cul-de-sac’ location, where there is no through 
traffic; 

(c) the preservation and recognition of the cultural and heritage significance of the 
location; 

(d) the possible impact on the native flora of a new path; 

(e) a view that the path is not needed, given the existence of alternative routes; and 

(f) a view that a higher priority for Council should be to address the current Rushall Station 
underpass and improve this for cyclists. 

Council resolution – July 2015 

13. Having consideration of the feedback received during this initial consultation, Council 
considered a report on the matter at the Ordinary Meeting of Council on 21 July 2015. At that 
meeting, it was resolved that Council: 

(a) notes the extensive feedback received during the consultation process regarding the 
proposed shared path through Rushall Reserve; 

(b) notes the officer report and recommendation responding to community input on the 
need for improvements to the underpass at Rushall Station and requests that the 
officers: 

(i) advise VicTrack, PTV and other responsible authorities of the extensive 
community representations (with copies subject to appropriate privacy 
protections) on the need to improve and upgrade this underpass and seeks their 
commitment to such upgrade and to also accommodate secure bicycle parking at 
the station, with a timeframe for implementation; and 

(ii) report to Council on the above; and 

(c) recognises and supports the current uses of Rushall Reserve by the community as 
valued green open space, the diversity of users, including walkers, joggers, children, 
dog walkers and bike riders, who would benefit from improved access to the Merri 
Creek environs; 

(d) notes the importance of health outcomes from dog walking and seeks to enhance 
amenity by inclusion of a drinking tap for Reserve users and their dogs, including a 
hand washing facility; 

(e) notes the strategic importance of the shared pathway network as described in the 
Yarra Bicycle Strategy 2010-2015 allocating a high priority rating to the path (meeting 
5/5 criteria), and the Merri Creek Trail Review supporting a pathway through the 
Reserve; 

(f) notes the range of views on the proposed Rushall Reserve shared path received 
through community feedback including: 

(i) opposition to any path through Rushall Reserve; 

(ii) opposition to a path through the middle of the Reserve; 
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(iii) in principle support for a pathway through the Reserve; and 

(iv) support for a perimeter path following and extending the existing goat track along 
the railway line and embankment; and 

(g) notes the risks associated with use of an informal and unsafe access track at the top of 
a cliff and along an unfenced railway line and the need for a path to provide safe legal 
access to the Reserve; 

(h) supports improved access for the community to the rail and bus services at Rushall 
Station; 

(i) authorises officers to report back to Council on the design of a shared path on the 
perimeter of Rushall Reserve on the basis that: 

(i) the path alignment follows, as close as is practical, the railway embankment on 
the west side of Rushall Reserve and limits encroachment onto green open 
space; 

(ii) the path location, as far as is practical, ensures retention of significant native 
trees; 

(iii) the design includes treatments to encourage slower cyclist speeds and reduce 
potential conflict between park users and dogs (e.g. through fencing, planting or 
other creative solutions); 

(iv) the design considers improvements to visibility, signage, access and 
revegetation, and to drainage including beneath the Holden Street railway bridge; 

(v) the design ensures appropriate path gradients for walkers, pushers, and bike 
riders to assist south-bound users; and 

(vi) current park users be consulted on whether the existing asphalt path through the 
Reserve be (a) retained with signage to show this is a no through path, (b) 
improved and extended to the Creek, or (c) replaced with turf in order to minimise 
the loss of green space; and 

(j) requests officers to consider community feedback on the revised designs prior to the 
report back to Council. 

14. A draft proposal responding to the above design considerations was prepared to facilitate 
consultation with the community and relevant authorities (refer to Attachment 1). 

2016 Consultation process 

15. Consistent with the Council resolution from 21 July 2015, community consultation was 
undertaken on a draft design for a shared path including: 

(a) a community survey, available in hard copy and online on Council’s website; 

(b) a community information session held on site on 7th May 2016; and 

(c) meetings with relevant stakeholders. 

16. As part of the consultation process, signs were erected on site to invite attendance at a 
community information session and seek written feedback via the online survey. A copy of 
the online survey is provided as Attachment 2. 

17. The survey attracted a strong level of engagement, which was demonstrated by the number 
of submissions (455 in total) and the quality of the comments. Between 12 April and 25 May 
2016, the project website received approximately 2,330 total visits, with 1,293 people viewing 
photos and approximately 1,400 people downloading documents. 

18. Nation Partners were commissioned to provide an analysis of the submissions received and 
provide a summary report. The detailed independent analysis of the survey results is 
included as Attachment 3. Verbatim feedback is included as Attachment 4. The following 
charts provide an overall summary of the submissions received. 
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19. The consultation responses now provide Council with further information in addition to the 
merits of the proposed shared path as outlined in the strategic positions of the Council. 

20. Responses were received from residents from a broad range of suburbs. A high proportion of 
responses were from residents from the local area including Fitzroy North (167), Northcote 
(88) and, to a lesser extent, Clifton Hill (22). The detailed analysis of survey results considers 
the influence of geographical location in relation to the support or non-support for the draft 
design.  

21. The quantitative data identified that 127 of 205 local Yarra respondents support the draft 
design as it is or generally supported the design with some modifications. However, 76 of 
205 local Yarra respondents do not support the shared path proposal at all or have concerns 
about the draft design (Refer Table 1 below). 

22. A similar finding is evident for local non-Yarra respondents with 62 of the 97 supporting the 
draft design as is or with some modifications while 34 local non-Yarra residents either do not 
support the design at all or have concerns about the proposal. (Refer Table 1 below) 

 

Table 1: Local breakdown of support/lack of support for the draft design overall (refer page 15 of 
Attachment 3) 

23. A summary of all feedback received during the consultation period is summarised by Table 2 
below. 
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Table 2: Breakdown of support/lack of support by geographical location (refer page 14 Attachment 3) 

 

24. It is clear that Council has received a strong response from the community with regards to 
this matter.  

25. The independent analysis of this information (Attachment 3) notes that a small number (four) 
of submitters have provided multiple responses.  

26. All survey analysis and the verbatim comments have been available in the Councillor 
Resource Rooms at both the Richmond and Fitzroy Town Halls. 

27. Whilst the survey numbers are very relevant, and the themes of submissions very important 
to consider, the particular merits of the proposal must also be considered carefully. That is, 
the Council consideration requires both a qualitative assessment as well as using the 
qualitative assessment as a gauge of community opinion.  

28. For purposes of interpreting the data, the independent assessment has identified the 
responses based on residential addresses (see attachments). 

Discussion on feedback received during consultation 

29. Due to the number and complexity of submissions received, an officer response has not 
been provided for every submission. In addition to the independent analysis of the feedback, 
detailed in the report prepared by Nation Partners (see attachment 1), officers have sought to 
summarise and respond to the key themes – see below. 

Identified theme of 
submissions 

Officer response 

Feedback on path design 
(supportive) 

 

(a) Where the path is 
supported, feedback 
suggests the 
alignment and 
attributes of the path 

The draft design that was subject to community consultation is 
broadly consistent with the resolution of Council from July 
2015 which responded to the initial consultation period. 

The design was also informed by the constraints posed by 
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are sympathetic to 
the variety of needs; 
and 

(b) The design is 
thoughtful, has 
balanced the needs 
of shared path users 
and those who 
traditionally used the 
park as a dog off 
leash area. 

other service authorities and undergrounds services  

NB. see further comments below regarding Melbourne Water 
recent further advice. 

 

Feedback on path design 
(not supportive) 

 

(a) The shared path is 
not required as there 
are other accessible 
routes that exist; and 

(b) The path would result 
in a loss of open 
space 

Should the Council resolve to proceed with construction of the 
path, there would be no formal loss of open space. The nature 
of the land may be said to have changed, but the amount of 
land is not reduced, nor would anyone be precluded from 
using the reserve. 

It is noted that many of Yarra's most popular parks include 
significant path networks and paths (of all kinds) – they are 
standard features of public parks and generally add value to 
the space.  

Through a connection from the station to the park (which is 
currently not formally accessible to the public), it could be said 
that, the amount of accessible open space land to the broader 
community would increase. 

Rushall Reserve has long had an identity as a dog off leash 
reserve, a common feature of a public park that subsequently 
informs how a park may be used. 

Many submissions argue the ‘sense of a loss of open space’ 
as a "dog park" should the shared path be constructed.  

NB. Rushall Reserve is a designated dog off leash area under 
the Council Local Law. 

Important note: 

It is highlighted that further recent feedback from asset owners 
in particular, City West Water in May 2016, means that any 
path adjacent to the rail embankment in the reserve would (at 
one particular point) need to be located further 2.5 m to 3.0m 
further east (ie into the reserve) than is shown on the plan 
shown in Table 3 below. This is further outlined in paragraphs 
30 - 34 below). 

Other approvals would also be required to implement any 
Council decision to proceed – this includes a planning permit 
for tree removal – and also a licence arrangement with 
VicTrack.   

Access, amenity and 
conflict 

 

(a) The path and cyclists 
would create conflict 
and hence result in a 
loss of amenity; 

Improvements to park amenity could be achieved through the 
infrastructure solutions such as the choice of path materials, 
the presence of trees (through further plantings) and access to 
other park features such as seats and shade. 
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(b) The location of the 
path restricts access 
to areas with shade 
and seats; and 

(c) Equally, there is 
considerable 
feedback to say that a 
path in this location 
opens up Rushall 
Reserve to more 
people and is a 
valuable link to a 
substantial piece of 
public park land. 

 

Amenity of a public space is also defined by the behaviours of 
park users (including dog walkers, cyclists, pedestrians and 
those playing ball sports).  

It is also noted that not all cyclists ride fast, and that many 
different style of riders use shared paths including recreational 
cyclists. Similarly, most (but not all), dog owners consider the 
needs of others whilst exercising their dog. Further, it can be 
said, that not all dogs out of control, nor are all dogs friendly. 

It is noted that path alignments, fencing, surface materials etc. 
cannot be expected to resolve behavioural issues. 

Council received some feedback requesting that the existing 
asphalt path be converted into a natural surface (granitic 
sand). Council could determine this as part of its resolutions in 
order to reduce the amount of paving in the park. 

Installation of a fence  

(a) 57 submissions 
suggested the fence 
is generally seen as a 
good solution to 
separate different 
park users; 

(b) 39 submissions 
suggest the fence is 
not required or poses 
some problems; 

(c) The support for a 
fence appears to be 
based on the 
assumption that it 
would separate uses, 
and that this would 
meet the needs of 
existing park 
users; and 

(d) There is concern from 
dog off lead users 
that they would be 
legally liable if their 
dog has conflict with 
a cyclist. 

There is some support for the installation of fencing along the 
alignment of the path.  

A large number of supporters of a fence specifically identify the 
fence is a good thing as it "separates" park users.   

A varied form of an extended fence to the shared path (e.g. 
gates or small openings) would have the benefit of maintaining 
access to existing seats and areas of shade within the park 
(western side near train line).  

At minimum, some fencing in select positions would be 
beneficial to avoid other informal paths or tracks occurring via 
‘desire lines’ by cyclists or pedestrians. 

Vegetation removal and 
tree planting 

The alignment of the shared path (as was envisaged in the 
Council July 2005 resolution) would necessitate the removal of 
some vegetation.  

It is estimated that twelve trees, including one large tree, would 
require removal  

NB. should the path proceed, removal of the large tree cannot 
be avoided due to its specific location.   

Tree planting would be addressed as part of any final design 
process. This could occur in locations that suit general park 
users and could address some of the amenity issues identified 
in the feedback. 
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Lighting and safety 

 

The Council lighting policy does not support the installation of 
lighting of shared paths along the creek and river corridors.  

The shared path south of Rushall Station is not lit and there 
are risk management issues to be considered if a path is to be 
lit before it discharges path users into darkness further along 
the route.  

This policy position should, in officers’ opinion, stand in this 
instance. 

Signage 

 

Way finding signage, path sharing messages, ‘gateway’ 
treatments at each entry to the park, could be used to promote 
path sharing, caution regarding a dog off lead area, and also 
promote the connections and use of this route. 

 

Consultation with external agencies 

30. External consultation was undertaken with relevant service authorities including 
VicTrack/Metro Trains, Ausnet and City West Water.  

31. It has been highlighted that the final design of the shared path proposal would have to 
respond to all clearances required by the relevant service authorities and also require the 
necessary final formal approvals (including a licence from VicTrack; who have provided 
approval in principle to the shared path).  

32. In this regard, a final design would be subject to a rail safety risk assessment with 
VicTrack/Metro Trains and prior approval from City West Water to undertake works in the 
vicinity of their underground asset. Each organisation has identified minimum requirements 
with regards to clearances from their assets. 

33. The alignment shown in Attachment 1 is generally in accordance with the requirements of the 
service authorities and any alterations to the draft alignment of the path would be minor, with 
the exception of the City West Water requirements. 

34. City West Water (CWW) has advised in May 2016 that due to the lack of cover over the 
existing CWW asset, any works would be required to maintain a 600mm horizontal clearance 
from their assets or would be required to provide dispensation to construct a path over their 
water asset. Further enquiry by officers in June 2016 identified that construction of a hard 
surface (i.e. paving or decking) would not meet CWW requirements to satisfy dispensation.  
Importantly, this would require a realignment of the proposed path (for approximately 50m at 
one point ) further away from the railway embankment by approximately 2.5m to 3.0m east 
(refer Table 3 below).  
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Table 3: Adjusted shared path alignment with consideration of water main clearances (Attachment 6)  

35. City West Water has also advised that works on a new distribution water main in Rushall 
Reserve are expected to commence in March / April 2017. City West Water has requested 
that any works associated with a shared pathway are commenced after the water main works 
are concluded. Should Council determine to proceed with the construction of a shared path, 
these works will not impact on the project.  

36. AusNet Services has confirmed that the proposed path alignment is satisfactory with regards 
to its electrical infrastructure. 

37. A Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP) was completed for the site by U.C.A. Pty Ltd 
and included a desktop assessment, standard ground surface assessment of the activity 
area and a complex assessment involving sub surface testing. Preparation of the CHMP 
required engagement with representatives of the Wurundjeri Council and the CHMP is 
included as Attachment 5. 
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38. Results of the CHMP assessment found that: 

“No Aboriginal cultural heritage material was located during the subsurface testing 
program, and the likelihood of Aboriginal cultural heritage material being located within 
the activity area is considered to be low, given the high levels of disturbance across the 
entire activity area which were recorded during the surface and subsurface 
investigations for this CHMP”. 

39. As required in the July 2015 Council resolution, officers have also liaised with VicTrack at an 
Executive level and have sought direction with regards to the likelihood of the underpass at 
Rushall Station being improved or expanded to address some of the conflict reported at this 
location. Senior officers at VicTrack have advised that this is not a strategic priority for that 
organisation and no budget allocations is forecast for any such works.  

40. Officers have also contacted Public Transport Victoria in order to seek some commitment to 
improve the infrastructure at Rushall Station, however, that organisation has also advised 
that it is not an identified project.  

41. In its resolution of July 2015, Council requested that officers also advocate for secure bike 
parking at the station. Advocacy on this topic is yet to occur. 

Internal Consultation (One Yarra) 

42. Internal collaboration has occurred between staff in the Recreation and Open Space Branch 
with staff from the Community Advocacy and Engagement team.  
 

43. Earlier collaboration between Recreation and Open Space Branch and Strategic Transport 
Unit occurred with regards to the strategic need and design of the proposed shared path. 

Financial Implications 

44. In the 2014/15 Council budget $650,000 was allocated for the design and construction of the 
Rushall Reserve shared path, with funding sourced from open space developer 
contributions.  A portion of this funding was used in order to carry out the necessary works to 
obtain in principle agreement from VicTrack, PTV, and Metro trains for the proposal on their 
land, and then undertake community consultation.   

45. The balance of this amount, $600,000, has been identified as a carry over into the adopted 
16/17 budget.   

46. Based on construction estimates, and subject to the outcomes of community consultation, a 
further $65,000 was allocated in the 2015/16 budget in order to complete the next stage of 
design and consultation on the project and a total of $67,705 was expended during the 
financial year. 

47. The adopted 2016/17 budget includes $600,000 for the construction of a shared path, 
subject to approval from Council.  

48. The draft design has been used to prepare an estimated cost of $579,650 (excl GST). This 
figure includes a cost for design consultancy works but does not include a construction 
contingency.  

49. A preliminary cost estimate of each option is included later in this report. 

Economic Implications 

50. There are no known economic implications associated with this report. 

Sustainability Implications 

51. The construction of a shared path through Rushall Reserve would be consistent with the 
strategic commitment Council has to improve the bicycle network in the city and also to link 
with other paths in abutting municipalities as regional paths. 

52. A Tree Protection Report was conducted on behalf of Council on the alignment likely to be 
impacted by a proposed shared path. Recommendations to reduce the impact of the path on 
local vegetation have been considered in the design phase. 
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53. It is highlighted that the land is in an Environmental Significance Overlay (ESO) under the 
Yarra Planning Scheme – a planning permit application would therefore be required to be 
lodged, and processed, which would seek approval to remove some trees in order to 
implement a shared path.   

54. Further, under Council’s Environmental Local Law, a tree is considered “significant” if it has a 
trunk that is 400mm or wider from a point of 1.5 metres above ground level. Should a 
pathway be constructed at this location, one tree identified for removal meets this criterion.  

Social Implications 

55. This matter includes the following social implications for consideration: 

(a) Sense of community – a number of residents made a significant effort to participate in 
the consultation process. This feedback is very important for Council to carefully 
consider – many submissions also referred to the sense of place and the importance of 
Rushall Reserve as a special place; 

(b) Community Health and Well-being – The reserve is a designated dog off leash area 
and used as such.  It is also valued as a secluded space. Community members have 
voiced their appreciation and value of the space as it is currently; 

(c) Transport – Improvements to the shared path network and regional links encourage 
and support a greater number and range of people to access and enjoy spaces.  It also 
encourages people to ride bicycles, either to commute or ride recreationally; and 

(d) Safety – the current informal route from Rushall Station into Rushall Reserve, following 
the train line, is on Metro Trains managed land, and not protected from either the steep 
river embankment or the train line.  Metro Trains is aware of the safety concerns of 
people currently accessing this informal route. A formalised shared path would improve 
safety and also legitimise the current desire line used by some people.  

56. The broader aspect of social connectivity in Council’s public open spaces has also been 
considered by officers.  

57. Some of the community feedback addresses the social value of the park to the community 
(refer Attachment 4). 

Human Rights Implications 

58. A Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP) was completed by U.C.A. Pty Ltd and is 
included as Attachment 5. This indicates no known issues.  

Communications with CALD Communities Implications 

59. The information sign installed on site for the duration of the consultation period included a 
translation panel containing advisory text in eight languages: Vietnamese, Greek, Mandarin, 
Cantonese, Italian, Turkish, Arabic and Spanish. 

Council Plan, Strategy and Policy Implications 

60. The 2013-17 Council Plan, includes the following strategies that are relevant to this project: 

(a) manage competing demands for use of public and green open space; 

(b) increase cycling through improved access and infrastructure; and 

(c) increase pedestrian activity and safety through improved access and infrastructure. 

61. The Yarra Bicycle Strategy 2010-15 vision is to “establish cycling as a legitimate first choice 
of transport by people of all ages and cycling abilities through providing cycling facilities that 
serve a broad range of social objectives”. This includes paths within the City but also the 
need for facilitating the linking paths across municipal boundaries to create improved 
regional paths.   
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62. The Bicycle Strategy also seeks to provide a “continuous and well maintained bicycle 
network that inexperienced and experienced riders feel safe and comfortable using”. The 
proposed shared path in Rushall Reserve and the proposed improvements to the trail 
network adjacent to Coulson Reserve are consistent with that vision. 

63. The “completion of bicycle and pedestrian assets in accordance with the adopted capital 
works program” is one of the strategic indicators identified in the 2013-2017 Council Plan. 

Legal Implications 

64. Should Council determine to proceed with the proposed shared path, Council would need to 
enter into a Licence agreement with VicTrack over land within their control. 

65. Rushall Reserve, as part of the Merri Creek and Environs, is covered by an Environmental 
Significance Overlay (ESO clause 42.01 - Schedule 2). A planning permit would be required 
for the removal of vegetation associated with the works – this would be advertised to the 
local community and be processed accordingly. Should a planning permit be issued then 
those trees could be removed (other plantings could occur as determined).  

Timing aspects  

66. Should Council determine to proceed with advancing the proposal there is some relevant 
timing aspects – a planning permit would need to be lodged seeking approval for the 
necessary tree removals and also licence approval from VicTrack. Both require due process 
and assessments and decisions made.  

67. Further, as outlined above the City West Water main pipe works should occur before any 
shared path works are started.  

Options for Council determination  

Overview 

68. Options for Council consideration are outlined below. 

69. It is highlighted that should Council determine to proceed with an option that involves the 
construction of a shared path, all options would involve the following: 

(a) include additional seating in the reserve and the installation of a drinking fountain with a 
dog bowl; 

(b) include tree planting in the reserve and ground covers underneath the railway  to offset 
any trees and vegetation removals; 

(c) utilise decking (where necessary) over tree protection zones within Rushall Reserve to 
minimise disturbance to mature trees; 

(d) have a minimum shared path width of 2.5m and a maximum width of 3m; 

(e) offset the path (in one particular location) to provide the required separation from the 
City West Water pipe (see paragraphs 30-34 above and Table 3 above); 

(f) be subject to the VicTrack Risk Assessment requirements; and 

(g) require the same vegetation removal (requiring planning approval) beside the railway 
line along the top of the embankment; and improve pedestrian access to Rushall 
Reserve. 

70. Options for Council consideration include: 

Option   

Option 1(a) Construct a shared path in Rushall Reserve with a fence 

Option 1(b) Construct a shared path in Rushall Reserve without a fence 

Option 2 Do not construct a shared path in Rushall Reserve 
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71. A more detailed analysis of each option is contained below: 

Option 1(a):  (shared path with a fence) 

Explanation: 

72. This option would see the Council supporting the construction of a shared path linking the 
existing Merri Creek Trail at Rushall Station with the existing path at Koonda Lat with a 
design generally consistent with design consulted on with the community during May 2016 - 
subject to adjusting part of the path location by 3 metres further into the reserve at a 
particular location to avoid the underground water main in the park.   

73. This path would include a fence through along the eastern edge of the shared path with 
occasional gates allowing access to and from the reserve and additional seating. 

74. In addition to the shared pathway this would include the replacement of the existing asphalt 
path with grass.   

75. The estimated cost* is $579,650 (excl. contingency). 

76. The following officer comments are made to further assist Councillors in deliberations: 

Pros 

(a) the construction of the shared path is consistent with the strategic objectives contained 
in the Merri Creek Trail Review and the Yarra Bike Strategy; 

(b) the fence responds to feedback that shared paths and dog off lead areas need physical 
separation and addresses concerns that introducing cyclists into the reserve would be 
a risk to children playing in the park;  

(c) improves pedestrian access from the Merri Creek Trail at Rushall Station to Rushall 
Reserve; and 

(d) conversion of the existing asphalt path into grass.  

Cons 

(a) the location of the path cannot be hard against the west edge of the railway 
embankment, due to requirements to avoid existing services, protect existing trees, and 
provide, as much as possible, accessible path gradients;  

(b) the current alignment for this option has moved further into the park at a particular 
location, in response to recent City West Water feedback in relation to the existing 
water main; 

(c) inclusion of a fence may give the impression of open space being ‘lost’ due to the 
addition of a barrier; 

(d) physical separation by a fence could be said to diminish the responsibility for cyclists 
and dog walkers to be considerate of one another; 

(e) dogs may become constrained within the path side of the fence, causing an increased 
risk of conflict with cyclists; 

(f) a physically separated shared path is inconsistent with other dog off lead reserves 
along the Merri Creek; and 

(g) this is also the most expensive option. 
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Option 1(b): (shared path with no fence) 

Explanation: 

77. This option would see the Council supports the construction of a shared path linking the 
existing Merri Creek Trail at Rushall Station with the existing path at Koonda Lat with a 
design generally consistent with design consulted on with the community during May 2016 - 
subject to adjusting part of the path location by 3 metres further into the reserve at a 
particular location to avoid the underground water main in the park.   

78. This path would not include a fence, but would include the installation of low vegetation along 
the edge of the path and occasional additional seating to act as a barrier. 

79. It is noted that the provisions of the Council Order made under S10A and 26 of the Domestic 
Animals Act 1994, that dogs must be kept on-lead on shared pathways and five metres either 
side, even if pathways run through off-lead areas, would need to be applied in this option. 

80. In addition to the shared pathway this would also include the replacement of the existing 
asphalt path with grass.   

81. The estimated cost* is $561,500 (excl. contingency). 

82. The following officer comments are made to further assist Councillors in deliberations: 

Pros 

(a) the construction of the shared path is consistent with the strategic objectives contained 
in the Merri Creek Trail Review and the Yarra Bike Strategy; 

(b) this responds more to submissions raising concern in relation to open space being 
‘lost’, by not dividing the park with a fence; 

(c) access to the existing shade trees and seating is maintained physically and without 
visual impact; 

(d) responds to some feedback that suggested a fence is not needed;  

(e) improves pedestrian access from the Merri Creek Trail at Rushall Station to Rushall 
Reserve;  

(f) a non-separated shared path would be consistent with other dog off-lead reserves 
along the Merri Creek;  

(g) conversion of the existing asphalt path into grass; and 

(h) this option has a reduced project cost as compared with Option 1a. 

Cons 

(a) the current alignment for this option has moved further into the park (at a particular 
location) in response to the recent City West Water feedback in relation to the existing 
water main; and 

(b) there is no physical barrier between cyclists and off lead dogs (which is a concern of 
some heard through the consultation period). 

Note on costings  

 * It is noted that the estimates for Options 1(a) and 1(b) above include:   
 

 an estimate for cable realignment ($115,500);  

 removal of the existing asphalt path and replacement with turf ($8,600); and 

 an allowance for the remaining design services required ($60,000). 

Note: Should Council determine to remove the existing asphalt path and 
replacement with a granitic sand path, the estimated costs would increase by 
approximately $28,000. 
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Option 2: (do not proceed with shared path) 

 
Explanation: 

83. The Council also has the option of determining not to proceed with the shared path. 

84. In this option the Council would determine that it does not support the construction of a 
shared path linking the existing Merri Creek Trail at Rushall Station with the existing path at 
Koonda Lat at this time. 

85. Estimated cost: $0 (construction costs. May be minor costs associated with communications) 

86. The following officer comments are made to further assist Councillors in deliberations: 

Pros 

(a) not proceeding with the shared path would acknowledge the varied and mixed views on 
the virtues of the proposal; and 

(b) this option would provide for further opportunity for advocacy to PTV, Metro trains and 
VicTrack for modifications to the Rushall Underpass (raised by some submitters).  It is, 
however, considered very unlikely that any new underpass for cyclists would be 
successful in the short to medium term due to the very large cost and the authorities’ 
current attitude that it is not a priority.  

(c) the ‘do not proceed’ option is the least expensive option. 

Cons 

(a) not proceeding is inconsistent with the strategic objectives contained in the Merri Creek 
Trail Review and the Yarra Bike Strategy; 

(b) this option does not respond to the feedback received in support of the project; 

(c) this option may leave open questions in relation to what circumstances would reinitiate 
the proposal, and 

(d) it does not improve pedestrian access (or reduce hazards) from the Merri Creek Trail at 
Rushall Station to Rushall Reserve. 

87. Having regard to the feedback received throughout the consultation period, officers 
understand that more than one path alignment may be possible in order to meet the strategic 
objectives contained in the Yarra Bicycle Strategy and the Merri Creek Trail Review.  

88. However in keeping with the Council resolution of July 2015, the consultation process – and 
subsequent feedback – officers have restricted options presented to that following the 
concept directed by Council in its July 2015 resolution.  

Conclusion 

89. The value of a shared pathway at this location has been identified in earlier strategic 
documents endorsed by previous Councils – and in strategic documents by the current 
Council.  

90. A new shared pathway at Rushall Reserve does form part of the vision for the off road path 
network in Melbourne’s inner north. 

91. The Council in July 2015 provided parameters for a draft design in order to consult further 
with the community. That concept was placed on exhibition and a very significant number of 
submissions and comments were received – these are all outlined in the attachments and 
those documents have been in the Councillor Resource Rooms for some weeks.  

92. The consultation period has identified a high level of community engagement on this topic - 
the number of submissions received was very high for a project of this scale. This highlights 
the sensitivity in the broader community regarding the virtues or otherwise of this shared path 
proposal.  
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93. The feedback received during the consultation period has identified many themes that 
reflected both the current uses and the potential issues and opportunities posed by a shared 
path at this location. This report provides a high level summary of those themes and officer 
comments to assist in Councillors deliberations.  

94. Having regard to the existing uses and the constraints posed by above and below ground 
infrastructure, no one pathway alignment is able to satisfy the expectations of all who made 
submissions. Option 1(a) above, however, is consistent with the resolution of Council from 
July 2015 and meets the strategic ideal of linking the existing Merri Creek Trail at Rushall 
Station with the existing trail network at Koonda Lat.  

95. The social and environmental history and value of Rushall Reserve is understood and the 
amenity it offers is highly regarded.  

96. In officers opinion the amenity value of this local park need not be compromised by the 
presence of a shared pathway - various user groups co-exist at comparable parks elsewhere 
in the City of Yarra and in neighbouring municipalities.   

97. Other approvals would be required should Council wish to advance the proposed shared 
path proposal – this includes the requirement for lodgement and assessment of a planning 
permit application for certain tree removal (which would be advertised to the local 
community) and then processed according to ‘due process’; and also some final approvals 
from other agencies following detailed design aspects such as a licence agreement with 
VicTrack over land within their control. 

98. Having consideration of the high sensitivity in relation to the shared path proposal officers 
now seek the direction of the Council. 

RECOMMENDATION 

1. That Council: 

(a) note the officer report in respect to the community consultation process in relation to the  
shared path proposal within Rushall Reserve as directed by Council in July 2015; 

(b) note the extensive feedback received during the community consultation process in 
April and May, 2016; 

(c) note the feedback received via the online survey and associated written submissions 
from members of the community within Yarra and those received from outside the 
municipality; 

(d) note the contribution of the community at the Information Day on 7 May, 2016; and 

(e) note the priorities relating to Council’s shared pathway network contained in the 2013-
17 Council Plan, the Yarra Bicycle Strategy and the Merri Creek Trail Review 2008. 

2. That Council note that it could: 

(a) determine to advance the proposal for a shared path in Rushall Reserve which would 
include resolving to proceed with seeking planning approval for the necessary tree 
removal and other approvals by external agencies including VicTrack, or 

(b) determine to not proceed further with the project. 

3. That Council, having regard to 1 and 2 above, provide direction to officers in relation to the 
shared path proposal in Rushall Reserve. 

4. That Council consider the following options and resolve to provide direction to the 
organisation in relation to the proposal for a shared path in Rushall Reserve: 

Options for Council consideration  

Option 1(a) – shared path with fence 

1. That Council: 

(a) endorses the construction of a shared pathway in Rushall Reserve linking the existing 
Merri Creek Trail between Rushall Station and Koonda Lat generally consistent with the 
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plan placed on exhibition but with required adjustment for the necessary clearance of 
the City West Water pipe and the inclusion of suitable fencing along the eastern side of 
the shared path (with some gates as deemed appropriate in the final design);  

(b) note that a planning permit application would be required to be lodged for consideration 
for the removal of vegetation associated with the works – this would be advertised to 
the local community and be processed accordingly; 

(c) having regards to (b) above;  

(i) authorises officers to prepare the necessary information to submit a planning 
permit application as required under the Yarra Planning Scheme; 

(ii) authorises officers to defer the documentation for the construction of a shared 
path consistent with Option 1(a) until such time as the planning permit process 
has been concluded;  

(iii) that the final design include the following items:  

a. additional seating in the reserve and the installation of a drinking fountain 
with a dog bowl; 

b. tree planting in the reserve and ground covers underneath the railway  to 
offset any trees and vegetation removals; 

c. utilise decking (where necessary) over tree protection zones within Rushall 
Reserve to minimise disturbance to mature trees; 

d. have a minimum shared path width of 2.5m and a maximum width of 3m; 

e. offset the path (in a particular location) to provide the required separation 
from the City West Water pipe; and  

f. have regard to VicTrack Risk Assessment requirements; and 

(iv) authorises officers to communicate the resolution of Council to those people who 
made submissions as part of the consultation process. 

Option 1(b) – shared path with no fence  

1. That Council: 

(a) endorses the construction of a shared pathway in Rushall Reserve linking the existing 
Merri Creek Trail between Rushall Station and Koonda Lat generally consistent with the 
plan placed on exhibition but with required adjustment for the necessary clearance of 
the City West Water pipe and incorporating low vegetation and occasional seating on 
the eastern edge of the shared path (as deemed appropriate in the final design) to act 
as a barrier;  

(b) note that the provisions of the Council Order made under S10A and 26 of the Domestic 
Animals Act 1994, that dogs must be kept on-lead on shared pathways and five metres 
either side, even if pathways run through off-lead areas, would need to be applied; 

(c) note that a planning permit application would be required to be lodged for consideration 
for the removal of vegetation associated with the works – this would be advertised to 
the local community and be processed accordingly; 

(d) having regards to (b) above;  

(i) authorises officers to prepare the necessary information to submit a planning 
permit application as required under the Yarra Planning Scheme; 

(ii) authorises officers to defer the documentation for the construction of a shared 
path consistent with Option 1(b) until such time as the planning permit process 
has been concluded; and 

(iii) that the final design include the following items:  

a. additional seating in the reserve and the installation of a drinking fountain 
with a dog bowl; 
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b. tree planting in the reserve and ground covers underneath the railway  to 
offset any trees and vegetation removals; 

c. utilise decking (where necessary) over tree protection zones within Rushall 
Reserve to minimise disturbance to mature trees; 

d. have a minimum shared path width of 2.5m and a maximum width of 3m; 

e. offset the path (in a particular location) to provide the required separation 
from the City West Water pipe; and  

f. have regard to VicTrack Risk Assessment requirements; and 

(v) authorises officers to communicate the resolution of Council to those people who 
made submissions as part of the consultation process. 

Option 2 – do not proceed with the shared path  

1. That Council: 

(a) determine not to proceed with the construction of a shared path in Rushall Reserve 
linking the existing Merri Creek Trail at Rushall Station with the trail at Koonda Lat; and 

(b) authorises officers to communicate the resolution of Council to those people who made 
submissions as part of the consultation process. 

 

 
CONTACT OFFICER: Justin Hanrahan 
TITLE: Manager Open Space and Recreation 
TEL: 9205 5720 

 
  
Attachments 
1  Rushall Reserve shared path - draft plan  
2  Rushall Reserve shared path - survey  
3  Independent analysis of feedback received  
4  Verbatim feedback received during consultation  
5  Cultural Heritage Management Plan  
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Rushall Reserve Proposed Shared Path - Survey Feedback May 
2016 
 
- Individual qualitative comments in response to survey questions 
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QUESTION ONE:  
Having reviewed the draft design, artist impressions and background information, 

what do you think about the draft design overall? 
 

 I support the draft design as it is 

 I generally support the draft design, but would like to see some modifications 

 I have concerns about the draft design 

 I do not support this project at all 

 Unsure 
 

Please provide feedback on why you feel this way: 

 

 
I SUPPORT THE DRAFT DESIGN AS IT IS 
  

 

Support this project, please proceed – 69 comments 

1. I think the draft design is almost there. It would be a pity and a shame if this project did not 
 get to go ahead due to a handful of, frankly selfish and self-serving, local dog owners. 
The  area is underutilised and does not feel safe. Having bike riders coming through will 

provide  passive surveillance as well as improving bottleneck at the Rushall underpass. 
City of Yarra -  please proceed with this project!! 

2. This part of the park is currently underutilised – it's 150 metres from our house, and we’ve 

 never used it! More use will make it safer for people to use it more. Also, it will provide 
an  alternative bike route to the single underpass at Rushall Station. Thank you.  

3. At last. Access from the station end of the reserve. 

4. No problems please get his done. 

5. I think it is a common sense solution to an ongoing problem 

6. Please go ahead with this vital project to improve cycling connectivity in the inner north. The 

 current design will have no detrimental/material impact on neighbouring residents or 
users,  as the proposed path circumvents the reserve. There is no reasonable grounds 
to oppose  this project. 

7. It makes sense from the points of view for cycling, environmental, shared use.  

8. The design looks great and any increase in connectivity for bikes is a good thing. Won't be 
useful to me as I travel down Falconer St towards the city but for many users heading west it 

may be attractive (and may reduce the number of bike riders who use the railway station 
underpass). 

9. Excellent design. Exactly the layout I have thought about for 15 years: will vastly improve the 

bike path and will make good use of this rather dead space and the footbridge. At the same 
time the low fence will separate dogs and bikes: very well done.  

10. It is really important that we expand the network of safe and inviting bike trails throughout 

Yarra to encourage less driving 

11. It makes perfect sense to continue the bike path. As it is, it's fragmented and bike-unfriendly. 
I regularly climb the fence by the railway to continue along by the creek. I sometimes do so 

with a dog, which is awkward! 

12. The layout looks pretty good, and the bike path is in the most obvious place (closest to the 
train line). That area is pretty desolate in the middle. 
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13. The design seems simple and straightforward - good access and minimal risk for users. 

14. As a regular person who rides in this area I think it will be safer and more logical for all 
shared path users. 

15. This will be a fantastic amenity for local people.  The relevant part of Rushall Reserve is 
currently hardly used and the path will allow more people to take advantage of the open 
space as well as providing a pleasant space away from traffic for walking and cycling, both 

commuting and recreational - a great learn to ride space. 

16. A great linking path for me and other commuters. Thanks! 

17. I strongly support the construction of the path for reasons of both cycle path connectivity and 

also disabled and other access to this public asset.  

18. Finally, the missing cycling link for Northcote/North Fitzroy is being addressed. 

19. A long delayed bit of infrastructure thanks! 

20. I feel it would look great and attract the community. 

21. This is a well thought out proposal for solving a problem that should have been fixed long 
ago. The path will have no effect on what is currently an underused park. Not only will the 

path solve the problem at the station underpass, it will provide access to the park for more 
people. A small number of selfish residents is not cause for this project not proceeding. 

22. I support the City of Yarra’s proposed design including the path alignment and fence, which 

allows existing uses, including dog play, to continue. Combined with the new ramp already 
being built at Coulson Reserve, the proposed path will effectively link Clifton Hill with far 
North Fitzroy. 

23. Improving connections between, and makeup of, bike infrastructure, is something very 
important to me as a resident of this area. 

24. I support the path as it will make Rushall Reserve more accessible for use and enjoyment for 

a wider variety of people in the Yarra community. I am a mum who primarily uses a pram and 
bicycle to get around Yarra with my (nearly) 2-year old son. We have both tried to get across 
Rushall Reserve with a pram and also found ourselves "stuck" at one side with our bike, and 

had to detour around North Fitzroy to get to the other side. We also tried to host a "bush 
playgroup" here last year, which was a disaster as almost everyone got lost and had similar 
issues getting across the reserve with prams etc. A path would increase accessibility for 

elderly people, bicycle, pram and wheelchair users who are currently essentially excluded 
from using the reserve. A path, and more people using the reserve would also provide more 
passive surveillance and an alternative exit point, increasing safety, which is really important 

to me as a parent. The fact that it is currently a "dead end" makes me feel unsafe and 
certainly deters me from using the space more often. 

25. An excellent, overdue link that will benefit all, and provide more equitable access to this 

parkland. It also provides another safe area for kids to cycle.  

26. This would be a seamless connection to Holden Street. Great initiative.  

27. It looks to me like there is good separation of cyclis ts and passive users - who in my 

experience are mostly dog off-lead users. The removal of trees is mostly limited to acacias 
which are short lived anyway. Increased cycle activity will also increase passive surveillance 
of what can be a very isolated location. 

28. Hi, as a local resident I welcome the bike path as a much needed link on the Capital City 
Trail and an important activation of open space beyond local dog owners and their perceived 
ownership of this land. This is public space, to be shared rather than dominated to the 

exclusion of others. I understand dogs require a place to run, but we cannot use this space 
without our kids being overwhelmed with large, alarming dogs, our games ruined, our outings 
disrupted. Our bike outings take circuitous routes to make connections only a hundred 

metres in actual distance. We have learned to avoid Rushall Reserve, and as a close-by 
resident, that's not acceptable. This is an obvious link for the bike path and should absolutely 
be completed. 
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29. I rode on the Merri Creek recently. The dismount at the station was inconvenient and 
inconsistent with the flow of the rest of the path. It also presented a hazard for train 

passengers with prams. Please proceed with the path. 

30. This is a well thought out addition to connecting the bike paths, especially the fence 
separating the dog area from the path. 

31. Just get it done! 

32. Connection of path from end to end to provide access to AND through.  

33. I really like this idea and it will definitely be useful to me to get from Thornbury to Abbotsford 

every day. 

34. Happy that council is opening up better pedestrian and cycle access for this area.  

35. This design will make life safer for cyclists and pedestrians around the Rushall Park area 

particularly around the station. It's a good proposal. 

36. An easily accessible and navigable path connecting the Merri and Capital City Trails is long 
overdue, and despite the claims of the few will not prevent or endanger anybody wishing to 

access and use Rushall Reserve. The steep embankment up to the railway already acts as a 
barrier to access of Rushall Reserve from the west, so the addition of a bike path will not 
alter this. It will also ease the congestion and danger of pedestrians and cyclist navigating 

the Rushall Station underpass. 

37. I think this is a fantastic project and natural progression of existing infrastructure. My opinion 
is that we are making a minimal impact join between two existing paths. This of all 

developments makes a lot of sense, there is very little to lose and a lot to gain in terms of 
connecting the paths and making the path more convenient for usage across the broader 
community. We take the bikes away from the underpass and away from the residential 

streets north of the bridge.  Every improvement we make to these types of paths can 
increase the convenience and efficiency of commuting by bike or exercising along the creek 
resulting in fewer cars on the roads. So many of these projects pay for themselves in other 

ways. 

38. It will be a useful path. 

39. This is a fantastic idea that is well overdue. 

40. Build the path as per plan, stuff the dog owners, they have a fence to avoid bikes/dog 
collisions, stop dogs ruling Yarra. 

41. A very sensible design. As both a cyclist in the area and long-time fan of this quiet little 

reserve, I think this plan manages to maintain the original attraction of this pocket reserve 
whilst sensibly finally completing this important missing link. Long overdue. Well done.  

42. Separates dogs and bikes; minimal disruption to open area; not so many trees removed. 

43. There are many improvements required to this area of bike path junctions but this is a good 
start! 

44. Please go ahead! 

45. This path is sorely needed. Neither the underpass at Rushall Station, which forms part of the 
Capital City Trail nor the narrow bridge which forms part of the Merri Creek Trail, are at all 
satisfactory for cyclists. This path looks like a very superior alternative to both of these.  

46. It makes absolute sense to link the paths in this way, and opens up the reserve to greater 
use. 

47. I think it is a wonderful plan. I have never understood why there has been this missing link to 

Rushall Station. My family are very excited. 

48. I was a cycling consultant to GHD - Parsons Brinkerhoff in the late 1970s when the 
Melbourne Bicycle Strategy Plan was developed. An engineer from GHD and I walked along 

the Merri Creek identifying a possible route for a bike path from Dights Falls to Coburg Lake. 
At the time we were very sceptical about the prospects for construction of any proposed path 
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so we chose simply to recommend the best design possible from the view point of any 
potential users of the path combined with ease of construction. We suggested multiple creek 
crossings to take advantage of the change in terrain from one s ide of the creek to the other, 

the use of the existing passage of the creek under Heidelberg Road as a path route to avoid 
the need to construct a crossing at grade near Collingwood Harriers running track and other 
options which would make the path simple and useful. One of these options was to continue 

the path past Rushall station, through Rushall reserve and on northwards. This would allow 
for an easy connection across to Westgarth at the footbridge near the station, and a 
connection to North Fitzroy through the underpass. To our great delight many of the paths 

which we recommended were built promptly. But one obstacle which we had not foreseen 
became apparent in a number of places around the city. This was a lack of agreement 
between councils on the connecting sections of paths between council areas. The Gardiners 

Creek connection to the Main Yarra Trail was one such obstacle, thankfully overcome about 
25 years ago. Another was the connection of the Darebin Creek Trail to the Main Yarra Trail. 
This is only now being built, 36 years later! The Rushall Reserve link is another such 

obstacle and I hope that it will be open before I retire in about 5 years. I live in Fairfield and 
commute to Strathmore by bicycle each day along Westgarth Street, the Capital Cit y Trail 
and the Moonee Ponds Creek bike path. The new section of trail will cross my daily route 

and I look forward to seeing in use every day. 

49. Well overdue development. 

50. Rushall Station is a major gap in the existing bicycle network. This design is  an effective way 

to address the gap. 

51. I have always wanted to be able to access Rushall Station and Capital City Trail using this 
route. 

52. No time to write anything longer: This is long overdue and I don't believe it will seriously 
affect the amenity of the park. 

53. Excellent design that solves a long running accessibility issue for residents and trail users.  

54. Long overdue, welcomed. Let's get going with the path. 

55. I think this is a wonderful idea. 

56. The scheme will be a great asset to the whole community. 

57. Looks good mate. 

58. The design addresses what is a difficult link to traverse easy on a bike and will only serve to 
encourage more people to ride. 

59. Any increase in bike paths is a good idea, cycling on the roads is often too dangerous. 

60. I am a cyclist and commute through this part of the inner north every day, probably ten or so 
times a week by the time I consider weekends. It would be a great addition to the area and 

provide a much needed link as well as increase safety for cyclis ts. 

61. A vital link to support Melbourne's bicycle network. The return on such a small infrastructure 
investment is incredible when you're catering to bikes so it's highly worth it. The Merri Station 

underpass is also dangerous, as is the bridge across the creek. A bicycle on this can barely 
fit when pedestrians are present. 

62. After reviewing all the information provided and the FAQs and the actual design, I can see 

only positive outcomes if the project is completed. I was pleased to see that the local  Elders 
have been consulted.  As far as I know, this area (which has a magic of its own), was an 
extremely important part of the social life of the original occupiers.  It was a place where 

families got together, gathered the native produce, and crustacean food, and generally 
enjoyed the ambience - that we will now be enhancing, I hope! 

63. Great design, it's a real missing link in the Capital City Trail.  

64. Huge improvement to resolve a major obstacle on the capital city bike trail, long overdue. I 
endorse the design and recommend to proceed with it as soon as possible as a high priority 
project for the City of Yarra. It will enhance the access to and through this lovely part of 

Melbourne and promote more visitors and family cycling. I ride bikes with my daughters on 
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the capital city trail and have found we avoid Rushall station precinct and routes due to the 
troublesome and difficult underpass arrangement, and this resolves the problem.  

65. This path will add an important link for the local and surrounding communities. 

66. The design will provide easy access to a lovely area - which is underused at present. 

67. I use the existing Merri path multiple times a week for cycling and jogging between Clifton 
Hill and Northcote Arthurton Road. The missing link with the Rushall Station detour has 

always been problematic and particularly dangerous with bikes and pedestrians sharing a 
very narrow space. The new design and route is perfect and would greatly improve safety 
and convenience, and increase my family's and friends' use of this path. 

68. It would be a useful simplification of the bicycle route from Brunswick to the creek path east 
of the station. 

69. I think the fence is important as many people do not have their dogs under voice control. I 

will use the bike path with my kids - there's enough to think about without dogs rushing up. 

 
 
 

Thoughtful design, acknowledges various users – 72 comments 

1. The ability to get to Rushall Station directly makes common sense and works for the 
community generally bit will make it safer and more effective. The design has sensitively 
considered various groups’ desires whilst being consistent with the theme of continuing to 

provide more effective non car based transport options.  Thank you for the leadership shown 
in continuing with this important process. I am a local resident living within a few hundred 
metres of the park. 

2. It seems like a very logical, win-win solution. 

3. It appears that you have made a genuine attempt to appease both the dog owners and the 
bike riders. The result might not be exactly either group's first choice, but it looks functional, 

attractive and a genuine amenity improvement. 

4. I think it is important to create open public spaces that are accessible to many people rather 
than a small group of very local residents. 

5. I feel it is a good response to community concerns. 

6. Good compromise that meets everyone's needs. 

7. Councillors need to show leadership and not be swayed by the minority against the clear 

benefits to all of Yarra's residents. After all, a bike path is a pretty benign project. 

8. The draft design seems to be a good compromise between the need to provide a safe link for 
cyclists and the needs of residents with dogs. 

9. I am a local (on the Northcote side of the creek) and a keen cyclist (and walker) along with 
my 10 year old son who cycles to school most days. I totally support the proposal (shame 
about the fence but I understand this is in part a concession to residents who don't want the 

path in any case). I am disappointed by the opposit ion by people who don't seem to want to 
share the public space with others. I support it and so do many others in my neighbourhood.  

10. Go Council! You're doing a great job! 

11. This proposed link is so astoundingly logical I cannot understand why it wasn't done before.  
The deviation cyclists are required to make in this area are inconvenient and to the detriment 
of the Merri Creek Path's functionality.  The proposed fencing strikes me as a sensible 

addition to the proposal in order to maintain the area as an off-lead dog area.  Arguments in 
favour of monopolizing this area for dog owners is contrary to the best interests of the wider 
community. 

12. I think this is a great idea and long overdue. This is a significant improvement for both 
walkers and cyclists on the Merri trail. 
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13. I ride around this precinct a lot and I also ride with a double trailer (with young children). The 
pedestrian underpass is a nightmare with the trailer and I'm sure pedestrians are sick to 
death of being 'startled' by cyclists. I often do a detour (around the underpass) and ride over 

the pedestrian bridge but that bridge is very narrow (particularly with a double trailer).  I am a 
local and used to walk my dog in the Rushall Reserve and it is a very under-utilised public 
space - clearly there are a select few locals who think it is solely their space and are 

scrambling to find some sort of opposition to this project. You have sufficiently to appeased 
99 percent of stakeholders - enough is enough - please go ahead with the design and start 
construction. 

14. I am impressed by the draft design. This is an extremely necessary modification. The 
disconnection in this area currently requires either fighting traffic or the risky Rushall station 
underpass. As the number of cyclists increase, this creates a growing risk for pedestrian and 

cyclist safety, which this plan would alleviate. Council has nicely taken into account 
community feedback. I fully support this initiative. 

15. The plan serves a great need to solve a major problem with the current rail underpass 

without severely affecting the amenity of the current park.  The separation of the cycle trail 
from pedestrian use of the park has been well done. 

16. This is so important and caters for all users fairly. 

17. I think it's all win-win. 

18. Significant bike infrastructure improvement with modest impact on other users of public 
space. 

19. resolves all the difficulties and shortcomings. 

20. I think officers have done a great job. 

21. The design incorporates and balances the concerns and interests of all users of the open 

space and path - train users, walkers, cyclists, dog owners, park users - and will make the 
park, active travel and train use accessible to more people.  

22. Balances various uses and features of the area appropriately. Great ly enhances the amenity 

and utility of the area and the shared path network for a wider range of users.  

23. It's a good compromise that allows both pedestrians and cyclists access.  

24. It's a good outcome for cyclists, pedestrians using the Rushall Station underpass, and 

walkers and picnickers who will 'discover' the green space of Rushall Reserve. A win for the 
community in general. 

25. This missing link needs to happen as soon as possible and this is a logical, safe and well -

planned solution for cyclists, pedestrians, and dogs-walkers. 

26. It's sympathetic to the current use of the reserve and creates a convenient path through for 
the Capital City Trail. 

27. I think the draft design endeavours to preserve the maximum amount of the reserve for 
existing users, while allowing a much-needed connection for cyclists along the little used 
area at the back of the reserve. 

28. It is a well resolved solution that respects the needs of existing and future users.  

29. The draft design seems to provide adequate provision for safety of all users, including 
increased provision of fencing to stop dogs and children running onto the train tracks. The 

path following the track is a good idea. 

30. Dear City of Yarra, this is a great step forward and I fully support it. The draft design will 
deliver a solution that meets the needs of all users, including walkers, cyclists and dog-

owners. The City of Yarra to be commended for preparing a win-win solution. 

31. This is a realistic solution to delivering this key link in the cycle path through the area.  I 
nicely balances the needs of all users. 
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32. I live across the Creek from the reserve and use the reserve on at least a weekly basis. I 
understand some community concerns regarding any proposal to change a local amenity is 

to be expected, but also that it's public property and its use can and should reflect multiple 
user's needs, not just those of us living beside it.  The current draft proposal safely separates 
through traffic from the leisure use of the reserve, and still offers a huge area of open ground 

for us locals to continue to enjoy a place to walk dogs, and run around with our kids. It will 
continue to be a fantastic amenity, and we will continue to be fortunate to live beside it.  

33. I think the design provides a very good solution to all the shortfalls and different uses of this 

area. We urgently need better pedestrian access to Rushall Station and better links for the 
bike paths. The dogs can still play freely and safely. Yay!! 

34. Thanks for sharing the comprehensive plans and research. I fully support the proposed 

shared path in Rushall Reserve. I am both a cyclist and a dog owner and I can see that the 
proposal accommodates both these groups. Plus, it makes Yarra's cycling network better 
still. I love it. 

35. Looks great, has good way to address the dog/cyclists issue, plus will mean walkers can 
enjoy the path and cyclists will also have a safer experience.  

36. This design will provide a welcome route along the Merri Creek trail which safely avoids the 

railway underpass, narrow pedestrian bridge and off-road sections of the current route. My 
children and I will enjoy using this path. I don't believe the small number of dog owners who 
currently use the park will be adversely affected in the slightest.  

37. It is a good way to connect the existing path. Dog park users will not be affected with the 
addition of a fence. 

38. I cycle along the Park Street Bike Path on a regular basis (at least 5 days/week). I support 

greater connectivity of bike paths. I don't think the design as it is will have a significant 
negative effect on the reserve's use as a dog off-lead area. 

39. It's a nice design providing separate access sure pedestrians and cyclists with minimal 

removal of vegetation. 

40. I ride to work from Thornbury and this is a key missing link to access both the Merri Trail and 
improve access to the train station. It has the potential to open up and vastly improve the 

amenity of the entire area by connecting up several key access points. It will also be fantastic 
for walks during the weekend and holidays, and will really enhance the liveability of the 
Northcote area. It's great to see such a detailed proposal that is sensitive to the area and the 

needs of the existing local residents, and the thousands from nearby suburbs who regularly 
make use of the area. 

41. As a resident and cyclist I use these bike paths very frequently. I think pedestrians and 

cyclists will both benefit from shifting cyclists out of the station underpass: those corners are 
sharp and visibility is poor. The use of a low fence to separate dogs from the path is also a 
good idea, provided it can be done in a relatively unobtrusive way (I assume it can). The 

area in question is a lovely open space at the moment, and I appreciate the value of open 
space, but: I think it's important to encourage cycling as a means of transport If we can't 
provide good bike trail links here, where can we? This area is perfect for well-connected 

paths the existing open space is already quite artificial: it's not native vegetation or 
particularly organic, so I'm less concerned about disturbing the area it will be good for the 
open space to get more use/appreciation in the form of better pedestrian and cyclist access.  

42. The new bridge (built 4 or 5 years ago) is a waste without this path.  It is common sense and 
clearly a safety issue that the path is constructed now without cyclists and pedestrians forced 
to meet in the underpass.  The dog walkers/ picnickers and associated anti -cyclists will not 

inconvenienced, save for being forced to view the odd bike meandering by. School children 
would access this path to nearby schools without being filtered onto Westgarth Street or the 
underpass. 

43. The draft design is a great solution to allow shared use by cyclists, walkers and those with 
dogs. It takes into account the needs of a wide range of community users.  
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44. I really want to see this important connector built. This section of pathway has been a glaring 
omission in the area's shared path network for a decade. Even tonight, while running through 
Rushall Reserve, I saw two cyclists stopped near the train bridge, checking maps on their 

mobile phones after coming to an unexpected dead-end in this park. It happens all the time! 
The dog walkers who have managed to stall this project for years do not have an argument 
that outweighs the basic need to fix the lack of route through this park! The design you've 

come up with is sympathetic to the area and addresses many of the concerns raised by dog 
walkers in their attempt to block this (i.e. railway line alignment, very few mature trees to be 
removed). I fear this will not be enough to appease the dog walkers however. They raised 

these concerns only to build a case to throw out the project. I attended the town hall public 
consultation sessions in mid-2015 and felt those opposed were intent on derailing the 
process and ensuring only their voices were heard. 

45. It looks to be an excellent design that satisfies various stakeholders.  

46. This makes for a smoother flow of foot and cycle traffic past Rushall Station allow everyone 
to take advantage of the creek. 

47. Practical. Separation of cyclists, dogs and their owners. Improve station environment for 
passengers. 

48. I support the development of an integrated bike path network. At present there are missing 

gaps in the network around the Rushall Station and along Merri Parade. This design is 
sensitive to the Merri Creek area and allows the local community to continue to use the area 
for various recreational activities. 

49. The design allows for the construction of the much needed link without preventing the use of 
the space for recreational activities such as of leash dog walking. It strikes an excellent 
balance between stakeholder requirements and should be implemented as a priority. Whilst I 

don't use this route as a primary path for commuting currently I am starting a family and 
would switch to using it when I start to use a trailer to minimize on road travel and maximize 
safety. I would also use it to access attractions such as the Collingwood Children’s farm 

further down the path. 

50. Good, maintains utility of the reserve while providing a path.  

51. The solution satisfies all concerns I have with the plan as a local resident for North Fitzroy, a 

dog park user and a cyclist. 

52. Solves the problem of the underpass as a pinch point (and aggressive fining of low income 
persons by the Metro PSOs), while also improving connectivity between the Capital City trail 

and the Merri Creek Trail as noted, but also the St Georges Rd (Northcote) path. Judging 
from the count numbers, this section will see about 300 users per day from the outset (which 
will grow).  This should not be a concern to existing users of the patch.  This path will actually 

significantly improve the public safety and opportunity for enjoyment of that section of open 
space between the station, the rail/pipe bridge and Merri Creek. I note it will also open 
pedestrian access from the south/east side (station) whereas it can only currently be 

accessed from the north/west, which is a good thing also.  

53. This design is thoughtful and fits the needs of both cyclists and those local residents who 
wish to use the reserve to exercise their dogs. Separation of the bike path (and inclusion of 

pedestrian-only path) and dog off-lead area means that both groups of users can access the 
reserve for their needs. 

54. I am commuting to work by bike every day from Kew East to Parkville and the Rushall station 

underpass is a bit of a bottleneck. Although I probably can think of even better (and quite 
likely more expensive) ways to improve the bike path network I am aware that everyone has 
to be happy with your proposal. I am certainly very happy with your design! 

55. Has very limited impact on existing park and environment. Blends well with environment.  

56. Important step to link up the bike path network. Seems to meet the needs of all users 
reasonably well. 
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57. I think this path would be very beneficial for the residents of Fitzroy North and particularly the 
residents of Rushall Park run by the Old Colonists of Victoria. To have entry to the path from 

the other side of the railway line at Rushall Station will make entry to the reserve much more 
accessible for older residents who aren't as fit is young people.  

58. This path will benefit Merri Creek Trail users, bicyclists  connecting to and from the capital city 

trail and provide greater access to both the reserve and Rushall Station.  

59. It is a well thought proposal that accommodates the needs of pedestrians, cyclists and other 
users, such as people with prams, dogs or wheelchairs. 

60. Those opposed to the plan appear to support a status quo that excludes the space from 
shared use by all the community. The plan appears to solve a bike path connection issue 
and also opens the area up for ALL to enjoy. 

61. The draft design allows for a safer, more usable shared facility which will encourage higher 
usage. It is essential that we reduce car use and encourage pedestrian and cycle use as a 
way of fighting climate change. Cars are one of the main sources of greenhouse gases.  

62. The design caters adequately for current park users and for cyclists. It minimises tree loss 
and reduces the danger to pedestrians caused by cyclists using the Rushall station 
underpass. 

63. The design adequately balances the needs of various stakeholders.  

64. It provides appropriate separation between cyclists and other park users.  

65. The main issue is separating cyclists from the dog off-lead users and I feel that this has been 

done.  The park should be shared by both user groups. 

66. This strikes a good balance between all potential users of this piece of land, which belongs 
to the entire community. 

67. It is very important that cyclist and pedestrians have good access to off road paths and to be 
able to seek safety from motor traffic as this often goes with arrogance. Being a recumbent 
trike rider I find many paths lack enough width for two trikes to pass without going bush. 

Often in winter path sides are quiet muddy, summer full of punters.  

68. As a walker sometimes with a dog it is dangerous trying to get to the footbridge using the 
path beside the railway line and then having to scale the fence by the station path. This park 

while having been tended by local residents should be available to all of us local residents 
not just a few who regard the park as their exclusive domain. A well thought through and 
respectful design catering to a broad range of people in the Yarra community and supports 

the living longer living stronger aims of well-being in our community. A good use of our rates. 

69. It still allows dogs to be off-lead while separating them from cyclists/pedestrians. I think this 
project should go ahead as it provides a way around the underpass which can be quite busy. 

I am concerned that some have positioned banners/posters etc. throughout the local area 
with headings like ' Save Rushall Reserve from development' and 'protect our green spaces' 
implying that the area will be used for buildings. This is disingenuous.  

70. I think the current draft design achieves a good balance between preserving ameni ty at 
Rushall Reserve and increasing accessibility to the reserve for many types of users and, 
critically, providing a strategic connection in the metropolitan bicycle network. I personally 

would benefit most from an improved crossing by bicycle at Rushall  Station (in order to 
access Falconer Street), but I understand this is not a priority for some State authorities. I 
thus urge council to proceed with the construction of the path as per the draft design. Also, in 

my capacity as an attendant to local people with a disability, including wheelchair users, a 
new path would create the opportunity for them to access Rushall Reserve which they do not 
now have. 

71. A cycle path through this area is important. Sharing our green spaces is essential for happy 
healthy communities. Safe bike, foot, pram, and dog movement should be possible in all our 
green spaces. This is a logical link. 
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72. Improved amenity for all users 

 

 
 

Good design that will improve the Rushall Reserve precinct – 29 comments 

1. I am a dog-walker and a bike rider who lives nearby, and I think that this is an excellent plan 

which will benefit the whole community. 

2. This area has been a major problem for cyclists for many years. Many people get lost as the 
bike path comes to an abrupt end if one is not familiar with the area. Either side of Rushall is 

tremendous cycling - this short break is dangerous and ruins the continuity of cycling for 
families as well as people who use this to get around Melbourne.  

3. I have lived in Rushall Crescent (street number stated, not published) right near Rushall 

Reserve for over 10 years. I use the reserve on foot with my family and I am a bike rider as 
well. Having a shared path through Rushall Reserve as currently designed is a great idea. It 
improves access just enough to make it easy to enjoy by a wider range of visitors. 

4. The design is excellent, as it puts the new path along the perimeter of the reserve rather than 
going through the middle of it, and with the help of a fence, this design should adequately 
separate bikes/joggers etc. from the other 'passive' reserve users. This design will thus make 

it safer for all reserve users. 

5. It would offer a good solution for disabled riders on recumbent tricycles.  

6. The cycling path will not affect the locals' use of the area, in fact it will provide better access 

for them and their children to ride safely to the area, and also to link the North Fitzroy and 
Westgarth areas safely for locals (pedestrians as well as cyclists) as well as commuters and 
people utilising the Capital City Trail and surrounds. 

7. This would mean my family could ride further on the path without needing to go on roads.  

8. I'm a frequent user of the capital city trail and believe a path would connect the Merri Trail, 
provide easy access to the park for residents living near Rushall Station, provide a time-
saving route for people walking to Rushall Station from far North Fitzroy, increase 

accessibility for elderly people, bicycle, pram and wheelchair users, provide more passive 
surveillance and an alternative exit point, increasing safety, reduce traffic and conflict at 
Rushall Station underpass.  

9. I support The City of Yarra’s proposed design including the path alignment and fence, which 
allows existing uses, including dog play, to continue. Combined with the new ramp already 
being built at Coulson Reserve, the proposed path will effectively link Clifton Hill with far 

North Fitzroy. Please build the path to share the park. 

10. This will provide excellent connection, via Holden Street to disjointed segments of the Merri 
Creek Path. e.g., removes the need ride on the footpath on St. Georges Road to cross the 

creek onto Merri Parade and back again. 

11. The new path separates cyclist from walkers almost entirely. This path with fence separates 
the off-lead area from the new cycling path on the east side of the railway. On the western 

side of the railway the new path avoids the revegetated areas and the community garden.  

12. This path will make it safer for my 12 year old son as he travels around by bike. It is a critical 
link between good quality paths and crucial to making cycling a real and safe transport 

choice. 

13. I live just across Rushall and this will help my everyday crossing of the bridge and station.  

14. As a cyclist, I think this is a great proposal and likely to be a huge improvement for cyclists 

riding along the Merri Trail and also for users of the Rushall park.  

15. I think it is a good alignment that allows people on bikes and people walking dogs to share 
the space. This will also bring more users to the area and increase safety. 
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16. This is a lovely space that is often intimidating to use, especially with young children. I have 
been repeatedly told by dog owners not to bring in a pram in, or to expect large dogs to try 

and upend it. Nonetheless, my family and friends enjoy picnicking here, towards the bottom 
of the park - and it's always a shame to see so many walkers and riders discover the dead 
end. Living on that side of North Fitzroy, easier access to Rushall Station would also be 

invaluable. This is a fantastic community initiative. 

17. I think it's great that there will be a better connection to the station and a better continuity to 
walk/cycle along Merri Creek. 

18. It improves the safety for cyclists. 

19. It is a massive improvement on the current path which we try to avoid although regular 
cyclists in that area. 

20. Safety of riders and pedestrians must be of paramount concern.  Currently with the 
underpass and narrow path all users are put at risk.  Encouraging people to keep fit by 
cycling and walking requires better infrastructure. 

21. The proposed design will make cycling for our family much easier by allowing us to avoid the 
Rushall Station underpass. It will also make the reserve more accessible for a range of 
users. 

22. My children ride along this area to school and this modification will allow them to avoid a 
number of road crossings. 

23. Please activate the park and make it safer by having greater people presence from a bike 

path. 

24. Great way to free the underpass at Merri Station for pedestrians and safer for cyclists to get 
through this area :) 

25. It's a great idea and really necessary. I have to cycle along that route every night to get 
home (I can't detour north via Merri Parade), and this would make the ride a lot  easier and 
safer by not having to take the underpass.  

26. I'm a frequent user of the capital city trail and believe a path would connect the Merri Trail, 
provide easy access to the park for residents living near Rushall Station, provide a time-
saving route for people walking to Rushall Station from far North Fitzroy, increase 

accessibility for elderly people, bicycle, pram and wheelchair users, provide more passive 
surveillance and an alternative exit point, increasing safety, reduce traffic and conflict at 
Rushall Station underpass. 

27. It improves off road bicycle connections while encouraging a diverse mix of uses in the open 
space at Rushall Reserve. 

28. Improves the ability of the reserve to be used by a greater variety of users including young 

families with children. Critical linkage along the Merri Creek track, excellent connection into 
Rushall Train Station. 

29. I think it will increase the number of people who are aware of this park and therefore the 

number of people who will use the park. 

 
 

Flow-on benefits expected around Rushall Station underpass – 25 comments 

1. It is high time that there was a direct connection between Rushall Station and the Merri 
Creek bike path and the bridge across Merri Creek at the lower end of Holden Street.  It will 
make the area more accessible and safer for cyclists and pedestrians.  

2. I see this as a wonderful addition of infrastructure supporting active transport and creating 
better accessibility to the station and open space for those with mobility challenges.  It will 
take pressure off the underpass and will result in less conflict between people accessing the 

station and people passing through the Rushall area.  I fully support the design which I note 
minimises the loss of open space for other purposes, has a net benefit on the planted 
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environment and opens up this natural resource to more of the community.  

3. I think it will reduce the need for cyclists to use the railway underpass and the very narrow 
path on the south side on the railway line. 

4. This path is a fantastic and well overdue idea. It will make the whole area safer by reducing 
the need for cyclists to use the Rushall Station underpass. It will open up Rushall Reserve to 
all members of the City of Yarra to enjoy. It is a vital missing link in the Capital City Trail; a 

substantial amenity for all Melburnians to enjoy. 

5. There is a strong need, for both cyclists and pedestrians, to complete this link. The Rushall 
Station underpass is dangerous, narrow and steep, the lead-in sections on both sides are 

narrow and on the west side, a choke point on the shared path is at a corner! And this is all 
unnecessary when there is a suitable route along the east side of the railway line.  

6. Joins the Merri Creek and Capital City Trails so that bikes and pedestrians don't have to go 

through railway underpass or on-road section. 

7. I think it will reduce the need for cyclists to use the railway underpass and the very narrow 
path on the south side on the railway line. 

8. This bike path link is a CRUCIAL piece of infrastructure that will facilitate bike transport in 
this area and, importantly, separate bikes from the pedestrian underpass at Rushall Station.  

9. This is the most obvious solution to avoid using the underpass.  

10. Connect the Merri Trail with existing path way to complete this link and to free up subway for 
walkers and public transport users. This missing link will connect Capital city path and 
access onto to Yarra pathways. This missing link has been advocated from at least 2006.  

11. Would be a great way to cut out the Rushall Station underpass and increase access to the 
area. 

12. The proposed route would allow many bikes and walkers to go on their way without needing 

to use the underpass, and without adding to the 'bottleneck' at the Rushall Park pedestrian 
gate near the station. The plan is entirely reasonable and will overcome many vexing 
problems if implemented. 

13. Having used the underpass at Rushall Station recently and have used the "intersection" 
there over the years, separating cyclists at this point makes sense. Also as a cyclist the flow 
of traffic appears better managed. I occasionally use the bike path coming in to the city or 

North Carlton from the St Georges Road path. 

14. I think the path would also reduce traffic and conflict at the Rushall Station underpass. 

15. This link is necessary to give people riding a bike an alternative to the Rushall Station 

underpass. It will be better for public transport users and people walking as well.  

16. I regularly use the bike paths through North Fitzroy. I totally agree with this path being built 
as the Rushall station underpass is involving and also quite dangerous for both cyclists and 

pedestrians. 

17. This is a great improvement to the amenity of bicycle paths in the area. As a recreational 
cyclist who regularly rides through the area, the opportunity to avoid the horrible Rushall 

underpass is excellent. 

18. Terrific idea. Great design. Well and truly needed to reduce problems passing through 
Rushall Station. Please proceed! 

19. Yes please it's been too long already. This is one of Melbourne's vital "missing links". The 
proposed design will work for all park users and should be implemented asap as it will stop 
conflict particularly those using the tunnel under Rushall Station.  

20. This is a great design for avoiding the Rushall underpass, it's a sensible layout. 

21. I often cycle from St Georges Rd towards Fitzroy or Abbotsford and this link has always been 
difficult. The main problems occurs at Rushall Station where there is a conflict between 

pedestrians, train commuters and cyclists. This new link will alleviate those problems.  
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22. Being a bike rider I've always been concerned about safety issues at Rushall Station. 
Sharing that current ramp just isn't safe for people just trying to access the train station s o 

really appreciative this proposal is underway (casual bike rider).  

23. This design gives cyclists a safe alternative to the creek bridge at Rushall Station and the 
underpass at this station.  The Merri Creek Path will now be off-road in this area. 

24. This will increase the accessibility of Rushall Train Station reducing the congestion of the 
underpass. It is a great example of how public open space can be shared between 
competing uses. 

25. This issue just needs to be fixed. The underpass is so inconvenient and at times dangerous. 
This needs to happen or the underpass needs to be improved. 
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I GENERALLY SUPPORT THE DRAFT DESIGN, BUT WOULD LIKE TO SEE SOME 
MODIFICATIONS. 

 

 

Draft design supported, modifications suggested – 18 (tree replacement, path width, fence, asphalt 
path) 

1. I think this is excellent and well thought.  Some minor concerns, which I believe cannot be 
addressed by the Council, will be limiting cycling speeds so that pedestrians feel safe.  This 
all comes down the individual cyclist to be considerate when passing pedestrians and for 

pedestrians to also be considerate in return and stick to one half of the path for through 
cycling traffic. I would like to see the trees relocated and made good, as well as some 
markings on the path as per cycling lanes, however in the grand scheme of things, these are 

minor quips. 

2. While I am concerned about the loss of mature indigenous vegetation, I see this a 
reasonable compromise between conserving the vegetation and massively improving the 

bicycle and pedestrian amenity at and upstream from Rushall Station.  

3. I question the need for such a wide path with a separate pedestrian lane. It takes up a lot of 
space in this small area. Most of the shared paths along Merri Creek and Park Street are 

narrow and people manage just fine. It will set up expectations that all shared paths should 
be this wide, losing permeable open space. Commuter cyclists can use the road. I also 
protest the removal of any mature trees. It looks like by making the path narrower, t he bigger 

trees can be preserved. Otherwise I am totally in favour. 

4. I think it is a very sensible idea to get bikes out of the Rushall Station underpass, it is not a 
good route for bikes and probably a bit of a safety issue given the number of elderly people 

in the area and the cyclists who cycle through rather than walking. I think the design 
minimises the impact of the path on other park users and leaves plenty of space well away 
from the path on the other side of the reserve. The fence is a bit undesirable but if it helps to 

allay concerns about conflicts between bikes and dogs then perhaps it is necessary, though 
as density increases and more people are wanting to use the same public open space for a 
variety of purposes, we will have to get better at using eye contact, respect and patience to 

minimise conflicts, instead of fences and signage. 

5. I think the path is great and design shows good placement. I wonder about the need for a 
fence along parts of it. I suspect that's in response to dog owners' concerns, but there are 

heaps of parks with bike lanes through them that dogs also run in and that don't have fencing 
to separate them. Any dog owners concerned about their dogs chasing bikes should perhaps 
put some effort into training them better, rather than expect the public purse to spend money 

on a fence. The number of people who rely on bikes for their daily transport is increasing all 
the time - there has to be good, well connected paths for the city to manage transit needs.  

6. Making it easier for bike riders to commute is really important for the amenity of everyone - 

reducing the cars! The reserve could be better planted down towards the river - and the 
existing asphalt path that goes nowhere could be removed. This would improve the amenity 
of the reserve even though a few trees are being removed and some extra concrete are 

being introduced for the proposed bike path. 

7. In general absolutely love the project and it will be so useful for my family and I. However in 
the interests of catering for future growth in pedestrian and cyclist numbers providing a path 

that is wide enough to be not "shared" with clearly delineated space for cyclists and 
pedestrians would provide the best outcome. 

8. I think it's a no-brainer, the railway underpass is no place for the volume of riders seeking a 

connection from the Merri Creek Trail to the Capital City Trail.  The path MUST be built, but 
the design could be improved. 

9. I support the path idea. I think the proposed design is awful.  

10. It is wonderful to see this work being done. Congratulations to Yarra for improving open 
green spaces. Making the space better for walkers is to be commended. If resources allow, 
further planting of native trees would be excellent. Thanks again.  
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11. I can see the need for the path to alleviate safety concerns in the underpass from cyclists 
etc. I am for the path. However, I do not understand why the existing asphalt path is to be 
retained in the new design. I would suggest deleting the asphalt to reinstate an equivalent 

amount of natural surface that the new path will be taking up. It would also be the ideal site 
for the planting of replacement plants that are to be removed as it will abut the existing 
revegetation along the Merri Creek bank. 

12. I really feel that this area is closed off to the majority of Yarra residents. The shared path will 
open it up for all. It is a public space, not just an area for very local people to walk their dogs. 
I am not fussed about cutting down acacias and dead trees. I would however like to find a 

way to save the largest eucalypts. 

13. Very happy with this proposal.  Having previously lived on Rowe Street, and still frequenting 
the area, with my main means of transport being by bike, this area was always a frustration - 

a very clear and obvious gap. My only suggestion is that the path should be wider. 

14. I think the path will be a great addition to the City of Yarra and the alignment with fencing 
seems a sensible solution to the integration of the path with current uses. It could be 

improved with some additions to the open space to provide more for passive use. The path 
could also be improved with a better connection below the station for safer more separated 
cycle and pedestrian use. 

15. It is a shame about the trees that are going to be chopped, but I think you could plant a few 
to make up for it. Apart from that, I think it's really good. 

16. I believe the bike path is a good idea, but I am also concerned about the loss of the nature of 

this public space, and its unique value in the city. 

17. The path concept is generally excellent, however a more significant path of greater than 3 
metres width is probably required to allow sufficient and safe separation between cyclists, 

runner and walkers at all times on what is likely to become a significant traffic route. 

18. In general the draft design is wonderful, a great asset for our community, however would like 
to see some changes for the benefit of the elderly and disabled.  

 

 
 
I HAVE CONCERNS ABOUT THE DRAFT DESIGN 

 

 

Address issues at Rushall Station/Underpass – 21 comments 

1. I think the design is good, and allows multi-use of the reserve but as an overall the building 

of this path does not improve the ongoing issues with the underpass, which will continue to 
be a problem.  Commuters will continue to come down McLachlan Street to cross to Rushall 
Crescent/Michael Street and vice versa.  Even if some of the commuters coming from the 

north use this new path, they still need to use the underpass to get to Rushall Crescent.  The 
new path does nothing to rectify this issue.  The funds would be better spent on a solution for 
the underpass. 

2. I do not like having to use the Rushall Station underpass when I am on the Capital City Trail.  

3. I am also a daily user of the footbridge over Merri Creek and the Rushall underpass.  My 
observation (which appears to be accepted by council through its reference to this new path 

as being for recreational cyclists) is that the congestion on the footbridge and the Rushall 
underpass will not be relieved by this path.   If this path is just for the occasional recreational 
cyclist, shouldn't the needs of the local community be prioritised?   Why isn't there more of a 

focus on addressing the dangers of the footbridge and underpass as shared pathways? 

4. I am a regular user of Rushall Station at all different times of the day, both as a cyclist and a 
train passenger. There is always a steady stream of cyclists struggling through the 

underpass. It is unacceptable in a city that is developing cycling as a major form of transport 
to have important and well used routes blocked by such situations.  
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5. I support the intention of removing the need for cyclists to use the Rushall Station underpass, 
which is dangerous and holds people up. If cyclists are to be directed around the area as 

proposed, safety improvements will be needed at the intersection of the Capital City Trail and 
the north-south path. At the moment it is quite difficult to see pedestrians or cyclists coming 
around the corner. 

6. It is dangerous and slow to take a bike under the existing underpass. This appears to 
address those concerns for bikes heading into Merri creek trail. It is a shame it does not also 
take those heading to Capital City trail north-west. 

7. On the other hand, the cliff-top path to Rushall Station would benefit with tidying up, fencing 
and a gate giving access to the pedestrian ramp leading up to the station.  

8. I would have liked some way to streamline access to the bridge at Rushall Station. There are 

often collisions between cyclists and train passengers. It is important to consider how 
increased bike traffic might impact pathways and traffic further along the bike path,  

9. However, I would consider the creation of an alternative to the Rushall train station 

underpass as a high priority. 

10. The key issue which the draft design addresses is through cycle and pedestrian use of the 
Merri Creek Trail. It also attempts to resolve a number of very local issues (e.g.. fencing for 

separation of dogs and cyclists).  However, a related, yet critically important issue, is 
resolution of bicycle use of the station underpass and addressing the need to resolve this 
historic blockage in the Capital City Trail (CCT) - an issue that has been around since the 

first designation of the CCT nearly 25 years ago.  The opportunity for resolution of this issue 
should not be overlooked, yet the draft material here tends to confirm that it has not been 
fully investigated.  For example, additional work could be done with Darebin to investigate 

commuter cycle patterns especially to shed light on why the existing Rushall underpass is a 
problem.  From my observations, a critical item is high use of Westgarth Street by cyclists 
wanting to travel towards the CBD via Napier Street (or even Canning Street), in the morning 

peak and in reverse for evening peak.  In attempting to take a short and safe route these 
cyclists confront both the narrow high level bridge from McLaughlan Street to the Station, as 
well as the Rushall underpass.  Safety issues with pedestrians are well known at both 

locations and especially the underpass.  To avoid this and especially since Koonda Lat has 
opened, a small number of commuter cyclists stay on the Merri Trail traveling west beyond 
McLaughlan Street to join the path over Koonda Lat.  Some short -cut down the grass 

embankment below Merri Parade and the Merri Trail to Koonda Lat and then (via Kneen 
Street or another route), make their way through Edinburgh Gardens to Napier Street.  The 
grass embankment is not a designated route and is somewhat unsafe, but avoids the 

Rushall constraints.  To further encourage avoidance of the Rushall constraints, this grass 
embankment route should be formalised by Darebin.  In fact this would be especially 
important where Yarra might not pursue a new underpass under the rail embankment (see 

further below).   

11. Financially with this much funding already on the table to this project, let's think laterally 
about how the whole precinct at Rushall Station can be vastly improved for everyone not just 

one user group. This has been poor planning. Now is the opportunity to get this right so it 
brings the community together to resolve all the issues. Communities together can better 
solve issues which brings about community cohesion. 

12. Reduce traffic and conflict at Rushall Station underpass. 

13. I would also like to see also an improvement of the Rushall Station underpass, as it is very 
difficult to use this with a bike trailer. 

14. The underpass at Rushall Station is dangerous for cyclists.  

15. I think it imperative that the shared underpass at Rushall Station be altered to safely and 
efficiently accommodate both pedestrians and cyclists, at the same time that this design is 

implemented. 
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16. Rushall Station is an impediment to an otherwise excellent bike path. Having to dismount 
and use the underpass is inconvenient, slow, awkward, and makes me feel like a second-
class citizen. 

17. Surely it would be more effective all round to address the Rushall Station underpass, making 
it wider and more amenable to shared foot and cycle users. It would also be cheaper and so 
much less destructive to the limited remaining natural environment.  

18. At the moment, having to use the path alongside Rushall Crescent is problematic when you 
have to cross under the station. It inconveniences cyclists who have to dismount, is difficult 
for kids (and lesser skilled adult cyclists), and annoys pedestrians coming the opposite 

direction having to manoeuvre around a bike and pedestrian. 

19. Consideration could be given to improving the current station underpass.  

20. The underpass could do with an upgrade to more easily facilitate bicycles at a fraction of the 

cost of this proposal. 

21. I am a cyclist with the COTA Cycling Group and I think that anything that does away with that 
horrible underpass is a good thing. 

 

 

Tree replacement and planting – 7 comments 

1. Compensating loss of trees by planting additional trees within the reserve.  

2. I suggest you plant some additional trees in the reserve to replace the ones that will be 
removed, and to provide some additional shade. 

3. It would be good to include planting of replacement trees, and possibly more, to enhance 
shading in the park. 

4. Ensure trees removed are offset by replacing them with plantings in more appropriate 

locations. 

5. Please replace the 12 trees and create a plaque recognising the Aboriginal historical 
significance of the area. 

6. Tree removal especially. mature Euc. camaldulensis  # 5:- I agree with all bar one of the 
proposed tree removals. As I am sure your parks people are aware, the small Acacia and 
Bursaria trees can be easily replaced, however the tree marked on design map as number 5.  

"E. camaldulensis" (native River Red Gum) could be safely retained. In my estimate this tree 
is approximately 25 year old, and would take 20 years to replace (i f planted closer to Creek) 
Alternative: To avoid community backlash, and to take the advice of the Aboriculturalist's 

conclusion ("Tree Dimensions ....  ‘poor structure’ " - i.e. leaning over Railway platform). I 
suggest the lopping of all West leaning branches, to re-centre the weight of the tree; a few 
metres of raised boardwalk over the roots of this River Red Gum would be needed. As a last 

resort, if the 25 year old tree must be removed, a cluster of new River Red Gums plantings 
can be (re)placed on the creek (with grass controls). Conclusion: The climate change 
benefits of that one young 25 year old River Red is worth its retention; when combined with 

other clear benefits (shade, habitat, maturity (difficulty of replacement) it seems a real waste 
to completely remove it. 

7. Please replant the area with local plant species when completed.  

 
 

Reconsider design elements/features – 16 comments 

1. The artist's impression of the spot where the two trails cross suggests that traffic precedence 
hasn't been thought through. May I suggest that if the new trail won't have precedence, then 
instead of being possible to speed "straight ahead" across the existing trail, the new part is 
offset to the south slightly? 
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2. Would like to see new pathway incorporated more with the existing path. 

3. However, I would like to see the path raised up on the rail embankment to maximise access 
to the levelled area below for community use, and further discourage potential collisions 

between children, dogs and cyclists. This could also help in avoiding damage to trees and 
their root systems. I realise there will be land ownership issues with VicTrack, but would 
welcome the attempt at effective liaison. 

4. Bike path needs to be current standard width and moved away from railway station 
underpass. 

5. The safety fence along the path. Maybe another entrance to the Reserve to pedestrians 

(along the path). 

6. See comments below (I think  that alignment should follow the existing path as far as possible 
before changing direction to align with the railway embankment. The reason for this is that it 

would maintain most of the current open space used by park  users. It also keeps the seating 
in the appropriate places where they are shaded by the embankment and mature trees in the 
afternoon when most needed.) 

7. The shared path needs to be made more pedestrian friendly. The design of the goat track 
element is unclear. The scope/gradient needs to be reduced. 

8. Slow zones rarely work as intended (slowing cyclists), although I appreciate the need to do 

something at the location of the station. Is it possible to widen path in this location and 
attempt to separate pedestrians and cyclists? Likewise, pedestrian/cyclist separation via a 
painted line or other pavement treatment is usually a waste of time. Pedest rians often don't 

pay attention to the intent and will wander across all areas. May I suggest a physical 
separation, such as a kerb and channel, where the cycle section is slightly lower than the 
pedestrian section, i.e. treat the bikes like cars on a road. 

9. To more comprehensively address the Rushall constraints and do it in a cycle-attractive way 
that persuades cyclists it is worth travelling a relatively short additional distance, more value 
needs to be added to the investment Yarra is considering via the draft design.  This should 

be in the form of not only formalisation of the route down the grass embankment, but also a 
new underpass under the rail line that permits connection to the northern end of Falconer 
Street from the new proposed trail in Rushall Reserve.  This would solve the Rushall 

underpass/Capital City Trail issue - albeit that it would initially depend upon educating 
cyclists from the east (Westgarth Street) about the benefits of this slightly longer, but much 
quicker, route.  This route would also be preferable on a number of counts, including 

amenity, to the current short climb near the electricity sub-station and Kneen Street and 
other routes to access Edinburgh Gardens/Napier Street.  It would also optimise the CCT for 
eastbound travellers who will otherwise need to come off the CCT earlier to access the new 

Rushall Reserve trail and thereby avoid the Rushall underpass - as well as traveling twice 
the distance compared to this new rail underpass. The inclusion of these additions would add 
immense value to the project and the opportunity for their inclusion should not be missed.  

Indeed funds must be sought from elsewhere (State Government for CCT and Darebin for 
grass embankment) to resolve this regional cycling issue. 

10. There is not enough separation of bikes from walkers and canines - especially with the bend 

under the train bridge. The existing seating should be moved so that elderly dog owners who 
need to sit are not calling their dogs TOWARDS the bike path and behind the fence.  The 
dog bowl has been placed in the unfenced area. A dog off the lead wanting a drink of water 

will place itself and bike riders in danger. 

11. There is not enough separation of bikes from walkers and canines - especially with the bend 
under the train bridge. The existing seating should be moved so that elderly dog owners who 

need to sit are not calling their dogs TOWARDS the bike path and behind the fence.  The 
dog bowl has been placed in the unfenced area. A dog off the lead wanting a drink of water 
will place itself and bike riders in danger.  

12. The mesh fence along the path is an injury risk to cyclists if it abuts the path i.e. catching 
handle bars etc. 
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13. I have provided a detailed report which I have emailed to Open Space and Kevin Ayrey. 
There are some design modifications that I think could improve the project. In particular: 
Construct the clifftop section of the path as a boardwalk, not a concrete path. Or investigate 

a totally new alternative – the ‘Goat track’/board walk combination (documented in the 
report). The proposed fence around the dog off-lead area should not be built as currently 
designed. Eliminate it and have no fence, using alternative landscape treatments as a 

barrier. If there must be a fence (such as near the tree copse) use a subt ler type and hide it 
amongst planting and mounding or locate it in the swale. Create an alternative, separate 
pedestrian route winding amongst new planting along the old path alignment between the 

northern entrance and the proposed steps off the shared trail. Lobby VicTrack for a lower, 
simpler barrier along the train line, such as is in place on the Upfield line. Modify the 1.4m 
high mesh fence along the cliff to a more open and attractive balustrade style barrier 

connected to the proposed boardwalk. 

14. Provide dog poo bag dispenser and bin if not already in proposal.  

15. I have child with pram and am cyclist. I want better access to the area.  

16. How will the design achieve functional separation between the pedestrian only and bicycle 
paths? Will the concrete path be signed as a shared path or bike only path where adjacent 
the footpath? Suggest some sort of aesthetic separation is required. Is wayfinding signage 

required to support this project (it should be)?  Why is the mesh fence necessary? IS there a 
drop-off? The contours don't show a drop. The fence forms a barrier for anyone wishing to 
access the open space. 

 
 

Improve lighting – 7 comments 

1. No lighting is included in this proposal - what happens when a female pedestrian/cyclist is 
assaulted/raped at night when using this shared path which is actually very isolated? 
Remember a woman was raped many years ago just next to Rushall Station - a considerable 

upgrade of lighting followed this incident. This will clearly increase the eventual cost of this 
proposal to over $1million - for little benefit to Yarra residents/ratepayers.  

2. ensuring adequate lighting of the footpath at night. 

3. At night that part of the reserve is very dark and if this was to become any sort of access 
point it and the path should be appropriately lit for safety and security as there are currently 
some concerns by people using the station at night as it currently is.  

4. There is inadequate lighting. 

5. Lighting is important in supporting cycle path use, for practical and safety reasons. Safety is 
particularly an issue for women. I would prefer to be able to use the path at night and feel 

safe. Even on-path ground lighting such as the ones seen in Richmond, or in Amager 
faelledparken in Copenhagen. 

6. Lighting should be considered. 

7. If this is truly a strong reason for building then where are the lights because people will want 
access at night (in the middle of winter it is dark before 6pm).  

 
 

Reconsider path connectivity and alignment – 7 comments 

1. As well as connecting with the northbound path we need cycle access under the railway 
tracks to join up with the bike track heading west to Brunswick. It is not acceptable that major 

metro bike paths continue to be fragmented because Councils don't take the effort to 
connect them, especially when they come so close. As it is, everyone rides through the 
underpass, which poses a small safety risk to pedestrians. Would car drivers find it 

acceptable to get out and push their car because the freeway didn't quite connect with 
Alexandra Parade? 
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2. I think the new underpass should come out much closer to Falconer Street than to Holden 
Street. 

3. Connect the Merri Trail. 

4. Another thoroughfare across the railway line. 

5. I'm not sure whether the existing path that ends at the Merri Creek in a dead end somehow 
connects to this new path - or is the new path up higher closer to the railway line? This is 

unclear. I would want to ensure there is a clear way to travel across the creek from Northcote 
and go across Rushall Station. I presume this new path avoids having to jump over a fence, 
but it isn't clear to me how it connects. 

6. Could the bike lane on Holden Street be improved? In particular the busy crossing Bennett 
Street and Holden Street?   

7. The design would certainly be an improvement for riders following Merri Creek but it makes 

little if any improvement to riders travelling north/south between Rushall Crescent and the 
existing footbridge. I would like to see an additional underpass just to the west of the station. 
If this was included there would be no reason for bike riders to use the existing underpass.  

 
 

Improvement idea/suggestion – other – 6 comments 

1. Could an alternative be a bridge from Park Street bike path over the railway line to adjoin a 
path at the edge of the station on the Merri Creek side of Rushall Station? 

2. A much less disruptive design to the existing green space/quiet area would be an additional 

underpass just beyond the Clifton Hill end of the Rushall Station platforms. This would also 
be a much more direct connection of the two trails. 

3. There are no speed limiters for bike riders heading down hill.  

4. Although an avid cyclist, I am concerned about pedestrian safety at the join of the proposed 
new path to the existing bike path at the North-West edge of the plan (away from the station).  
Cyclists will "cut the corners" when changing from existing to new path and vice versa. Given 

the emphasis on maintaining comfort and well-being for pedestrians, perhaps it would be 
wise to add a go-slow mechanism (e.g. hoops that force cyclists to slow down when 
entering/exiting the new path). 

5. There are alternatives. 

6. There are more than adequate existing bike paths (3) available to riders. They could be 
improved with better signage. 

 

 
I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS PROJECT AT ALL 

 

Significant cost, unjustified use of Council funds – 40 comments 

1. The expenditure of rate payers' funds on this proposal is wasted - Council should direct the 
money to addressing the congestion and conflict in the rail underpass that will still exis t 
should the proposed path be built. 

2. I do not think that there is a justified need for this new path, or for the expenditure required to 
provide it, as there are already adequate existing paths. There should be no need to intrude 
on the public open space of the Rushall Reserve. 

3. I strongly support the concept of linking the bike path with a new connection on the north 
side of the railway line.  But there is an existing path which should be used and upgraded to 
meet the need for a connection. Putting in a new path at a significant cost is crazy. Much 

less money and an adequate solution could be achieved by using and upgrading the existing 
path with a small new section for the final connection. The new path would split the park in 
two with its one metre fence and the land between the new path and the railway would be 
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dead space. This would not be a good outcome for the community, nor a cost effective 
solution. 

4. The introduction of this shared pathway seems to be addressing one group only - cyclists. 

And in an area already surrounded by pathways and cycle paths. A quiet, sheltered haven 
created by the community and used by a range of residents of all ages is going to be 
repurposed at great expense to rate payers not only in $, but in losing amenity. It's s imply 

mind boggling. 

5. It will destroy forever the safety and tranquillity of the reserve in order to appease a small 
handful of cyclists, most of whom do not actually live within the municipality. As such, it puts 

the needs of non-local passers-by ahead of the needs of local ratepayers' and then, in the 
ultimate 'f**k you', proposes using $650K+ of ratepayer money to pay for it.  

6. The draft design seems to me over-engineered: it's an expensive and disruptive solution to a 

simple problem. 

7. There has been no professional data collection of users – cyclists and pedestrians - of the 
walk way under the rail way line at Rushall Station or surrounding shared cycle/pedestrian 

paths. Other Councils usually install counters of users e.g. a tube across the relevant 
pathway to count cyclists over a week or so (Cost only about $200 a week)  then set up 
video cameras to record both cyclists and pedestrians which are connected to computers 

and can be viewed from an Office. The question arises – how can Council even contemplate 
financing the project without proper supporting data? 

8. As daily users of Rushall reserve, the proposed bike path is an unnecessary duplication of 

two existing bike paths that are only metres away. This is a poor use of Council funds. 
Rushall Reserve is one of the few parks in the inner north that is not bisected by a bike path. 
This safety is part of the reserves appeal to local residents who want to walk dogs, play 

games and relax without conflict with speeding cyclists. It is very concerning that Yarra 
council ignores the wishes of the community who use this park (hundreds of residents) so 
that a handful of bike riders do not have to get off their bikes at the station underpass.  

9. It's become expected that Council are happy to spend ratepayers’  funds on increasing 
amenity for cyclists at the expense of amenity for passive recreation and carving up open 
space. It's also deeply disappointing that once again there's a proposal for use of open 

space that seems to create divisions between cyclists and rate payers. However, to simply 
address the draft design - this project is just unsafe. Proposing shared exit and entry points 
for commuter/recreational cyclists and pedestrians creates a raft of problems. The concept of 

a shared path in this reserve is ill conceived  - it makes more sense in the longer term to 
have cycle pathways on the eastern or northern side of the creek and to put effort and funds 
into fixing the underpass and creek bridge to provide better shared pathways and options for 

recreational cyclists.  It's clear this project is about finishing off a plan created some time 
ago, with little consideration or consultation for its practical application. This is great example 
of nice in theory, but will be poor in practice. 

10. Bike routes already exist on both sides of the Merri Creek, so the proposed path would be an 
unacceptable waste of Council money, and of no benefit to Yarra ratepayers.  

11. The Council has wasted too much on the project already with its double public consultation 

and the draft design. The area deserves a conservation management plan to properly 
appreciate the cultural significance of the place for the Wurundjeri as well as the likely 
connection with their encounter with John Batman. We should be spending some monies on 

some sculpture to celebrate that event, to continue the indigenous planting and landscaping 
of the area, to improve the amenity of the area for dogs and their owners without channelling 
a stream of bike riders through the area. There is too much bike traffic already the St 

Georges Road link around to the Park Street linear park bike link. Yarra should be spending 
its available monies for bike infrastructure on taking steps to take bike traffic out of Edinburgh 
Gardens and out of the Park Street linear park. Yarra needs to start thinking about dual 

paths for pedestrians and bikes NOT SHARED PATHS. 
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12. This is a reckless use of Council funds. Council recently rejected the "development plan" for 
Darling Gardens because of (a) community opposition and (b) the change to the amenity of 
the Gardens it proposed, and yet is unwilling to apply the same decision-making principles to 

Rushall Reserve.  Additionally, there are already ample cycling assets in this area.  
Additionally, this will quickly cease to be a shared path as the cycling speedsters take over 
on the westward leg, mirroring their dangerous behaviour on the existing Rushall Crescent to 

Kunda Lat bridge section of shared path.  You can also expect that cyclists will cut corners at 
the Holden Street path intersections, creating further environmental damage and safety 
hazards (as they are now doing by shortcutting across the grassy knoll in front of the 

retirement housing just north of Rushall Crescent). 

13. What a shame to spend money on cutting down so many of the Reserve's trees when this 
could be better spent on improving the grass cover and further plantings.  

14. I feel this is a completely unnecessary distribution of funds on a project that isn't needed.   

15. For goodness sake...use the money to plant trees or do something useful...the path is good 
enough as it is....Darebin Bug should talk to the locals...it is not all about them..as a member 

I will be sending them an email to tell them to pull their heads in and just concentrate on 
doing something useful like teaching ethics to the general biking community...what a waste 
of funds. 

16. I do not see the need to spend such a large amount of money when existing infrastructure is 
adequate for cyclists of which I am one. 

17. What it WILL do is cost 100s of thousands of dollars that Council cannot afford. It WILL result 

in council funds, sourced from residential building developments and earmarked for open 
space expenditure, being spent on reducing open space. On top of this, the people who 
move into those developments are unlikely to have any open space of their own and will 

require more public open space. 

18. The bottom line is that the costs of this proposal hugely outweigh the benefits.  

19. I am all for bike paths and linking bike networks, however this is so unnecessary, unwanted 

and such a waste of public money. I'm sure the money could be better allocated elsewhere. 
The reserve a wonderful community open space enjoyed around the year by many. Please 
leave it as is. 

20. Why would over $600,000 be prioritised for this unnecessary concrete path, when there are 
far greater community needs that are not being met - not to mention a duplicate bike path 
less than 50 metres away! How can this be good policy making??? 

21. While there has been strong lobbying for this proposal, NO ONE has provided any serious 
evidence of the need. All the surveys point to a low volume of potential use that is easily met 
by the existing cycle infrastructure. The council has not justified the expenditure—now likely 

to be in excess of $1 million—on the grounds of need. There has been no analysis of costs 
or benefits. For example, we don't even have an estimate of how much time the path will 
save cyclists who might use it as part of their daily commute.  

22. It is an unnecessary expenditure of over half a million on a path which is not needed and 
which will impair the quiet, uncluttered environment of Rushall Reserve. The artist's 
impression gives a distorted (and overly positive) impression of how much of the park will be 

alienated from current park users. Very few cyclists actually ride from Koonda Lat down the 
Capital City Trail and most of these could easily use the alternative route on the other side of 
the creek or do as they do now which is go under the station on foot.  Incidentally most of the 

underpass traffic will continue as it consists of people travelling from the East to the City.   
Lack of appropriate signage (and inaccurate Google maps on people's phones) is the current 
cause of confusion for cyclists.  Stop listening to non-local cycling advocate, and hear the 

voices of your own constituents who do not want this path. 

23. Cost: Surely there are more important projects that $500,000 to be used towards that would 
be of greater benefit to the community. 

24. I am appalled that developers' open space funds are being used to reduce open space. It is 
surely against the spirit of the idea of open space funds and should be prohibited.  
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25. Waste of money! 

26. There is a path on the other side of the rail track.  It will is not wanted or needed. There are 
existing bike paths on both the eastern and western side of the Merri Creek, this project 

costing over $660,000 is of marginal benefit, the money would be better spent on other 
recreational activities, for example making the existing shared pathways safe for pedestrians, 
recreational bike users and joggers etc. or separating cyclists and pedestrians at the Rushall 

underpass... 

27. Cost of path. 

28. The money could be better spent on other bicycle projects. There already is a bike path 

which many cyclists use. 

29. This project is being funded by open space funds, but will actually reduce open space. This 
should not be allowed to happen. Open space is a very limited amenity in the area. Rushall 

Reserve has already previously had its open space reduced by the shared path built to meet 
up with Koonda Lat bridge. While not taking up that much space, that path has completely 
stopped all the activities that used occur on the west side of the railway bridge e.g. playing 

cricket or letting dogs run off lead in that area. Yet another path on the east side of the 
railway bridge will do the same on the other part of the reserve. 

30. I'm a local resident, and I use the reserve very often to take my dog to play. Along with a 

large amount of other people. I think this is a bad idea for the fact that it is a waste of tax 
payer money. It is a small reserve as it is but to make it even smaller is ludicrous. I really 
think it will cause a lot of problems with the mixture of dogs off-lead and bikers. I think we 

need to keep more green in this world and destroy less. It will make that area so much  
busier and take away for the nice little reserve it is. Please don't do this.  

31. The FAQ section of this proposal says that "Council expects the shared path would cost 

$665,000 for design and construction". a) Does this estimate include the costs of the initial 
consultation and subsequent reports (i.e. plants in the area)? 

32. We went to a finance Council meeting at the Fitzroy town hall at some stage and the local 

basketball team with 1200 local members was looking to Council to purchase some land to 
build them some courts - why was at least $1 million dollars for a bicycle path which locals 
don't want when there is a crying need for such money nearby which many locals would 

support! 

33. It's unnecessary and I worry it will get rid of the off-lead dog park in the area which we love 
and need. They are scarce as is and would be a huge shame to waste money on something 

so unnecessary. 

34. This is crazy! Rushall Reserve is bordered by bicycle track and as a regular cyclist I find it 
totally against what it is to be a cyclist. I ride a bike to protect the environment, not to ruin it 

for bike paths and by increasing carbon outputs to create those paths. I can understand 
there can be problems with a shared walk way/bike path underpass that is stated as one of 
the main reasons we need this path but if that is the problem why don't we fix the 

underpass??? If the reason is the missing link between bike paths that is also completely 
wrong and misinformation as there are links going on the north and south side of the reserve. 
Do we really need a path through the middle as well as on both sides of the reserve??? I feel 

like there are a bunch of 15 year old boys campaigning for this track to be built. Why doesn't 
the militant bicycle Victoria lobby group listen to the people who actually live in the area have 
a think about it and come up with a better plan. There are a number of alternatives to 

increase the ease of use for this already very useable area of bike paths but too be honest 
wouldn't it be better to give the $650,000-$1,000,000 to people in our community who really 
need it? That would go a long way to helping homeless people in our community have a bed 

to sleep in over winter in which they don't freeze to death. Talk about FIRST WORLD 
PROBLEMS, shame, shame, shame, give the money to those who really need it and ride 
your bike around the park on the perfectly fine and use-able ALREADY EXISTING bike 

paths, and really if the underpass is a problem, it's only because these old bullies who want 
to ride their $5000 carbon fiber bicycle 50km/h on all the bike paths which really should be 
safe for shared walking or riding. We all need to be polite and courteous when sharing public 

spaces. Maybe a better use of the money would be a campaign explaining the benefits we 
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can all reap when we are good to each other. 

35. Finally, no data (e.g. about usage of the area by cyclists, routes taken by cyclists on 
weekdays versus weekends, or incidence of accidents) has been put forward to justify the 

plan and considerable proposed expenditure of ratepayers funds.  As a matter of proper 
public governance, without such data, no such expenditure should be considered.  

36. Living in Holden Street I use the Rushall Reserve almost daily as I have two dogs, and walk 

through the park often, whether crossing the bridge to get to Westgarth train station or 
Rushall train station. I have been doing the same for my whole life, as I've lived here my 
whole life. I believe that the proposed path is unnecessary and a waste of money. There is 

no benefit in the path except approximately 40 seconds saved for cyclists who clearly just 
can't be bothered dismounting their bikes when it comes to the under path at Rushall station. 
If the community leaders think this sort of behaviour (cutting down trees, making the reserve 

almost dangerous with the speed of the bikes flying through and not considering that people 
have been using the reserve for years as an open space for sports, dogs and picnics) then I 
have lost all faith in our Council and those who are supposed to be representatives for the 

area. 

37. I am really concerned that a project like this can be undertaken without any needs 
assessment or genuine understanding of how the space is  currently used, and what will be 

compromised in terms of community enjoyment of this space in the future.  

38. I think it is totally unnecessary to turn what is now a quiet cul de sac park into a thoroughfare 
with an expensive bike path. It will reduce the size of the park due to the proposed path and 

fences. It will not solve the problem for people wanting to join the Capital City Trail who still 
need to go through the tunnel under the railway line and will only save cyclists a few minutes. 
It is a true nature reserve now but through traffic will change it entirely. No one has properly 

researched who would use the new path and where they would be going to.  

39. The area is wonderful as it is.  It seems a lot of money is being wasted when there are more 
suitable alternatives on the other side of the railway line.  A bit more vision is required I think.  

40. The bike path and fence separate most of the useful, usable shaded area of the entire 
reserve off from the reserve. The shade will now be pretty much available to the 
cyclists/bicycle path only and be a dog on-lead area (with the 5 metre exclusion zone which 

is now currently being enforced by council officers in Edinburgh Gardens). Also on hot days 
and even rainy days people shelter under the bridge or play cricket/ball games there. This 
also completely changes the way the reserve is currently used by the current users forcing 

them to stay only in the dry unshaded central part of the reserve. I am concerned that there 
will be increased conflict at the end of Holden Street (which is currently a problem for users 
entering the reserve from Holden Street) because despite the slight rise out of the reserve to 

Holden Street to slow the cyclists down, I suspect cyclists will naturally accelerate as the 
come down hill to gain speed to get to the level of Holden Street at the pipe bridge. Another 
problem will be people coming off the current bridge/stairs down into the reserve. These 

people and dogs off-lead (which is common coming down the steps) will be stepping into 
traffic heading towards Holden Street at high speed or rolling/accelerating downhill from 
Holden Street into the reserve. Also I am not a geotechnical expert but I feel that when the 

vegetation is removed near the station it will make the cliff unstable and you are going to put 
a bike path onto this de-stabilized cliff. I am not convinced that this has been properly 
investigated. At the station entrance to the reserve I am concerned that the path which will 

be fenced on both sides will be difficult to navigate (or they won't feel comfortable) for elderly 
people and people with prams, mobility devices and dogs as they will now be confined with 
the cyclists with nowhere to go. Unless extreme measures are taken to slow the cyclists in 

the vicinity of the station (not just paint) there will be increased conflict between the new 
through traffic cyclists and non-cyclist users of the station. The data shows that this will not 
really address to problems of cyclists riding through the underpass, which is the main 

concern for cyclists (according to Bicycle Network) but more importantly is currently of great 
concern to the residents of the old colonists home who feel the City of Yarra are just 
dismissing their valid concerns. This is a very expensive project and the money  could be 

better used for other cyclist infrastructure projects, perhaps making some of the existing 
shared paths into separated pedestrian and cycle paths. 
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Do not change Rushall Reserve, new shared path is unnecessary – 17 comments 

1. The bike path is unnecessary and will spoil the park. 

2. The bike path is unnecessary and will not solve the real issue, the underpass at Rushall 
Station. Use the $650k towards solving that issue. 

3. It is an unnecessary pathway. There are already plenty of cycle path alternatives in the area 

that connect the City Trail.  The real issue is the Rushall Station underpass.  Put the Council 
efforts into fixing up that situation. 

4. There are already enough bike paths. 

5. There is a bike path the other side of the park. I ride a bike and the path on the park street 
side is enough. 

6. There are already 2 other options for cyclists to use that link the main bike path. One that 

requires cyclists to dismount under the station, a very minor inconvenience that extends the 
journey by less than 2 minutes.  

7. No shared pathway. 

8. We all have to stop occasionally on our journeys to work, car at traffic lights, pedestrians for 
lights and cars why can't bikes make a few stops as well. Why are they so precious? 

9. No shared pathway. 

10. There is no need for this path. It reduces a bike trip by less than 60 seconds and comes at a 
huge cost to our council. I live and work in the City of Yarra and with the number of 
apartments going up we need more green open space, not less. Bikes have roads, multiple 

shared paths and do not pay any rates. Our rates should be spent on creating better outdoor 
areas to enjoy in peace without high speed bikes riding through. I personally walk to Princess 
Park, the Rushall Reserve and the Edinburgh Gardens on the sidewalk (away from the 

"shared" path) as I find the cyclists aggressive and often rude. I also own a dog and the 
Edinburgh gardens are increasingly busy with new residents and cyclists, the Rushall 
Reserve remains a quiet and peaceful space and should not be changed. 

11. There are so few cyclist free spots in the region.  Why is dismounting at the underpass such 
an issue?  I can't see the need for it. 

12. The present bike pathway running underneath Rushall Station may represent at best an 

inconvenience to cyclists but there is no blockage of the route or necessity for cyclists to use 
roads to link between cycle paths. There a number of worse inconveniences along the Yarra 
cycle route, some which necessitate carrying one's bike up steps. These other sites would 

seem to merit greater consideration than the site at Rushall Station.  

13. This path is completely unnecessary. There are ample paths and roads for bike riders to use, 
and open spaces free to traffic should be preserved. 

14. I am not sure why this was even put forward. If you travel a little further along you can 
bypass Rushall Station, go over the bridge and head back onto Merri Parade if need. There 
is a bike path 100 metres away. I cycle daily and use this path. There is no need to remove 

trees and grassland because other cyclists are too lazy to use a path that's 100 metres 
away. 

15. There are perfectly good and usable bike baths running parallel to the proposed pathway, 

that serve the community and biking needs perfectly already.  

16. I am a bike user and do not see the need to destroy this pocket of parkland when there are 
plenty of nearby bike paths for us bike users. 

17. I want the reserve to remain unchanged. 
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Some locals are disillusioned with the process and oppose this project – 14 comments 

1. Like many local residents I support cycling and advocate investment in cycling infrastructure. 

But, as was made clear during the community consultation, many of us are adamant that this 
proposed bike path is a terrible idea. 

2. This page misrepresents the results of the consultations held last year, where a large 

majority of participants indicated that they opposed this project - this is dishonest and 
disdainful of community views.  Opposition has been further expressed through a physical 
petition, an online petition and continues to be voiced by users of the Reserve and the 

surrounding community. Council have wilfully disregarded considerable community 
opposition to this project, instead giving more attention, information and discussion to lobby 
groups - who do not represent the community.  Council appears to regard the cycle path 

through open space as fait-accompli and has stage-managed this feedback space 
accordingly. Apart from the misrepresentation of 'consultation' outcomes, I am further 
disillusioned by Councillors representing lobby groups rather than their communities - I 

naively thought that this was against electoral law, i.e. that Councillors were to set aside their 
own views and represent those of their community - apparently the electoral laws means 
nothing. 

3. The management of this process has left me thoroughly disillusioned - the results of 
consultations wilfully misrepresented, the contemptuous behaviour of some Councillors that 
lobby groups and ideology trump genuine community opposition in what is supposed to a 

body representing the community. I could go on but it just too dispiriting.  

4. The community has quite clearly shown that they are not in favour of this project via various 
means - including the Community Consultation last year, the online survey, petitions and at 

the council meeting, where a councillor was being shown to run his own agenda and 
disregard the majority. The argument about access to Rushall Station - having lived in the 
area for 16 years now I have never found it a problem accessing the station from existing 

paths.  

5. Local constituents do not want any cyclists in this area as per your local consultation process 
- I went to this local consultation process - it was quite clear locals did not want this proposal 

to proceed! I have not met anyone local who supports this proposal as it is on the edge of the 
municipality of Yarra - it is not for Yarra residents/ratepayers - it is clearly for those outside 
the municipality of Yarra. 

6. It appears that this is mainly being considered for (pressure) groups that are not 
residents/ratepayers within the City of Yarra. As is occurring in the Darling Gardens 
Playgroup Reference Group preference/priority should be given to the views of 

residents/ratepayers of the local ward or the City of Yarra not pressure groups who live 
outside the municipality of Yarra. Residents (i.e. cyclists) of Brunswick are being asked to 
respond to this survey - this will surely bias the outcome of this survey. Any/all conclusions 

drawn from this survey must include information on what areas this data originated from 
(Yarra or other areas)! 

7. The original consultation did not ask those present what they wanted from the Rushall 

Reserve area - the only thing discussed was whether a bicycle path would be put through or 
not, not what the open space area should be mainly used for - again the bicycle path option 
was rejected by the (considerable) majority of those present!  

8. Yarra has too few open space areas free of bike paths. It takes less than 60 SECONDS to 
go under Rushall Station. I ride a bike a lot but still object to more attention being paid to bike 
groups who are NOT local residents (or local VOTERS) than to people WHO LIVE IN THE 

AREA. Yarra should be more than a throughway for people from other areas. Council has 
not stopped rapid population growth (e.g. by having an overlay of no development over 4 
storeys), but has done nothing to retain or increase quiet passive recreational spaces despite 

so many apartments being built. I receive the Darebin Bug email newsletter and for months 
they have been pushing hard for their members to support the plan by writing submissions - 
THEY DON'T LIVE IN YARRA. 
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9. This project is subject to a “Cultural Heritage Management Plan”: being undertaken by Yarra 
Council of the “Batman-Woiwurrung Treaty Signing site” on the Merri Creek. We have not 

been advised if this has been completed. Approval of a cycle path near this historic site will 
be subject to the approval from the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. It is obvious that this  cycle 
path will impact on the Merri Creek and its surrounds. PPL VIC sees the project as an insult 

to the local community which over the last 20 years or so years cleared the land of rubbish 
and restored it to parkland and the Merri Creek; to the traditional owners of the land; and 
also to the memory of John Batman a founder of Melbourne. 

10. Council is sending a clear message with this process that they just do not care about the 
views of local residents/rate payers - they are just interested in ramming through their "higher 
ideals" which will mainly benefit people from outside the area of Yarra! 

11. This project is characteristic of one specific interest group exerting undue influence in 
Council at the expense of the broader community - and expecting that community's funds to 
pay for it! 

12. I think Council should be listening to the local community.  

13. Due to lack of consultation over the last nine years by Yarra Open Space with all the users of 
this Rushall Station Precinct, the opportunity to work out designing and improving pathways 

for pedestrians especially older people and people with disabilities have not been considered 
or seen as an equal priority. The issues have never been openly considered.  

14. No assessment has been made of the value of Rushall Reserve for community use – it is 

being made over for the use of a small minority of commuter cyclists many of whom do not 
live in the area.   

 
 

Does not address the movement issues around Rushall Station – 8 comments 

1. I does not solve the fundamental problem of the railway crossing at Rushall Station. I see no 

reason to use the new path. Holden Street access is via St Georges Road and to get to the 
city via North Fitzroy the underpass has to be used. 

2. I don't think the added concrete path is necessary.  You still end up negotiating Rushall via 

the same underpass so perhaps just spend funds on this and upgrade the connection of the 
existing skinny bridge. There is plenty of access already on either side of Rushall and I can't 
see this being of any additional use at all really. 

3. This is because the park is already circumnavigated by an extensive and connected network 
of cycling paths. It is also because the proposed path will achieve very, very little benefit. It 
will not, as some have argued, relieve congestion at the Rushall Station underpass. It will not 

be of benefit to cycling commuters. 

4. The process underlying the proposal for this shared pathway from 2007 onwards has never 
engaged all stakeholders in raising issues in this whole precinct. The only stakeholder group 

consulted were the cyclist and their peak body. Therefore no one knows who all the 
stakeholders are and what other issues exist in this Rushall Reserve precinct. When the 
consultation occurred in 2015 it was the first time the local community was told about this 

shared bike path which was primarily designed to meet one stakeholder group’s issues, the 
cyclists. From listening to and reading various information on the web, the main issue for 
cyclists is the congestion and slowing down at the Rushall Station underpass which has had 

a large increase in commuting cycle traffic and is now slowly down the cyclists. Isn't this 
similar to peak hour traffic through the congested inner city where this is just the way things 
are. We can't have VicRoads just keep building toads as was proposed with EastWest link. 

So even if this pathway is built it will not resolve the main issue of the conflicts between 
cyclists and pedestrians at the Rushall station. This is a major safety issue for pedestrians. 

5. I live just near the Rushall train footbridge on Westgarth side. I'm both a pedestrian and bike 

rider. I ride my bike to work, via the footbridge, underpass, Falconer street and Edinburgh 
Gardens. I walk and use the train a lot too. While I'm not strongly opposed to the plan and 
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am happy to share the reserve, I don't think it provides a solution to the ACTUAL problem 
which is that the ever exceeding bike traffic (more and more people riding to work can only 
be a good thing) don't have appropriate access through the underpass to get across to the 

other side of the train station. Pedestrians have appropriate access to get across (the 
underpass itself was built for people to get across, a ramp, steps etc.). However, it no longer 
suits its purpose for bike riders or a combination of bike riders and pedestrians which is now 

the normal situation - and this discriminates against bike riders. It also makes it intolerable, 
unpleasant and unsafe for pedestrians. Surely this is VicTrack's problem and one that is a 
priority. Train stations and pedestrian access must be kept up to date. I never see wheelchair 

users use the underpass - how could they - it would be impossible for them. There is already 
a very similar bike route to this plan that runs along Merri Parade and across the wider foot 
bridge near the reserve. Fix the problem, fix the underpass issue (and widen the footbridge 

as well). 

6. The problem of the rail underpass conflict between pedestrians and riders travelling north 
along Falconer Street to the city remains unaddressed. Redesigning the underpass is a 

necessary and equitable solution to all parties' interests.  

7. Does not address the issue of easy access for cyclists in the underpass.  

8. Cyclists heading from Merri Creek to the Capital City Trail or reverse will not likely change 

their habits to avoid the Rushall Station underpass as the alternative route being proposed 
involves quite a detour. 

 
 

Loss of trees and habitat (and associated shade) – 8 

1. The removal of some 12 trees also seems an undesirable aspect of the plan. 

2. It would also destroy trees at the north end of Rushall Station.  

3. It WILL result in mature trees being removed and others being heavily pruned, potentially 
making them structurally unsound. 

4. The current benches are in shade. Given these chairs will no longer be accessible to people 
who own dogs who use this reserve, what plans are there to replace shaded seating.  

5. The loss of significant trees in the area will never be put right.  

6. Loss of shade trees and access to the seat near the bridge is harder. 

7. If remnant red gums are to be removed to install another shared doorway this should be 
stopped immediately. There is little remnant vegetation as it is. Yarra's recent history on 

environmental care and regeneration has been deplorable. 

8. The area is habitat of a threatened species. The Swift Parrot (Lathamus discolour). Normally 
construction of a project cannot proceed until clearance has been given by environmental 

authorities of the State and maybe the Federal Government. (This threatened species was 
mentioned on the excellent City of Yarra biodiversity study of Rushall Reserve but not since.)  
We had experience of this over the East West Link as this bird‘s habitat was also Royal Park 

where the East West Link was to be routed. 

 
Remove fence or use alternative barrier – 4 comments 

1. I think the mesh fence should be removed 

2. At the station I think that the proposed cyclone fences either side of the path is appalling and 
seems quite dangerous to me. 

3. Instead of the one metre high black fence, use vegetative barrier between pedestrians and 

the dog off-lead area. 

4. Uncomfortable about the fenced entrance from the station side, I wouldn't feel safe as there 
would be no way to get away from the cyclists. 
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Safety concerns relating to cyclist speed and behaviour on path – 12 comments 

1. The draft design fails to deliver on ensuring appropriate open space that will not be impacted 

by (and impact) the bicycle path. I have seen what has happened at Edinburgh Gardens 
which has not worked. I experience cyclists ignoring pedestrian only areas every morning 
when I walk through the area and on Queen's Parade.  Council does not enforce pedestrian 

only areas at all nor is what is proposed more than a grab for open space. Counc il continues 
to build these projects without ensuring compliance or pedestrian safety. I am personally sick 
of having cyclists at excessive speed going past me on the path now. This will only add to it. 

The area was designed for community use not as a freeway for cyclists. If Council had an 
iota of proactive nous it would have developed (with Darebin) an appropriate cyclist facility 
that supported the public transport and enhanced the facilities and access at Rushall and 

Clifton stations. This proposal is a reactive disgrace and the outcome will be yet another 
example of something being built and designed that is then left for the residents to manage 
and cop that adverse outcomes.  When Council starts to actually do something about 

excessive speed and aggressive cyclists on footpaths and on Merri Creek I will have more 
faith that this is not just a sop to the bicycle lobby. 

2. As a resident the cycle path will impact on the sole access we have to Merri Creek away 

from bicycles in our weekend leisure time. During weekends the Merri Creek section of the 
Yarra Trail is a nightmare dodging speeding bikes to the extent it is no longer our local 
pleasurable walk with our dogs. COUNCILLORS SHOULD TRY THIS DURING WEEKENDS 

- WE HAVE LOST OUR WALKING PATHWAYS. Should you pursue this design it is 
imperative that the fencing between the bike/pedestrian access to Rushall Reserve 
continues until it reaches the Holden Street Koonda Lat bike path intersection. Bikes will 

speed around that blind corner where pedestrians with toddlers and dogs will be entering 
Rushall Reserve. Accidents will inevitably occur. 

3. It WILL result in more conflict between cyclists and pedestrians, between cyclists and dog 

walkers, between cyclists and the elderly citizens who live at the Old Colonists, between 
cyclists and train users at Rushall Station. 

4. It WILL mean that cyclists travel at dangerous speeds through the area directly north of 

Rushall Station. Painting the path a different colour and painting Slow Down is completely 
inadequate. 

5. Also I am concerned about new bottlenecks and blind corners at both ends of the new bike 

path. The plans do not appear to show how bike traffic entering the area near Rushall station 
will be managed given this is a very high traffic area already. 

6. Describing the path as a "Shared Path", suggesting that it increases the amenity of the area 

is totally misleading. It will be dangerous for pedestrians and dog walkers. The incline will 
result in cyclists—many without bells—speeding past other path users and at the very least 
frightening them. With the fencing, the capacity of none cyclists to avoid being hit is 

diminished. Being injured by a prosthetic device, is just bad design.  

7. There would be much more traffic at the entrance to the park near the bridge. This 
intersection would be more dangerous with cyclist speeding as they enter and cross into 

Holden Street. 

8. I lived here for 35 years and love Rushall Reserve as it is. Currently I am finding it difficult to 
get into the reserve because of the cyclists at the entrance. The new design if implemented 

would make this worse.  

9. We are already over-run by bicycles in this part of North Fitzroy - even though Council has 
pavement signs on Queens Parade cyclists just ignore them and ride on the (pedestrian) 

pavement of Queens Parade - they simply pay no attention to any notices and nobody 
seems to "police" anything. We have to watch out for speeding cyclists when we leave and 
enter our house in Rushall Crescent where cyclist often speed (20 to 30 kms per hour on our 

pavement even though they have bicycle lanes on both sides of Rushall Crescent where we 
live. If we say anything to them they just swear at us and tell us to f**k off!. I walk my dog 
twice a day past the front of the Old Colonists in Rushall Crescent. Cyclist speed along in 

front of the Old Colonists (it is not a bicycle path), most do not slow down or ride on the grass 
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and simply expect you to get out of their way - they don't even stop for Old Colonist with 
walking frames! Again nobody is policing anything! 

10. Cyclists go far too fast already to make a shared path possible. I walked through this area for 

the first time and I felt it was very dangerous. There was no way cyclists would have the 
ability to stop in time should something unexpected happen and to add to the dangerousness 
of the situation there is no lighting provided. No shared pathway please.  

11. I believe the reserve best serves the local neighbourhood as a local park, not a bicycle 
freeway. There is a perfectly serviceable bicycle route along Rushall Crescent and through 
the underpass. 

12. The path is designed for riding at 30km/h which is totally inappropriate, particularly where the 
path goes under the South Morang line, crosses the existing shared path and meets the 
bottom of Holden Street. The speed also needs to be slower around Rushall Station.  

 
 

Loss of open/green space – 26 comments 

1. Shared pathways simply do not work. Cyclists have many other paths to follow in this area to 
arrive at the same destination. STOP INVADING OPEN GREEN SPACE IN THE CITY OF 
YARRA? 

2. There is significant loss of space at the reserve with this plan. I oppose this in its current 
form. i would want a breakdown in amount of parkland lost for free use.  

3. Too much space is being lost.  

4. Open space funds should be used to increase open space. This proposal will reduce OPEN 
space. It will also increase bicycle and pedestrian conflict at two spots - one at the end of 
Holden Street, where it will create a bicycle T intersection at the same place as a pedestrians 

have to cross AND it will increase the conflict at Rushall Station as more cyclists will now 
continue past the station to go through Rushall Reserve. 

5. I strongly oppose the draft plan in its current form.  Rushall Reserve is small, and will 

become even smaller, and less congenial to its many users other than bicyclists if a fenced-
off path is installed below the railway embankment.  

6. I am a member of the Darebin BUG and totally oppose cutting into more open space...to 

save a few cyclists from dismounting and walking for not even 5 mins. I say leave it alone. 
We need to hold onto as much open space that we can and not lose any more to bike paths. 
We have sufficient bike paths and ride them often...this is pure laziness from the 

riders...leave it alone and just tell the bike riders to get off their bikes and walk it...it will 
become a speedway and the area be ruined for ever...it will serve no delight between the 
anti-bikers and riders.... 

7. I also think it is abhorrent that you would consider decreasing the amount of open space in 
the municipality for the benefit of non-rate payers. Can you not see that as out suburbs 
become more overly populated this sort of open space is something to be treasured!!! 

8. It WILL majorly impact on one of the few remaining, if not the ONLY remaining peaceful open 
spaces in the region. 

9. The opposes have a point about loss of space. 

10. Any bike path will adversely affect the recreational open space.  

11. I feel like this planned pathway will cut into the space of people who use this path. 

12. I support the retention of open recreational spaces. These are a diminishing resource in an 

urban environment. Once they are gone, they will never be reinstated.  

13. A bike path will destroy its open space amenity forever, keep this space free from 
development. There is already significant infrastructure in place for cyclists. There must be 

other options rather than a path through the middle of our favourite space.  
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14. There is no need for another bike path next to Rushall Station. There's a perfectly good bike 
path already on the other side of the train tracks. Open space in the City of Yarra is precious 

and must be preserved. 

15. This greatly reduces the available open space to local residents.  

16. I still don't believe the destruction of a green zone such as the Rushall Reserve is worth the 

benefits that this trail will bring. 

17. I like it how it is, I kick the football with friends and there won’t be any space left.  

18. Retain green spaces. 

19. I am concerned about encroaching on, or diminution of, any green space in the inner city. 
Parkland in the inner city is a rare commodity and should be protected. Once taken for other 
purpose it will never return to being green. However....see below 

20. Also not happy that the shade trees and existing benches will in fact be cut off from the rest 
of the reserve by the fence and a bike path. I think we must learn to value open spaces in 
this increasingly crowded world. 

21. Alienation of open space. Once built upon it is gone forever. Edinburgh Gardens are being 
used to capacity. With the building of so many more units in the area open space will be at a 
premium. 

22. It is destroying open space which currently has no cyclists - possibly the only such place in 
North Fitzroy. 

23. There is an existing pathway that leads to Rushall Station as well as west towards Princes 

Park. It is well used but not overcrowded. The new path minimally reduces the distance 
people will travel compared with the existing path so it has no time-saving element.  This is 
the last opportunity to provide a sizeable play area for ball games etc. for children. The 

demography of the area is changing with more young families with children who need open 
play spaces. The path also reduces that play area for children/teenagers who, with nowhere 
to play, invent games such as housebreaking, shop stealing etc. One of the great assets of 

this part of North Fitzroy is the return of trees. We do not need to see some disappear for an 
unnecessary pathway. 

24. The proposal involves the loss of very precious limited OPEN space and the introduction of 

speeding bicycle through traffic to the area. 

25. An issue is that the design does not address the issue of those that will travel along Park 
Street and use the underpass to connect to the trail. There is already options for cyclists to 

travel through Westgarth or pick the bridge up to travel west from Northcote. Those going 
west to east don't need to divert to use the track. My concern is that it is a loss of space that 
is separated currently from bike traffic that offers a level of safety for others that reside in the 

area. 

26. The commuter cycle path will alienate about one third of open space in Rushall Reserve, 
which is now used by the community for passive recreation and informal sport. It will divide 

Rushall Reserve.  This will represent a loss of recreational space at a time when the 
population is growing and high rise developments are appearing through the municipality. 
More open space is needed not less as population pressure increases on civic facilities.   

 
 

Loss of park ambience/community space – 27 comments 

1. The park becomes a thoroughfare not a park. There is no scale provided in the draft design 
and the impact of the proposed design will ruin the space. "There is nothing Green about 
concrete". Shame on you! 

2. This is an unnecessary replication of existing cycling choices that ruins a wonderful 
community green space. 
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3. The construction of a commuter cycle route with bitumen surfaces and a steel fence is 
damaging to the environment and adds to climate change with the increase of the heat island 
effect. Those promoting this concrete addition to the park are in fact environmental vandals. 

The project will see mature trees removed in the open parkland plus those in the belt of pre-
white settlement heritage vegetation on the escarpment overlooking Rushall Reserve. There 
is no way a cycle path can be built on along the escarpment along what is a narrow “goat 

track” next to the railway line without removal of most of this belt of vegetation. It will impact 
on the wildlife corridor of the Merri Creek. 

4. I am a frequent user of the off-lead dog park, which I use with my dog and also my children.   

I love the untamed, unmanicured nature of Rushall Reserve and the community feel.  I am 
very concerned about the impact of the proposed path on this amenity.  

5. All the best bits of the reserve - summer shade, seats (3 of 4), green grass (all year round) 

and most decent trees are behind the fence against the railway embankment. Even the new 
planting shown is on the bike path side of the fence. While many trees are shown on the plan 
most are within the mulched gully area which is not usable open space but a sloping rocky 

open stormwater drain. The open space left to current regular users consists of a dry dusty 
'paddock' 

6. The nicest places to sit and lie are often on the embankment (slope and grassed), which are 

now behind the bike path - making it less attractive for lazing around there. 

7. Rushall Reserve will be diminished should this plan be adopted.  Cyclists are served very 
well indeed by the existing path that is situated on the other side of the railway line.  As I 

frequent Rushall Reserve with my grandchildren on a very regular basis we use the area that 
would be taken up by the proposed pathway for both passive and passive recreation to stay 
away from the Merri Creek. 

8. It will destroy an important community facility for local dog owners who gather in the reserve. 
They have developed a sense of community for themselves and their dogs. This would be 
lost as dog owners would not feel comfortable in the same space as cyclists.  

9. My preference would be for the project not to go ahead but that is because it fits my personal 
needs and don't think it's entirely needed. I think it is better not to be made into a 
thoroughfare. 

10. Will ruin the life of the park. 

11. I have concerns about all the dogs who are off-lead here and for myself, being able to 
meditate in this space I won't be able to do any more due to cyclists. Don't tear up what 

piece of small amount of beauty is left. 

12. In the Melbourne context, the term 'shared path' is actually a euphemism for 'bicycle path' 
because such paths are unsafe for children, elderly, dog walkers, etc.  Rushall Reserve is 

currently one of the few places where you can safely exercise dogs, play with children, fly a 
kite, etc.  By construction of a duplicate bicycle path through this reserve, the amenity of the 
area will be destroyed.  Where is the Council proposing that we should go? 

13. Rushall Reserve is a unique open space that is used by young and old. It is one of the only 
spaces that is family and dog friendly, and one of the reasons we moved into the area. The 
park is uninterrupted, quiet and free from cyclists. 

14. It's one of the last places close to the city where you can go to have a bit of time out, without 
people rushing by. I walk my dog there at least two times a day to get some peace and quiet. 
This bike path will completely change the feel of the park, let alone increase the incidents 

between bikes and dogs. Considering there is a bike path directly over the train tracks, I 
really feel that it would be a great shame to destroy something that the local community has 
worked so hard to rebuild. 

15. The proposal removes one more open area for residents that is not subject to the rapid 
transit of bicycles. Rather than being shared pathways the trails around Rushall are now bike 
freeways with considerable risks to pedestrians given the speed at which commuting cyclists 

travel. A recent flyer from a pro-path group placed in our letterbox suggests that one of the 
benefits of the proposed path will be "a nicer walk to Rushall station", this is ridiculous given 
the nature of the pathway shared with bikes traveling at high speed. Council needs to 
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consider that these are high speed 'racing' commuter routes. That's the experience of the 
residents who live around the pathways in Yarra and Darebin. 

16. Council recognises that pets are an important part of the community and are a common 

issue to many residents. This is an important off-lead park for dogs. We have a legal 
obligation to keep our pets under effective control and the fact that this is a dead and park is 
important. The dogs can get off-lead exercise. This leads to happy dogs that don't bark and 

annoy MAMIL's at night. The only other nearby park is Darebin parklands, which is not really 
nearby. Edinburgh Gardens is not off-lead and is bordered by roads in any case. Putting a 
bike path through a dog park means more incidents with cyclists and ruins the park. It is 

dangerous to the cyclists and the dogs. 

17. I am against the project as I love this quiet, dog and child oasis and feel adding bike riders to 
the park will take away from the tranquillity and relaxing feel of the park.  

18. My children and dogs have been involved in "almost accidents" with bike riders on the so-
called "shared path" along the Merri Creek numerous times. It might be a lovely thought for 
mothers with children that sit in a pram to reach Rushall Reserve easily by a "shared path". 

Reality is though, as soon as the kids want to walk, the existence of a shared path turns 
walks along the Merri Creek into a very dangerous experience as children under the age of 
10-12 have no proper road sense and the bikes along that trail ride at high speed.  By 

keeping Rushall Reserve as is, kids and dogs alike have a little save spot in nature to play - 
without having to worry about being hit by a bike! 

19. The nature of Rushall Reserve. This Reserve is not a formal park. It is an area where inner 

suburban kids can pretend to be in the bush, wander down to the creek just play as my 
children did many years ago. A concrete structure will destroy the ambience.  

20. I used to take our children there when they were small (many years ago) and I walk the dog 

there. Cyclists will destroy the whole ambiance of the area! 

21. I do not support any introduction of a vehicular access route of any type into this tranquil and 
protected space.  It is currently a safe, enclosed protected piece of open ground of rare 

amenity where games can be played, picnics and gatherings can take place and dogs 
exercised without danger or clashes from passing "traffic". Introduction of a wide, two-way 
bike path would not only impact the safety and tranquillity of the space but would 

substantially reduce the open space area currently available for recreation and remove 
access to a significant portion of the shaded treed area. Alternative routes for bicycle paths 
do not seem to have been considered or at least not canvassed with the local communit y.  

22. There are far too many inroads into public open space already. This includes the Merri Creek 
Trail and the local footpaths. I do not want to see the ambiance of the Reserve altered. It is 
too precious as it is. We are also losing the trees at the back of the Old Colonists (not open 

space I concede) I for one am scared of bicycles and don't ride one.  

23. I have been a Rushall Reserve user for 15 years and what I love about it is that it is one of 
the last quiet genuinely open spaces left in the inner North. It's a park I regularly take visitors 

to, to show them that life living in the inner North has many advantages. I appreciate that this 
design is to complete a track going to Heidelberg and isn't designed to eliminate the huge 
congestion we have under the bridge. I think an alternative tunnel under the railway line is 

the answer and of course is a much harder one but will solve a multitude of problems. I ride a 
bike and know that dogs and bikes and people in such a small space will have difficulty and 
more than one dog will end up deceased unnecessarily. The park is surrounded by paths 

and this little quarantined space is golden. 

24. I do not believe that there should be a path through Rushall Reserve at all. It is a unique 
open space in the inner city free from development and I think it should remain that way. I 

visit the reserve very often and find it is an excellent place for children to play in an 
unstructured way in a bush-like setting. I feel safe there with the children and my dogs 
because the reserve is isolated from cars and bike traffic. I have met many other parents and 

dog owners in the reserve and see these people regularly there, which has fostered a great 
sense of community. We enjoy sitting on the chairs under the shady, established trees and 
chat while the dogs and kids run around. The occasional community footy game, kite flying 

or throwing Frisbees to other dogs is the result! 
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25. Rushall Recreation Reserve as public open space was created by the hard work of local 
residents over 30 years ago. Previously the area had been a hard rubbish dump. For 30 
years residents from either side of Merri Creek, families, children, joggers, walkers, dog 

walkers etc. have used this unique open space during daylight hours for passive recreation. 
In 2002 the City of Yarra installed seating in areas of shade on the railway embankment side 
of the open space and a dog poo bin.  As I recall most of the plantings around this time were 

done by MCMC. The plans for fenced shared bike path put forward by City of Yarra will 
totally destroy the open space. Further problems are created at the northern end between 
the railway bridge and Holden Street where an unfenced 3 metre bitumen path with a walkies 

lane. This will mean that this part of Rushall Reserve will no longer be safely accessible open 
space for families with children. In turn dog owners will have to vigilantly keep their dogs on 
leads within 5 metres of both sides of all "shared bike paths". This reduces the accessible 

space throughout Rushall Reserve with the planned concrete paths combined with reduction 
of access in off-lead areas. 

26. The way it is designed eliminates all the areas where we as park users meet and enjoy 

shade in the summer months. There seems to be no consideration regarding placement or 
relocation of park seating including tree planting for shade in the proposed plan.  

27. The alignment near the railway bridge restricts the use of the north end of the reserve 

excessively. Old people like to sit here and play with their dogs. They won't be able to do that 
if this design is accepted. 

 
 

Not supported – other 

1. Shared pedestrian/bike paths are unsuccessful and dangerous for pedestrians - bike speed, 

lack of warning from cyclists approaching from behind and aggressive, intolerant attitudes of 
some riders discourage walking on these paths.  

2. The intersection of the new bike path with the existing and already dangerous, (for 

pedestrians and cyclists) Koonda Lat approach will unacceptably escalate the risk of 
collisions and injury to all users.  

3. The proposed path will damage the escarpment and is incompatible with the established use 

of the park by residents from the local and surrounding areas - families with children of all 
ages, dog walkers, people enjoying a unique, small, green, quiet space free from the anxiety 
of high and low speed cyclist interactions that now accompany the use of 'shared' paths in 

this area.  

4. In our view this plan conflicts with Yarra Council’s declared support for the “Copenhagen” 
model of routing bike paths through streets not parks. This is demonstrating in the recently 

developed cycle path along Wellington Street, Collingwood.   

5. The cycle route ascends the escarpment from the park - there are apparently some 
extraordinary “Heath-Robinson” type mad plans to enable cyclists to make the steep ascent 

from the park up to the escarpment, namely, putting in boardwalks. Any engineering solution 
will be visually obtrusive to park users, extraordinarily expensive and may not work.  

6. As a regular user of the reserve, I do not support this project at all. 

7. It’s shit! 

 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS 

 

1. Hope the next step is to claim back the laneway between Barkly Street (behind 272) that 
used to go through to Holden. It is currently blocked off by the neighbours on both sides who 
have claimed that land into their gardens. I wish someone would investigate this.  

2. I am not sure what the Slow Zone is and how it is a Slow Zone. 

3. The existing path network through the station doesn't work for either cyclists or pedestrians.  
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4. These answers are the critics. 

5. I am concerned about why only one nominated design has been promoted, as compared to 
other alternatives - for example, an extension of the existing path. I recommend the 

cost/benefits analysis of the available options be shared for community consultation. 

6. Yarra Council/Councillors need to get their priorities right ! a) Very recently it required an 
enormous amount of effort (communicating with Council officers) to get the nature strip in our 

area of Rushall Crescent mowed (for the first time in many years) - an unbelievable amount 
of effort for something I would have thought was a basic council service! b) The saga of the 
ever increasing height of apartment buildings proposed in Queens Parade just continues on 

with the council seemly powerless (actually it seems to me they are encouraging it by their 
lack of action!) to do anything! It appears to locals that the greedy developers are just 
"chomping at the bit" to build these "apartments" whilst masquerading as an old peoples 

home with supposedly no permits for such a facility. At every information meeting we went to 
for these buildings it seemed that council staff were supporting these building whereas no 
(repeat NO residents) support these buildings. c) I was actually disgusted recently to read 

some council minutes which indicated that Yarra Council had opposed a permit for the 
Brotherhood of St. Lawrence (a non-profit organisation) to build a new (replacing a similar 
facility that already exists which is very similar in design) aged care facility (a home for 

disadvantaged aged people half of whom were homeless before they came to live at Sambell 
Lodge) in Collingwood. The officers supported the application for a permit to proceed with 
the new building but councillors opposed it and Yarra Council and the Brotherhood of St. 

Lawrence were sent off to argue at VCAT - what a bloody waste of money! 
Council/Councillors should be ashamed of themselves. 

7. Open the park for use and enjoyment for more people in the community.  

8. Permission has to be obtained to alienate a strip of VicTrack land for the cycle path so that it 
can go along the escarpment. This will be dangerous putting a cycle path here given there 
was a train derailment recently on the exact spot where it is planned that the cycle path will 

go.  

9. Getting pedestrians to use this shared pathway places their needs secondary to the cyclists 
in this precinct. 

10. I have child with pram and am cyclist. I want better access to the area.  
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ABOUT THE DRAFT DESIGN 
 
QUESTION 2: 
Having reviewed the draft design, what elements of the design do you like the most? 
 
 
ASPECTS OF THE DRAFT DESIGN OVERALL I LIKE 
 

 

Reduces and improves movements around Rushall Station/Underpass – 78 comments 

1. Direct path to the station - critics cite infrastructure. 

2. The straight path from the trail at Rushall Station. 

3. I think the slow area at the station and the fence to separate cyclists from dogs are sensible. 

I like the separation of pedestrians and cyclists under the railway bridge and connec ting to 
the linear trail 

4. The removal of bikes from the pedestrian underpass at Rushall Train Station.  

5. This is a terrific improvement on the existing routes past Rushall Station.  

6. Linking the reserve to the existing bike path so that cyclists don't  have to use the underpass. 

7. As a cyclist who regularly uses the capital city trail, I am very enthusiastic about being able to 

bypass the station underpass. 

8. Bypassing the underpass. 

9. Access from the station end. And alternative bike route for the family and to go to work. 

Fifteen years of underpass conflicts is enough. Maybe you will now also widen the 
underpass. 

10. Cyclists will not have to dismount to get over railway line.  

11. Takes some bikes from the underpass. 

12. Not having to go through the underpass, and that it might actually get past the NIMBYS 

13. Avoiding the underpass. 

14. Improves pedestrian access to Rushall station. Greatly improves links for cyclists who fear 
using the underpass at the station.  

15. Through connection of Merri Creek bike trail bypassing Rushall Station underpass/ 

16. Improved connectivity under the bridge. 

17. Removing the underpass from the cycling experience.  Efficiency and convenience.  Cyclists 
used this unsanctioned path for years as an alternative to the underpass. 

18. The fact that this design have taken cyclist into consideration, unlike the current path that 
goes under the railway line with "slow" bars that I am not able to get through with a cargo 
bike with my kids. If I can get through with ease on my bike, I am happy! 

19. Access to Rushall Station would be a positive aspect - the existing path could be extended to 
achieve this. 

20. Not having to go under the train station underpass. 

21. The path completes the Capital City Trail bike path and removes bicycle/ pedestrian 
interaction in the awkward underpass. Some of the barriers could be removed approaching 
the underpass, improving the amenity for pedestrians. 

22. The fact that this connects the bike path and avoids the Rushall Station underpass.  
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23. Pedestrians often climb over the fence at rushall and this is dangerous as there is a steep 
cliff. 

24. Connectivity with Rushall Station. 

25. I like the new path and creating options for cyclists to avoid the underpass.  

26. I think it's important to improve bike and pedestrian connections along the creek both sides, 
links to the station from different directions and to ll bite bottle neck at rail underpass  

27. The ease of access to Rushall Station, lighting. 

28. Eliminating the need to use the station underpass. 

29. That cyclists can avoid the underpass and avoid riding on the roads.  

30. Crossing under the rail line near Holden Street rather than that terrible underpass which is 
inconvenient and dangerous. 

31. not having to use the underpass. 

32. Path connects so don't need to use under pass. 

33. A safe and useful alternative to the Rushall underpass. 

34. Not having to take the underpass to get home. 

35. I like that with my cargo bike I could easily get to the next section of path, rather than going 
through the narrow partitions near the train station. 

36. A safe through path, avoiding the railway underpass. 

37. The avoidance of cyclists having to use the underpass ... that potentially improves safety.  

38. Avoidance of the Rushall Station underpass. 

39. You can get from Holden Street down onto the path without going via the station underpass.  

40. Coming south down the creek, you can also come from Merri Parade across the bike bridge, 
which is easier than winding around and crossing the footbridge. 

41. Great idea, it's always been so strange that you have to dismount and go through Rushall 

Station to get back on the bike path. 

42. The design avoids the existing chokepoint at Rushall Station, which is one of the worst 
chokepoints in the bike network. 

43. Allows cyclists to avoid the Rushall Station underpass. 

44. It allows riders to continue along Merri Creek without using the pedestrian underpass.  

45. skipping the Rushall Station underpass. 

46. Good access to Rushall Station from east. 

47. The continuous cycle path linking Merri Creek and Capital City trails, which is a much better 
alternative than having to use the Rushall Station pedestrian underpass.  

48. the bicycle bypass of Rushall Station. 

49. It bypasses the Rushall Station underpath! 

50. Avoids the Rushall R.S. underpass which will make cycling so much easier and safer in this 

area. less inconvenience for people accessing or leaving the station on foot, too.  

51. The ability for cyclists to avoid using the pedestrian underpass is a great initiative.  

52. Clean, simple, unrestricted access to the Merri Creek Trail - not having to struggle with the 

station underpass 

53. Access to Rushall Station.  

54. That the path will connect directly run through to the path on the east side of Rushall Station.  
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55. Dedicated path and underpass. Although there is some doubling back to the trail, that's 
minor compared with current arrangements. 

56. Connection to Rushall Station and Capital City Trail is great.  

57. It provides the logical connection from Rushall Station to the reserve. 

58. Not having to walk bike thru subway to continue going north or east/ west on capital city trail.  

59. Mostly, though, I like the direct connection with Rushall Station.  

60. This is a vital link between trails. Having to dismount and walk under the station makes the 
whole path difficult to negotiate. Walking a bike through here is very difficult at busy times 
with many commuters. 

61. Removing the need to use the pedestrian underpass when on bikes so removing most of the 
conflict with station users and the railways. 

62. Reduction in bike and foot traffic at the 'bottleneck' at the Rushall Park pedestrian gate near 

the station. 

63. Removing the necessity for the underpass through Rushall and utilising a nice but eerily 
quiet park just below the station. 

64. Like the idea of access from the station but not if it means there are also cyclists.  

65. I like the continuous track running beside the creek. No footbridge or underpass for me! 

66. having to go under the station to the capital city trail or onto streets in this area isn't great. 

67. Removing the use of underpass at Rushall Station by cyclists.  

68. The direct egress off Holden Street, bypassing the Rushall Station underpass.  

69. A shared path that increases options for walkers, public transport users and cyclists. It can 

reduce the number of cyclists using the underpass at Rushall station.  

70. I like the idea of being able to cross Rushall Reserve from the station.  

71. I like the joined up bike path and being able to avoid the underpass as sometimes it doesn't 

feel safe. 

72. Access from the southern end of the reserve.  Real possibility of reduced bicycle traffic 
through the 'bottleneck'  at the railway underpass. 

73. I like the improving of this section of the Capital City trail bypassing Rushall station 
underpath crossing.  

74. Removing need to use Rushall Station underpass. 

75. It provides access from Rushall Station to the reserve, something that currently involves the 
inconvenience of climbing over a fence. 

76. The concept that it will relocate the cyclists to the northern side of the Rushall Station. 

77. That cyclists will no longer need to use the Rushall Station underpass.  

78. I like the idea of being able to cross Rushall Reserve from the station.  

 

 

 

Thoughtful design, acknowledges various users – 48 comments 

1. It allows for shared use of the reserve. 

2. 3 metre width, asphalt colour, dog fence, keeping alignment close to the railway line 
maximises the open space in the reserve as much as possible whilst minimising tree 
removal, protecting important trees with decking, access to the path for people walking. All 

good. 
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3. The careful consideration with the flow of the space and flora, and that appropriate 
communities and organisations are being consulted as part of this design.  

4. generally think it's a great idea. 

5. The draft design is the simplest, most effective way of providing continuity for walkers and 
cyclists, while providing a low-cost effective barrier to prevent dogs running across the path. 

It's a win-win for all parties. 

6. Stays close to the edge of the reserve to minimise impact on it; it links to existing 
infrastructure. 

7. The bike path follows the perimeter of the reserve, maximizing the continuous space 
available for recreations. 

8. I like the fact that the design uses the perimeter of the reserve. 

9. all of it 

10. The route of the path balances the needs of all users very well (e.g. small gradient for 
cyclists, minimising conflict with dogs). 

11. Great. I've been meaning to get out there with an angle grinder and remove the fence 
myself. Still might if you don't pull your finger out. 

12. Keeping certain sections 'pedestrian only' is a great compromise to the current opposition.  

13. A good, side path and pedestrian only access to the parkland.  

14. It appears very satisfactory. 

15. All good. 

16. the simplicity of the connection of the Merri Creek path between Rushall Station and St 
Georges Road. 

17. The concept of a path from the east side of Rushall Station to provide access to and from the 

north is a good concept. 

18. I support The City of Yarra’s proposed design including the path alignment and fence, which 
allows existing uses, including dog play, to continue. Combined with the new ramp already 

being built at Coulson Reserve, the proposed path will effectively link Clifton Hill with far 
North Fitzroy. 

19. I support The City of Yarra’s proposed design including the path alignment and fence, which 

allows existing uses, including dog play, to continue. Combined with the new ramp already 
being built at Coulson Reserve, the proposed path will effectively link Clifton Hill with far 
North Fitzroy. 

20. The fact that it opens the reserve to more people in the community, not the small minority 
who feel they own the reserve and have dominated the debate thus far. I think the design is 
a fair compromise with dog-walkers and goes a long way to addressing their originally stated 

concerns. 

21. Yes, I have spent a week reviewing the design, the descriptions herein,  and recent online 
feedback.  

22. The elements that I, and six or more of my North Fitzroy and Westgarth friends (all using 
bikes and prams) agree on are: Safer, smoother, faster flow of cycling and walking traffic, 
resulting in a big increase in pedestrian and pram safety at the underpass (Rail Station) - 

safety being of great significance to aging pedestrians in North Fitzroy (who don't seem to 
have had much of a voice in this process). Extensive consultations - a model for consultative 
design and progress. 

23. Provides for a diverse group of users, not just locals.  

24. I really like that you have retained this as a dog off-lead park, using a sensible design to 
separate the walkers/cyclists from the dogs. I like that the shared cycling/walking path would 

connect up to the rest of the Merri Creek, allowing better access for these users. I've spent 
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years giving directions to lost cyclists who have cycled down a dead end into Rushall 
Reserve. This design will solve that problem. 

25. It looks like designers have covered most of my concerns.  

26. The physical separation of bike trail and dog exercise area and ability of both groups of users 
to access this space. This reserve can be SHARED by both groups of users and more 
people will benefit. This is not a private patch of land to be used by only dog owners, but will 

greatly benefit bike riders as well. 

27. It's common sense. 

28. It looks after bike riders, pedestrians and dog walkers. 

29. Respectful to nature and to the users of the reserve and bikes.  

30. The alignment looks great. 

31. All of it. 

32. Having the bike path continue and connect with the path beyond Rushall Station makes 
absolute sense. The current sealed path in this area is pretty pointless.  

33. I think it is a good compromise for all users of park and people passing by without having to 

go thru subway. 

34. How much more straightforward can you get? 

35. Good accommodation of all users' needs. 

36. whole design looks great and appropriate. 

37. Even though I walk my dogs in the park each day, I endorse multiple-uses of open spaces.  
Therefore I have no concerns with the general concept. 

38. It's a sensible use of land, which will help to improve amenity and active transport in the 
area, reducing car-congestion through encouragement of active transport.  

39. The logical, simple nature of the design: it provides a nicely graded (not steep), uninterrupted 

path for cyclists while retaining the bulk of the parkland intact and leaving safe access for 
pedestrians. 

40. The quiet separation of the various users, dogs, bikes, people, and trains!     Walking is 

hazardous - currently.  I am sure the bike riders don't enjoy having to look out for our 
amblings especially when the wind is with them, and the dogs need a place where they can 
roam and be themselves; as we insist on keeping them. 

41. The direct connectivity it provides, and improved access to the reserve - for people of all 
abilities. 

42. Minimises impacts on current users of the reserve. 

43. I would welcome the existing path being upgraded.  

44. The fact that all likely park users are catered for. 

45. The path concept is excellent, necessary, long overdue. 

46. That there is progress with this path. 

47. The design is well thought out and will benefit many local residents.  

48. This is a practical design trying to overcome the difficulties with the terrain and the much 

needed access to the Merri Trail and Merri Creek. 

 
 

Minimises disruption to trees and open space - 45 comments 

1. It has minimal impact on the trees in Rushall Reserve. 

2. The work done to preserve the indigenous vegetation. 
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3. The flow and the way it maintains green space. 

4. Minimises loss of trees and open areas. 

5. Environmental balance. 

6. Keeping the bike path close to the rail line is good. It maximises space for the parklands, and 
is not a significant impediment to cyclists "desire lines".  

7. The part of the design that attempts to minimise the area of open space affected by having a 

shared path. 

8. The path follows the contour of the site rather than imposing on it.  It still retains enough 
open space to accommodate other activities. 

9. The proposed path, being high on the embankment, barely impinges on the open parkland 
which is well below the path. 

10. On the western side of the railway the new path avoids the revegetated areas and the 

community garden. 

11. The location of the shared path, minimising impact on the park by running along the railway 
line perimeter. 

12. I like the fact that the design keeps the bike trail as close to the rail line, minimising the 
impact on Rushall reserve. 

13. Good to see some landscaping and new tree planting to replace any trees  lost in the design 

too! 

14. I like how trees are being protected. 

15. I like that it preserves the park area. 

16. The minimal impact on the big green space. 

17. I think the design is good in that it doesn't look to have a big impact on the existing park 
space.  

18. Aligning the path closely with the embankment will minimise the impact on the open space 
and allow dogs to play in the majority of the area. 

19. Minimal impact on the use-able space in the park. 

20. Very few mature trees to be removed. 

21. Minimal impact on trees and the ones to be removed are not significant e.g. several in poor 
condition. 

22. That it skirts the edge of the Reserve to maximise contiguous open space, and that it seeks 
to preserve established trees. 

23. Goes adjacent to railway so doesn't diminish usable size of reserve. 

24. Simplicity and fitting in around the existing terrain and mature trees.  

25. that it's close to the rail line to minimise encroachment.  

26. Minimal trees gone, best position. 

27. The replanting of vegetation. 

28. Location of the path next to the railway line, limiting impact on park.  

29. I like that the bike path discretely hugs the train line so doesn't cut across the park.  

30. minimal impact on available open space. 

31. minimal disruption to open area; not so many trees removed. 

32. Minimal environmental impact. 

33. The minimal impact on the use of Rushall reserve. 
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34. The character of the park is retained. 

35. The proposed bike path makes use of a part of the park that is not usually fully utilised in my 
experience, due to the topography of the site and the proximity of this particular area to the 

railway tracks. 

36. Minimal use of the reserves space. 

37. Trying to retain as much green space as possible. Minimal removal of trees.  

38. keeping nature as is. 

39. Care and consideration has been given to have as little impact on the landscape, whilst 
providing maximum access. 

40. The paths position so that it causes minimal damage. 

41. Attempted to protect as many trees as possible. 

42. Clean separation of shared path from open space, in an alignment that minimises impact on 

open parkland. 

43. The alignment along the railway line -which does not cut the park in two or impact greatly on 
the clifftop vegetation.   

44. The Merri Creek, the mature trees and shrubs. 

45. The green lawns without bike path. 

 
 

Fence separates dogs and park users from cyclists – 57 comments 

1. The fence, to create a safety barrier between dogs and cyclists.  

2. And the fence to separate the dog off-lead area from the shared path. 

3. Also, the mesh fence will allow dog walkers to play without any dangers to cyclists.  

4. I specifically like the use of a low fence and positioning the path on the railway side of the 

open area to reduce future cyclist and dog-owner conflict and risk of falls due to dogs 
running across the path. 

5. I appreciate the separation of the path from the reserve with a fence to prevent interaction 

between dogs and bikes. 

6. The proposed design effectively addresses dog-walker concerns by skirting the dog-off-lead 
area, and by erecting a fence to reduce the likelihood of dog/cyclist interaction.  

7. there is separation to allow dogs continue to use the reserve without interference of the 
traffic on the trail. 

8. I particularly support the separation of the bike path from surrounding activities and the 

inclusion of a pedestrian only path. 

9. The short fence to keep dogs safe is good too.  

10. Segregation for reserve users. 

11. The fence to reduce the danger of off-lead dogs to cyclists and vulnerable pedestrians. 

12. Separation of the path by fencing. 

13. Appropriate separation of cyclists from the dog off-lead users. 

14. Safety of pedestrians, respect for dog walkers. 

15. The design by including fencing separates the various activities in the area, and is a good 
idea.  

16. The fences to prevent dogs or small children suddenly appearing on the shared path.  

17. The fence ensuring greater safety for cyclists from off-lead dogs. 
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18. The consideration for the off-leash area being fenced from the pathway is a good inclusion.  

19. Yes.  The fence etc. to reduce mixing of dogs and bikes. 

20. The fence separating riders from park users. 

21. separated by a fence high enough to keep dogs and through-traffic separate. 

22. I like the fence too, as the fence will provide separation between those travelling through the 
reserve and those using the reserve itself. 

23. The dogs can still play, with the low fence helping to keep everyone in the right place.  

24. Fencing of off-lead dog area. 

25. Unobtrusive fence to allow off lead dog area to be next to path. 

26. The new path give good separation between pedestrians, cyclists and dogs off-lead. 

27. It keeps fast moving bikes away from other reserve users and their dogs.  

28. I also like the low fence near the off-leash park part to reduce cyclist-dog collisions.   

29. The fence separating dogs and users of the park from the proposed new path.  

30. The high fences to separate cyclists from dogs in that area. 

31. Safety for bike riders. 

32. I like the short pedestrian only section and north end and the fence to separate dogs and 
cyclists. 

33. Fencing adds to safety.  People can still walk their dogs in this off lead reserve.   

34. Separation of dogs and bikes. 

35. The fence is great - stops dogs straying onto the path and causing a hazard. 

36. We ride our bikes and have a dog so are glad to see fence dividing bikes from do run-about 

area. 

37. The fence so dogs can still be off leash in the park and kids can run.  

38. The separation of the cycle trail from pedestrian and other use of the park.  

39. Fencing for dog walking. 

40. Fence separating bike path from reserve. 

41. Fences to keep bikes and dogs apart and dogs off the train tracks as well.  

42. There is good separation of cyclists from dogs (a common source of conflict on bicycle 
paths). 

43. I particularly like the fence separating the cycle path from the dog off-leash area as dogs and 

bikes don't mix so well together. 

44. Safe cycling zone including fence to keep dogs and cyclists apart.  

45. Also the low fence along the edge of the cycle path is a great solution to the mixed use of 

dog owners and cyclists. 

46. Low fence provides separation from other users of the park such as off-lead dogs. 

47. creating separate areas for cyclists versus pedestrians with dogs.  

48. Separates dogs and bikes. 

49. I like the fence that separates the bikes from the park users. As a cyclist and dog owner, 
local to this area, I have a use for both aspects of the proposed project.  

50. contains a fence to ensure off leash dogs can continue to use the space.  

51. The design has good separation by a fence for dogs off lease to run free with and for other 
people to walk beside railway line without fear of roaming dogs. 
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52. The fence is a good idea, only because without it you will have aggressive bike riders yelling 
at kids and dog owners who have previously been allowed to use the area as an off leash 
area. ONE OF VERY FEW REMAINING IN MELBOURNE!!!! 

53. I like the separation of bike and walking near Holden Street. I also like the slow zones near 
pedestrians near Rushall Station and the bridge.  

54. I think the fence creates a sense of safety for dogs and children in the reserve by separating 

the path from the reserve. 

55. That the people park is fenced off to prevent unrestrained people from running onto the new, 
boundary hugging, bicycle path. 

56. It provides appropriate separation between cyclists and other park users.  

57. It is sensible to fence the path for safety of all users. 

 
 

Improves cycling connectivity and safety in this area - 47 comments 

1. The connection of bike path segments. 

2. The path removes the missing link in the Merri Path in a fairly direct fashion.  

3. The continuity - linking Merri Creek Trail upstream, and Capital City Trail, through to Merri 
Creek Trail downstream. 

4. Direct, convenient and obvious route. 

5. Being a bike rider and living in Northcote I do like that it is a better link to the Merri Creek 
Trail and then Capital Trail. I do ride in on the path to the city often. In saying that I don't 

mind using the Rushall Station bridge which is what we currently use. If the area under the 
railway bridge (end Holden Street) is fixed up that would be great. Currently it gets very 
muddy during the wet months. 

6. The best thing is linking the bike track in with the Koonda lat bike trail.  

7. Improved connection and path options. 

8. Connectivity of bike paths. 

9. The extension of the existing bike paths seems just to be a sensible thing to do.is really just 
joining the existing paths. 

10. The cycling connection. 

11. Fixes a missing link in shared path network with minimal impact on the reserve.  

12. This is the missing link to existing bike path infrastructure.  

13. I like that the path links up the Capital City Trail. 

14. There is already a bike path on the other side of the rail.  

15. Linking the bike path. 

16. Connectivity near to bridge northwards. 

17. Linking the Merri and Capital City Trails. 

18. Connectivity. 

19. Improved west-east bike connectivity, making it more likely that I will commute to my 

employment. 

20. Improved cycling infrastructure. 

21. Direct connection of the path. 

22. That it finally addresses the current ludicrous situation of a completely inadequate cycle 
route, and the risk to pedestrians using the Rushall station underpass. 
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23. Linking the paths, meaning more of the part may be used. 

24. That the park connects with the Rushall Station and the path connects the Merri Trail.  

25. Connects up the capital city trail to encourage more cycling. 

26. Generally feel like it’s a more direct connection to join the Merri Creek trail as opposed going 
across the narrow bridge and road section on the other side of the creek.  

27. Connection of Merri Creek trail. 

28. I like the fact that it will make a much more natural continuation of the Capital City Trail than 
the one that currently exists. 

29. The fact that this new route recommended by the Merri Creek Trail review is close to fruition.  

30. The connectivity. 

31. Good cycling integration improving Merri Creek path. 

32. Completes the Capital City Trail. 

33. The fact there is a connection. Should have been done ages ago.  

34. Finally a linking of the bike path on this section. 

35. connection with rest of Merri Trail. 

36. The Merri Creek Trail being connected together better looks amazing, 

37. The fact that the path opens up access to the park from Rushall station and the bike path 
from Westgath and Clifton Hill. 

38. The fact that improves the legibility and functionality of the Merri Creek Path. 

39. People are already using this route past the station but this involves unsafe access to the 
path at present. Linking the paths is part of gradually improving cycling and walking 

infrastructure and improving the liveability of the area. 

40. Connecting the bike path is great for commuters, and we need more bicycle infrastructure in 
Melbourne. 

41. Connecting Merri Creek Trail to Koonda Lat Bridge. 

42. completes a missing link in cycling and exercise infrastructure.  

43. Improves overall network legibility/connectivity. 

44. Eliminating the need to ride on the roads. 

45. Linking up some existing bike paths to allow children riding to school to minimise road 
crossings. 

46. Really a key thing is creating a safer connection for trail users.  

47. Provides a safer route for riders to travel from Clifton Hill to the northern inner city.  

 

 

Improves the Rushall Reserve Precinct – 17 comments 

1. The width and separation of the path for the path. The plan will still allow for substantial park 
space. Improved transport into and through Rushall Park will mean that more people can 

enjoy this space than ever before. 

2. I like the fact that it opens the use of Rushall Reserve to more people.  

3. Increased accessibility. Connection with Rushall.  

4. The area now is totally underutilized and the inclusion of the bike path will enable greater 
use. 

5. The fact that it is a functional improvement on the current situation.  
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6. Please build the path to share the park. 

7. It provides a key connection without ruining any of the existing quality of Rushall Reserve. In 
fact it would greatly enhance the reserve, turning it from an unknown park for the few into a 

genuine public good for the wider community. 

8. It's a low impact design that provides a natural connection between Holden St and Rushall 
Station. It opens up the reserve for the community to enjoy without destroying it.  

9. Opening up the park to the entire community would be amazing!!! 

10. I'm glad there is a cycling path being added. My concern with the area is that it feels unsafe 
due to lack of people. A cycle path would increase people to the area.  

11. Makes the reserve accessible and useful to large new communities of users (through-
walkers, and cyclists). 

12. The alignment is direct and improved the shabby interface with the rail line. 

13. The opening up of access to the footbridge. 

14. Increased passive surveillance of what is an underutilised area. 

15. Increased use of reserve. 

16. A pleasant natural area free from the noise and exhaust fumes of motor vehicles.   Able to be 
used and enjoyed by more people because of easier access and separation from 'over 
enthusiastic' dogs. 

17. Removing confusion from the existing dead end path into the small reserve.  

 

 
 

Positioning and flow of proposed path 

1. I like the flow of the path and the way it has been incorporated into the existing space with 

minimal impact on the useable area for other purposes.  Clear separation of the recreation 
area from the path is a sensible design element and reduces hazard and potential conflict.  I 
think the path has been well designed for all users of Rushall Reserve.  The use of raised 

platform in combination with coloured concrete adds variety which is great.   I like the idea of 
a viewing platform to allow the often raised natural beauty of the area to actually be enjoyed 
by the community rather than hidden from sight.  I appreciate that the gradient of the path 

has been kept to a sensible, low, level resulting in less struggle up and lower speeds 
descending for path users. 

2. The path looks nice and wide and gentle corner looks good for riding. 

3. The placement of the bike path. 

4. Links bike path. 

5. The bike path is in the right place.  

6. Joining bike paths cleverly. 

7. Gentle path gradient in an otherwise steeply terrained area. 

8. Path alignment. Path materials.  

9. The width of the path and alignment. 

10. the placement/route. 

11. Visibility, flow. 

12. Connection of path from end to end to provide access to AND through.  

13. Free flowing design that isn't overly complicated. 

14. the lack of disruption to the path. 
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15. the fact that it goes through! 

16. the track the bike path takes skirting around the edge of the reserve adjacent to the 
embankment largely deals with my original concerns. 

17. A very natural and flowing design. 

18. Smooth flowing. 

19. The alignment along the railway embankment is quite good. 

20. The way the proposed path hugs the railway easement, giving the majority of the park to no-
cyclists. 

21. That the path is as unobtrusive as possible. 

22. Takes good line around perimeter of parkland. 

23. I like being up high, away from the creek itself.  

24. Location of the bike path. 

25. Location of path high on / near rail reserve. 

26. Well radiused turns for bicycles on the shared path. Design for accessible gradients for all 
users including pram and wheelchair users. 

 
 

Separation of cyclists and pedestrians on the path – 15 comments 

1. Separation of bikes and pedestrians. 

2. The separated cycle and pedestrian path. 

3. That cyclist are kept away from pedestrians at high risk points. 

4. It's a nice design providing separate access sure pedestrians and cyclists with minimal 
removal of vegetation. 

5. Providing separately marked pedestrian and cyclist sections of the path.  

6. Separate cycling and pedestrian paths are great. 

7. Separation of pedestrians and bikes. 

8. different path areas for pedestrians and cyclists. 

9. The separation of walkers and cyclists. 

10. Improved separation of bicycles and pedestrians.  

11. I particularly like the separation of a pedestrian only path alongside a bike/jogger path, in 

place of the common 2-way shared paths. 

12. Separate path area for pedestrians.  

13. the separation of path for cyclists and pedestrians. 

14. The separate path for cyclists and pedestrians near the Konda Lat bridge is also a good 
idea. 

15. Continuous separated path. 

 
 

Specific features of proposed path – 14 comments 

1. 3 metres wide – thanks. 

2. Wide path. 

3. The path is wide, well-placed and cleverly designed. 
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4. Width of path; making the entry more accessible and safe.  

5. Surface, width. 

6. The size of the path and surface. 

7. I like the 3 metre width. 

8. The choice of concrete over asphalt, which might be more easily destroyed my tree roots.  

9. Wide open path design is lovely. 

10. Different colours for the shared path sections. 

11. The widened pedestrian walk way, so I don't have to get off the bitumen with my pram when 
a cyclist comes along. 

12. Wide path for bikes.  

13. Wide paths. 

14. I like the fact that there is a .5 metre wide space between the track and the fence.  

 

 
 

General design or other design elements – 23 comments 

1. The fence - I'm sure this address some concerns, and it seems the most practical way.  

2. The fence is low, which is good and relatively open feel.  

3. The fence separating the area. 

4. The fence! 

5. Attention to public safety. 

6. The plastic decking to protect the trees. 

7. Planting. 

8. The plastic path is also a great solution. 

9. The concept of having sections of boardwalk to protect tree roots.  

10. Good treatment of existing tree root systems. 

11. having some of the track made of plastic to protect tree roots.  

12. The plastic section to protect tree roots is good also. 

13. Generally looks very good. 

14. I like the fencing, the dog water bowl, the dedicated lanes near traffic areas,  

15. Modern. 

16. Fence and path. 

17. Attractive design. 

18. The improved bike access. 

19. The path, fence. 

20. good separation of bike path from Rushall Reserve. 

21. I like the addition of a water fountain. 

22. The shared path. 
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Inclusion of a viewing platform – 9 comments 

1. I like that there are viewing platforms.  Similarly, putting the path near the rail line allows 
people in the park to remain closer to the water and enjoy the view. 

2. The viewing platform over the creek gorge - this will open up a beautiful creek vista to those 

unwilling or unable to jump the current fence and ignore the signs suggesting not to enter 

3. The viewing platform. 

4. The idea of the viewing platform is excellent as well.  

5. Viewing platforms over Merri Creek. 

6. Like the viewing platform. 

7. I like the idea of putting in a viewing platform at the southern end of the track  

8. The viewing platform is a welcome prospect. 

9. I really like the lookout and the steps in the centre of the park are a good idea.  

 

 

I DO NOT LIKE THE DRAFT DESIGN OVERALL OR PROJECT – 65 comments 
 

1. None - this is designed with a specific outcome in mind which is to construct the path.  The 
request for consultation is not genuine.  Running the path along the creek is ridiculous and 
unnecessary. 

2. none 

3. None of it - concrete are you serious! 

4. None, a total disgrace 

5. None. 

6. nothing...leave it alone 

7. Nothing 

8. None 

9. Nothing, there should be no path 

10. None. 

11. None 

12. I hate everything 

13. None 

14. The plan has very few redeeming features, however it will create short-term employment for 

a small number of council employees and contractors. 

15. None 

16. There are few if any elements of the design that are satisfactory. There must be another 

alternative to destroying one of the only open spaces left in our area. Is there an option to 
upgrade the bridge near Rushall station and redirect bike traffic to the already existing bike 
path on the other side of the creek, linking up with the newer bridge? 

17. Nothing 

18. I do not like any of the elements as I am in favour on retaining the open space as it currently 
exists.  The infrastructure for bike paths in the area is already well serviced and I would think 

most ratepayers want to see better bang for their buck - yes developers funds, but this is a 
surrogate for giving up open space so why remove what it currently a well utilised by many 
as an area for passive recreation. 
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19. The design is as expected. While I appreciate the design has tried to minimise the impact on 
the reserve, I see this goal as impossible. So, there is nothing to like about it. 

20. None 

21. Very little. 

22. none of it 

23. None 

24. None 

25. None 

26. Not much. 

27. I don't like it at all. Unwarranted 

28. I don't like it. This is a bad idea and is unnecessary. Even though there is a proposed fence, 
there will still be problems at the entrance to the park. Joggers are not important to this 

issue. The dog tap is a pointless addition which seems like a last minute afterthought to keep 
a certain group happy. A tap does not equate to off lead running space for dogs. 

29. None 

30. I do not like any aspect of the design. The design as it stands is taking away a substantial 
amount of open space for the shared cycle/pedestrian track, which will likely get a minimal 
amount of use given the significant number of cycle paths that are within 100 m of the 

proposed track. 

31. Nothing 

32. None 

33. None 

34. DO NOT SUPPORT THE PROJECT 

35. None 

36. None and this is a loaded question 

37. I do not want any of it! 

38. I don't care for any of it 

39. None.  For the multiple reasons outlined above, I am entirely opposed to any development.  

40. While I support the push for increased bike access, this path is at the detriment of the locals 
who use the park daily. 

41. I do NOT want the project at all 

42. None 

43. I don't like it. 

44. Nil 

45. None 

46. It is completely unnecessary and a stupid waste of money. The underpass slows crazy 

bikers down which is a good thing around the station. The new path will cut under a minute 
off the bikers commute if that and will be at the sacrifice of the best off-lead dog park in the 
council. I can't believe planning has gotten this far. 

47. Nothing I can find. 

48. None, it is an unnecessary waste of money, resources and space.  

49. It is unnecessary 

50. As stated above I think the design cuts too much into shat is already not a huge space 
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51. None 

52. None of it, because I think the reserve should remain as open green space. No 
infrastructure, including a bike/shared path. 

53. I am totally opposed to the concept and the use of OPEN space 

54. Nothing much. It involves the destruction of trees and reducing the park size and it would no 
longer be a quiet place to commune with nature and maybe dogs too.  

55. As it is there is nothing to like for either the existing users of the reserve, or most commuter 
cyclists. The artist impressions are "nice" but highly biased/deceptive, they do not adequately 
represent the reality of the situation as was demonstrated on the information session when 

the path was visualised with a real fence. Seeing that fence changed the opinion of many 
people who may have originally been in favour of the bicycle path.  

56. None 

57. None. 

58. Nothing. 

59. This pathway had been designed to primarily meet the needs of one stakeholder group: 

cyclists. A pathway designed to provide safe and easy access to Rushall Reserve is needed. 
Having no cyclists using this reserve would increase the safety and amenity for passive 
reaction in the Rushall Reserve. The passive recreation needs for the community using this 

reserve now and into the future has been secondary to this process. That is not fair and 
reasonable. 

60. A lovely walking pathway for pedestrians to access this lovely 'urban forest' which has great 

potential to be improved would be a better user of the 'open space developers fund monies. 
So the current design is inadequate to meet enhanced pedestrian access. There is a big loss 
of usable space in the reserve from this current design and the passive reaction use has 

been rated as secondary to need of a duplicate bike path to improve cyclists needs. 

61. None of it really 

62. That it is only a draft design, and not actually built.  

63. None 

64. No 

65. None. It is environmentally damaging and unsustainable. 

 
 

Improvement idea – 10 comments 

1. A walking path (no bikes) along the embankment would be fine. 

2. Why not just link the existing path, from about 100 m before the creek. That link could run 
next to the trees and connect with part of the proposed path, just near the station platform. 

Then spend the money saved on a nice gazebo or rotunda to provide some shelter. 

3. Fence is a good idea although the more natural we can make this the better.  

4. Not sure how many cyclist go down Holden when we have Linear Park cycle path heading in 

the same direction, the crossing at Bennett and Park Streets is a cycling hazard also and 
deserves attention. 

5. I would welcome more attention to encouraging community activity in the grass/paddock 

space such as that at Princes Park where there is some exercise equipment or (more) 
contemporary looking park benches etc. to it on. 

6. Can we put a plaque near where the Batman treaty occurred? This is a special place.  

7. the water fountain for man and beast even though it is in the wrong place - it should be east 
of the railway bridge.  
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8. The trees - but now the shady ones are on the wrong side of the black mesh fence.  

9. I like that there is no lighting as this is important for the local fauna.  

10. Having some lighting will make the path safer at night 

 

 

General comments – 11 comments 

1. See above 

2. Make the fantastic bridge over the Merri more useful and more popular.  

3. A great solution for cyclists. 

4. connection of the station to the path further down. Cyclists not familiar with the area often get 
lost at Rushall station trying to reconnect with the path. 

5. While I don't really understand why we cannot have a shared (bike/pedestrian) and 

connected path on the existing alignment, the alignment closest to the railway line does have 
some begrudging support from the dog walkers (i.e. least hated) and so I see it as the best 
chance of it being built. 

6. I'm also very appreciative that we have a design at all - the dog walkers were intent on 
derailing the process before we could even get to this point.  

7. Continuing with shared pathways (cyclists and pedestrians) in not a long term solution. I 

understand the problems in addressing this fundamental issue, but we are simply avoiding 
reality. 

8. N/A 

9. See below 

10. Helps promote environmentally sound transport options: cycling, and pedestrian access 
to/from station. 
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QUESTION 3: 
Are there any elements of the design that concern you? 

 
ELEMENTS OF THE DRAFT DESIGN OVERALL THAT CONCERN ME 
 

 

Loss of trees, need for replacements – 41 comments 

1. Removal of some existing trees. 

2. removal of trees is always a problem 

3. As I mentioned before, the loss of some indigenous vegetation is regrettable, but it seems to 
have been minimised. 

4. Removal of trees. 

5. Will there be any offset tree planting in place of the removed trees? 

6. Loss of trees - assuming that compensatory planting will be done. 

7. Tree removals always concern me but if the trees can't be relocated I hope that some new 
ones can be planted. 

8. You note tree removal, but no new tree plantings (the row of Eucalypts between shared path 

and dog area in Edinburgh Gardens is an attractive option to emulate) 

9. You are also proposing to remove several trees. When and where will you be adding new 
(established) trees to the neighbourhood? And at what cost? 

10. Concerned about potential removal of any trees 

11. Yes, the removal of trees without re-plantings. 

12. Any loss of trees is a shame. Hopefully there are plans to improve vegetation nearby and 

consider replacements for tree loss. 

13. the loss of some trees 

14. Loss of trees and no indication that you are intending any plantings. It took years of effort to 

establish the trees 1-3 near the station 

15. The removal of trees is always a concern but I would hope that the council is planting more 
trees than it is removing across the council anyway to more than counter this removal. 

16. Destruction of trees 

17. Absolutely I believe the loss of trees despite being seen as non-significant will make the view 
back towards the station unsightly and may explain why there are no artist’s impressions.  

The impact on the escarpment has not been clearly shown and with no civil engineer report it 
is concerning that with the removal of these trees there is a serious risk of the escarpment 
being destabilised. 

18. The removal of large existing vegetation 

19. The removal of the trees - will they be replaced with indigenous species? 

20. The removal of red gums is a concern 

21. loss of trees,  

22. The plan is tearing down century old trees that are perfectly healthy and crucial to the health 
of our community, for a cycle track of limited benefit. 

23. Yes, the path will destroy remnant native grass lands and remove a significant number of 
native trees. 

24. Tree removal, but I take the advice that the trees to be removed are either due for removal or 

of low retention value. 
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25. Cutting down mature trees. The kookaburras use those particular trees.  

26. Loss of access to shade trees, loss of trees and vegetation,  

27. I am not fussed about cutting down acacias and dead trees. I would however like to find a 

way to save the largest eucalypts. 

28. Reduction in availability of shade from trees (middle of the day and early afternoon).  

29. Tree removal 

30. Yes, the clearing of the trees 

31. Removal of MANY trees. 

32. destruction of trees  

33. it is  putting pressure on existing flora  and  fauna  in particular  bird life along Merri creek  
which is already under pressure  

34. I am upset that 14 trees will be lost near the station and replaced with concrete.  

35. Cutting down trees 

36. The loss of vegetation at the station and the possible de-stabilisation of the cliff near the 
station. 

37. the removal of trees and damage to the escarpment next to the train line,  

38. Loss of trees. 

39. loss of trees and vegetation on the escarpment,  

40. Too many trees removed 

41. The loss of trees along the goat track is unacceptable. 

42. I'm also concerned about the proposed removal of trees. 

 

 

Concerns about the need for fences or aspects of the fences – 39 comments 

1. The fence is a little unsightly, but I'm not sure that can be helped.  

2. The 1 metre fence along the path could be a more natural, "landscaped" separator of the 

path from the park.   

3. I hope the 1.8 metre fence between the path and the rail line is not too close to the path - it 
could feel quite hemmed in if it is - for example the Upfield shared path. 

4. black fence all the way along the path 

5. high fence along railway line 

6. 1.8m fence height may be too imposing 

7. Addition of a fence - however, this seems an ok way to provide a controlled space for the 'off 
lead' areas 

8. 1m high wire mesh fence seem unnecessary and possibly dangerous in low lighting 

situations 

9. I can't see the need for the mesh fencing along the path. (Fence along the train tracks is OK, 
off course) 

10. the 1 metre fence between new path and dog area - I understand why it is included but don't 
personally see the need (I am a regular user of Edinburgh Gardens where there is similar 
proximity between an off-leash dog area and a shared/bike path, and I haven't seen any 

significant problems there) 
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11. A fence is not required. This is a large open park with little chance of conflict with dogs or 
other park users.  

12. It detracts from the amenity of the trail. 

13. the fence is not necessary 

14. The fence 

15. fencing along the path - as per my answer to question one 

16. The fence is unnecessary and does not provide a good egress for someone if they had to get 
off the path quickly. 

17. I would prefer there did not need to be a 1m-high fence between the path and the parkland, 

but if it is required to address the risk posed by dogs running in the area then I'm okay with it. 
I'm willing to compromise as my focus is on this much-needed connector being built. 

18. I am VERY concerned about the narrow "tunnel" that will be created adjacent to the 

escarpment, caused by the fencing on each side of the path. Normally on shared paths 
pedestrian can move off to the side to let cyclist pass, but this won't be possible in this area.  

19. I don't really like the fence idea (I know why it is there but it takes away from the open quiet 

space). I can't see how it will benefit bike riders and I am a regular bike commuter in this 
area. 

20. Only the fence that separates the path from the reserve. I do not believe it is necessary, 

unless the fence protects the path from deterioration at the edges.  

21. No although I am not sure that the fence is necessary. 

22. I am not convinced the fence is necessary as it will create a confined space where people 

won't be able to get out off. Given that the pass is already on a natural boundary no fence is 
necessary in my perspective.  It confines user more than serving any actual purpose.  

23. Fence will be ugly and take away the vista of riding through parkland.  

24. Fencing will detract from its natural beauty 

25. The fence that is in place to separate dogs and bikes creates more of a barrier to accessing 
the open space than the perceived risk warrants. This leaves a poorer design outcome for 

everyone. 

26. Fence along the bike path, consider it better to implement landscaping solutions rather than 
a chain wire fence. 

27. I don't think there should be a mesh fence along the path. It has the effect of trapping people 
on either side should they be in danger 

28. The fenced areas could become a safety concern, the fenced area blocking the railway line 

is appropriate. 

29. Fences both sides near the station. 

30. The fence is just high enough to go over. 

31. Maybe the separation fence could be done in a way that is less jarring to the space.  

32. The clearance from the path should definitely be maintained at 0.5m, minimum. Do not be 
tempted to put the fence on the very edge of the path - fences are good at catching 

handlebars. 

33. Not mad on the fence. 

34. Height of proposed fences 

35. Fences with the dog exclusion zone.  

36. The extent of cyclone mesh fencing is also a concern 
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37. The dog fence will be a visual intrusion and the two fences along the railway line could feel a 
bit claustrophobic. Ideally, the 1.4 metre high fence there could be altered to a more open 

balustrade style barrier. 

38. Perhaps the length of the fence along the embankment 

39. Mesh fence (why required?). 

 

 

Path dimensions or features - 14 comments 

1. The 2.5 metre width of the shared path is too narrow. 

2. Use of non-environmentally sustainable and visually intrusive concrete.  

3. A width of 3 metres seems too much for the asphalted area. 

4. I would have preferred the existing path to be used to create gentler bends and better 
visibility under the railway line.  Also use of a fence is a little concerning.  I am happy to 
concede both those points in the interests of compromising with other users but in my 

experience they are very few and I think they will be much outnumbered by path users.  

5. why is the path so wide? why not try and lessen the impact on a precious natural space 
rather than a ridiculously large and poorly positioned path? 

6. Re "charcoal coloured" concrete : Depressing tone and may well get too hot in Summer. 
(Burning of shoes/feet/tyres, plus drying out of adjoining soils).  

7. I don't like the use of black bitumen on paths. It is ugly and gets very hot in summer for both 

dog and human feet. 

8. The addition of more hard paths is a concern only increasing runoff into the creek.  

9. The only aspect I would query is the choice of colour for the concrete. A sandy colour is now 

being used in many parts of the off-road trail network. This is more aesthetically pleasing and 
looks less obtrusive in parkland. However as this path will be fenced off from the park this is 
less of an issue. 

10. A slow zone is a partial solution, but the path should be made as wide as possible 

11. The existing asphalt path. 

12. Austroads indicate that the absolute minimum width of a shared path should be 3 metres, 

with a preference for separated pedestrian and cyclist paths.  I would strongly suggest that 
an increase to 3.5 metres or greater would better meet the needs of all users, and better 
avoid any potential conflict.  Ideally, fully separated pedestrian and cyclist paths would be 

established - which is in line with Victoria Walks, and BNV. 

13. the width of the proposed path being inadequate for safe 'shared'  use, 

14. An asphalt pathway straight through Rushall Reserve provides a fast getaway for burglars on 

cycles/motor bikes as has been proved in other municipalities. It also provides the facility for 
unsavoury persons to watch or spy on groups of children playing in the park as raised in 
other municipalities. 
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Location of path – 11 comments 

1. the fact that a large path is going in the middle of the park 

2. Aside from above, I am also not enthusiastic about the pedestrian and bike paths being 
adjacent for the North section.  The pedestrian path will be used by cyclists travelling South, 
turning left onto the new path.  A gap, even 30cm, would ensure they don't do that.  It would 

also be better to fillet the corners onto the main bike path to allow easier entry/exit from the 
new path. 

3. The pedestrian entry to the reserve (gate in the middle of the fence) if built directly on the 

path could lead to the path being blocked by pedestrians standing.  

4. There is a wide swinging turn near the railway bridge underpass at the western end - looks 
like it could be straightened out a lot here, such a layout will just lead to people walking 

across the obvious short cut (look up "desire lines", this could become a textbook example!) 

5. See above, potentially dangerous. 

6. The path as it goes near the train station. Possibility of dangerous incidents between path 

users. 

7. The path is in the wrong place. 

8. The path design is compromised by a perceived need to preserve green space. 

9. I am somewhat concerned about the look of the land (particularly closer to the station area) 
where the proposed pathway will go. Where there is, currently, a fence cutting off access to 
what looks like an old path (?), the ground looks unstable. And having seen the way the rain 

builds up and runs off from Rushall Crescent - it seems to be following its own natural way 
down into Merri Creek.  I wonder if there could easily be land slip, which would bust up the 
path. I am not casting aspersions at your engineers, I am sure they have looked at this, but it 

looks shifty to me. 

10. No continuation of bike path on Holden Street. 

11. The intersection of the path with the existing Koonda Lat path.  

 

 

Concerns about danger, conflict and speed around the shared path – 33 comments 

1. The design creates a tunnel like region by having a fence on each side for part of the way. 
This prevents stepping to the side of passing bicycles and may result in conflict.  

2. Traffic control at the junction close to the end of Holden Street. Kids, dogs, bikes, 

commuters, crossing paths - potential to get messy. 

3. Mixing bikes and dogs will be a disaster to say the least 

4. How does council create a slow zone next to Rushall Station? A bit of paint won't fix the new 

straight fast run that will be created. How does council plan to manage this new conflict zone 
and the other it will create at the curve on the blind corner under the railway bridge at the 
Northern end of the reserve? 

5. The two areas of concern as it’s hard to determine from the plan, access to and from the 
Station and visibility of pedestrians and cyclists from all directions. And intersection at the 
Holden Street end, although that area is fairly open and visibility is open from all directions,  

6. There is a slow-zone directly next to the railway station. The majority of cyclists will slow 
down, but not all.  

7. The only "bicycle slow-down" section of the proposed path is near the Station.  You can 

expect that many cyclists will speed down the path as they currently do down the shared 
path running from Rushall Crescent to Kunda Lat Bridge, presenting a real and present 
safety threat. 
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8. There are no speed limiters on the downhill section of the path.  

9. There are a number of points where off-lead dogs, pedestrians and cyclists will have to 
interact. Cyclists at high speeds can injure (or worse) pedestrians and dogs. In particular, the 

area around the stairs leading to the pedestrian bridge across the creek is a hazardous 
interchange point. 

10. 'Shared' space - it's never 'shared' with cyclists - the burden is on kids, dogs and people to 

allow cyclists to have an unimpeded path. It's not as though cyclists will stop and walk, 
'Shared' space is just dangerous  

11. The Koonda Lat bridge gets quite a lot of use; this path might cause problems near the 

Holden Street exit if the intersection is not well designed. 

12. There is an intersection from Holden Street crossing the existing bike path that could be 
dangerous - who would have right of way? 

13. The ability of bike riders to ride at high speed past little kids that run around freely and dogs 
that already have only very limited spaces in the city to roam freely.  

14. My concerns relate to the typical concerns that you see in 'shared' pathways - i.e., that no-

one want to actually share them. Dog walkers want it for themselves, cyclists don't want dogs 
or pedestrians getting in the way, pedestrians are annoyed by cyclists. On occasion I belong 
to each of these groups so I can appreciate all sides - basically, I would want to see a big 

reminder to everyone that this is a SHARED AREA - slow down, keep your dog under 
reasonable control, don't wander all over the place if you're walking 

15. the ability of off-lead dogs to roam freely given the death speeds that cyc lists employ 

16. impact on wildlife again given cyclists lack of concern for their environment.  

17. The entrance to the park at each end will become very dangerous. I have seen the path and 
can guarantee aggressive riders will be riding through there at over 25km per hour. 

18. I would ask any of the project team to spend time on the existing path in the early morning or 
early evening (5-7 pm) and see the speed at which cyclists ride down the hill and onto the 
bridge. The proposed plans would facilitate an extension of this behaviour into an area that is 

currently protected from cyclists and allows people, and their dogs, to have some cycle free 
space without worrying about collisions or abuse. I say this as both a cyclist and a walker - 
while I can modify my own behaviour on this path when I am cycling home, I am frequently 

appalled at how pedestrians are considered almost a pest for being on the path.  

19. I have concerns about shared paths as a walker since most cyclists travel at quite a high 
speed, give us no notice of their presence behind us and generally leave little room between 

themselves and us as they pass us.  They don't seem to have any understanding or concern 
about other people's welfare. 

20. Bike will go too fast and don't repeat the shared footpath rules and will be dangerous for 

others.  

21. The fact that cyclists will be moving through this 'cycle free' area.  

22. Similarly, shared pathways through a swathe of off leash dog area in Edinburgh Gardens 

provides a great case study of how not to treat open space. It's reduced amenity, created 
conflict between cyclists and park users. Similarly, pedestrians (often elderly or mums with 
young kids) find using the paths at times frightening. The shared entry and exit points for 

commuter and recreational cyclists has also proven to be dangerous with various collisions 
(ironically one with a Yarra Council employee for Open Spaces) occurring. Not a great 
precedent. 

23. All of the above plus 1 The question arises as to the liability of the City of Yarra for injury and 
or death to pedestrians and pets by being run down by a cyclist or cyclists on a shared 
pathway. This has not been investigated.  See my attached submission made to Yarra 

Council previously where this is raised. Note that the City of Melbourne does not permit 
cycling through parks and gardens except for children under 12 years old under parental 
supervision. This was agreed in 2010 after a community campaign (including that run by PPL 

VIC) fought to ban cyclists from the Carlton Gardens after a number of people were injured 
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and dogs killed after being run down by cyclists. 

24. A tight bend where fast riders meet pedestrians and dogs without enough visual contact.  

25. I also see a number of problems with the design. 1) If Bicycle Victoria say it's to improve 

access for the elderly, I would agree. However are elderly residents going to enjoy walking 
around with bikes and dogs flying around? Sounds like you are creating more danger than 
already exists at the Rushall pedestrian underpass to me. 2. If you want to improve access to 

the park for elderly and others, then why would you want to effectively reduce the useable 
area by half? That is really what the path will do for park users.  

26. The shared path needs to be made more pedestrian-friendly. 

27. Shared entry and exit points will be unsafe. 

28. The narrow path, which must be shared by bicyclists and pedestrians. However, we already 
have problems with this and the bridge, the shared path and the underpass. Usually we are 

patient with each other!! 

29. Where the path goes under the railway line will see potential for unintentional conflict 
between path users although I do appreciate that additional and separated space is provided 

for people walking and people cycling so it may not be an issue.   

30. There will be an increase in traffic through the area. 

31. the possibility of increased conflict at the bridge, at the station and at the end of Holden 

street 

32. It will increase conflict between cyclists and the wider community without providing anything 
of real value to the cyclists 

33. Shared entry and exit points for cyclists, pedestrians and dog walkers - it's an accident 
waiting to happen. This already exists at Edinburgh Gardens where bike paths (supposedly 
shared pathways) converge at shared entry and exit points for pedestrians of all ages. It's 

unsafe. 

 

 

Does not address movement issues around Rushall Station/underpass – 18 comments 

1. The path is overall unnecessary and does not solve the issues of the Rushall Station 
underpass. 

2. The existing conflict point around the station remains and people riding bicycles will need to 
be encouraged to slow down through this area. 

3. Cyclists heading from Merri Creek to the Capital City Trail or reverse will not likely change 

their habits to avoid the Rushall Station underpass as the alternative route being proposed 
involves quite a detour. 

4. Potential for high-speed bicycle traffic at Rushall Station. 

5. The Rushall Station underpass needs to be fixed. This is not included as part of the project 
but should be. 

6. It doesn't address the station underpass, which requires a rider to dismount, and is very 

awkward with a bike trailer. 

7. The mix of pedestrians and cyclists at Rushall Station ..... It's already a mess but cyclist are 
forced to slow down by the bend and underpass, with a straight run there will be no stopping 

them regardless of signage. The mix of pedestrians and cyclists at the railway bridge 
(Holden Street end).  

8. Doesn't touch the Rushall underpass or provide an alternative means of crossing the railway 

line. 

9. I am also VERY concerned about the conflict of pedestrians and two cycles path crossing at 
the end of Holden Street. 
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10. One of the reasons given for justifying the creation of this path is to reduce conflict between 
pedestrians and cyclists at the station underpass - so trying to solve this by creating other 

conflict areas is completely counterproductive. 

11. The bottleneck of paths under the railway, however this can be easily alleviated by widening 
the existing path or building separated bike/pedestrian paths. 

12. No solution to Rushall underpass. 

13. It doesn't give an incentive for riders travelling north/south to stop using the underpass.  

14. The underpass at Rushall station is not being upgraded in this design.  

15. Why can't you fix and widen the underpass. It could run diagonally and connect from rushall 
crescent to the path on the other side of the creek. Even as a pedestrian I hate that 
underpass. Why not make the path go around Merri Crescent and across the bridge. The 

bridge could be replaced and widened. 

16. The proposed cycle track will only reduce commute times from cyclists heading north-south 
by 30 seconds. It would be of no benefit to cyclists heading west from the Capital City Trail 

since they would still need to go through the Rushall Station underpass. The track is also 
duplicated less than 100 m to the west of the proposed track.  

17. The traffic flow coming up to Rushall Station and how this meeting of ways will work and 

flow. As the underpass is unlikely to be changed in the near future (and is out of councils 
hands) thought to how this area will work is important. 

18. It is a pity that PTV, VicTrack et al cannot be convinced of the need to improve the 

underpass. I hope Council continue to negotiate with these bodies to allow for a better 
design resolution. 

 
 

 

Significant cost, unjustified use of Council of funds – 12 comments 

1. Two paths. Waste of money - upgrade the existing path. 

2. Wasted money on a project that only serves an existing minority - who are already serviced! 

3. The proposed cost of the track is high and seems to be a waste of money given the limited 
benefit to cyclists. Essentially ratepayers are paying to destroy open space for no reason.  

4. The large amount of money could be put to better social use. 

5. The construction of a new pathway appears to be the most expensive option that could have 
been nominated.  I would like to understand the basis for not considering alternatives.  

6. Unnecessary expenditure of money on a bike path when alternatives exist. 

7. Just the pure waste to bring the path down through the park when keeping it up on the other 
side would make more sense. 

8. What is point of building a new path when the distances for current paths vs new concrete 

paths are about the same? 

9. Based on information provided by City of Yarra officers. If I catch the train home to Rushall 
Station on Saturday night after North Melbourne probably beat Carlton I have 2 path options 

for me to walk home to the end of Holden Street.  

10. I exit the station having swiped Myki. I turn to enter the Brennand end of the underpass and 
head to the fence at the escarpment (estimated distance 60 metres). I struggle over the 

fence and stumble along avoiding the railway cables. When I get to Rushall Reserve it is 
absolutely pitch black. It is no surprise that nobody I know goes to Rushall Reserve at night. 
How could any Council build a concrete path with a fence and NO LIGHTS in this area? It is 

no surprise that a recent survey (The Age May 13th) shows that 30 per cent of women are 
fearful of being out alone at night. Following the concrete path route to the bitumen and 
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under the railway bridge (here there is a light). The Council provided measure (fence to 
Holden Street) is 425.6 metres plus 60 metres. Total 485.6 metres (from Brennand Street 
end of underpass over escarpment fence along concrete path to bitumen to Holden Street).  

2. Council have indicated ""From your description – Holden Street end to where the ramp on 
the south side meets the Brennand Street shared path (the above point).  470 metres. "" 
Hence to walk from Rushall Station after a city trip on the proposed Rushall Reserve 

concrete path will be longer (485.6 metre) than the existing path route (470 metres) ( and will 
cost $665,000 )....... 

11. Costs of the project substantially underquoted. 

12. It will cost a large sum of public money that I think could be better spent elsewhere, when the 
basic problem could be solved by a couple of thousand dollars and a day's work, cutting a 
hole in the existing fence 

 

 

Generally concerned about the concept, proposed shared path and process – 35 comments 

1. All of it. 

2. Every (expletive) one 

3. The whole concept concerns me, when there is no longer parklands or greenery left in inner 

city Melbourne it will be too late to change anything. 

4. the local community again being ignored for the benefit of commuters  

5. As above. I think that there is too much concern about cyclists at the expense of other users.  

6. Lack of consultation with the community about possibilities for passive recreation needs in 
the future with high density living in this area. 

7. All of it 

8. All of it. See above to first section. 

9. All. 

10. All of them. 

11. I do not want any of it! 

12. Shared pathways and blind corner under the Holden Street railway bridge. 

13. Shared pathways do not work 

14. all of it...leave the land alone 

15. Nothing , there should be no path 

16. The damn path 

17. The path! 

18. All of them 

19. I am against the project as I enjoy the park as a quiet, dog friendly, "hidden" oasis, so rare in 

our increasingly busy city. If it does go ahead I think the design should use the existing path 
so minimal green space is removed. 

20. The plan itself is not necessary as it is a useful park and paths are already around 

21. The concept of a shared path, although highly successful all over Melbourne, may be an 
issue. 

22. We don't need bikes in the area. It's used by dog owners and families.  

23. all of it 

24. bike path through one of the few areas left without one. 
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25. THAT IT GOES BEYOND DRAFT STAGE 

26. Tried and tested (and failed) methods to separate pedestrians/cyclists and to slow cyclists.  

27. I am opposed to any bike path through a park. It is potentially dangerous to users and their 

pets as well as riders. 

28. There are alternatives. 

29. The shared pathway.    Is of concern for the elderly and the disabled. 

30. Remove the 3 metre wide bike path, its fence and the destruction it will cause to the existing 
vegetation and the amenity of the area for dogs, their owners, the elderly, the infirm and 
children. The constant stream of bikes with their flashing strobe lights, the bells, the speeding 

rude cyclists this infrastructure will attract. 

31. I don't like any of these aspects. 

32. Make Rushall Reserve cycle free. Why does every park in Yarra have to have cyclists cutting 

them up? Why in City of Melbourne do cyclists have to dismount and walk through their 
parks? Has this caused major issues for cyclists? No but it has greatly enhanced the passive 
recreation for park users. 

33. The bike path. Won't be able to take my dog there anymore. Bikes are too careless.  

 

Loss of open space generally – 19 comments 

1. The impact on the Open space - the loss of open space to an unnecessary bike path. 

2. too much space being sacrificed. 

3. The amount of open space being lost under this proposal. 

4. Restriction of green open space. Most of the trees in the south of the park are in a gully and 
is unusable space (the drawing I think misrepresents the usable open space by not 
specifying this being a gully). The trees that are on the bike side of the fence provide much of 

the shade for dogs and people from the Northern and western sun. In saying that there will 
be some overshadowing into the park but not sure that is enough. 

5. The effect on the escarpment and the ruination of what is/was a beauty spot. That nearly one 

third of open space will be lost - surely even Councillors do not include the cliff areas. 

6. Destroying a vast swathe of open parkland. 

7. The removal of park land and established trees. 

8. How much open space is lost. 

9. Loss of only green space in area which is a pedestrian haven. 

10. It also alienates scarce open space for passive recreation users.  

11. Closure of open land. 

12. The loss of OPEN space. 

13. All of it as it will dissect the open green space as it currently is. 

14. I'm concerned that all the open spaces in the City of Yarra will become bike paths.  

15. Loss of usable open space. 

16. Yes, loss of open space for passive recreation by current users.  

17. The loss of about 50 percent of usable open space through such a small urban forest. 

18. It appears to reduce public space by half and this area is used by dog walkers and families 
frequently. 

19. I am concerned by the loss of the useable useful shaded areas 
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Loss of open space due to proposed shared path – 9 comments 

1. The cycling path takes up a great deal of the existing park space.  

2. The loss of 3 metres width for the pathway concerns me greatly.  This would change and 
impact on the reserve to the detriment of the passive and active activities currently 
undertaken - off leash dog area, football, backyard cricket and low level ball games.  

3. The path will run through the middle of the green space and change this from a park to a 
thoroughfare.  

4. Yes the design going straight through the reserve and also the removal of the trees! 

5. Yes, the fact that we are losing a whole open space for one specific group within the 
community. There are many more people that use the park than cyclists. I am a cyclist 
myself and for the sake of 2 minutes extra time for dismounting under the station it’s not 

much of an inconvenience when the alternative is saving an open space.  

6. Green space is being taken away and more concrete/bitumen constructed.  

7. The track is taking away valuable open space from a unique reserve in an area with a 

minimal amount of open space. 

8. Additionally the necessity for a fence, some distance from the edge of the path, to protect 
dogs and children from cyclists will remove an unacceptable amount of the currently 

available open space. 

9. building of a fence and bike path through a beautiful reserve. 

 

 

Loss of park ambience/community space – 18 comments 

1. One metre fence would split the park in two leaving dead space on the south side of the new 

path. 

2. A bike path going through what is a peaceful semi-bushland setting. And no doubt skate 
boarders will follow. 

3. As local residents, losing our last access to the quietness of what Merri Creek should be.  

4. Loss of park space that can be used for range of activities such as dogs off leash area, or 
picnic areas or place to kick a football. 

5. Impact on amenity of Rushall Reserve. 

6. The loss of coziness when there as a non-cyclist (I cycle a lot BTW). 

7. It disrupts the park. 

8. The design creates a duplicate commuter bicycle path through a reserve that is currently a 
safe refuge for dog walkers, children, the elderly, etc.  This will destroy the amenity of the 
area. 

9. The destruction of a quiet idyll is a concern. 

10. Yes the fact that it could ruin the current dog park. 

11. You are destroying one of the last true dog off-lead parks, all others have been taken over 

already by the bicycle militia of Victoria. By the way I AM A CYCLIST! I just don't agree with 
putting bike paths through every park so that the cyclists effectively have right of way over all 
other park users. 

12. Yes, getting rid of a nice quiet area because cyclists are too lazy to go 100m down the road.  
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13. And you are destroying the most beautiful reserve in the council. The reserve is so loved 
because it is peaceful and access is just from one area - so it is safe to let the kids and 
animals run. It's a rare place and you are going to turn it into nothing more than a thorough 

fare. It is very upsetting. 

14. Diminution of sense of a small pocket of "bush" for community enjoyment. Has impression of 
infrastructure contamination.  

15. Dogs and balls and bikes in such close proximity will mean less people will use the park and 
it will lose its quiet peaceful recreational amenity. 

16. Running a bike path through Rushall Reserve has the effect of changing the utility of this 

public space. It is a quiet and private-feeling area, which is rare in the city. 

17. That the best parts of the reserve - the shade from the trees and seats. 

18. Reduces useable recreation space too much. 

 

 

Proposed plastic decking – 5 comments 

1. Please make sure the plastic decking complies with the relevant standards for friction for 
bikes in wet weather, and is smooth and continuous so as not to present a hazard or 
uncomfortable riding surface 

2. ÙV resistance of plastic decking section? 

3. Perhaps longevity of plastic decking to match existing bike path bridge over the Merri Creek, 
needs to be robust detail for bike traffic and pedestrians 

4. Why is there plastic decking to protect tree roots within the reserve but not in the escarpment 
area where there are more trees? How noisy is this decking?  

5. Not convinced about the plastic decking: concern that it will be slippery on bike tyres in the 

wet. 

 

 

Other design features – 10 comments 

1. Drinking fountain in wrong place for dogs- many walkers come across the railway bridge and 
do not go near the site indicated- however the dogs drink from the creek and we don't really 

need a drinking fountain. 

2. I am also VERY concerned about safety of vulnerable residents using the path at night to 
access the station, given there can't be any lighting. 

3. Lack of lighting - but that is an issue with many Yarra pathways - not just this one! 

4. Lack of lighting. 

5. I hope the dog bowl is one that can be easily emptied as manky dog water is gross. 

6. The design of the goat track element is unclear. 

7. I can't understand the grade and interface with the station. 

8. The scope/gradient needs to be reduced. 

9. Doesn't address cyclists heading on the cap city trail full loop. 

10. There is a wasted opportunity to utilise the train embankment.  

11. Unclear how practical pedestrian/bike separation achieved at northern end of project.  
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NO CONCERNS WITH DRAFT DESIGN OVERALL 
 

 

No concerns with draft design overall – 91 comments 

1. None 

2. No, I think it is well conceived. 

3. None 

4. No.  

5. No. except the local dog walkers who jealously guard the reserve against access will try to 

block it. They have a banner up right now. 

6. No, I think its great work. 

7. No. I would just note that in the rest of Melbourne - and the rest of the World - cyclists, 

walkers and dogs manage to co-exist largely in harmony. 

8. No. 

9. No. 

10. No. 

11. No. 

12. no 

13. No 

14. No 

15. No 

16. That it wasn't done years ago. 

17. Otherwise everything is great. 

18. No 

19. No. 

20. No 

21. No 

22. no 

23. No 

24. No 

25. No 

26. No 

27. No. 

28. no 

29. no 

30. No 

31. No 

32. None,  

33. No 

34. None. 

35. Not particularly, no. 
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36. no 

37. No 

38. None at all. 

39. No 

40. None. It's a great design. 

41. no 

42. No 

43. No 

44. No 

45. no 

46. No 

47. Looks ok to me 

48. No 

49. No 

50. No 

51. No 

52. none 

53. No 

54. no 

55. No 

56. no 

57. no 

58. No 

59. No 

60. No 

61. None 

62. No 

63. No 

64. No, it works fine. 

65. no. 

66. No 

67. No really 

68. Nope - just build it. 

69. No. 

70. Not overly 

71. No 

72. no 

73. No. 

74. No 
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75. none 

76. None 

77. No 

78. None 

79. No 

80. None 

81. No 

82. Nah 

83. None 

84. No 

85. Not applicable 

86. No 

87. None at all. 

88. No 

89. No 

90. No 

91. No. 

 

IMPROVEMENT IDEAS 

 

Improve lighting – 13 comments 

1. The lack of lighting, I think that the Council's Open Space Lighting Policy in general should 
be reviewed. But in particular this area is going to be very secluded at night, during winter 

months when it is dark at 6:30 women in particular are going to be very unlikely to use the 
area due to safety concerns. 

2. I do have a suggestion about sustainable path lighting (below) 

3. Is there an opportunity for in-ground solar lights at key dark points?  

4. My concern is that these may be a collision hazard spot for cyclist / runners / pedestrians. 
Maybe flashing lights on the path to alert others of cyclists; and / or a chicane or some sort?? 

5. The draft design does not show street lighting along the path, I would like to see some sort of 
lighting for safety that doesn't impact on the amenity of native fauna living in the area. 

6. Given that path is adjacent to railway line unobtrusive lighting could be considered (LED 

lighting in fence tubing would be perfect). 

7. There is inadequate lighting. 

8. Need to ensure that any night lighting provided does not impact residents at the end of 

Holden Street 

9. Lighting would be good for evening use 

10. I didn't see lighting in the draft, but it should be included with this redesign.  

11. Lack of lighting. This is a very isolated spot .Without lighting it would be very dangerous and 
Council by building it would encourage its use at night. Arguably Council could be sued if an 
assault occurred. 

12. You need to put lights on it like the other paths that are in complete darkness.  
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13. Any funding for lighting (solar led?)?? 

 

Improve signage and markings to guide movements – 13 comments 

1. Way finding signage is notoriously bad around Melbourne. I don't see any discussion here 
about signs so I mention it. 

2. At the Holden Street Entrance, it is good to separate shared and pedestrian pathways, but 

clear markings and signage is needed to minimise conflict. Otherwise congratulations on a 
deeply considered response. 

3. Wondering about signs to indicate where pets should still be on a lead. Also expect there will 

be clear signs that point you to the capital trail and the Merri Creek trail.  

4. Appropriate warnings to pedestrians and other cyclists entering and leaving the path at/near 
this zone that they should be cautious is essential 

5. Ensuring there is adequate signage so people don't naturally go down the existing path. 

6. Will the 'slow zone' be marked/painted? 

7. Will directional signage be updated at intersections? 

8. also good markings for separation of pedestrian path on North Side.  

9. Most people will use that path even if they want to get to Clifton Hill area - if signage is good 
at the end of Holden Street this hopefully won't be too big of an issue.  

10. And clear signage will be needed. 

11. Signage. Stencils on pathways do not work! I suggest eye-level signage, LARGE and BOLD, 
at each entrance point, to remind/inform cyclists of their responsibilities regarding sharing 

with pedestrians. 

12. It will be important to consider how the junction with the existing path (from Rushall Crescent 
to the Kundalat Bridge) will work safely for pedestrians and cyclists. Visibility is good, but 

thought needs to go into clearly marking priority, or separating pedestrian and cyclist traffic  

13. Pedestrian and cyclist 'share the road' style signage and messaging will be important to 
encourage all users are safe and happy. 

 

Minimise tree loss and tree planting 

1. Look for opportunities for more tree planting etc. I don't think Friends of the Merri Creek are 

part of the consultative process. If this is the case, I would urge you to include them in 
conversation on the changes as it's an opportunity for better outcomes for the creek (and its 
natural and cultural heritage). 

2. Could be more planting. 

3. The removal of the trees is understandable, but I would like to see more planting done to 
replace these once the path is in. Rushall Reserve is basically a big "green desert" of kikuya 

grass, so it would be great to see more native revegetation done to restore it more closely to 
its natural state. 

4. It'd be nice to plant a few trees to make up for some of the ones you're cutting down... 

5. Is there any way the trees can be relocated instead of just removed 

 

Improvement ideas – other 

1. Why is this not being run along the Darebin side where there is already development with a 
proper bridge construction and appropriate underpass at Rushall station into existing cycle 
paths. 

2. Perhaps drainage of the trail needs to be reviewed to ensure that no material from the 
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railway embankment washes onto the trail, making it slippery.  

3. Is there an opportunity for a vegetated drainage swale between the new path and the bottom 
of the embankment to minimise stormwater wash over the path? Have 1:100 year flood 

levels been considered? 

4. I used to walk a dog at this park, and at least then it was quite underutilised, and I think more 
shade near the centre of the park might encourage more people to use it.  

5. I would like to see some way of slowing cyclist down at 1) the junction of the Merri Creek 
footbridge and the path at Rushall station. 2) The junction of proposed path with existing path 
at the end of Holden Street.  

6. Q. Is there an attempt to add biochar to the concrete - ie sequester carbon in the concrete? 
That would be excellent climate change outcome, but the concrete's top layer still needs to 
be cheery and lighter toned - I suggest yellow/orange/ochre tinted (ochre) - oxides of various 

ochre tones are widely available and can tie in with traditional Woiwurrung use of ochres 
(some of the project budget can go to the Registered Aboriginal group to c reate a path 
design that honours the significance of the site (the alleged Batman "Treaty", though very 

contentious, is still worthy of an artful design budget - why not let the Aboriginal group decide 
the pathway surface?) 

7. Make sure it's wide enough - the capitol city bike path takes lots of traffic - add in walkers 

with prams and cargo bikes - more space is better 

8. Adequate room needs to be provided for cyclists and pedestrians in the underpass. Can it be 
easily enlarged? 

9. Ensure fence is set back 1 metre from path.  

10. Seating is in the wrong position. 

11. Plastic board work needs to be all weather and slip resistant 

12. Why not do a test of installing solar panels in this section of path? 

13. I would like to see an entry path to the Merri Creek Trail created at Bridge Street and 
crossing Merri Parade. At present entry to the Trail is at Union Street, which is a one-way 

street (the wrong way for entry to the Trail) and is on a bend so it is hard to see the cars 
coming around the bend. Doing a right hand turn from Merri Parade onto the Trail at Union 
Street is very dangerous and I have stopped doing this; an alternative would be to increase 

the width of Merri Parade at this point to provide a safe place to turn right onto the Trail. 

14. If you do put a path in, make sure the pedestrians and dogs have right of way.  

15. I would like to see the concrete path along the clifftop developed as a boardwalk. The 

entrances could be enhanced - at the northern entrance further separate the pedestrian and 
shared path to avoid an expanse of concrete. At the southern entrance, develop a sense of 
entry 

16. Making the pedestrians the highest or equal priority to access the Rushall Reserve.  

17. It is disappointing that the reserve was changed to be "lead off" for dogs. This has reduced 
safety in the park given the behaviour of some dogs (and owners, unfortunately). I would like 

to see that policy reversed back to how it was, even if Council never bothered to enforce it.  

18. long, relatively straight path encourages speed. Humps may discourage this  

 

 

General comments - 21 comments 

1. Not clear what changes will be with regards to elevation in the plans.  

2. There is very little detail to the escarpment area. 

3. Not that I can tell from the drawings. 
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4. I can't really tell what the impact will be on the reserve. 

5. The artist impression of the junction 
http://yarraconversation.com.au/rushallreservedesign/photos/24244 is a little confusing. 

Hopefully it is clear for those travelling south as to which path they need to take. 

6. I wish the inner fence was unnecessary but I support a low cost, pragmatic solution to dog 
owners concerns such that this path is finally delivered rather than more money, resources 

and time being wasted. 

7. I was initially concerned about fencing. However, it protects cyclists from off leash dogs, and 
park users from off track cyclists! So it is probably a good political fence as well as a physical 

one. 

8. The selfishness of the residents opposed to the path! 

9. As above 

10. See above 

11. See above 

12. See below. 

13. See above. 

14. The site is in an isolated area and I would be concerned about safety at night even if lighting 
were provided. 

15. I feel it concern me due to the fact that would love to look at it and it would be so much safer 

16. Will the Council guarantee only 12 trees will be lost in this area? If the path is concrete how 
will they protect the remaining trees from damage caused by excavation?  

17. I actually thought when I heard of it that it was going to make the Merri path continuous from 
the St Georges Road bridge - I hope that this is possible in the future either by a path on the 
western bank, or if this is not possible, then a bike bridge across under the existing bridge to 

connect with the bike path on the south. 

18. The close proximity of trees to the path may cause problems in the future (i.e. tree roots).  

19. I'm glad to hear that the Wurundjeri Elders are being consulted on the cultural heritage 

aspect - it's a very important area 

20. Have you considered if it would impact on the Swift parrot? What environmental impact 
studies have occurred? 

21. I did not raise this in the report, but what are you planning on doing for the Rushall Station 
'slow zone'.  
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QUESTION 4: 
Are there any elements of the design that could be altered to address your 

concerns? 
 
ELEMENTS OF THE DESIGN THAT COULD BE ALTERED TO ADDRESS YOUR 

CONCERNS 
 

 

No or not applicable (I do not support this project at all) – 11 comments 

1. None 

2. Unfortunately not (do not support this project at all) 

3. No or not applicable (9) 

 

 

No or not applicable (I support the draft design as it is) – 81 comments 

1. No, I think it's great work. 

2. No. It is an excellent design. 

3. None at all-it's really good. 

4. it is fine 

5. no. looks good. well done. 

6. i don't think so 

7. Not really. 

8. None. 

9. None 

10. None 

11. No, all good thanks. 

12. Overall I am happy - as I said, I attended the town hall consultation phase in mid-2015 and this 

design is the obvious choice given the issues in play. 

13. None at all. 

14. Looks ok to me 

15. Happy as it is. 

16. Nope. 

17. It seems a good solution. No changes needed. 

18. There is no need for change. The area is open space for all local residences to use 

19. NA. The plan is great. 

20. looks good as is 

21. I have no concerns 

22. Nah 

23. Not at this stage 

24. No or not applicable (58) 
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Do not proceed, unjustified use of Council funds – 31 comments 

1. Do not proceed with the project 

2. Don't do it 

3. Remove the path from the design and spend the Council’s time and money on something that 
will benefit the residents of the City of Yarra, not the residents of the City of Moreland 

4. Put bike infrastructure dollars where they work not into open space.  

5. Stop this project altogether.  The local community is implacably opposed.  Even your 
consultation report in 2015 acknowledged that the majority was opposed.  Cycling assets are 

already generous in this vicinity and the only reason the underpass at the Station is a disaster 
for all is because cyclists will not dismount and walk through as required. You state that there 
will be no lighting along the path because of habitat and environmental sensitivity but 

apparently they by themselves are insufficient grounds for rejecting the path outright.  

6. Don't proceed. 

7. abandon the project....plant some trees and just leave it as wonderful open space....lazy people 

that can’t get off their bikes and walk for a few mins...all that money and loss of amenity...I am a 
rider and paths are great...but this proposal is not necessary and monies could be better spent 
elsewhere... leave it alone 

8. Don't proceed with the plan. The proposed plan is pandering to the needs of cyclists who have 
no respect for pedestrians on shared pathways. Council should put more resources into 
educating cyclists about their responsibilities and enforcing rules like dismounting on the 

footbridge and underpass at the station. As an older resident, I do not feel safe walking on 
shared paths, and the proposal will add more high speed riders into the area.  

9. It not happening 

10. Scrap the bike path.  I do not believe it is necessary. 

11. Not build the (expletive) thing 

12. It not being built 

13. Scrap the whole project. 

14. The concept is of concern. 

15. Yes. Don't turn an off lead dog park into a thoroughfare for cyclists. 

16. The design should not go forward as presented. 

17. SCRAP IT 

18. Use the money on more useful endeavours. 

19. I do not support any of it - what a waste of money which nobody locally supports - there are lots 
of bike paths for cyclists in this area already - why waste almost a million dollars which could be 
used to give the basketball people some courts or could be used to provide fundamental 

services like mowing our nature strip ! WHAT A JOKE IF IT WASN'T SUCH A WASTE OF 
MONEY!!! 

20. I'd rather it wasn't done at all. Cyclists can dismount at the underpass it's a huge waste of 

money. It could be put towards more pressing important things 

21. Yes, don't build it. 

22. Discontinuation of the proposal. 

23. I object to the whole project. 

24. Yes, don't do it. 

25. No, save for abandoning the plan. 
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26. Move it. 

27. Do not proceed with it. 

28. Spend the money elsewhere like providing dedicated bicycle lanes for commuting cyclists  

29. Go back to the drawing board. This is not a workable solution in its practical application - not to 
mention the deeply concerning agenda to carve up open space and not meet the needs of all 
the community/local residents who use the Reserve regularly. It's a project that comes at a cost 

greater than the initial expense of construction works. 

30. No. The entire concept is flawed. 

31. The whole project should be deleted. 1 As mentioned the City of Yarra has not even 

undertaken a feasibility study to establish whether there are sufficient users to warrant the 
expenditure on the project. 2 The whole area and network of paths are not adequately 
signposted. It is absurd that the when one enters the Rushall Reserve from the east end of 

Holden Street, North Fitzroy one has to cross a cycle path but there is no sign warning of 
cyclists crossing! One continues on the path leading to the Merri Creek but there is no sign in 
Rushall Reserve or in Holden Street saying dead end path. 

 

 

Tree planting and vegetation – 12 comments 

1. Plant 12 trees somewhere in Rushall Reserve. 

2. Yes, I think if you made some embankment / landscaping and tree / planting up to the fence 
(non-cycling side), you could regain some of the feeling of an "edge" to sit / be against and that 

would obfuscate the fence quite a bit. 

3. add in some new tree plantings 

4. Tree planting on perimeter of the fence. 

5. As above, inclusion of replacement, and additional trees. 

6. Ensure trees removed are offset by replacing them with plantings in more appropriate locations  

7. Some tree planting is needed but not indicated- you are removing 14 trees and apparently not 

planting any except low bushes by the path? 

8. Plant a few more trees... 

9. More trees, other planting and seats on the reserve side of the fence. A different surface 

treatment to the escarpment part of the path e.g. decking / broadwalk. A way to retain the 
existing Eucalyptus camaldulensis (no 5). A tree of considerable size, good health and medium 
significance (as stated in the report, tree no 10, from Tree dimensions ) As a horticulturalist of 

over 30 years’ experience and training I do not agree with Tree dimensions assessment of poor 
structure and feel strongly that this tree should remain. 

10. tree replacement 

11. Inclusion of a couple of new shady, sentinel trees on the east of new path alignment.  

12. Incorporate the community gardens but maintain sense of open space and reduce tree 
removal. MAINTAIN area as an off-lead DOG walking area. 

 

 

Remove the fence or change aspects of the fence – 26 comments 

1. remove one metre fence 

2. Get rid of the 1 metre fence 

3. Yes, remove fence 
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4. Remove fencing. 

5. Remove the fence along the path, but this only a minor concern.  

6. Either remove fence, or provide people with many places to get on and off the path.  

7. remove fence but not overly concerned. 

8. Removal of the fence to increase open space access from the new path. 

9. Removal of fence. 

10. Use dense shrubs to separate areas. 

11. A thicker wall of vegetation against the fence would shield the fence and improve the view for 
users of the reserve. 

12. The 1 metre fence could be replaced by a combination of plantings and mounded earth to form 
clear designation of path from park whilst not introducing a formal fence.  Maybe this could be 
considered for parts of the path some parts do really require a proper fence.  It's a nice to have 

rather than a must have. 

13. Position the 1.8 metre fence closer to the rail line than to the path.  

14. Should you pursue this design it is imperative that the fencing between the bike/pedestrian 

access to Rushall Reserve continues until it reaches the Holden Street Koonda Lat bike path 
intersection. 

15. Using planting as a natural barrier instead of a fence. 

16. remove the fence, encourage people to deal with each other in a fair and neighbourly way... 
okay, I see your point - better leave the fence in! (NB - the last bit was a joke - I'd prefer no 
fence). 

17. Fence could be replaced with low plants and there could be new trees planted to better 
compensate for those lost in building the track. 

18. All a bit vague- is there a fence here too?  how are they separated-designated?  

19. Extending the fence around the tight bend. 

20. Redesign the fencing near rail line. 

21. Not really - unless there was a fence to keep the cyclists separate. 

22. Replace the dog off-lead fence with landscape treatments. 

23. Lobby VicTrack to have a lower railing rather than a 1.8 metre high fence on the train line.  

24. Alter the design of the 1.4 metre fence to be a more open balustrade so that there are not 

fences on both sides of the path. 

25. I believe the bike path could be better shielded from the reserve by using a tall hedge. This 
would keep the quiet, private, safe, closed-off feeling of the reserve, whilst allowing bikes to 

make their way through with greater ease. 

26. Aesthetic separation between pedestrian/bike at the northern end should be provided. Remove 
the mesh fence (unless required because there's a drop off to the east).  

 

 

Improve movements around Rushall Station/underpass – 16 comments 

1. Create a solution for the underpass. 

2. With regards the area under the railway line some consideration should be given to a suitable 
separator of people walking from people cycling.  I would use the Jim Stynes bridge as an 

example where it has been done in a wonderfully simple and useful manner which actually 
adds visual appeal whilst providing the desired separation.   The path should have clear and 
appropriate signage at both ends to help users navigate to their final destination.  As such I 

would have (amongst other destinations) "City/Docklands" direction clearly marked at the lower 
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and upper intersections of the new path directing people clear of the Rushall Underpass.  My 
concerns should in no way detract from what is essentially a very well-considered and designed 
shared path. I hope these thoughts may be useful in adding benefit and/or reducing cost. 

3. Rejig the design, but using and incorporating the existing path, with a new bit added for access 
to the Rushall Station. 

4. Provide an alternative means of crossing the railway line to avoid the Rushall underpass.  

5. Re-route cycling traffic across the bridge and onto the other side of the creek. Widen the 
access points to the bridge under the station to make it easier for cyclists entering and exiting 
the underpass. 

6. Yes - forget this pathway and review the possibility of fixing the underpass - this has always 
been the issue and will not be resolved by the pathway as evidenced by your own data.  

7. Yes, widen the underpass of Rushall Station or re-design the blockages, provide bike path on 

Holden Street and save crossing of Bennett Street. 

8. Railway crossing close to existing Merri Creek bridge. 

9. Yes. The state government should get involved and upgrade the frustrating and dangerous 

underpass. 

10. Widen or build another underpass. 

11. The underpass could be upgraded to separate cyclists and pedestrians. 

12. As above.  Look at it in a broader context to widen the solutions thereby reducing opposition 
and getting more people on-side.  This especially applies to the Rushall underpass.  If Yarra is 
seen to be tackling that as well, instead of overlooking it, much kudos could be gained.  

13. Fix the underpass if that is even a problem. Create access from the other end of the park for 
pedestrians only or make sure cyclists are aware pedestrians have right of way.  

14. Development of the station interface as mentioned above. These could be planned and added 

as later stages. 

15. Fix up bridge from Westgarth to bike path behind Rushall station and link to existing bike 
routes. 

16. Put the money toward fixing up the underpass at the Railway Station to address any concerns 
cyclists may have. If another pathway IS required, look at a more practical location on the 
northern or eastern side of the creek - work with Darebin Council /Metro Rail to create a holistic 

solution to fix bridges, place a path in a more suitable location that doesn't impact passive use 
of open space and fix the underpass.  

 

 

Install lighting – 8 comments 

1. Yes, add some low level lighting, even at ground level to light the path a little would do the job 

without any environmental impact. 

2. I agree with the stance about no "area lighting" as it is a nature reserve, but wonder if you have 
considered having small low-power solar LED 'uplights' embedded in the path edges such as is 

used on the Gardiners Path? 

3. I think Council should consider low-power "in concrete" Solar-LED uplights like on the 
Gardiner's Creek trail. This would provide increased safety for cyclists but not impinge on the 

overall amenity of the nature reserve. 

4. Any chance there could be lighting erected above the path? Those areas can be pretty dark at 
night. 

5. Addition of lighting. 

6. Lighting would be a great addition - this area gets a lot of night activity - taggers, drug uses, 
graffiti artists but also with a path more pedestrians. Lights would help keep it safer and extend 
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the hours of use of the park (Light the path only not the park but it still will throw out light).  

7. Installation of lighting. 

8. Installation of ground lighting. 

 

New signage and markings to guide movements – 6 comments 

1. Speed limiters. 

2. Contextual sign posts so we know where we come out. 

3. Add some wayfinding signage. 

4. Signage although the continuing concrete path may be an indication to continue 
following that path. 

5. The area for cyclists could be differentiated from the pedestrian area by surfacing in 
different colours, this works well on shared pathways in Hamburg, Germany. 

6. The existing path within the reserve should be removed to the west side of the railway 
bridge and there should be big sign saying 'NO THROUGH BIKE PATH - This is an 
off-lead dog area - or something similar 

Improve overall connectivity and alignment – 7 comments 

1. Move the crossing closer to the north end of Rushall Station.  

2. Create an additional underpass for cyclists to cross the railway tracks between the Rushall 
Station and Holden Street crossings. 

3. One day we are going to have to look at rebuilding that rickety old bridge that crosses the creek 
to the station! The project should be expanded to include the above.  

4. It would be great for me to have a way to cross the railway from Falconer Street via bicycle.  

5. As addressed above, please explore cutting the trail about halfway up the embankment, in 
consultation with VicTrack. 

6. Another underpass just to the west of the station linking the new section of the path with 

Rushall Crescent 

7. Put a tunnel under the bridge - the whole city trail gets very confusing around this area. I live in 
Cunningham Street and regularly have bike riders taking a path that leads nowhere - I'd like a 

clearer picture of the riders who would use it. yes there are riders but having lived in the area 
for a long time the majority of traffic is commuter and this doesn't solve the commuter issue and 
as your council officer said at the consultation this isn't designed to solve a commuter problem - 

so a lot of money will be spent to solve a side issue that will be used by few and affect many  

 

Clarify or change specific design elements – 17 comments 

1. Clear some vegetation to improve visibility. 

2. Different manners of separation could be researched. 

3. The design of the goat track element is unclear. 

4. The scope/gradient needs to be reduced. 

5. Interested in seeing more detailed paths for the escarpment area and angle of trail  

6. Moving the seating. 

7. There are appear to be two viable design options; (1) extend the existing path, or (2) the 
nominated design along the embankment. However advocates for the nominated design have 
never satisfactorily detailed the cost/benefits of either - i.e. what are amenity benefits/losses of 

each. My preference if to choose an extension of the existing path, as this would appear to be 
the cheapest way to achieve multi-use of Rushall Reserve. I recommend Council clarify that 
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cost/benefit assessment for stakeholders. I don't know if it is feasible to separate the walkers 
from the cyclists in some way but feel walkers would feel more comfortable with some 
separation. 

8. More bench seats in the park.  

9. A bin at each end of the park both recycling and general given that we are picking up rubbish 
every day.  

10. Slow point at gate entry and under the railway bridge (Holden Street end).  

11. Landscaping could act as a "barrier" between the new path and the existing reserve. 

12. It might be helpful if bicycles were banned from the path.  This might be achieved by using 

screenings rather than concrete for the construction.  However, there is nothing to stop future 
councils from changing this. 

13. Design development could explore new planting proposals, a passive interpretive walk along 

the riverbank with signage and a loop path and seating/play facilities to encourage use by a 
wider profile. 

14. The access from the north side of the station should be only 1.2 to 1.5 metres wide and it 

should be cobbled bluestone that carefully weaves between existing trees and shrubs and then 
stops when it reaches the lawn area. There should be a kissing gate arrangement at the station 
entrance that is adequate for prams and wheelchairs but would require cyclists to dismount.  

15. Consider use of metal mesh instead of plastic decking (the stuff with grit / sand surface applied 
to it) 

16. A little unsure of the proposed plastic decking, will it be slippery for cyclists’ tyres?  

17. upgrade existing path 

 

 

Address safety, visibility and cyclist speed to avoid collisions – 12 comments 

 

1. Bikes will speed around that blind corner where pedestrians with toddlers and dogs will be 

entering Rushall Reserve. Accidents will inevitably occur. 

2. Cyclists joining into the present Koonda Lat path a hazardous accident zone.  

3. It will be important to consider how the junction with the existing path (from Rushall Crescent to 

the Kundalat Bridge) will work safely for pedestrians and cyclists.  Visibility is good, but thought 
needs to go into clearly marking priority, or separating pedestrian and cyclist traffic  

4. I also have some ideas about fixing the dangers for cyclists heading north along Queens 

Parade to High St at the pinch point. Not cheap, sorry, but nice! Call me if you like to discuss 
further. 

5. The area just north of Rushall Station looms as potentially a space where cyclists will travel at 

speed and conflict with pedestrians and train commuters. Is there a better way to reduce speed 
than simply painting the path a different colour and having slow down signs? 

6. Slowing down bike traffic at Rushall station is not really a bad thing overall.  

7. Improve safety at the two shared path intersections and potentially make Holden Street more 
bicycle-friendly. 

8. Make sure there is good visibility at the crossing of the Koonda Lat path and this one.  

9. Maybe if you look at my concern (above). And I am not anti-bike - just a realist who has been 
bowled over) the signage for bike riders to share or dismount will need to be very prominent, or 
have a few inspectors roving round now and then!  Bikes Rule in North Fitzroy it seems.  

10. Addition of short sections of "rumble paving" on either side of the slow zone around Rushall 
Station to further encourage moderate bicycle speeds. 
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11. Reminders to racing bike types that it is a shared path also used by parents and children, 
prams, dogs etc. Courtesy by cyclists expected - not sure how you include incentives or 
possibilities for behavioural change in design though. 

12. The path should be designed for speeds of up to 20kmh. 

 

 

Do not build a new path – 11 comments 

1. Do not put in this pathway 

2. Only not having a new path would address my concerns to maintain all the current open space 

in the reserve. 

3. Nothing, there should be no path 

4. A path here is simply not needed. 

5. Move the path to a different park 

6. The path should not go ahead 

7. Don't make the pathway. 

8. Delete this bike path from the design. 

9. Do not build a new path 

10. Do not build the path. Happy to look at the option of improving accessibility to the reserve near 

the station for pedestrians but not removing the trees. 

11. It seems that very little early consultation has been done with anyone that actually uses the 
reserve at the time of creating the overall plan for pathways/cycle paths etc. There's a strong 

case for going back to the drawing board to identify a more suitable location for shared 
pathways in this area that don't cut through existing open space and effectively diminish local 
amenity for hundreds of local residents. The placement of the pathway and construction works 

to create them don't seem to have considered engineering/structural issues and impacts to the 
escarpment. 

Remove the asphalt path – 2 comments 

1. The sealed path close to the creek seems to serve no function. It could be removed and the 
reclaimed area integrated into the park, with maybe some seats etc. strategically placed. This 
would give the visual impression that the green space has not been reduced but that the path 

has just been shifted to the other side of the area. 

2. Remove the existing asphalt path. 

 

Review the alignment of the proposed path – 13 comments 

1. An alternative path from Park Street bike path over the railway line to adjoin a path at the edge 
of the station on the Merri Creek side of Rushall Station 

2. Alternatively from the existing path suggest path from lower end of path to Rushall Station 

3. Minimize the loss of green space. 

4. Allow for access to Rushall Station by extending the exist ing path and opening up the inbound 

platform. 

5. at the very least, join with the concrete path already there down near the goat track, and 
minimize chopping up a very valuable and precious green space 

6. Minor alteration to the path to join with existing space. 

 

7. It is a bit of a loop to get back onto the capital city bike path but I reckon this is the most 
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feasible way. Would be great if you could make sure that cyclists are channelled back onto the 
bike path smoothly. 

8. Straighten the western end. 

9. I think a good modification would be for the shared path to split soon after the narrow section 
close to Rushall Station, with the path as proposed being bicycles only (and fenced), and a 
short pedestrian section linking up with the existing (recently resurfaced) footpath.  This would 

address the local's concern about bikes and pedestrians sharing the whole length of the 
proposed path. 

10. Take the path around the other side of the community garden and join it up to the existing path 

over the train track. 

11. Perhaps the path could go around the largest trees in a winding fashion.  

12. My main suggestions are to construct the clifftop section of path as a boardwalk  

13. If the path is a done deal I would prefer it to follow the existing path and eliminate the fence. 
This would create more open space and leave all the good bits for the reserve users.  

 

Reconsider dimensions and surface of proposed path – 17 comments 

1. Including changing the surface of the existing path to the reserve so it is clear it is not for bikes. 

2. Narrower paths so it doesn't take up so much open space. 

3. It could be three metres wide 

4. Narrow the asphalted area 

5. Bike path should be bigger so people can find it easy to walk  

6. Change the material used for the path (black asphalt) to a lighter coloured medium. 

7. The gate should have a clearance area around it - the path should widen slightly there, to give 
more room for cyclists to avoid pedestrians 

8. Please make sure the path is wide enough to allow bikes to pass one another, or a bike to go 
around a pedestrian while another bike is going the other way. 

9. a meandering gravel/tan type path which could accommodate recreational users  

10. Prefer the entire bike path was asphalt and avoid the plastic decking.  

11. Widen the path around here 

12. I would like a made path, bitumen, concrete or gravel through the grassed area, for 

pedestrians. Nothing worse than walking on grass and finding dog dung on your shoes 
afterwards, at least if the path was bitumenned, gravel or concrete you could see beforehand 
what you are about to step on. 

13. Increase the width of the path to 3.5 metres or greater.  Establish a setback from the path at the 
pedestrian gate / access to the reserve, to allow room for people to enter / exit without being 
directly on the path. 

14. An organic (gravel type) path that was suitably lit from the station with the bike path elevated 
out of the reserve (perhaps attached to the embankment) which really was the intent of the 
original brief, that it minimal intrusion into the reserve. 

15. By omitting the 0.5 clearance zone on each side, a 4 metre wide path would be possible 
without changing the proposed alignment area.  This would allow a safer pathway for all users.  

 

 

 

16. Create paths with softer surfaces e.g. granitic sand paths. They are commonly used in to 

provide accessibility in parks, reserves. Provide a walking path from Rushall Station to Holden 
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Street. To provide access for families and children, walkers, joggers, wheelchairs, prams Etc. 
There is a granitic path and open space on the other side (Darebin) of the Koondalit bridge. It is 
used daily by many people and in particular by a North Fitzroy resident in his electric 

wheelchair when he takes his Great Dane for a walk. When and if required this man also zips 
around Rushall Reserve, down Park Street to Rushall Station. He says it is easy to access the 
Rushall underpass at most times of the day - this is clearly shown in a video on FoRRS 

FaceBook. He shops in Northcote regularly. 

17. Downsizing the proposed path could save both money and trees. Three metres wide seems 
excessive. 

Make the shared pathway more pedestrian-friendly – 6 comments 

1. If this was a pedestrian path only I would be happier 

2. I am not at all sure about the pedestrian only path and the bike path from Holden Street to the 

Reserve 

3. Get rid of shared pathways - no one can walk safely with cyclists whizzing past.  

4. The shared path needs to be made more pedestrian-friendly. 

5. Yes, no shared pathway. Pedestrian only access. Make Rushall Reserve a cycle free zone as 
there are more than enough existing shared and bike paths around this immediate vicinity.  

6. A more significant path is probably required to allow sufficient and safe separation between 

cyclists, runner and walkers. 

 

General comments – 18 comments 

1. As above 

2. See above 

3. As above. 

4. As above. 

5. See above 

6. See above three reply fields 

7. Yes, see above. 

8. I think I will leave that question to the engineers. 

9. See above. 

10. see above 

11. No bikes 

12. See above 

13. See above 

14. See below 

15. I don't believe so if the design continues to focus on the space between Rushall Station and 

Holden Street. 

16. Yes, as above. 

17. Probably not if a bicycle freeway is demanded 

18. See above. 

 

QUESTION 5: 
The proposed path alignment follows, as closely as is practicable, the railway 

embankment on the west side of Rushall Reserve, with the aim of limiting 
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encroachment onto green open space and minimising the loss of trees.  Do you 
support this alignment? 

 
 Yes 

 No 

 Unsure 

 
Please provide any feedback on the alignment of the path: 
 
Support for shared path alignment 
 

 

Good alignment, acknowledges various users and minimises impact to Reserve – 70 

comments 

1. Perhaps another alignment that reduced the number of trees would have been better but if 
this design is more pragmatic, happy with it. This just needs to be built! 

2. As noted above, it seeks to maximise space in the reserve for existing users.  

3. If the path did go ahead this design seems to do its best to minimise impact to existing green 
space and trees. 

4. It is excellent.  I understand the gradient, existing tree and railway reserve issues and think 
the Council has created a great design within the available scope and multitude of opinions 
on access to the station and the reserve. 

5. This alignment responds to the concerns of existing users that the reserve would be 'cut in 
half' by the path. In this position, dog walkers will only lose access to the northern edge of 
the park and the embankment (which the dogs shouldn't have access to anyway due to the 
proximity of the rail lines). 

6. Excellent idea.  

7. Improved transport into and through Rushall Park will mean that more people can enjoy the 
space than ever before. 

8. It seems to maximise the creek side zone, great for fauna and flora 

9. Clearly the best choice to my thinking. 

10. The alignment looks good; the minimal tree removal, plastic surface and slow zone 

demonstrate the care taken in the design. 

11. Staying on the edge of the reserve makes sense to minimise impact on it, as well as t o 
reduce the possibility of accidents occurring derived from slippage or falling to the creek.  

12. It’s good. 

13. The alignment is very good. From the station, it initially follows an old walking track anyway. 
Looks good to me 

14. The route of the path balances the needs of all users very well (e.g. small gradient for 
cyclists, minimising conflict with dogs) 

15. This is clearly a logical and harm-minimisation technique and clearly takes away the main 

ground for opposition. Given that the main issue of concern over the project has been 
adequately responded to, the project should go ahead. 

16. Perfect and very clever. 

17. I agree with it - it keeps a good deal of green space 

18. Perfect. 

19. I would be happy with the trail as planned 
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20. Excellent alignment. 

21. Seems fine. 

22. It makes sense and is a compromise between the needs of the wider-community and the 

people who opposed the original design. 

23. This is a smart design that addresses residents’ concerns while bringing significant benefit to 
the broader community. 

24. Good idea. 

25. As above, I think this is the right alignment. 

26. Yes very much so. 

27. Allows the green areas of the reserve to be maintained 

28. Looks ok to me 

29. Excellent 

30. I think this is a much better idea than cutting through the centre of the green area 

31. It makes it more likely that this open space will be accessed by more people.  

32. This is a natural and minimal impact way to do this. I completely support this alignment.  

33. Agree 

34. It is the best solution and compromise 

35. I support this alignment, ONLY if the path is to be on this side of the railway track.  

36. It's fine 

37. Very sensible 

38. Makes a lot of sense! 

39. Perfect. The alignment minimises the encroachment onto the reserve, thereby maximising 
the space available for dog owners. 

40. That is the natural route to take. 

41. Alignment is clever and will retain the open space for dog owners.  

42. The alignment must make allowance for dogs and this would appear to do so.  

43. Great balance. 

44. It seems the most logical alignment as it allows separation of the path from other park users, 
most particularly dogs. 

45. It seems like a good way to minimise impact on the reserve and is relatively direct.  

46. I agree with alignment. 

47. excellent 

48. The alignment minimises the intrusion into the public park 

49. It is the best alignment for the path and allows for existing use 

50. yes support not impacting park whilst offering a pleasant cycling experience through green 
areas. 

51. This alignment is great, and would not encroach on the space. 

52. Excellent use of space without cutting into the size of the reserve.  

53. Looks a good design. 

54. This alignment should result in dog-owners being left with nothing to whinge about... 

55. Looks good. 
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56. OK, for the reasons stated above. 

57. Perfect to keep this separation on the railway side of the reserve, leaving the majority of the 
open space for other park users. 

58. I believe it does limit encroachment effectively. 

59. I'm in favour of the proposed alignment. 

60. Excellent alignment. 

61. I think this is the best course of action. 

62. Seems very simple and logical. 

63. Looks great. Can't wait to use it. 

64. I think the alignment is appropriate as it follows along the railway from south to north and 
gradually dips into the reserve but keeping very much to the western boundary. 

65. This seems a sensible alignment to reconcile some of the differing activities that will occur in 

the reserve. 

66. Given the location, the planned trail alignment is excellent.  

67. Very much so. 

68. The proposed alignment is the best solution. 

69. Alignment looks great very logical. 

70. As far as I can tell the proposed alignment seems the best option.  

 

 

Good connectivity with station and other paths – 4 comments 

1. The alignment mirrors the existing shared bike path on the other side of the railway line 
which also leads to Rushall Station. 

2. I don't care as long as it connects with the path on the east side of Rushall station.  

3. More direct would attract more commuters to it. 

4. Close to the train is good. 

 

Concerns about shared path alignment 

 

Encroaches on open-green space – 26 comments 

1. The draft plan for the fence along the alignment of the new path will restrict access from the 

park play area to patches of grass and the grassed bank at the side of the railway. This is 
often used for kids to climb and hide, doggies to catch bouncing balls and to just sit and 
enjoy the view toward the east.  

2. The draft plan provides a perceived visual reduction of green recreational space.  

3. Way too much open space is compromised. 

4. It completely encroaches on the existing open space. 

5. The result of the alignment sees a large majority of the reserve lost and all the free play area 
will be corralled into one area. 

6. 3 metres of concrete, plus fence plus space from train line = loss of usable play space. 

7. If the project goes ahead as is there will be no shaded areas to enjoy for dog walkers and 
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pedestrians. 

8. The current seats are near the edge trees and these will be blocked off by the fenced path. 

9. The cycle track as proposed will take away a substantial amount of space from the park.  

10. The proposed alignment and the awful fence removes access to a huge part of the reserve.  

11. significant impact on the northern entry to the park, where the bike path will cross-over the 
green-space; 

12. Cuts off access to the useful shaded part of the reserve. 

13. If you ignore citizen opinion then it must minimise intrusion onto open space.  

14. It will still destroy the reserve. 

15. Closure of  open land. 

16. The alignment described as close as practicable   still unreasonably encroaches on the 
OPEN space. 

17. The alignment alongside the embankment removes the usability of shady tree areas for other 
park users. All that will remain is the central grass area that is very exposed. We also 
frequently use the shade/shelter under the railway bridge and the space between the end of 

Holden Street and the bridge for recreation. This space will become unusable for us as the 
path is being widened and a T intersection of bicycle traffic will be unsafe. It will also 
decrease accessibility to the reserve from Holden Street end. It will not be until well inside 

Rushall Reserve, past the path, until dogs can be taken off-lead and kids can be safe from 
bikes. 

18. It fails because it is in fact very intrusive and alienates all the users except for the cyclists 

from most of the shaded useful areas of the reserve. 

19. Rushall Reserve users have more than 30 percent of the previous open space.  

20. The area between the railway bridge and Holden Street is a total loss. 

21. With shared bike path + 5 metres either side no dog zone means kids can no longer play in 
that area. It will no longer be safe children. It will be a no go zone.  

22. I am concerned at the loss of open space. 

23. It is better than other worse alignments, but this is a very large path and it does not 'limit 
encroachment onto green space' very impressively as it takes a significant chunk out of the 
park. 

24. I think it is important to limit encroachment into the green open space as much as possible. 

25. Open spaces are important, and will be more and more important as the city gets more 
densely populated. 

26. Looking at the drawings provided, the path route seems to come a long way into the reserve 
before it veers right to follow the perimeter line. 
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Do not support draft design overall or path – 20 comments 

1. Do not support a bike path here 

2. waste of time and money...leave it as open space...plant some trees.....riding beside a train 
isn’t fun...all because some riders are too lazy to get off their bikes for 5mins...use the money 
to teach (some) basic manners on bike paths 

3. Nothing , there should be no path 

4. It is terrible 

5. It’s a great open space, let’s work on ways to keep it without changing it forever.  

6. Keep the reserve the way it is. 

7. I don't think it is necessary at all. There are numerous bike options available in the area.  

8. I don't want the path 

9. Cyclists already well provided for. Doesn't meet the stated aim at all  

10. The identification of this option as the “preference” has not been satisfactorily explained by 
its advocates. Given the number of cost/amenity disadvantages relative to other option(s), 

the promotion of only nominated option (with minimal consideration of other multi-use 
alternatives) is a significant contribution to the frustration that has been shared with City of 
Yarra Councillors and Staff. 

11. I do not support the project at all! 

12. I don't support any alignment. 

13. NO PROJECT 

14. Unnecessary, just like the pathway itself. 

15. unnecessary expenditure of money on a bike path when alternatives  exist  

16. There are already other bike paths and one good suggestion from someone that involved a 

bridge over the railway line as congestion in the tunnel under the railway line is the main 
complaint from cyclists. I am a cyclist and it takes only a very few minutes to dismount and 
walk through the tunnel, and then only some people would be affected at all by the new route 

in Rushall Reserve, but it would RUIN the park having a fenced in bike path through it. And a 
waste of my rate money. 

17. Obviously I don't support any 'alignment' of any path at all.  

18. See above - simply against the shared path in the reserve. 

19. If there is to be a shared pathway I suggest it is on the western side of the railway line or on 
the other Darebin side of the Merri creek. Let Darebin do the heavy lifting so we can protect 

the integrity of Rushall Reserve? Keep the bike pathway out of the reserve completely.  

20. I don't think it should be there at all 

 

 

Loss of trees, habitat and shade – 10 comments 

1. The shared path requires the removal of large existing native trees.  

2. removal of mature trees and shaded seating areas on the western side of the park; and 

3. destruction of trees  

4. it is  putting pressure on existing flora  and  fauna  in particular  bird life along Merri creek  

which is already under pressure  

5. Too many existing trees would be sacrificed to provide the path.  
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6. Is there any possible way to prevent the loss of trees along the southern, station end of the 
reserve?  

7. Refer to above field of reply re mature River Red Gum removal.  

8. trees are important to wildlife 

9. A very fine line between tree removal and access it seems to me this has been considered if 
not it should be reviewed. 

10. the fewer trees lost, the better. 

 

 

Prefer to see alignment with, or upgrading of, the existing path – 11 comments 

1. use existing path alignment 

2. Keep the trees in place, keep the open space in place and redirect cycling traffic to one of 

the two options already available. 

3. If at all it should follow the existing bitumen pathway 

4. the proposed option does not take advantage of the existing path corridor, which over a 

number of years has already created a natural “clear space” which is avoided by dog-walkers  

5. I think that alignment should follow the existing path as far as possible before changing 
direction to align with the railway embankment. The reason for this is that it would maintain 

most of the current open space used by park users. It also keeps the seating in the 
appropriate places where they are shaded by the embankment and mature trees in the 
afternoon when most needed. 

6. Why don't you use the existing path? There is already a path there.  

7. As I said before - I would prefer it to follow the existing path then connect up with the top of 
the embankment and railway line. 

8. Having seen the detailed design I now think the alignment would be better if it followed the 
current old path. 

9. I would prefer the existing path to be upgraded. 

10. The other option would be to use the existing asphalt path as far as possible. I presume the 
dog owners didn't like that because if a fence separates path from open space, this would 
impede their access to the creek? Leaving out the fence would solve that. 

11. linking with the existing dead end bitumen path.  

 

 

Path needs to be positioned differently – 10 comments 

1. See above. It will not address the issue I've raised. 

2. It is on the wrong side of the railway - do the link on the west and south side so the 

commuter and serious recreational bike traffic stays out of reserve next to the creek. People 
who are just commuting from A to B or people who want to ride for say 3 to 5 hours or for say 
100km to 150km in a session will go through Rushall Reserve in say 30 seconds. Going 

around on the west and south side of the railway will only take them an extra couple of 
minutes. This is better for someone who wants to spend time on a long ride. This existing 
route also has a nice little bit of slope to exercise on. These cyclists do not need to go 

through the parkland next to the River. 

3. It needs to go much closer to the embankment. 

4. The path should be moved to the other side of the railway line.  

5. As long as the bike path is positioned as close as possible to the railway tracks and that 
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trees and shrubs are planted to provide a green screen then it should be OK.  

6. If it goes ahead it still needs to be even closer to the railway track and start at a different 
point 

7. If the path was actually on the embankment, rather than on the flat land at the bottom of the 
embankment, then it would not reduce the open space. 

8. Could go further up the embankment, as above. 

9. Is it as close to the railway line as possible? 

10. A direct connection to the outer circle rail trail would be ideal, about half way along the 
proposed path, without the need to use the existing underpass at the station. Although I 

understand that this is unrealistic. 

 

 

Do not like the concept of a shared path, cyclist behaviour – 8 comments 

1. It’s not a shared path it’s a bike path. 

2. From experiences in the area, there types of paths are rarely shared, they are used 

exclusively by bikes that travel at speeds which endanger children and persons with prams.  

3. The proposal seems to contemplate a bicycle freeway to meet the demands of the bicycle 
speedsters rather than a small bike path around the very edge of the park area.  

4. no shared path - cyclists are too dangerous. 

5. the concept of a shared path in reality doesn’t work well.  

6. The issue isn't the loss of space, it is the insertion of cyclists and joggers into an off lead dog 

space. 

7. Slow zone will need careful management/pavement markings - in particular how will the 
pedestrian exit from station be managed for sight distance to bikes? 

8. My personal observation is that this development will allow for excessive speed and nothing 
is incorporated in the design that will limit that speed.  

 

 

Reconsider path slope, bends and dimensions – 8 comments 

1. It may not be feasible due to the steepness of the bank, but I would like to see the new path 

drop down the embankment close to the station in order link up with the existing dead end 
path. This might reduce the cost by incorporating existing infrastructure.  

2. The nominated option has been strongly promoted by advocates within Council.  However 

the option appears to have a number of distinct disadvantages relative to other options:  

3. significant cost of the civil works on the uneven ground, adjacent to the embankment;  

4. Please make sure there are no sudden inclines or declines- this would cause safety issues 

for cyclists 

5. The hairpin bend just as it crosses under the tracks before Holden Street might be hairy 
(pun!) in winter, in the dark and wet. 

6. I feel that they definitely should have a big path and make it safer 

7. You can always plant more trees - keeping path width and visibility is important. Of course 
mature trees are good too 

8. The path alignment is largely appropriate, however loss of green space should not be the 
primary consideration, rather the construction of a suitable path to allow sufficient and safe 
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separation between cyclists, runner and walkers.  

 

Improvement ideas (tree planting, more detailed information) 

1. Re loss of trees. Perhaps council could look at some plantings of local native trees, or 

similar, around the edges of the park to replace those lost. Maybe the open space could use 
one or two large trees to provide some shade? 

2. I propose a replanting to replace the trees lost. 

3. While this alignment is preferable to minimise the impact, it unfortunately leaves the seating 
isolated near the bike pathway from the remaining open space. Currently many older 
residents like to sit on the seating while playing with their dogs e.g. throwing a ball that the 

dog returns to the seated owner etc. Moving the seating is possible, but the current location 
is preferred because of the shade of the trees and embankment.  

4. Ensure it is clear and visible at night 

5. Needs addition value-add to optimise the investment.  See above. 

6. One exception I would make.  Near the proposed pedestrian gate to the reserve - a small 
curve of the pathway, towards the end of the existing asphalt path.  This would allow a little 

more quiet sitting space free of dogs. 

7. New trees could be planted to give shade. 

8. I would suggest good signage is needed where the path crosses the other bike path near 

Holden Street as cyclists tend to travel through this area at reasonable speed.  

9. It is disingenuous and dishonest not to show an artist's impression of the south end of the 
park with all of its trees removed.  It is equally dishonest to have sent out a draft plan by mail 

which keeps on the map those trees that will be removed. 

10. It is not to scale and does not take into account the space where dogs need to be on lead 

11. I am not clear if this is a true representation of the placement of the path 

12. You say the path and fence will be "as close as practicable" to the railway embankment. This 
is pretty vague - how much actually park space will be alienated by this bloody path?  Give 
us more detail and an estimate of the proportion that will be lost to dogs and walkers. And a 

more realistic picture of how intrusive it will look 

13. Despite your concept pics.  I have difficulty in seeing it - I need to go and have a look with 
the plan in hand, I walk the other way along the creek generally and have only really looked 

over the fence at the Station end or when wandering along from the community garden.  I 
don't go down on the grass because I am not fond of free range dogs or their keepers. 

 

Comments 

1. Nah not more ducking writing. 

2. as above 

3. There will be no ability to escape the sun when exercising or playing in the reserve as the 

fence will impede access to the shade of the trees that run along the embankment. 

4. Nil. 

5. The local community again being ignored  for the benefit of commuters.  

6. I like the pedestrian path is left untouched, for the most part, and is left just for pedestrians.  

7. Given that the route is already used precisely because there is no adequate path, fauna and 
flora are already impacted and I expect there is erosion and littering as well.  
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8. There is already an unofficial path there, so it's not impacting on the green space at all really.  

9. Separating as far as possible dog walkers from the bike path is a good thing. 

10. As long as it is clear how one gets from the creek to the other side of the station.  

11. Nice that it will be under the trees. 

12. I’d be happy with it on the creek side as well, I'm not fussed which side. 

13. see above 

14. The above question is geared for people to only say yes - who would say no to that?! 

15. No comment. 
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QUESTION 6: 
What do you think of the inclusion of the one meter high black mesh fence along the 

perimeter of the path? 
 

 I support the fence 
 I do not think there should be a fence 
 I would like to see a different kind of fence/barrier 

 
If you would prefer a different kind of fence/barrier, please explain: 

 
I support the fence 
 
 

A fence is needed, as proposed is fine 

1. Black mesh is good!  

2. I wouldn't, anything more solid is an open slather for taggers.  

3. I think the fence would be an excellent safety feature for the reserve.  

4. I support the low-visual-impact black mesh fence, but would also be happy if the council 
chose not to put a fence in place. I'm not too fussed about this.  

5. There needs to be a fence as the cross grade is steep. I'm not concerned what it's made of.  

Size, height and colour of proposed fence 

6. However, a smaller fence that allows for improved pedestrian movement from the bike path 

into the green space will allow for better use of the site.  

7. My only concern is whether 1 metre is high enough to provide dogs and cyclists with enough 
of a barrier that neither gets anxious. 

8. I wouldn't necessarily oppose a fence made from a different material.  

9. I would not mind a low barrier to stop dogs running on the path with horizontal wires above 
this. The aim should be to stop any uncontrolled animals running on the path. 

10. However I think it could be a little higher perhaps to avoid dogs jumping over or people 
wanting to jump over it. 

11. Would prefer it at 1200mm. 

12. The fence should be spaced from the path, as these can be dangerous to path users.  

13. Perhaps a more attractive barrier would be a better fit for the area. A wooden structure of 
some sort - or something that would not encourage graffiti. 

14. It needs to be higher and of better design to minimise impact if a cyclist is forced off the path 
and onto it. 

15. It needs to be higher and extend further around the bend where pedestrians/dogs/bike riders 

meet up. 

16. I support the fence, it's hard to tell how attractive it will be in the space. It would be worth 
considering if there are more attractive options available. Even maybe even the colour, 

toning it down to grey and having a reflector strip so it is more visible to night riders.  

17. Does it need to be black? I am concerned about its visibility at night time and general 
appearance during day time. 

18. Could it be decorated in some way rather than just wire mesh? 

19. Current proposed height is an issue - unwelcome sense of containment and unattractive 
"aesthetic". 
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20. A fence is required, would like to see different suggested options.  

21. A less intrusive fence/barrier may be sufficient, however some form of delineation is clearly 
needed between the path and the reserve for safety reasons and to protect runners/walkers 

from poor policing of dog off leash areas, as the 5m rule from shared paths is regularly 
ignored. 

22. Not sure, if you want to get off your bike it could be a nuisance depending if there are gaps 

or not. 

23. If it is only to prevent dogs running onto the path it seems overkill.  Personally I am happy 
with no fence, but for safety a lower fence might be better. 

24. Just low horizontal treated pine would surely work just as well and look less intrusive.  

25. At first I didn't like it because it is antithesis to keeping the space open and shared. But I 
think we do need to ensure dogs, riders, kids, pedestrians are safe. It would be good to meet 

both these needs by having a very low funky looking barrier, like a high continuous smoothly 
curved speed bump type structure (maybe 30-50 cms high) that would deter bikes, kids and 
dogs to cross. A fence is too much and too boring. 

Shrubs and vegetation along proposed fence 

26. Would be nice to plant habitat shrubs along the fence. 

27. Plant grass and shrubs beside the fence to minimise visual impact of fence.  

28. So long as it is minimal in its design and doesn't impede on the natural setting. 

29. In time, it would be good if some form of vegetation/hedge could be grown into the fence.  

30. I think we need to get the job done. If this means we need a fence so be it. Natural barriers 

such as clever use of plants etc. would be better, provide some more habitat for wildlife etc., 
however this may be insufficient. 

31. I suggest scattered plantings (clumps of shrubbery?) against the fence (eastern side) to 

soften its visual impact, and reduce any "footy oval" look. 

32. I hope you plant a creeper to grow over the fence - maybe the local clematis. 

33. Fence should be black PVC mesh to minimise visual impact.  Indigenous climbing plants 

should be planted at intervals along the fence. 

34. Plantings on the Eastern side with native shrubs/grasses will mean the fence will do its job, 
and be almost invisible. 

35. Black wire fencing will be cheap durable and recessive. Planting will help soften them, the 
fence will cousin balls dogs and young children within the park reducing any potential 
conflict. Any fencing on the rail side will also add to the visual quality and safety of the park.  

36. My objection is merely aesthetic, not practical. If there's a better looking option to black mesh 
that suits the budget, I would prefer that. 

37. As it appears that Council will steam roll this through - the fence should be screened from 

open space with trees and shrubs so that the cycle path cannot be seen from what is left of 
open space. 

Visual appearance  of proposed fence 

38. Whilst I support the fence I would have hoped to have seen a more creative design such as 
an elevated cycleway - but understand that cost would likely be an issue. 

39. It could be more beautiful 

40. if you have to do it down there, there should be a fence.  Would think it could be more in 
keeping with the environment of a wonderful under developed space however.  

41. black mesh will be extremely ugly and intrusive, 

42. I would like an attractive fence! 
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43. A fence is a bit jarring, clearly the need for separation is there but if it could be done in a 
more subtle manner it would seem to be preferable.  

 

 

Agree to the proposed fence mainly for safety/separation reasons 

1. I'm not convinced that the fence is needed (analogous situations with heavily traffic ked in 

bike paths in Edinburgh Gardens adjacent to a popular off leash area show no problems), 
but if this is required to assuage concerns by dog owners who like to use this reserve, then 
this is a reasonable compromise.  

2. I'd prefer not to have a fence - leave things as open and natural as possible. But not opposed 
to one if there are safety concerns etc. 

3. I do not think there should be a fence but if that what it takes to keep dog owners who do not 

have effective control of their dogs happy then so be it. 

4. will keep dogs/kids and bikes separated 

5. This fence will keep children and dogs out of the bike path.  

6. The fence will separate cyclists from the dogs off-lead area. 

7. The fence is essential to allow the park to be used by dogs off leash 

8. Safety for cyclists from dogs and separation for reserve users from bikes.  

9. Provides added safety to all users e.g. cyclists from unsupervised dogs running across the 
path, protection for young children e.g. toddlers who may wander across the path 

10. No - a fence will keep dogs and children away from the cyclists. It's safety minded choice to 

have it. 

11. If you end up building the thing, you will need a fence or there will be accidents. It's not really 
a matter of opinion. It's about safety. 

12. If we absolutely MUST have this damn path, we do need some way of separating the cyclists 
from the park users.  Keep it low and as unobtrusive as possible.  However I am sure the 
cycling lobby will object to it!  I have heard a Yarra Councillor say "cyclists have a right to ride 

next to the Creek".  This is nonsense: no-one has "rights" like this and anyway this path 
would not achieve this to any greater extent than the existing routes on both sides of the 
Creek only 10-20 metres away. 

13. If there has to be a path, then a fence as proposed to separate dogs and small children from 
running onto the path is a good idea. 

14. if there are off lead dogs and cyclists there needs to be a fence.  

15. It seems unnecessary to me, but if it makes others feel safer, or if it makes for a safer leash-
free dogs area, then I don't object to it. 

16. I would prefer no path at all, but if it must be there, then a fence is preferable.  

17. I would rather no fence but understand why it may be necessary.  

18. I don’t think the fence is actually necessary, as bike paths can coexist quite safely with dog 
areas such as in Edinburgh Gardens. However, given the excessive concerns of dog owners 

on this park, I think it is good to include this barrier (I am both a cyclist and walk my dog 
there). 

19. I don't see the need for a fence personally, and it cuts off the path from the park when the 

emphasis should be on permeability and encouraging people to linger. It will also make the 
ride through the park uglier for little benefit. That said, I accept that it is important to many 
residents and it is a fair trade-off for the benefit of the path. 

20. I am utterly opposed to the proposal. BUT if it goes ahead a fence is essential.  
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21. The repeated accidents in the Edinburgh Gardens involving children, dogs and bicycles 
demonstrates the need for separation. 

22. The proponents do not seem to recognise there is a constant harassment of pedestrians and 

passive park users by speeding cyclists in the municipality.  

23. Fence reduces risk of off-lead dogs running on to path and currently unfenced railway line. 

24. As above, I'd prefer there was no need for this fence BUT I acknowledge it may be required 

to address the risk of dogs running on to the path. 

25. A fence is needed if the path goes ahead.  But I don't like it. 

26. A clear separation between the path and park will maximise the utility of the remaining park 

space. This is a good idea and will also ensure dogs and children don't mistakenly run onto 
the path. 

27. Planting initially, but a fence may assist in keeping unrestrained dogs off the path. 

28. I think that unless the liability was placed on the cyclist rather than the dog owners or parents 
of small children the fence is absolutely essential.  

29. as I am opposed to the plan it is difficult but a barrier is definitely needed for safety reasons. 

30. I would rather not see a fence unless it's necessary as a safety precaution.  

31. Especially when playing sport as it often obscures the mind. I feel it very important to have a 
fence to stop people running in front of bicycles. 

32. Again - if there is to be a bike path there must be a fence, higher than one metre, to enable 
the reserve's current designation as an off-lead dog area to continue safely and to protect 
children.  However I do not support the bike path at all. 

33. I like the idea of a fence there as there are often dogs exercising off leash and this could be 
hazardous to riders 

34. There should certainly be a fence restricting access to the railway from the reserve.  The 

reasons are obvious. Get VicTrack to pay for it. It's their railway that's the safety hazard. 

35. If the bicycle path is to go ahead, the fence should be along the centre of the path so that 
cyclists are safely separated from pedestrians and dog walkers.  

 
 
I DO NOT THINK THERE SHOULD BE A FENCE 
 
 

Do not support draft design/path, so no fence 

1. There should not be a fence because cyclists should go somewhere else.  

2. The path and the fence  should not exist 

3. The obvious need for a fence or barrier indicates that the proposal is a danger to park users. 
How would pedestrians feel trapped in a racetrack with cyclists? 

4. Not applicable. The path should not be built. 

5. No bike path, no barrier needed. 

6. leave it alone...waste of money...nanny state...plant some trees 

7. Keep the reserve as it is. 

8. I would say no fence because I don't believe there should be a path.  

9. I don't prefer a path or a fence 

10. I do not think there should be a path, so therefore not a fence in Rushall Reserve.  

11. If Council abandons concrete speedway if would not be necessary 
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12. Because there shouldn't be a path. 

13. If you insist on destroying the reserve then the fence will help somewhat  

14. If there is a safe walking path and no bicycles being ridden no fence required.  

15. This question assumes a path. No path means that no fence is required 

16. Prefer a pedestrian only path 

17. None of these options are appealing, I want no path and no fence 

18. There should be no path and therefore no fence. 

19. See above - simply against the current proposal. 

20. NO PROJECT NO FENCE 

21. I do not support the project at all! 

 

 

Fence is not necessary 

1. Why on earth would you need a fence? There is no fence in Edinburgh Gardens, which also 
has off leash dog area right next to a cycle path. 

2. Why do we need a barrier at all? It just creates another obstacle to get around. 

3. unnecessary barriers that seems to have no real function. 

4. This will be an eye sore in any carnation. Please leave the space as an open area which 

everyone can enjoy. 

5. There is no need for a fence to placate dog owners. There is no fence between the park and 
bike path at Edinburgh Gardens 

6. The fence seems unnecessary. 

7. The fence is to stop dogs and children going on the path but would be ugly and restrictive. 
Just a walking track and no fence may connect without ruining the park. 

8. No need 

9. No fence! Just leave the open space to be enjoyed by all 

10. No fence is needed. This will detract from the amenity of the project by creating a jail feel. No 

need and it is stupid. 

11. No fence is needed. 

12. Many other parks function perfectly well without a fence. There must be dozens of examples 

in Yarra with high bike and dog traffic. A fence is exactly what the council are trying to 
remove with this project. Why on earth would a new fence be needed? 

13. It would be better not to have a fence if possible. 

14. In general I think parks shouldn't have fences unless they're absolutely necessary. Where 
there are no fences most people are able to manage to share public open space respectfully, 
and acknowledge that it is public open space not private space so everyone has a right to be 

there 

15. If there has to be a fence, I guess that fence is ok. But does there have to be a fence? Can't 
people be trusted near railway lines? 

16. I don't think there needs to be a fence. On shared paths, the problem is not dogs off the lead 
in the surrounding parks, it's dogs off lead with their owners on the path.  

17. (Expletive) the fence. Like really why the (expletive) do you need a metre high fence you silly 

galah 
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18. Don't waste your money. 

19. 1m high wire mesh fence seem unnecessary and possibly dangerous in low lighting 
situations 

20. It should not be necessary. 

21. If it is to be a shared path the full length, then there should be NO fence.  Unfenced shared 
pathways exist all over Melbourne (e.g. the CCT not 200m from this park!) 

22. A TRAVERSABLE (by pedestrians) LANDSCAPING STRIP would be more than enough? No 
logical explanation for a fence unless there's a drop? 

23. As I pointed out above, the fence is a prosthetic device that will increase the probability of 

injury to all path users  

24. I would have chosen "don't really care", however a fence can narrow the effective usable 
space for bicycles particularly if it's at handlebar height.  

25. I don't have major concern with a fence being there, but the fence will add to cost and can 
sometimes be a hazard in the event of slippery conditions. People will fall off bikes no matter 
how you plan things. Having a fence in close proximity can make these accidents more 

serious 

 
 
I WOULD LIKE TO SEE A DIFFERENT KIND OF FENCE/BARRIER 
 

 

 

Prefer more of a natural barrier or look 

 

1. not sure why it’s there, better to use trees/scrubs.  

2. Other barriers could be used such as planting rushes along the perimeter of the track.  This 
will provide a mild barrier without impeding movement too greatly.  

3. Leaving in the proposed native garden bed/shrubbery should be enough to help people get 

along 

4. Landscaping solutions 

5. Would it be possible to use planting instead of a fence. e.g. a hedge? Though I suppose 

hedges require quite a bit of maintenance 

6. Low shrubs probably suffice, but I'm satisfied with the design.  

7. Could soft plantings / landscaping be used to create a barrier between the new path and the 

reserve? 

8. Possibly planting could be used to delineate between the path and the open space. Or 
mounding and planting. 

9. a natural fence such as rock or hedges would fit in with the space, however would require 
increased maintenance and therefore have increased maintenance costs. 

10. Planting and a mound could be an alternative 

11. I would prefer a vegetation fence, or a ha-ha, but considering the cost and the sensitivity of 
the area, I think the fence is an acceptable solution. 

12. Fence should include continuous tree planting along the Reserve side to reduce the impact 

of cyclists into our quiet space. 

13. A raised embankment would also be good and possibly lower maintenance? 

14. A low fence boarded by planting will enhance the reserve. 
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15. Would it be possible to achieve the same effect with shrubbery? 

16. This is described in detail in my report including with sections. Essentially I think there should 
be a rock embankment and more planting. If there has to be a fence I think it should be more 

subtle and located in planting. 

17. Possibly taller plantings with an intermittent fence and several park benches backing onto 
the reserve facing towards the creek 

18. Some low vegetation might do the trick 

19. Plants/shrubs 

20. Natural brush. 

21. more natural 

22. Ideally a haha. Otherwise a thickly planted garden area to the back of mounds allowing an 
elevated position for sitting on the grass and seats looking onto the reserve. Planting to be 

indigenous (obviously) with lots of prickly shrubs providing habitat for smaller birds and a 
barrier for dogs. 

23. I think the low fence is OK, but only if also accompanied by landscaping that hides it as much 

as possible. I think the fence is OK on the basis that it maximises the separation from dogs 
and bikes (I also am a dog owner). That could also be achieved with planting and 
landscaping. But, it's too hard an edge and would need to be softened by hiding / obfuscating 

with plants and other landscaping measures. If that happens the overall effect would be very 
good. 

24. Maybe a tight hedge would be a better option than a mesh fence provided it wasn't porous 

enough to let dogs/children through. 

25. Dense, fast growing shrubs. 

26. As above.  I wrote before seeing this specific question.  I can live with the fence. Black is a 

good choice of colour.  I appreciate it provides a greater deal of confidence for people 
walking and people cycling from unwanted interaction from dogs.  If a more natural looking 
barrier such as mounded earth could be used topped with plantings this may be sufficient.  

The earth could possibly come from the earthworks required in building the path? We could 
also save the cost of the fence. 

27. As above, a vegetation barrier would be great, provided it does prevent animals and children 

from running on to the path. 

28. A more natural barrier - as above, Friends of the Merri Creek may have some valuable input.  

29. A hedge of vegetation would maintain the green space, whilst also providing a visual and 

sound barrier to keep the privacy and the quietness of the space.  

30. A fence I know is low maintain but it would be nice if it was more natural material/planting.  

31. I don't think the proposed fence is a bad thing in itself, but it doesn't seem to me as if fencing 

bike paths should be a high priority for council funding. Planting some trees or shrubs along 
the side of the path would be just as good. 

 

 

Indifferent or unsure about proposed fence 

1. I don't have an opinion on whether or not there is a fence - this seems irrelevant to me. 

2. I am unsure how I feel about the fence 

3. Not sure what is best but some sort of barrier sees fair.  

4. I am not particular about a barrier. 

5. If it is to remain a dog off-lead area the fence is probably a good idea - if we are going to 
have a fence this one seems fine. 
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6. I never experienced too much problems with dogs. Having said that I am cycling as if there 
could be a dog crossing the way. So with or without fence... Either way I am happy.  

7. I'm indifferent to the fence, I would have thought you could do without it as long as the local 

pet dogs aren't too rabid. But I'm willing to trust Council officer's judgement on this one.  

 

GENERAL IMPROVEMENT IDEAS  
 

Improvement ideas 

1. Lighting could be integrated into the fence for the safety of bike riders.  

2. A related issue is that of sufficient lighting for the path, as it is for other sections of the Merri 

Creek Trail within the jurisdiction of the City of Yarra, which are poorly lit and therefore 
potentially dangerous for runners/walkers after dark, making safe post -work exercise 
extremely difficult in the winter months. 

3. Would be better to provide fencing for the embankment to the river as this is known 
hideaway for drug users and overdose victims have been recovered from here on numerous 
occasions. 

4. I am concerned that dog owners dominate the use of this reserve - it is inhospitable for 
young families as the dogs have the run of the entire reserve. I consider a smaller section 
could be used for off-lead dogs leaving a section for other recreational uses. 

5. I feel that path needs as much space as possible and it should be a much bigger path 

6. Appropriate signage is always required 

7. We may need a little bit of fencing on the goat track section of a new pedestrian only access 

into Rushall Reserve. A kissing gate barrier at the station would be good. 

8. I think it could be useful to keep dogs and cyclists separated but I think creative 'social' 
interventions are just as important, similar say to markings promoting safe sharing of other 

Council paths e.g.. as in Edinburgh Gardens. 

9. Regular gates in the fence would be good. 

10. I hope there are regularly spaced, or strategically placed gates or breaks in the fence to 

allow movement on and off the path to enjoy the reserve.  

11. If there is a path, then a fence that stops further south would be better. 

12. Any fence of barrier needs to enhance the bushy feel of the park. However if it was 

pedestrian pathway only a fence would not be needed at all.  

 

 

General comments 

1. People on bikes like to picnic too. Let them picnic.  

2. I understand the fence is there to appease dog walkers, but I imagine many dog walkers will 
also use the path to access the park! FWIW, I’m a cyclist and a dog walker. Maybe the dogs 
should get a say? I’m sure they don’t mind sharing.  

3. Fence is merely a way of appeasing the objectors.  Creating a fence will prove an expensive 
option when maintenance is factored in.  It achieves little but if it the clincher for the deal - 
who cares! 

4. Gotta make sure people don't ride off the side when they're (expletive).  

5. This is not a valid research question. It is designed so the results can be misused to portray 
agreement in principle with the concept of a bike path through Russell Reserve.  
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6. See above 

7. I'm not sure. Will people want to access the open space from the t rail?  Is there any reason 
to separate the spaces? Is it a dog park?  

8. It will cut the park in half  

9. And what happened to open space - you are doing this in Clauscen reserve with open space 
money and it won't work there either? 

10. So to fix this no cyclists using the pathway. 

11. I support the fence if the new path can be for bikes only  
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QUESTION 7: 
There is currently a no-through asphalt path along the Merri Creek side of the 

Reserve. If Council proceeds with the new shared path, what do you think should 

happen to the no-through path? 

 It should be retained with signage to show that it is a no-through path 

 It should be improved and extended to the creek 

 It should be replaced with turf in order to minimise the loss of green space 

 Other 

If you chose ‘Other’, please explain: 

 
IT SHOULD BE RETAINED WITH SIGNAGE TO SHOW THAT IT IS A NO-THROUGH 
PATH 
 

 

Leave as is or add signage – 22 comments 

1. Worth having a path as there is always a lot of dog poo on the grass which is hard to see 

2. I would suggest that the cost of removal is not worth the benefit so simply leave it.  

3. It is useful for walkers in the park after heavy rain makes the grass surface muddy and slippery.  

4. Or left in place with signage. 

5. just leave it. 

6. The existing path should be retained in any case 

7. Leave it as is for now. 

8. It currently is fine and doesn't need any maintenance or cost associated with upgrades.  

9. if this path was removed, I think people would still walk along the same route (i.e. closest to the 

creek) and so an informal path would be there anyway. Leave as is or improve it and note 
somehow that it is a dead-end. 

10. Leave it as is, stop tampering with this beloved open space 

11. This path is used by many current users of the park especially in the colder, wetter months of 
the year. 

12. It would be a waste of resources to remove the path and besides I think it would be useful for 

people with prams so they can manoeuvre easily but also clearly see any dog poo. I wouldn't 
spend further money on improving the path though. 

13. It's currently a useful little path that kids can scoot on without the risk of getting in the way of the 

cycle track. 

14. Leave the path as a walkway to the river. 

15. If it is retained, in addition to "No Through Road" signage, a surface treatment should be 

applied to the first 2 or 3 metres of the path at the connection to the bike path to discourage 
cyclists from inadvertently taking this route. But necessarily a speed hump but perhaps a short 
textured, rough to a cyclist, section. 

16. Leave it as is. What a shame that would be. 

17. This should remain the main path through the preserve. The end could still go down to the 
creek with a no through path sign where the continuous path diverges.  
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18. Retained, signed no through, and not improved. It is probably important for less-mobile people 
to access the creek. 

19. I understood this path was to access the litter trap in the creek. Maybe need to speak to 
Melbourne Water about this path. Otherwise I think it be retained with better signage. 

20. I am not sure if it should be extended to the creek, there could be some advantage to that, 

however it should be retained as it is used by the current users and for children to learn to ride 
skate etc. Removing it may be an expensive exercise. 

21. A great idea - ask the people who use the park not a large group of non-users. The whole world 

could have an opinion but aren't the park users the primary group who should be consulted. It's 
easy for others to say: remove it but I've hear so many people with young kids whose child 
learn to ride their bikes and learn to roller skate a there. It is about the only cycle free and safe 

asphalt pathway in the area. 

22. If the path is going the way as planned then I suggest leaving it as is - in the wet months it's 
useful when the rest of the reserve is soggy. 

 

IT SHOULD BE REPLACED WITH TURF IN ORDER TO MINIMISE THE LOSS OF 
GREEN SPACE 

 

 

Remove path and replace with turf, vegetation or gravel – 19 comments 

1. Absolutely get rid of the path to nowhere.  What's the point of it and why would you waste 
money on signage on it.   It should have been turfed long ago. 

2. From this question it appears it serves no useful purpose with regards maintenance of the park 
or the creek.  If this is the case then returning it to grass would appear appropriate.  People can 
work on the grass to the creek so having a dead end path serves little purpose to my mind.  

3. I believe it should be removed and replace with indigenous vegetation.  

4. Replace with gravel path down to creek, rest could be removed. 

5. Again, I don't really care, however more green space is always a good thing :) 

6. Removing it would also reduce confusion about it actually possibly going somewhere, and an 
opportunity to plant trees. 

7. We should make that area a nice park for kids and dogs. 

8. Would go some way to compensating for the loss of grass for the new path.  

9. Replace with turf at the very least! 

10. Unless a use can be found for it, it should probably be replanted with trees or similar local 

vegetation to encourage birds etc. 

11. It should be replaced with trees and shrubs. 

12. I am happy with the first option as long as there is clear signage to the new path.  

13. It should be replaced with native garden in order to minimize the loss of green space. 

14. A better path will be built. Why have a path in this area? 

15. I'd have no objection in principle to replacing the path with turf, but I'm not convinced it would 

really justify the cost. 

16. It should be replaced with a gravel path and extended down to the creek. 

17. Replaced with a gravel path to enhance access for dog walking during wet months.  

18. It should be replaced with a gravel path to maintain access to creek.  

19. Gravel paths will deter riders and give more natural feel.  
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OTHER COMMENTS 

 

Do not support draft design overall or shared path – 18 comments 

1. Shared pathways are dangerous 

2. dump the whole project and leave it alone 

3. I suggest that it can be also used for the access to Rushall Station.  Forget the new path, just 
design a new short path to join the existing path near or through the copse at the southern end 

of the reserve. That will also release funds for other suitable projects.  

4. No bike path, and this can remain as is. Kids love discovering it as having an end by the creek.  

5. (expletive) the new path keep the reserve you (expletive). Ur all (expletive) if you think this is a 

good idea 

6. The council should not proceed with the new path 

7. Council is avoiding the issue with this survey and that is that the community does not  want it so 

why continue to proceed with idea other than to put a feather in council managers/councillors 
caps. 

8. The new shared path should not go ahead. 

9. Don't do the new path. 

10. I am against the path 

11. I do not support the project at all! 

12. I don't want any of it 

13. No project and leave old path as is! 

14. don't proceed with the new path and retain this as a pedestrian walk way 

15. It should not proceed.  Shared paths are not working 

16. I am utterly opposed to this proposal BUT if it proceeds the asphalt should be removed. 

17. Council should not proceed with this proposal  

18. If we are forced to have a path it should use this old asphalt path 

 

 

Unsure or prefer not to comment – 13 comments 

1. Either left as is or turfed over. I'd leave that to regular users to weigh in on. 

2. As a cyclist, I will leave the future of that section of path to local users.  

3. No strong opinion about this. 

4. Don't really care. 

5. Unsure but if increasing green space is deemed a priority then that should be investigated. 

6. I am not a user of this space - no comment. 

7. Unsure about the value of the options. 

8. The local residents would have a stronger opinion on the value of the existing asphalt path so I 
won't comment on that. 

9. No opinion. 

10. Either way. 
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11. Don't know as I'm not a local. But I do ride the Merri Creek and Capital City Trails quite 
frequently. 

12. Not aware enough of the current path to comment. 

13. All option have their merits. As someone who doesn't use the reserve for recreation (only 
passing through), I don't feel I'm the right person to answer.  

 

 

Remove path and replace with turf, vegetation or gravel – 19 comments 

1. Absolutely get rid of the path to nowhere.  What's the point of it and why would you waste 

money on signage on it.   It should have been turfed long ago. 

2. From this question it appears it serves no useful purpose with regards maintenance of the park 
or the creek.  If this is the case then returning it to grass would appear appropriate.  People can 

work on the grass to the creek so having a dead end path serves little purpose to my mind.  

3. I believe it should be removed and replace with indigenous vegetation 

4. replace with gravel path down to creek, rest could be removed 

5. Again, I don't really care, however more green space is always a good thing :) 

6. Removing it would also reduce confusion about it actually possibly going somewhere, and an 
opportunity to plant trees. 

7. We should make that area a nice park for kids and dogs. 

8. Would go some way to compensating for the loss of grass for the new path 

9. replace with turf at the very least! 

10. Unless a use can be found for it, it should probably be replanted with trees or similar local 
vegetation to encourage birds etc. 

11. It should be replaced with trees and shrubs 

12. I am happy with the first option as long as there is clear signage to the new path 

13. It should be replaced with native garden in order to minimize the loss of green space 

14. A better path will be built. Why have a path in this area? 

15. I'd have no objection in principle to replacing the path with turf, but I'm not convinced it would 
really justify the cost. 

16. It should be replaced with a gravel path and extended down to the creek 

17. Replaced with a gravel path to enhance access for dog walking during wet months 

18. it should be replaced with a gravel path to maintain access to creek.  

19. Gravel paths will deter riders and give more natural feel 

 

 

Install signage – 8 comments 

1. Definite signage of 'No Through Path' and retain as in wet weather the grassed area gets very 
muddy. 

2. If it remains, it will need clear signage, both that it is for walkers only, and does not go through.  

3. And also signed "no through". 

4. A simple sign saying it is a no-through path would help direct traffic, joggers or cyclists who 
think they can get through to the station. 
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5. If it's a no-through path, which should be clearly signed to reduce confusion.  

6. If there is to be signage put it at the pipe bridge. 

7. Signage to show it is a no through path is a good idea too. 

8. sign the path with a  'no cycle/no through path' sign  

 

 

Retain and extend or remove path – 12 comments 

1. It should be retained and possibly extended by a thin path to join the new path at the Rushall 
Station end, thus completing a pleasant walking circuit. 

2. Removed or incorporated into the new path 

3. It should either be removed or extended towards the creek, there is no point retaining it as is.  

4. Improved and extended, but for pedestrian access only 

5. Improved and extended to the creek, AND joined with the proposed new path (see my 
suggestion above) 

6. If the cycle path were to go ahead, it should be the cycle path 

7. It should be improved and extended to connect with the shared path - yet again, to improve 
access for people of all abilities.  This may also allow people who require the use of a sealed 
path the opportunity to walk their dog off-lead within the reserve area, which should they not 

have access to such a path, may not be able to use the reserve at all.  

8. Although I am attracted to the idea of removing this path (to maximise green space), it does 
"invite" users into the reserve, and provides a default path for walkers, which probably acts to 

minimise wear and tear on the turf.  Given this, I prefer extending it to the creek, because paths 
should in general have a "destination", and this would maximise the utility of the path (providing 
a nice walk to view the creek).  In this event the path still needs a sign to indicate that it is no-

through way. 

9. We would support improvement and retention of the existing path with clear signage to indicate 
its no-through path status, as the more alternative running/walking routes in this area, the 

better. 

10. Either remove it to preserve green space or do something that extends and integrates it nicely 
to the creek. Perhaps MCMC or Melbourne Water could do some signage about waterway 

health or similar. Imagine kids doing WaterWatch testing there...  

11. Either replaced with turf or turned into a path that is suitable for pedestrians but clearly not for 
cycling 

12. Either retain the path with good signage or replace with turf.  

 
 
IMPROVEMENT IDEAS 

 

1. Med to Longer term - Let the consulting Aboriginal group decide.  

2. Why not just link the existing path, from about 100 metres before the creek. That l ink could 
run next to the trees and connect with part of the proposed path, just near the station 

platform. Then spend the money saved on a nice gazebo or rotunda to provide some shelter.  

3. Put some seats down by the creek or something, it's a nice spot.  

4. It should be softened and developed as a narrower interpretive walking circuit with passive 

facilities, taking full advantage of the views and landscape of the creek edge.  

5. Trees could be planted along part of the old no-through path route to make up for those 
removed to create the bike path. 
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6. I think a small path / stairway down toward the creek just south / east of the rail viaduct 
would be good too - emphasising the gorge and creek as part of the space. 

7. It should be converted into a winding gravel path amongst trees and shrub planting. This can 

connect across to the proposed steps for pedestrians. 

8. So ask the users of the reserve for their opinions. Open and transparent communication is 
needed. 

9. Indigenous (local native) trees should be planted as the Merri Creel should be preserved for 
habitat. 

10. Surely it could link back to the station with an appropriately located stair? Thus provides an 

alternate walking path for those who are afraid of bikes... Would enhance perceptions of 
safety too as it’s not a dead-end 

 
GENERAL COMMENT – 14 COMMENTS 

 

1. I never realized it existed until I saw this plan and I ride past here often.  

2.  (FYI - From what I've seen of how the dog walkers use the park, they like the existing dead-
end path because they can stand on it while throwing tennis balls into the park and they don't 

have to get their shoes wet on the grass. This fundamentally is why I think they oppose the 
existing path becoming a shared, connected path.) 

3. The barrier could be planted against to soften the appearance of the path and fencing 

4. The no-through path is very strange and catches riders out who are not familiar with the 
area. 

5. See my response to the previous question about alignment of the proposed path.  

6. Any of the above options would make sense 

7. No one likes a path to nowhere. 

8. Current path is not well utilised. 

9. Also see comments above 

10. A decision on the future of this path should only be considered, once the potential option for 
an extension of the path has been more thoroughly considered. 

11. It was originally only constructed by Fitzroy Council to access the litter trap on the end of 
Melbourne Water's Park Street Drain.  That trap was removed years ago.  Therefore the 
rationale for the path is very limited. 

12. If there is a walking path from the Rushall Station to the bitumen path then it could possibly 
remain. 

13. Once again, this is not a valid research question. It is designed so the results can be 

misused to portray agreement in principle with the concept of a bike path through Rushall 
Reserve. 

14. Is there any way to incorporate this path with the proposed one? 
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QUESTION 8: 
Do you have any other feedback or ideas about the shared path design? 
 

 

Agree with this project, please proceed – 55 comments 
1. Would be great to see this happen - councils need to be pioneering when it comes to cycle 

infrastructure. 

2. Well done. Get it built. Cheers 
3. Well done on a very sensible proposal. I look forward to regularly riding the new section 
4. Very important to get this done and so need to get a resolution asap. Very valuable work 

being designed here for cyclists and pedestrians 
5. Top stuff: please begin construction asap 
6. This will make my daily walk to Rushall station quicker and more pleasant.  

7. This space is currently very underutilised. The link between Rushall Station and the Holden 
Street connector is desperately needed, going all the way around via Westgarth street (over 
a narrow bridge heavily used by pedestrians) or under the station is difficult and can be 

dangerous. 
8. This missing trail link is decades overdue to be built, given the amount of new development 

in the Rushall/Westgarth/Northcote area plus City of Yarra's trail work in the Coulson 

Reserve that links up the Merri Creek 
9. Generally I support the proposal of a shared path through Rushall Park, with a few 

improvements for safety. 

10. Thanks, it’s been a difficult journey but the end is in sight! 
11. Thanks for considering this improvement! 
12. Speaking as convenor of Moreland Bicycle User Group, I believe most of the group sees this 

path as a massive improvement to the Merri Creek Shared Path. One of Moreland BUG's 
parents, Brunswick BUG, built part of the Merri Creek shared path. We are glad to see the 
improvement. The comments above however are from me as a private individual (name 

submitted, details not published) 
13. Please, please, please build it. I ride my bike in this area. I run in this area. I use Rushall 

Station and think the traffic snarl beneath it is crying out to be fixed. People already use the 

proposed route to the station - but they must clamber over the fence and walk unsafely 
alongside the railway line. Everyone knows this, money is allocated to fix the problem, and 
yet years pass without anything being done! How much longer will a small but vocal group of 

dog walkers be allowed to stall this much-needed project? 
14. please move forward with this project 
15. Please implement promptly and don't pander to the vocal minority who are opposed to the 

new shared path 
16. Please go ahead and do it. 
17. Please build it soon! I cycle with 2 groups both of which often use these trails, from Koonda 

Lat bridge, and from Park Street. This path will be a great improvement! 
18. No.  Please build it soon. 
19. No, I think this is a good proposal. 

20. It's important to proceed 
21. It looks like a great way to fix what has been a very bad spot on one of Melbourne's most 

used paths. 

22. It looks good. Well done. 
23. In General Feedback "Other options already exist for cyclists ....".  The two other options, 

creek bridge and underpass cause big conflict for bike riders with other users.  The new path 

effectively provides the missing link in the Merri Creek Path and should have few 
pedestrians/dog walkers on it. In Concerns raised "Shared paths feel unsafe to walk on ...".  
The new path will provide reasonable separation between cyclists and pedestrians. "Dog 

owner liability... ".  The law will be unchanged. "Losing Rushall Park amenity...".  On the 
contrary the space will remain and cyclists will be separated from the dog off-lead area. "path 
will be confusing"  Proper signage should remove confusion.  This is needed near the creek 

bridge and to the east of Holden Street. 
24. I think this is brilliant and I fully support this. 
25. I think this is a good link to add to the existing bike path network.  

26. I think there has been a great deal of hysterical NIMBYism about this whole project. I believe 
that once the path is in place the concerns of those residents will dissipate very quickly. I 
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would encourage council to get on with the project as soon as possible! 
27. I strongly support the new path. It's needed to make the area better and safer for pedestrians 

and bike riders. 

28. I love it! Please do it ASAP so I have a nice way to ride to zoos, schools, friend's house with 
my kids without having to get on road shared with cars. 

29. I like the idea very much. Have hoped for this sort of initiative for a long time. Looking 

forward to improvements on the bike paths along Merri Creek in the Brunswick to 
Collingwood areas as well as the bike path up St Georges Road.  

30. Keep up the good work. 

31. I am surprised that there is a group of people opposed to the development.  It is a wonderful 
idea, and apart from the obvious benefits, the pleasure it could give to many elderly residents 
of OCAV Rushall Park could be a real bonus.  For these people a short walk will now take 

them to an area of beauty and tranquillity.  
32. I am really happy with the proposal. I really hope that it will be able to go ahead 
33. Great work! Fantastic initiative. 

34. Great solution - please proceed. 
35. Great idea. Hope it goes ahead. 
36. Great consultation - thanks Yarra! 

37. Good on the Council for considering this shared path 
38. Get them to do it as soon as possible 
39. Get on with it. 

40. get it done, pronto please. 
41. Generally support the idea, I have tried the underpass a couple of time and it's too awkward 

and problematic to take a bike through there with pedestrians. Going over the bridge and 

connecting on the north side also comes with a couple of risks, narrow bridge ending onto 
the road, intersection at Rucker Street dangerous as cyclists also enter from Merri Parade, 
and intersection at Union Street same with cyclists not looking as they re-join the Merri Creek 

path from bridge 
42. Do it sooner rather than later.  
43. Go ahead with the plan, 

44. Build the thing 
45. Build it! Very much needed. 
 

 
46. As a local resident I am very pleased to see this path finally get to this stage.  It has been 

part of the Councils' Bicycle Strategy for many years and consistent with the clear message 

from Council that it supports and promotes active transport.  This reserve has been lost to 
rogue dog owners flouting the laws around off leash areas for many years and making it 
available and accessible to dog owners and the broader community should be applauded.  I 

will be watching very carefully this project and the outcome of this consultation with the 
above in mind. 

47. As a local resident and regular park user I support this plan with the aim to open up the park 

to more users. 
48. As a dog owner, walker, runner and cyclist who lives in North Fitzroy, I am very supportive of 

this design. 

49. about time 
50. This path is a critical piece of infrastructure and would complete an obvious missing link in 

existing cycling, running and walking facilities (ironically, in exactly the same way that the 

proposed East-West Link road would do the same for vehicular traffic through the City of 
Yarra). 

51. Thank you for looking to provide this great piece of infrastructure 

52. I love the idea!   
53. I do hope you will be able to go ahead with your proposal.  
54. I appreciate that City of Yarra are conducting such a professional consultation process for 

this project and thoroughly support the path and hope that it can be built.  
55. Only that it will be a great improvement on present conditions! 

 

 
Thoughtful design, acknowledges various users – 13 comments 
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1. This is a very busy bike track and the current Rushall Station underpass is dangerous. This 
design will improve this track for many thousands of cyclists.  

2. I encourage council not to cave into the demands of a few vocal residents who are trying to 

keep Rushall Reserve as their private park. 
3. This is a great use of ratepayer’s money. This park shouldn't be the monopoly of dog owners 

and should be multi use and available to all people in the area, including cyclists and walkers 

on the Merri trail. It is also safer for those people using Rushall Station.  
4. The draft design is a great solution that benefits a wide range of community users. Thank 

you. 

5. Thanks, great to see council working on local infrastructure that has tangible practical 
benefits to a mixed range of users and working to balance priorities (cyclists , pedestrians, 
dog-walkers).  

6. Maybe I am biased as a cyclist, but I live very close to the reserve and appreciate the open 
space, so I think that my support for the plans indicates that it has been well designed and 
considered. 

7. No but it seems like a sensible compromise between the dog owners and cyclists and 
walkers who will use the area. 

8. I think Yarra Council has shown respect for all potential users as well as to the current users.  

Opening up the reserve to diverse users is a democratic thing to do.  This open space is for 
everyone. 

9. I think it would be tragic failure if the reserve failed to be developed as proposed because a 

few vocal people remove the sharing and community aspects of local open space. I have a 
bike, a dog, children and I live 200 m away. This revised fix is great. Nicely done. 

10. I approve heartily with the draft design. It appears entirely rational to me, and addresses 

safety and amenity problems that have been of concern to Rushall Park and other local 
residents for many years. 

11. Great thoughtful design. 

12. Keeping it visually separated from the reserve will hopefully please both users of the reserve 
and potential cyclists. 

13. Congratulations on this thoughtful design, and on your consultative and inclusive approach to 

planning for the future of this space. 

 

 

Good design that will improve the Rushall Reserve precinct – 9 comments 
1. This path will open the space up to more people, making it generally safer. I like the idea of 
more pedestrian and cyclist movement as the best form of passive security. 

2. This path is important to me both as a cyclist and a disability support worker who travels 
through the area in both capacities. 
3. However it's a nice idea to open up the Rushall Reserve to a second access point.  

4. I feel that path should be safer and have a much bigger path and definitely should do 
something with that hill. 
5. Essential for improving the liveability of the area. 

6. I can only use the reserve with my children when there are no dogs off-lead in the area. 
7. At present, Rushall Reserve is used and enjoyed by a certain number of people.    
8. I see the City of Yarra’s proposed plan as logical, and a way to enable many more people, of 

all ages and interests, to enjoy the benefits of this lovely area.  
9. Whilst the path is a good idea and allows good shared use of the Reserve area, the path 
would not necessarily be of benefit if I am riding from the Merri Creek Trail to connect to Wellington 

Street which I often use to cycle to the city or to the MCG, Botanic Gardens, St Kilda Road areas. It 
would still be more convenient for me to use the Rushall underpass. But I guess it would still 
decrease overall bike traffic through the underpass.  
 

 

CONCERNS 
 

 

Oppose this unnecessary shared path, unjustified use of Council funds - 34 comments 
1. The Reserve used to be a dump. The efforts of many concerned citizens over the years have 
transformed it into an enchanting green space.  Why diminish it when any money available from the 
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Council would be better spent on the Reserve's better management? 
2. Yes. It is an incredible waste of money duplicating other bike paths. Could be spent on other 
open space needs in the City of Yarra. 

3. Unnecessary waste of money that could be better spent elsewhere 
4. There are two existing very good bike paths surrounding the Rushall Reserve and this is a 
waste of money and negatively impacts on the local users. The proposed path has been lobbied to 

the Bicycle Advisory Co. without their members being aware of the sight and with no consideration 
to the local constituents. It is irresponsible to provide a path from the train station with no lights. 
Yarra Greens have stated they have a mandate to support bike infrastructure but what about open 

space? "There’s nothing Green about concrete". 
 
 

5. The Councillors who vote in favour of this bike link through Rushall Reserve will find their 
support for re-election greatly diminished. Stop talking about these bike links being 'shared paths' - 
start thinking about trail duplication where the Principal Bike Network must go through parks and 

gardens and along creeks and the Yarra River. Path duplication needs to be considered on the 
Yarra trail between Dights Falls and the Abbotsford Convent carpark. We desperately need a 
bridge at Clarke Street so that less cyclists ride through the Collingwood Children's Farm. 

6. The amount of money allocated for this proposal is hard to reconcile given that the 
community is served by a relatively new shared pathway that runs along the other side of the 
railway line.  Rushall Reserve need not be compromised by a duplication of such infrastructure.  

7. Spend the money on something useful. 
8. Please spend the available funding on a more high priority community project that will assist 
more than one user group. There are other options that cyclists can currently use, can council 

please look at redeveloping one of these routes and preserve the open space that is Rushall 
Reserve. 
9. Please spend ratepayers’ dollars where it's needed. Not here.  

10. Please reconsider the construction of the cycle path and reconfiguring of Rushall Reserve as 
proposed. The reserve is surrounded by one of the most densely concentrated network of cycle 
paths in Melbourne. Spending nearly $700,000 on building this cycle path is foolhardy and will be of 

limited benefit to cyclists, and will destroy a unique and valuable open space that is used by people 
and dogs alike. 
11. I think you should put the path up on the rail embankment with fenced. Leave the reverse 

alone. 
12. I think that it is an unnecessary project. 
13. I feel as though it one of the last unspoilt parks is getting taken away from us. As a rate 

payer in the area, I feel as though our council is not looking out for our best interests. Especially 
considering the cost of the project, and the fact that there is a perfectly good bike path directly over 
the railway track. Please do not go ahead with this project.  

14. I do not support the project at all! It’s a total waste of money which will mainly benefit people 
from outside Yarra and the money could be better spent on other more beneficial projects! 
15. I am against it. 

16. How much? 1 million would go a long way to building a basketball stadium.  
17. Don't make the path, put the $650k towards fixing up the underpass.  
18. Don't do it. Large numbers of elderly people in the vicinity; also large scale developments 

nearby. 
19. DON'T DO IT 
20. Yarra's walking strategy appears not to have been updated or reviewed in the last 11 years. 

Nevertheless the strategy identifies Yarra as leading the recognition of the importance of 
encouraging and increasing walking in communities.  Converting a significant portion of land in a 
small, safe, well established and well used walking environment to a bike path will create new 

potential for conflict between cyclists and other users in the reserve. It will exacerbate existing 
unsafe conditions for pedestrians on the Koonda Lat approach to the Reserve. It will further 
discourage walking and other recreational activities in the local area.  

21. Don't build it I hate it. 
22. There should be no path. This project is in our view simply constructing infrastructure to keep 
Council officers in jobs and contractors with ongoing employment. We have seen numerous 

examples of “make-work” projects in parks which damage parks, the environment, wildlife habitat 
and impact on heritage sites. 
23. Initially the concrete path was for "commuters" who do not get off their bike in the 
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Underpass (north south). Now the concrete path is now said to be for "weekend recreational 
cyclists ". With time on their hands. Why not simply have a leisurely accessible walking path for 
everybody. SHARED PATHS ARE A NIGHTMARE for old folks, young folks, prams, dog walkers  

24. teach riders to understand what shared means...basic manners sometimes of some riders is  
lacking and it can be a real problem if using the path in peak times...try walking or riding slowly on 
the path around 8.30am or 5.30pm at night...every man for themselves...it is so dangerous now that 

I don’t use the path for riding or walking at these t imes....leave the land alone...as a rider I say that 
we have been given so much with the wonderful paths around Melbourne....what is proposed will 
become a speed way and not everyone will be able to use it because it will create an area for 

speed...as it is means that riders need to get off their bikes...takes 5 mins.  
25. Shared pathways are a failure until cyclist behaviour is addressed. It's just a bike path as it is 
too dangerous for a pedestrian or a dog on a leash to walk safely. I also have concerns for native 

wildlife given the speed at which cyclists travel. 
26. Nothing, there should be no path, it ruins a local community.  
27. No path please we don't want it. 

28. No path please. 
29. No path. 
30. I have many ideas which I will submit in a separate document. Keep cycle paths out of 

Rushall Reserve. 
31. Don't want a cycle path. 
32. Don't build the path. 

33. Don't build it.  Sort out the underpass and the main issues of cyclist/walkers congestion will 
be resolved. 
34. There is a perfectly good bike path in the area already.  

 

Loss of open space, trees and park ambience – 15 comments 
1. I understand concerns about the loss of green space and trees, and support the most 

minimal impact design that still provides a continuous link between the cycle trails.  
2. most of the trees to be removed are short-lived and replaceable with the exception of the 
large river red-gum, which should NOT be removed 

3. I am a bike rider but I also have a young child and we are in this park every day. It's a 
beautiful space and is well utilized by the community. I am very concerned about the impact this 
trail will have on this natural parkland and wonder if the money being spent on it could be best used 

for other trails that will not be impacting green zones the way this trail wi ll be. 
4. It is really important that the path does not carve up this valuable green open area so that it 
becomes useless to anyone other than cyclists. As long as the project is sensitively implemented 

then I am in agreement with it. 
5. This really shows what’s wrong with society today. We have people who ride bikes who 
should understand and care about the environment but if it means they can save slowing down for 

an underpass and make up 20 seconds on the ride home they expect the government to pay to 
have one of the few remaining green areas we have left destroyed to save themselves a very 
insignificant, tiny bit of hassle. Bicycle Victoria has gotten completely out of control, it has turned 

into a corporation which is driven by alliances, greed and corruption, just like our government. 
COME ON EVERYONE, WE CAN DO BETTER!!! The last thing I would say is, I believe people are 
generally good and we a smart! Let's behave that way, let's stop this crazy shit from going on, let's 

set a good example now. 
6. This plan is driven by a particular perspective that takes insufficient account of the value of 
OPEN space. 

7. See above. It's clear there's an agenda to create more pathways in the City of Yarra, but in 
reality the paths are for cyclists only. And on the whole, most cyclists whether recreational or 
commuter use these paths at high speed creating a host of safety issues and concerns.  

8. This shared pathway has not been requested by the local community using the Rushall 
Reserve. Unfortunately, only a few passionate locals have the time and inclination to comment and 
provide feedback about this issue - but growing concern about the loss of amenity in the local area 

is shared by the silent majority. Cycle paths are a fantastic idea to help reduce traffic congestion, 
for recreation and so on - but not at the expense of small pockets of open space when there are 
other shared 'recreational' pathways nearby in existence and little demand for a cycle pathway by 

the people that actually use the Reserve. PLEASE reconsider and come up with a solution to keep 
all members of the community happy and help ensure continued enjoyment of life in the inner city.  
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9. Please look for alternative routes that do not ruin the park. A walking track and gate from the 
station may be OK. Other alternative routes have been suggested. 
10. It would be interesting to know what the private developer contribution fees are been paid 

for. The idea behind the scheme is to enhance the shared green spaces in the neighbourhood, yet 
this shared path is reducing the space and for the exclusive use of a particular demographic - bike 
rider. Who by their nature are likely to be passing through the neighbourhood and not residents of 

it. 
11. I note that I am a regular cyclist and use a number of cycle routes in the Yarra area.  I 
support the greater use of bicycles for transport in the inner city but am entirely opposed to the 

present project, as the broad social cost of the loss of such a significant open space far outweighs 
the minor inconvenience of a few. 
12. I am a cyclist who commutes to the CBD for work. I am grateful for the many bike paths 

through the City of Yarra - but as a regular, often daily, user of Rushall Reserve with my family, we 
would be devastated by the loss of this open space. 
13. It’s the invasion of a well-used bush like space that I object to. 

14. use alternative routes as a Greens Council the local habitat should be protected ....  
15. Too much focus has been on dogs. While it is used by many dog walkers, myself included, it 
does have other users. The bike path will cut down the open space available to all current users of 

this reserve causing conflict and angst between ball catching running dogs, game players and 
picnickers. To date we have all coexisted in a great local community. The City of Yarra may just 
spoil that. 

 

 
Some locals are disillusioned with the process and oppose this project – 13 comments 

1. The whole project should be reconsidered with input from ALL stakeholders, not just 
commuter cyclists from other cities 
2. Why is Council having another consultation process? I can think of better ways for Council to 

spend my rates. 
3. This whole process is compromising the residents and their opposition to the path itself.  The 
fundamental objection to the path remains.  It is only on the agenda because of years of failed 

Council proactive planning to identify appropriate paths and strategies that respond to the needs of 
the population that would have resulted in a better thought out strategy that involved working with 
adjoining council to utilise non-green space for an improve outcome.  Residents should not have to 

keep footing the bill and the wearing the consequences of poor forward planning by short sighted 
Council. 
4. The path is clearly a fait accommpli so I wish you would stop pretending otherwise. 

 
5. The artist impression could have been a bit more honest, for example dog owners sitting on 
the bench with their dogs on the other side of the fence and paths, or dog owners and others 

huddled in the central un-shaded part of the reserve on a hot summers day with no access to the 
shaded seats except with their dogs on leads. People currently have un-restricted access to these 
areas. 

6. It was my understanding that the community had already strongly objected to this project and 
it is hard to understand why this draft design has been undertaken. 
7. It is about time council officers and Councillors took note of the community.  It was clearly 

evident last year via the community consultation and the council officers own report that the 
community does not want this path. City of Yarra should be respecting the needs of its residents 
and not servicing for outside municipalities or pandering to vocal lobby groups. I am in favour of 

bicycle infrastructure however i think it needs to be useful.  What this proposal has shown is that it 
won't resolve the issue of the underpass. It will increase the current conflict point at the station as 
well as adding another conflict point at the Holden Street end. What I would like is the City of Yarra 

to acknowledge that not all residents want shared pathways (which we know at peak times become 
bike paths (or walk at your own risk). Not all residents want open space continually over developed 
- the Edinburgh Gardens is an example of how it is now not a place of choice for dog exercise - the 

confined nature of the area with the bike path straightening has seen many shift to Rushall Reserve 
or to the Alfred Crescent ovals - which then becomes risk for YJFL who play games on the oval and 
risk children rolling ankles because a dog has had a dig! not to mention the need to pick up dog 

waste before the matches. It is time for the City of Yarra to represent its residents.  
8. I think there is too much weight given to cyclists' interests as against the general interest of 
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all other residents and users. 
9. I think that this is a very flawed survey. How do elderly people who are RESIDENTS of Yarra 
but not computer literate give their feedback? Rather than being inclusive it is the opposite. The 

money to be spent belongs to the residents of Yarra no one else, certainly not groups from outside 
Yarra. Money could be far better spent on purchasing open space in areas where it is needed in 
Yarra. 

10. I didn't realize that there now seems to be only the option to comment on the path - when did 
the fact of its existence at all become a done deal? not at any council meetings I have attended...  
11. I am concerned about the process of this path design as the community that use this area on 

a daily basis were never consulted about this proposed change, yet the cyclists were actively 
involved. This has actively divided the community. Although I support cycling as an effective 
method of transport and recreation I think it is high time to review cyclist’s entitlements and balance 

them with other community needs. There are multiple bike paths in the area and the issue of the 
Rushall underpass has still not been addressed. People often feel frightened by fast moving bikes 
and I have felt that too and been verbally abused by cyclists as my children have wandered on 

shared paths. Some responsibility and accountability from cyclists needs to occur and I am 
concerned about Council giving them more entitlements like ruining Rushall Reserve. In addition 
this path reduces amenity for local passive recreational users and dog walkers despite the cost of 

ongoing dog registration, responsible pet ownership and City of Yarra rates.  
12. It might have saved a considerable amount of money and angst if the community had been 
consulted about this bicycle path prior to development of these plans. 

13. You are employed to be in the service of residents, not outside special interest groups with 
selfish agendas. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
IMPROVEMENT IDEAS 

 

 
Improve lighting – 4 comments 
1. Please install lighting. 

2. lighting - as it is supposed to be a shared path, there will presumably be train commuters 
using the path in the dark in winter - cyclists and pedestrians need to be seen.  Pedestrians will 
otherwise be in danger of being injured by cyclists and all users possibly at risk of assaults as 

commonly occurs. 
3. Needs lighting. You would be lacking in care without that.  
4. I saw somewhere that there would be no lighting. I hope that's not right. To have no lighting 

on a path that is a few metres from a railway station entry/exit, through a reserve and past bushes, 
would be grossly negligent to safety. If disturbance to night fauna is an issue (I can't imagine there 
is much there) then there must be a designable solution. 

 
Tree replacement and planting – 4 comments 
5. Plant more trees as well. 

6. Planting trees and shrubs along the fence would soften the presence of the black mesh 
fence. 
7. Any trees to be removed could re plant new trees and landscaping.  

8. A few more large trees would be welcome particularly in summer.  
 
Acknowledgment of traditional owners – 2 comments 

9. It would be great to include an acknowledgement of the traditional owners and the historical 
significance of the site. 
10. Incorporate recognition of traditional owners. 

 
Shared path elements and features – 7 comments 
11. Wider is better. 

12. I always like to see centre line markings and on pavement signage encouraging all path 
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users to keep left. 
13. Width is my major concern. 
14. Long, relatively straight path encourages speed. Humps may discourage this.  

15. When the life time of the existing path's material expires, could perhaps be rebuilt as a 
"softer" material such as gravel or a material that better connects with the location. It may allow it to 
be a more intimate path (rather than just having a functional look) for the walkers to enjoy the area. 

16. The work should include improving the area at the foot of the cliff below the station at the end 
of the path. 
17. Consideration should be given to placing a 'Give Way' sign at the intersection of the new 

path with the Koondalat path. I can foresee possible future conflict with cyclists approaching this 
new 'crossroad' of the two paths. One path should officially be marked to 'yield' to the other, and 
this will help reduce the possibility of future collisions at this path intersection. 

Other – 22 comments 
1. Publicise the current consultation process with signage (e.g.) on the shared path approaches 
to the Reserve so that a larger number of potential users are aware of the possibility.  

2. Not so much about the design but let me take the opportunity to mention this: The capital city 
bike path is probably THE bike highway in Melbourne's north. If you come closer to Parkville cars 
have to stop to let bikes cross the street (e.g. Amess street). I can't understand why the same can't 

be done for Rae and Brunswick Street. These are small streets that are crossing a major bike path. 
Cars should need to stop here for bikes as well. Would be great if you could think about this! New 
signs, some speed humps, done. Easy peasy. 

3. No. A key thing is supporting the off-road path network, creating safer routes for both 
bicycles and pedestrians to travel. 
4. The placement of the drinking fountain looks good. I know adding water facilities to a park is 

a significant extra expense, but is also an excellent improvement for amenity. Maybe a seat or two 
could be added near there? With a shady tree? Also, cyclists as well as pedestrians and dogs will 
want to access the water. 

5. What about adding in some bike parking hoops at either end of the path, as cyclists may 
want to ride with their dogs there and lock the bikes, and cyclists passing through might like to 
explore the creek. While you are at it, Rushall Station could use a couple more bike hoops as well! 

6. Access could be further improved if the long-closed underpass near the middle of the 
embankment were re-opened.  Alternatively, that underpass could be developed into a small 
shelter from the sun and rain.  Another possibility would be for public toilets at the station (east 

platform) to be established/re-opened? for the use of cyclists as well as rail patrons and Council 
and Metro to share the maintenance costs.  They could be closed at night.  
7. Next, it would be great to rebuild a widening footbridge between Rushall train station and the 

corner of McLachlan and Walker Streets 
8. Make sure the signage at the intersection of Holden Street makes it very clear who gives 
way to whom! 

9. The Merri Path is a very direct way of getting down to the St Georges Road Bridge from my 
part of Brunswick, but then you have to go up, cross the creek and go round in circles till you get 
back on the path under the station. It looks like this project will help link the sections but you'll still 

have to cross the bridge on the road or footpath - as I said above, it would be great if this could be 
fixed somehow, not sure if it’s possible to put a path behind the houses above the creek on the 
west bank, through to Holden Street?  

10. I am amazed that no other solution has been thought through re the issue of connecting the 
bike path infrastructure in the area. I think a better solution would have been to connect with the 
bike path north of Merri Creek via a suspended flyover under the existing bridge at Rushall Station. 

This would create a direct link to St Georges Road path and the Merri Creek Trail. I'm a dog walker 
and ride a bicycle. From my experience the subway at Rushall Station is a non-issue. This 
approach would also leave Rushall Reserve as a unique open green space. The cost of this project 

could then be shared with Darebin Council and better value for money. 
11. We should formally ask VicTrack and the State Government to upgrade the underpass  
12. Next step, it would be great if the bridge across the creek and the area immediately adjacent 

to the station were increased in width and ideally separated - I have experienced many, many near 
misses at this location, either as a pedestrian, or as a cyclist.  
13. Please do it properly and fix the bike access under the railway tracks too.  

14. I have a range of suggestions for the design of the path and for creation of a vision of the 
reserve as a whole.  I have emailed a separate report describing all of this in detail.  
15. Hopefully the end of Holden Street will be amended so that bikes can easily cross to the 
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cycle path. Last time I rode down Holden to the park, there was still a steep gutter that has potential 
to damage wheel rims.  
16. Yeh I do have an idea. (expletive) THE PATH ALRIGHT. AND BUILD A TRAIN LINE THAT 

RUNS THROUGH MIDDLE PARK. 
 
17. What about spending the money on a new cross - creek bridge to duplicate or improve the 

current one form the station to McLachlan Street- this would benefit many more people and would 
pre-empt a future disaster when the bridge is weakened by flooding, or falls down at some stage or 
is condemned by the "risk management" people thus effectively cutting off many users from trains, 

and cycle routes to the city form the east.  Also you could share the cost with the City of Darebin.  
18. I urge Council to seriously consider further review of this proposal in its entirety. However, 
many local residents who use the reserve regularly feel this is a done deal… SO if a pathway is 

deemed necessary, the design needs to address safety for all users as a priority. Currently, it is not  
workable from a safety point of view. Consider conducting a safety audit of Edinburgh Gardens 
where shared entry and exit points for cyclists (both commuter and residential) and pedestrians see 

issues on a daily basis, not to mention the concerns pedestrians of all ages have using the shared 
pathways. It's a highly relevant example of how adding shared pathways to open space not only 
impact amenity but create daily safety issues. Some more practical planning is required to address 

this, plus meet the needs of all members of the community - not just cyclists. 
19. Give safe and easy access to all pedestrians’ especially older people and people with 
disabilities.  

20. Preserve and enhance passive recreation in Rushall Reserve. 
21. Develop and open space passive recreation advisory committee as a matter of urgency to 
better communicate with people.  Presently open space is about organised recreation and sleeting 

groups and BAC. Where is the rest of the community? 
22. The homeless person who often sleeps down in this area (below Rushall Station) should be 
assisted into permanent safer accommodation. 

 

 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
 

 

General comments – 21 comments 
1. Make sure fence protects path users, dogs can't run onto path easily.  
2. It would be excellent if the Merri Creek path was also improved between the Pipe Bridge and 

Sumner Park (under St Georges Road). The present path is narrow, dangerous, and the crossing 
of the creek using St Georges Road is very awkward. 
3. I'm still tempted by the alternative route that turns hard right after entering the reserve from 

the station end. 
4. If the purpose is to avoid using the Rushall Station underpass it is a rather roundabout way 
of getting to the Capital City Trail. 

5. Ideally bikes and pedestrians should be separated from each other. 
6. I love the idea of marking the significance of this site for the Wurundjeri and Woiwurrung 
people. 

7. I am concerned that some have positioned banners/posters etc. throughout the local area 
with headings like ' Save Rushall Reserve from development' and 'protect our green spaces' 
implying that the area will be used for buildings. This is disingenuous.  

8. Everyone needs to get along - this is an area that belongs to everyone, it shouldn't be 
hijacked by one group or another. 
9. Council received a range of responses from community members, with some people 

expressing concerns about the impact the path could have on the Reserve. I really hope the 
'concerns' aren't NIMBYism from immediate residents. Given there is already a path in the area, I 
fail to see how a replacement path will bring any additional ruin to the Reserve (especially if the 

existing path is removed). 
10. The categories below are not complete (for reasons for going there). I go through that area 
quite often by bike on my way to meet family, friends, go to events, going to Northcote from the city 

or Brunswick to Northcote. "Recreational" doesn't really describe it.  
11. The design should include an upgrade of the creek crossing.  
12. See above. 

13. Please refer to the email I sent to (name stated, details not published). I am an engineer of 
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nearly 20 years’ experience, who routinely manages civil works projects similar to the one 
proposed for Rushall Reserve.  I am concerned with the manner in which the costs/benefits 
assessment, and stakeholder engagement, of this project has proceeded.  As a cyclist, and also 

someone who uses the Reserve daily to walk dogs, I am keenly interested in finding an acceptable 
compromise solution. I am available to assist in the preparation, or peer review, of any cost-
benefits package that may be prepared.  I undertake this type of assessment routinely in my 

employment as a civil engineer, and would be very happy to assist Council if that would be of 
interest. 
14. Can we hear more from VicTrack as to why they do not consider this a priority. It is obviously 

a priority for the community which uses it's train station. And the problem will only get worse. I live 
along McLachlan Street just near the footbridge and the street and footbridge and underpass is a 
bike super highway at peak times. That doesn't bother me - it's good to see more and more riders 

but it means the structures around the train station including the underpass urgently need to be 
updated in the public interest. Perhaps the funding for the reserve could contribute to this? Get 
VicTrack to take accountability for community consultation as well instead of leaving the mess for 

you guys to sort out. 
15. Thank you for taking the time to get all the opinions and work through the challenges any 
change can pose. 

16. Thanks for the opportunity. 
17. Refer above. 
18. Note: I thought I made a submission previously on this webpage, but did not receive a 

confirmation email (as other residents have received), so I am submitting this response, in case 
something went wrong with the first submission - apologies if this is a duplication of my views. 
19. The plans seem to be inconsistent with recommendations of the Royal Park to Fitzroy 

Former Railway Line Working Party.  This plan has been the basis for other developments in the 
area.  Is there any justification for this deviation? 
20. p.s. In addition to my main submission (I forgot to mention) there is a rapidly increasing 

number of parents choosing to move their littlies around on cargo bikes such as Cabbie, Bulli tt, 
Christiania or the longtail kind like Yuba Mundo. You simply cannot get these through the 
underpass, it is physically impossible.  

21. In the Edinburgh Gardens there are some so-called shared pathways which in my 
experience do not work at all well. Safety is regularly compromised by cyclists speeding along, 
taking no account of children, dogs or pedestrians. They treat the path as theirs alone. It is simply 

not safe. 
22. Not at present (I am going to another meeting at Rushall Park Village next Tuesday and 
may know/think more after that.  Good Luck. 

23. No 
24. No 
25. N/A 

26. No. 
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11.2 2 & 15 Gough Street Cremorne - Application to Amend Registration in Heritage 
Register     

 

Trim Record Number: D16/104820 
Responsible Officer: Director Planning and Place Making  
  
 

Purpose 

1. To make submission to Heritage Victoria (HV) regarding the application to amend the 
registration in the Heritage Register for land at 2 & 15 Gough Street, Cremorne being the 
former Barrett Burnston Richmond Maltings site (Maltings). 

Background 

2. Council was notified that an application had been made to amend the registration in the 
Heritage Register for land at 2 & 15 Gough Street, Cremorne. 

3. On the 10 June 2016, the Executive Director, Heritage Victoria made a recommendation to 
the Heritage Council in respect of the application to amend the heritage listing for certain 
buildings at the Maltings site (see attachment 1). He recommended that the permit 
exemptions for B1, B2, (remnant sections of wall), B3 (1922 and later office building) and B4 
(Late 1930’s malt house) be retained, but the permit exemption for B9 (the silos on which the 
Nylex sign is placed) be removed.  

 

4. The recommendation, if adopted by the Heritage Council, would mean that any proposed 
demolition of the silo’s (building B9) would require a permit from Heritage Victoria. 

5. The larger site is subject to the number of applications - broadly the proposals are in three 
stages. 

6. Submissions on the recommendation of the Executive Director, Heritage Victoria are being 
accepted by the Heritage Council until 5.00pm on 8 August 2016.  Given that the stage 2 
heritage and planning permit applications propose the removal of the silo building (known as 
B9), it is suggested that Council lodge a written submission with the Heritage Council.   
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Submission 

7. Council relied on the evidence of Mr Bruce Trethowen (heritage consultant) at the Heritage 
Council hearing for the stage 1 Heritage Victoria application. 

8. In his written evidence Mr Trethowen describes the B9 silos building and the Nylex Sign as 
follows: 

‘The Maltings site demonstrates a collection of industrial buildings from key 
development dates; 1880, 1920, late 1930s, 1942 and 1952 and 1960 concrete silos.  
A crucial aspect of this is the 1960 concrete silos, for their visual dominance in the 
surrounding context that together with the Nylex Clock, are noted for their social and 
culturally iconic status.’ 

(underlines added for emphasis) 

9. Consistent with this approach, officers sought a view from Mr Trethowen specifically 
regarding the proposed amendment to the registration of the site.  His view remains the 
same as outlined in his letter of advice dated 11 July 2016 (see Attachment 2).  

10. Mr Trethowen advice states: 

The retention of B9 is vital for the long term retention in situ of the Nylex sign which 
surmounts Building B9. 

Building B9 is the most prominent of all the Richmond Maltings buildings and as such it 
contributes in the greatest way to the site’s landmark qualities.’ 

11. Based on the above advice, and consistent with submissions made by Council to both VCAT 
and the Heritage Council, it is recommended that Council write to the Heritage Council 
supporting the Executive Directors recommendation to amend the existing registration to 
remove the permit exemption for Building B9. 

12. This would, if adopted, require an application to be considered by the Heritage Council 
regarding any alterations, additions or any proposed demolition. 

External Consultation 

13. No community consultation has been undertaken.  Submitters to the Heritage Council are 
aware of the matter. 

Internal Consultation (One Yarra) 

14. No internal consultation has been undertaken; external heritage advice was sought 
consistent with the expert opinion relied upon at the Heritage Council hearing. 

Financial Implications 

15. Nil 

Economic Implications 

16. Nil 

Sustainability Implications 

17. Nil 

Social Implications 

18. The Maltings site has played a strong role in framing the southern gateway into the 
municipality. 

Human Rights Implications 

19. No known human rights implications. 

Communications with CALD Communities Implications 

20. No communications has occurred. 
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Council Plan, Strategy and Policy Implications 

21. Heritage policies of the Yarra Planning Scheme are applicable. 

Legal Implications 

22. In its submissions to both the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal and the Heritage 
Council Yarra City Council has maintained a position of concern with the demolition of the 
silos and the impact of the replacement building.  A submission consistent with this position 
is considered appropriate. 

Conclusion 

23. The site is identified as being a key strategic site in Council’s Planning Scheme and its 
heritage significance is recognised at both local and state level.   

24. It is suggested to strengthen the controls, specifically for Building 9, is consistent with the 
significance the silos and the Nylex sign play as the southern gateway entry to the 
municipality.  This would appropriately recognise the strong contribution the silos play in the 
industrial heritage of the site. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
1. That Council: 

(a) note the officer report in relation to the site known as 2 – 15 Gough Street Cremorne; 

(b) note the recommendation of the Executive Director, Heritage Victoria to the Heritage 
Council to delete certain exemptions to heritage approvals for the silo building known 
as B9; and 

(c) based on the Heritage advice provided, and being consistent with submissions made by 
Council to both VCAT and the Heritage Council, Council write to the Heritage Council 
supporting the Executive Directors recommendation to amend the existing registration 
to remove the permit exemption for Building B9. 

 

 
CONTACT OFFICER: Mary Osman 
TITLE: Manager Statutory Planning 
TEL: 9205 5300 

 
  
Attachments 

There are no attachments for this report.
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11.3 Protecting the Yarra River Discussion Paper Council Submission     

 

Trim Record Number: D16/99023 
Responsible Officer: Coordinator Strategic Planning  
  
 

Purpose 

1. For Council to consider the submission to the State Government’s Protecting the Yarra River 
(Birrarung) Discussion Paper (The Discussion Paper) (Attachments 1-6). 

Background 

2. The Discussion Paper was released on 1 July by the Yarra River Protection Ministerial 
Advisory Committee (Yarra MAC), which was appointed in December 2015 by the Minister 
for Planning and the then Minister for Environment, Climate Change and Water. The closing 
date for submissions is 5 August 2016.  
 

3. The Yarra MAC is to provide advice to the Government by the end of 2016 and they have 
been charged with examining three key aspects of the Yarra River: 

(a) Waterway health (stream, riverbanks and vegetation); 

(b) Community use, access and amenity of the river and its network of parklands and open 
spaces; and 

(c) The interface of the river with adjacent land uses and its catchment. 

4. The Discussion Paper also deals in part with the impacts of development along the Yarra 
River corridor. In a related Government initiative, work is continuing on proposals for stronger 
and more consistent Planning Scheme provisions between Punt Road, Cremorne and 
Warrandyte. This report and the Discussion Paper do not address that project directly.  
 

The Discussion Paper at a glance 

5. The Discussion Paper covers the entirety of the Yarra River, dividing it into four reaches: 

(a) The inner-city reach, which includes the City of Yarra; 

(b) The suburban reach; 

(c) The rural reach; and 

(d) The upper Yarra reach. 

6. Each reach has varying environmental, social, cultural and economic characteristics, as well 
as differing issues and opportunities to be addressed. 
 

7. The Discussion Paper also outlines the stewardship of the river over time, the current 
planning and governance arrangements as well as the case for change. 
 

8. The MAC has concluded that a new management model is required for the Yarra River and 
the Discussion Paper sets out five goals which are to provide direction for the governance 
reforms. The goals are: 

(a) a healthy river; 

(b) a liveable city;  

(c) a culturally diverse river-scape; 

(d) sustainable development; and 

(e) modern governance arrangements. 
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9. The Discussion Paper also outlines the need for a Yarra Strategic Plan which would: 

(a) outline the community vision for the full length of the river (from its source to the bay) 
and each of the four reaches; 

(b) identify issues and challenges for the corridor; 

(c) identify demand for services along the corridor now and in the future; 

(d) prioritise river values along the corridor; 

(e) enable community participation and stakeholder engagement at a scale commensurate 
with the river’s significance; 

(f) develop standards and statements of outcomes for the corridor and for each reach; and 

(g) establish broad strategic directions and detailed parameters for future planning and 
management that ensure the protection and enhancement of the Yarra River and its 
river-scape. 

10. Furthermore, new legislation is also proposed in the form of the “Yarra (Birrarung) Protection 
Act” which would establish the rights and obligations of all relevant parties.  
 

11. Throughout the Discussion Paper there are questions which can be used to guide 
submissions to the Yarra MAC. 

Key Issues and Opportunities 

12. Whilst in general the direction of the Discussion Paper is in line w ith Council’s commitments 
to the Yarra River, there are some issues and opportunities that need further attention and 
assessment.  
 

13. Officers opinions are outlined in brief below, and are explored in more detail in the attached 
draft submission (Attachment 7). 

 
Issues and Opportunities 

 
14. Protecting the amenity, biodiversity and heritage features of the Yarra River and its environs 

is vitally important, and there are a range of opportunities for improving many of these 
aspects. This includes access to high quality parkland, improved urban and landscape 
design, water quality and flows as well as mitigating and adapting to climate change. 
 
Vision and Strategic Plan 

 
15. The Strategic Plan and associated Vision for the Yarra River is an important element in 

protecting and enhancing the river and its environs. The vision must include reference to the 
varied role the Yarra River plays in Melbourne, as well as the need to protect and improve its 
ecological and environmental character. 

 
16. The Strategic Plan must provide guidance for local and metropolitan policies, strategies and 

actions relating to land use, open space, biodiversity, water quality, public use and 
infrastructure. It must also provide the basis for a coordinated approach and guide capital 
and operational funding. 

 
17. The Plan should also include provisions for monitoring and evaluation, and indicate lead 

agencies or collaborating parties as well as likely funding sources. Preparation and review of 
the Plan should be based on effective consultation and engagement with key stakeholders 
including the community. 
 
Legislation 

 
18. The legislation should enable and ensure the Strategic Plan is properly implemented, 

resourced, monitored and reviewed. It is important it provides a strong, durable and 
responsive basis for better planning, coordination and implementation.  
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Management and Coordination 

 
19. The management and coordination could be implemented through a number of different 

models, with the capacity and resources provided crucial to success, regardless of which 
management model is pursued. 
 

20. There are a number of criteria by which the proposed management arrangement should be 
tested against, which are explored in detail in the attached submission, but include: 

(a) provide for effective community and stakeholder engagement and collaboration; 

(b) provide for referred Planning Scheme permit applications to be properly assessed; and 

(c) provide the necessary capabilities within an effective entity to undertake strategic and 
statutory planning, hydrological and ecological assessments and project management 

21. This role could either be a new body, within an existing agency or a separate organisation. 

External Consultation 

22. Due to time constraints no formal external consultation was undertaken. However, any 
feedback that has been received through previously community consultations relating to the 
Yarra River was referred to in forming this response.  

 
23. Council officers have informally consulted with the Yarra River Keeper Association (YRKA) 

and considered the draft proposals from the YRKA and Environmental Justice Australia in 
response to the Discussion Paper. 

 
24. It is noted that feedback is being sought from the community in general via an online 

engagement hub, written submissions, community workshops and listening posts. 

Internal Consultation (One Yarra) 

25. In preparing the draft submission to the Discussion Paper feedback has been sought from a 
range of Council departments who may be impacted by the proposed changes. This includes 
Open Space, Environmental Management, Sustainable Asset Management, Strategic 
Planning, Urban Design and Governance.  

Financial Implications 

26. There are no known financial implications as a result of this report. 

Economic Implications 

27. There are no known economic implications as a result of this report. 

Sustainability Implications 

28. The outcomes of the Discussion Paper may result in improved outcomes for the river and 
riparian environment, including additional public open space along the corridor. If this occurs 
it would result in a positive sustainability impact for the City of Yarra and Melbourne more 
widely. 

Social Implications 

29. The outcomes of the Discussion Paper may result in a stronger understanding of the cultural 
and heritage significance of the river which would have positive social implications.  
 

30. It may also provide more opportunities for the community to access the river, enabling locals 
to come together and increase changes of social interaction. 

Human Rights Implications 

31. There are no known restrictions or infringements on the substantive rights outlined in the 
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. 
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Communications with CALD Communities Implications 

32. The Discussion Paper does include a goal relating to the ongoing involvement of the 
Traditional Owners in the management and stewardship of the river. 

 
33. No specific consultation was undertaken with CALD communities due to the short time 

frames provided to respond to the Discussion Paper. No specific implications are anticipated 
for the CALD Communities. 

Council Plan, Strategy and Policy Implications 

34. The outcomes of the Discussion Paper could have implications for the Council Plan and a 
range of Council Strategies and Policies, however many of the proposed changes support 
policy work Council has already undertaken or is currently undertaking.  

Legal Implications 

35. There are no direct legal implications of this report. The proposals for a new Strategic Plan 
and management entities for the Yarra River may lead to changes including Planning 
Scheme permit application referrals and new legislation dealing with the various agencies 
and Councils involved in service delivery and management along the River.  

Other Issues 

36. The draft submission in Attachment 7 deals with issues of particular relevance to the City of 

Yarra. It also addresses the broader catchment wider issues and structural management and 
service delivery options presented in the Discussion Paper. In particular it expresses some 
preferences for future management arrangements and catchment governance.  

Options 

37. The Discussion Paper (Attachments 1-6) sets out a range of institutional arrangement 

options in Table 10 at page 51. These include: 
 

Function Options 
Preferred Options – draft 

Council submission 

1. Develop a Yarra 
vision and a Yarra 
strategic plan 

1.1 A new coordinating committee 
1.2 An existing body 
1.3 A new body 
1.4 A new body established within an 
existing agency 

A new body within an 
existing agency 

2. Service delivery 

2.1 An existing service delivery agency 
2.2 A new service delivery agency 
2.3 The body that produced the Yarra 
vision and Yarra strategic plan 
2.4 A new coordinating body 

Existing service delivery 
agencies 

3. Independent 
audit 

3.1 An existing independent monitoring 
and audit agency 
3.2 A new independent monitoring and 
audit agency 
3.3 The body that produced the Yarra 
Vision and Yarra strategic plan 

Either a new or existing 
independent monitoring 
and audit agency 

 
38. The attached draft submission indicates a range of preferences in response. The preferred 

options are in the right hand column of the table above. 
 

39. These options relate to higher order governance and management arrangements. There are 
no ‘correct outcomes’ but ones more appropriate than others. Other options could and have 
been considered.  
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Conclusion 

40. The Discussion Paper deals with some very big issues. The draft Council submission aims to 
address the issues which are important in the inner city reach of the Yarra River. These 
include protecting and improving biodiversity, River health, sustainability, climate change, 
protecting amenity and public benefits from impacts caused by population growth and more 
intensive redevelopment.  

 
41. The draft submission calls for a nuanced approach. Priority should be given to River health 

but a River Strategic Plan also needs to accommodate the ‘public benefits’ of using parkland 
for recreation and experiencing nature.  

 
42. Any Strategic Plan for the Yarra River will need to address competing demands and diverse 

landscapes. River heritage includes aboriginal and former industrial components.  
 

43. The proposed Strategic Plan and management arrangements will need to work locally and 
across a large catchment. The focus will be the immediate River interface with urban 
development but also needs to deal with wider issues like runoff and pollution which relate to 
urban development and activity catchment-wide.  

 
44. The key to protecting and improving the Yarra River will be better coordination and planning. 

This must be supported by Government wide and agency cooperation, proper resources and 
funding for services, land acquisition and capital works.  

 
45. The Discussion Paper indicates a promising process to set up better arrangements and 

plans. Long term commitment and funding will be crucial.  
 

46. The MAC will submit their proposals to Government late 2016. Council needs to lodge 
submissions by 5 August 2016 to inform the Ministerial Advisory Committee. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
1. That Council: 

(a) notes the Minister for Planning has set up a Ministerial Advisory Committee to prepare 
a Discussion Paper regarding the Yarra River; 

(b) notes the officer report outlining the Discussion Paper and providing comment and 
recommendations for a submission to the Ministerial Advisory Committee; and 

(c) endorse the attached submission to the Yarra River Protection Ministerial Advisory 
Committee (Attachment 7). 

 

 
CONTACT OFFICER: Peter Mollison 
TITLE: Senior Strategic Planner 
TEL: 9205 5332 

 
  
Attachments 
1  Discussion Paper - MAC - July 2016 - part 1  
2  Discussion Paper - MAC - July 2016 - part 2  
3  Discussion Paper - MAC - July 2016 - part 3  
4  Discussion Paper - MAC - July 2016 - part 4  
5  Discussion Paper - MAC - July 2016 - part 5  
6  Discussion Paper - MAC - July 2016 - part 6  
7  Draft Council Submission 5 August 2016  
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11.4 Proposed General Local Law 

 

Executive Summary 

Purpose 

To adopt the Proposed General Local Law 2016, provided as Attachment 1 to this report.  

Key Issues 

Council officers identified a need to conduct an early review of Council’s Roads and Council Local 
Law No. 2 (Local Law 2) and the Environment Local Law No. 3. A review of Council’s Local Laws 
was undertaken in accordance with the Victorian State Governments Guidelines for Local Laws 
Manual (2010).  A number of practical issues and anomalies were identified which required 
resolution before the next scheduled review in 2022. 

 

The review proposed a range of changes, including modifications to improve the management of 
disturbing noise, significant trees and camping on Council land. Other areas of change included 
further clarity on animal numbers, including poultry and the management of commercial delivery 
and crane noise. Additionally, it was proposed to combine the 2 existing Local Laws 2 and 3 into 
one single General Local Law. 

 

The proposed General Local Law and a Community Impact Statement was presented to Council at 
its meeting on 19 April 2016, seeking endorsement and approval for Council officers to commence 
the consultation process. 

 

The consultation period occurred from Monday 9 May to Friday 10 June 2016 and included a 
Section. 223 submission process in accordance with the Local Government Act 1989.  

 

The submissions were presented to Council at its meeting on Tuesday 19 July 2016. 

 

Following the submission process, a final draft General Local Law has been prepared, with 
consideration to the submissions received and is presented to Council to consider adoption.  

Financial Implications 

The direct costs of reviewing Roads and Council Local Law No. 2 (Local Law 2) and the 
Environment Local Law No. 3 (Local Law 3) and the associated advertising, legal advice, printing 
and other minor costs were funded as part of a New Initiative bid via the 2015 / 2016 Council 

budget process. Other additional costs for communications and staff were absorbed within the 

Compliance & Parking Services budget.  

PROPOSAL 

That Council adopt the proposed General Local Law 2016, provided as Attachment 1 to this report 
to be effective from 1 September 2016. 
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11.4 Proposed General Local Law     

 

Trim Record Number: D16/85471 
Responsible Officer: Director Corporate, Business and Finance  
  
 

Purpose 

1. To adopt the Proposed General Local Law 2016, provided as Attachment 1 to this report to 
be effective from 1 September 2016.  

Background 

2. In early 2015, Council officers identified a need to conduct a mid-term review of Council’s 
Roads and Council Local Law No. 2 (Local Law 2) and the Environment Local Law No. 3 to 
address a number of practical issues and anomalies which required resolution ahead of the 
next scheduled review in 2022. Additionally, it is good practice to review Local Laws on a 
periodic basis. Council’s Roads and Council Local Law No. 2 (Local Law 2) and the 
Environment Local Law No. 3 was last reviewed in 2012. 

3. Council’s Roads and Council Local Law No. 2 (Local Law 2) and the Environment Local Law 
No. 3  was reviewed by staff over a period of 10 months and was presented to Council for 
consideration prior to commencing a public consultation process. The proposed general 
Local Law 2016 was subject to public consultation from Monday 9 May to Friday 1 June 
2016. Council received 9 submissions with the public submission period. The submissions 
were reviewed by Council’s Solicitors and the Manager Compliance and Parking Services. 
The recommendations following this consideration are incorporated within this report and the 
relevant changes have been made to the proposed General Local Law (Attachment 1). 

4. Council has met all its obligations in regards to the making of the General Local Law 2016 as 
per the Local Government Act 1989. It is proposed that Council now adopt the proposed 
General Local Law 2016 to be effective from 1 September 2016. 

Internal Consultation (One Yarra) 

5. In October and November 2015, focus group sessions with Compliance staff were conducted 
seeking feedback on areas of Local Law 2 and Local Law 3 to be reviewed. The following 
Compliance business units were consulted during these sessions: 

(a) Local Laws and Animal Management Unit; 

(b) Planning Enforcement Unit; 

(c) Health Protection Unit; and 

(d) Compliance Administration Unit. 

6. An internal online submission portal was created via Council’s intranet to gather feedback 
from the wider staff community. Staff were notified of the Local Law review and the internal 
submission period via Monday Musings. Individual business units then held team feedback 
sessions to compile suggestions which were subsequently fed back via the intranet portal. 
Submissions and feedback were received from the following Council business units: 

(a) Construction Management; 

(b) Building Services; 

(c) Engineering and Asset Management; 

(d) Traffic and Special Projects; 

(e) Open Space and Recreation;  

(f) Aged and Disability Services; 

(g) Governance; and 

(h) Parking Services. 
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7. Council Advisory Groups, their Councillor Representatives and other Council network groups 
were contacted in October and November 2015 to advise of the initial review process and 
any initial feedback was sought and incorporated in the development of the draft General 
Local Law. Following Council’s resolution on 19 April 2016, the proposed General Local Law 
2016 was placed on public consultation, and these same groups were contacted again 
seeking any additional submissions:  

(a) Aboriginal Advisory Group; 

(b) Active Ageing Advisory Group; 

(c) Arts Advisory Committee; 

(d) Bicycle Advisory Committee; 

(e) Business Advisory Group; 

(f) Disability Advisory Committee; 

(g) Heritage Advisory Committee; 

(h) Yarra Environment Advisory Committee; 

(i) Room to Create Panel; 

(j) Urban Agriculture Advisory Committee; 

(k) Visual Arts Panel; 

(l) Yarra Youth Advisory Committee; 

(m) Yarra Library Advisory Committee; 

(n) Yarra Settlement Forum; and  

(o) Neighbourhood House Coordinators Network. 

8. During the course of the consultation process, the Local Law Review project team met with 
Council Advisory Group staff representatives from the Disability Advisory Committee and 
Active Ageing Advisory Group. Additionally, the project team attended a Yarra Arts Advisory 
Committee and Yarra Environment Advisory Committee meeting and expressions of interest 
for further information was sought at the inaugural Yarra Multicultural Advisory Committee 
meeting. 

External Consultation 

9. A Communications and Engagement plan was developed to ensure broad and inclusive 
community input and feedback on the proposed General Local Law. 

10. The consultation period was conducted from Monday 9 May 2016 to Friday 10 June 2016. 
During this time, the community were able to obtain information, provide feedback and make 
submissions in a variety of ways.  
 

11. Community notification occurred via local paper advertorials and the distribution of flyers and 
posters at all of Council’s libraries and neighbourhood houses. Social media was used with 
regular tweets via Council’s twitter account and a dedicated consultation and engagement 
website was created with links from Council’s website. The consultation and engagement 
website was the landing page for all information relevant to the review and consultation 
period.  The community was able to review the proposed General Local Law and the 
Community Impact Statement, associated timelines, complete an online survey, and make a 
submission or register to attend a public information session. 
 

12. Three public information sessions were held during the consultation period at different 
venues across the municipality and was facilitated by Council’s Solicitors. Only 4 community 
members attended the public information sessions. 
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13. Hard copies of all information and submission forms were available at Council’s Town Halls 
and libraries. Council received 2 requests to view the hard copy documents and did not 
receive any requests for mailed or emailed copies.  

 
14. In addition to seeking submissions on the proposed General Local Law 2016 from Council’s 

Advisory Groups, feedback was requested from neighbouring Councils, key external 
stakeholders and government bodies such as Victoria Police, Metropolitan Fire Brigade, Vic 
Track, Liquor License Commission, Parks Vic and Australia Post. Only 1 submission was 
received from a neighbouring Council. 

Procedures and Protocol Manual 

15. Attached to the General Local Law will be a Procedures and Protocol Manual (Attachment 3), 
this document will be read in conjunction with the General Local Law in relation to relevant 
sections listed. The Procedures and Protocol Manual provides clear parameters for 
assessment of certain sections of the General Local Law in relation to the issuing of a permit, 
the maintenance and location of waste receptacles and exemptions for certain groups, items 
and individuals along with criteria for assessing crane noise. 

16. The Procedures and Protocol Manual once endorsed by Council sits in conjunction with the 
General Local Law. However if Council determines that the Procedures and Protocol Manual 
requires modification, the process is simpler and only requires a resolution by Council rather 
than the requirement to review the General Local Law and the statutory processes that it 
involves. 

Submissions 

17. The proposed General Local Law 2016 and the associated Procedures and Protocol Manual 
were subject to public consultation from 9 May to 10 June 2016. Council received 9 
submissions within the public submission period and a summary of these is provided as 
Attachment 2. 

 
18. Following the consultation period, all submissions and feedback was reviewed by Council’s 

solicitors and the project team consisting of the Manager Parking and Compliance and 2 
Council Officers. The issues raised in the submissions are summarised in the table 1 below 
with comments and required action in response to the submissions.  

 
19. Where appropriate, the public submissions were incorporated into the final draft. However, 

Council remains responsible within the parameters established by the Act, for determining 
the final form of the Local Law and the policy decisions that underpin it.   
 

20. The final General Local Law document will be presented to Council in August 2016 for 
adoption and subsequent gazettal.  Following gazettal, the current Local Law 2 and Local 
Law 3, including any amendments will cease to be operational and the new General Local 
Law will take effect. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Table 1: Summary of Issues raised from submissions on the proposed General Local Law 2016.  
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Issues raised Comments Actions 

 
Unsightly land – ‘not’ missing. 

Clause 41.2.7 does not require the 
removal of noxious weeds 
 

This is correct and the word ‘not’ should be 
included. 

Amend clause 
to include ‘not’. 

Local law should include weeds 
within the Council weed booklet 

 

Under the Catchment and Land Protections Act 
1994, species of plants can be declared as noxious 
weeds. Agriculture Victoria, a portfolio supported by 

the Department of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources (DEDJTR), maintains a 
consolidated list of declared noxious weeds. This 

list is considered sufficient. 
 

No action. 

Shopping trolleys – should include 
provision for residents to report 
trolleys 

 
There is nothing to stop a person from contacting a 

shopping trolley owner of a stray trolley.  In terms of 
inclusion in the local law, there is difficulty with the 
enforcement of the notification by an individual.  

Therefore, no amendment should follow.  
 

No action. 

Camping – clause 17 needs to 

include council land or a road 

 
The clause refers to ‘public place’.  Public place is 

defined as that which is set out in the Summary 
Offences Act 1966 which includes roads and 
council parks.  The definition does however, 

exclude land managed by Parks Victoria. 
 

No action. 

Busking – would read better if re-

worded. 

Advice received that the clause is appropriate as 

written.  
No action. 

Dogs – support  No action. 

Significant trees – too harsh to 
impose liability on the owner of the 

land 

 
This is a policy decision for Council. The Project 

team considers imposing liability on the owner of 
the land to be appropriate given the importance of 
significant trees.  

 

No action. 

Interference with waste (hard 
garbage) – will expose Council to 

political criticism 

 
The project team considers the inclusion of this 
clause to be in keeping with good practice and 

enforcement is subject to an officer’s discretion.  
 

No action. 

Garden beds in laneways – should 

be allowed 

 
The General Local Law allows Council to grant a 

permit. 
 

No action. 

Definitions within the clause -  This is an acceptable way of writing legislation. No action. 

Clauses which require the owner / 
occupier to comply with a notice – 

already specified in the 
administration section which 
requires compliance with a notice 

to comply 

This is an acceptable way of writing legislation. No action. 

Clause 10.5, 23.1 23 and 24 – 

blurring of offences 

 
Clause 10.5 regulates obstructions and hazards on 
roads and Council land – prohibits the obstruction 

No action 
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or restriction of the use of any road, footway or 
Council Land. 

 
Clause 23.1 regulates the filming for commercial 
purposes or other like activities. 

 
Clause 24 regulates the use of public space for 
building purposes.  

 
The clauses are not blurred but are regulating 
different activities. 

 

How does part 12 sit with Worksafe 

 
The implication is that the clause conflicts with the 
purpose of the Worksafe legislation.  This 

legislation imposes on persons the obligation to 
provide a safe workplace for the staff of the 
employer.   

 
Part 12 regulates safe work practices to ensure 
people using public spaces, animals and property 

are protected. 
 

No action. 

Simplify the table at clause 60 
 
The existing table is sufficient. 

 

No action 

Definition of ‘keep’ 

 
Presumably, the word ‘keep’ is something that is 
ambiguous.   

 

No action. 

Notices are already provided in the 

administration part 

 
The notice to comply provision enables an 
authorised officer to issue a notice to comply on a 

person who is contravening the local law to (i) 
cease contravening the local law (ii) remedy any 
contravention or failure to comply. 

 
The provisions which enable a notice to be issued 
are not contraventions of the local law but give the 

power to an authorised officer to rectify something 
in a particular way. 
 

The notice to comply provisions do not apply and 
therefore the notice clauses should remain. 
 

No action. 

Financial Implications 

21. The direct costs of reviewing the Local Law 2 and Local Law 3 and the associated 
advertising, legal advice, printing and other minor costs has been funded as part of a New 
Initiative bid via the 2015 / 2016 Council budget process.  However, other unforeseen costs 
for additional communications and staffing have been absorbed within the Compliance 
budget. 

22. Amendments to the prescribed penalty amounts for certain offences have been made to 
ensure Schedule 1 remains consistent with the Attorney-General’s requirements that: 

‘An infringement penalty should generally be approximately no more than 20 – 25% of 
the maximum penalty for the offence and be demonstrated to be lower than the 
average of any related fines previously imposed by the Courts .’  

 
23. While the prescribed penalties for some offences have increased, other penalty amounts 

have been reduced. The overall number of offences with prescribed penalties has increased.  
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Economic Implications 

24. The objective of the proposed General Local Law is to introduce a robust, transparent and 
consistent local law which will make it easier for businesses to comply with the requirements. 
There are minimal economic implications of the proposed changes to the existing Local Law 
2 and Local Law 3. These implications are set out in more detail as part of the Assessment of 
Major Changes to the proposed General Local Law which can be found in the attached 
Community Impact Statement (Attachment 4). 

Sustainability Implications 

25. There are no sustainability implications. 

Social Implications 

26. There are a range of minor social implications of the proposed General Local Law. These 
impacts were set out in detail and comprehensively assessed in the Community Impact 
Statement which formed part of the Council report at its meeting on 19 April 2016. A copy of 
the Community Impact Statement is attached for information (Attachment 4).  

Human Rights Implications 

27. The proposed General Local Law 2016 are compatible with the rights contained in the 

Charter and do not impede the human rights listed in the Charter of Human Rights and 

Responsibilities Act 2006. 

Communications with CALD Communities Implications 

28. There are a range of implications for all sectors of the Yarra community as a result of the 
proposed General Local Law 2016. Information regarding the public consultation period and 
the review of Council’s local laws was discussed as part of the inaugural Multicultural 
Advisory Committee.  

29. Provisions have been made for the translation of the proposed General Local Law to ensure 
the availability of information to CALD Communities, and the public advertisement that 
appeared in the Melbourne Leader contained a translated panel in Arabic, Cantonese, 
Greek, Italian, Mandarin, Spanish and Vietnamese 

Council Plan, Strategy and Policy Implications 

30. The proposed General Local Law provides an important function in establishing and 
maintaining community amenity and safety, economic and retail development, asset 
protection and management and environmental sustainability. As a result, this document 
positively impacts on the delivery of a large number of the strategies set out in Yarra’s 
Council Plan 2013 – 2017.  

31. The implementation of the proposed General Local Law seeks to assist in achieving the 
below strategic objectives from the Council Plan 2013 – 2017: 

(a) Strategic Objective 2: Supporting Yarra’s community: 

Strategy: “Deliver Council services that meet community priorities and needs” 

(b) Strategic Objective 3: Making Yarra more liveable: 

Strategy: “Manage competing demands for use of public and green open space” 

(c) Strategic Objective 5: Leading Local Government: 

Strategy: “Enhance internal systems and processes, and their integration, to improve 

community service delivery and governance support” 

Strategy: “Build community engagement to inform Council’s policy development and 

decision making” 
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Legal Implications 

32. Council has undertaken a public consultation process in accordance with section 119 and 
section 223 of the Local Government Act 1989. This provided the community with an 
opportunity to make submissions in relation to the proposed Local Law, and for those 
submissions to be heard and considered by a Committee of Council.  

33. All submissions received were reviewed and considered by Council’s solicitors. 
Recommendations were made regarding the incorporation of the feedback into the proposed 
General Local Law 2016. 

34. The community will be informed of the outcome of this process by way of a Public Notice and 
a notice in the Government Gazette, and copies of the proposed General Local Law 2016 will 
be made available at Council Town Halls and on Council’s website. 

Other Issues 

35. There are no other identified issues. 

Options 

36. The options are listed below: 

(a)  authorise and endorse the adoption of the proposed General Local Law 2016 and the 
Procedures and Protocol Manual; and 

(b)  to retain the existing Roads and Council Local Law No. 2 (Local Law 2) and the 
Environment Local Law No. 3. 

Conclusion 

37. Council commenced a review of the existing Roads and Council Local Law No. 2 (Local Law 
2) and the Environment Local Law No. 3, with a view to making a number of regulatory 
improvements that will improve the effectiveness and efficiency of its operation and to 
combine the two existing Local Laws into a single document. Following a comprehensive 
internal review and a public exhibition process a proposed General Local Law 2016 has now 
been prepared and is provided as Attachment 1 to this report, for Council’s consideration and 
endorsement. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

 
1. That: 

(a) Council note the submissions received in response to the proposed General Local Law 
2016; 

(b) Following the hearing of submitters and consideration of all submissions, endorse the 
recommendations of the Council officers; 

(c) Council thank all the submitters for their contribution and notifying them of the decision; 

(d) Council adopt the General Local Law 2016 shown as Attachment 1, and the 
Procedures and Protocol Manual shown as Attachment 3 to commence operation from 
1 September 2016; 

(e) Council authorise officers to amend any identified formatting or clerical errors prior to 
Gazetting the proposed General Local Law; 

(f) Council give notice in the Government Gazette and public notice specifying: 

(i) the title of the Local Law; 

(ii) the purpose and general purport of the General Local Law; and 

(iii) that a copy of the General Local Law may be inspected at the Council officers; 
and 

 (f) Council send a copy of the General Local Law to the Minister for Local Government. 
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CONTACT OFFICER: Stewart Martin 
TITLE: Manager Compliance & Parking Services 
TEL: 9205 5369 

 
  
Attachments 
1  Proposed General Local Law 2016  
2  Summary of Submissions to Yarra City Council General Local Law 2016  
3  Procedures & Protocol Manual - Yarra City Council General Local Law 2016  
4  Community Impact Statement - Yarra City Council General Local Law 2016  
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Procedure and Protocol Manual - Yarra City Council General Local Law 2016  

 

Part 6 - Council Assets 

25.  Asset Protection Permits 

25.1.7 Asset Protection Permit Bonds are determined by Council from time to 

time.  

Where, in the opinion of an Authorised officer, an existing driveway crossing, 

footpath, road, street tree, kerb or other part of Council’s asset may be 

damaged, the person responsible for the building work must pay to Council a 

bond. 

The bond amount will be determined during the assessment of the application 
and will be proportionate to the likely cost of repairing any damage. The bond 
must be paid to Council before the permit is issued.  
 
If after issuing a permit, with or without the requirement of a bond, further 
information is received and an Authorised Officer is of the opinion that 
damage or further damage may occur the person responsible must pay to 
Council a bond or further bond.  
 
The bond will be refunded after the final inspection of Council assets if there 
has not been any damage to Council’s assets as a result of the building 
works.  If damage to Council’s assets has occurred the bond will be retained 
by the Council to offset the cost of repairing any damage.  
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Part 14 - Tree Protection  

39.  Significant Trees 

39.2  In assessing an application for a permit in relation to significant tree an 

authorised Officer must take into consideration the Significant tree Policy 
adopted by Council;  

 
Reasons for Approving an Application for Removal of a Significant Tree 
 
 
1. The tree is damaged, diseased, dead or in decline and further remedial action is 

unlikely to be effective in saving the tree.  
 
 
2. The tree has a significant structural fault, identified by a qualified arborist that 

cannot be remedied by appropriate techniques.  
 
 

3. The tree is an immediate threat to the health or safety of any person, or poses a 
serious, documented health risk that cannot be rectified by pruning or other 
methods.  

 

 
4. The tree has caused, is causing, or is likely to cause, substantial damage to 

property (including that of public utilities) and the estimated cost of ongoing 
repairs outweighs the value of the tree, and there is no reasonable alternative to 
solve the problem.  

 

 
5. The works must be carried out in order to comply with any obligation imposed at 

law (e.g. an Act, Court order, etc.).  
 

 
6. The tree has been identified in a property development plan approved by the 

Council as requiring removal in order to implement that plan.  
 

 

7. Construction of one or more new buildings on a site where the applicant 
can  demonstrate to the Council’s satisfaction that:  

(a) the proposed works cannot be redesigned, or the use of particular building   
techniques are not feasible in order to protect the buildings; and  

(b) that appropriate arboriculture techniques as detailed in the submission of 
an Arborist report cannot be employed, in order to retain the tree.  
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Part 16 - Building Works and Asset Protection 

49.  Building works  

49.14.4 Crane operation and noise must be in accordance with the following: 

(a) Noise emitted from a Crane must not exceed 69db (A) Leq at 30 metres 

from the crane engine or as required at a corrected distance back to a 
reference distance of 30m. 

 

Part 17 - Waste and Commercial Activities 

51.  Household Waste Collection and Storage 

51.10 An approved waste receptacle on private land must: 

 

(a) be placed so that it does not detrimentally affect the surrounding area 
by its presence, appearance or odour; and 

 

(b) not be placed so that it creates an obstruction or other safety related 
issue. 

 
54.  Storage of Trade Waste 

54.1 All trade waste hoppers must: 

 
(a) be kept in a clean and sanitary condition at all times; 

 
(b) be kept free of graffiti; 

 
(c)  be maintained in a condition fit for its purpose; 

 
(d) be replaced if damaged; 

 

(e) be kept in a manner to ensure easy movement and not to damage 

Council  assets; and 

 
(f) clearly identify the owner of the Hopper. 
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Part 21 – Administration and Enforcement 

74.  Exemptions 

74.2 Council exempt the following persons or groups of persons from obtaining a 

permit under the General Local Law: 

(a) Camping: 

The following people are exempt from obtaining a permit under this section: 

(i) any person deemed vulnerable, homeless, or suffering a mental 

illness; and 

(ii) any person or group at the discretion of an authorised officer.   

(b) Asset Protection Permit: 

Council Authorised officers have discretion in applying the provision to 
obtain asset protection permits based on the identified scope of works.  

Building works less than $10,000 requires a permit but no application 
fee applies. 

Considerations for discretion may include but will not be limited to: 

 

(i) Essential safety measures - fire service upgrade, fire hose reels 

& smoke alarms;   

 

(ii) DHHS - public housing covered by Department of Health & 

Human Services;  

 

(iii) Internal fit outs within established hospitals, shopping centres & 

universities; 

 

(iv) Unit fit outs within multi storey buildings; 

 

(v) Pool safety barriers; 

 

(vi) Internal stairways, awning, balustrades; 

 

(vii) Fitouts within established business parks with no impact to 

Council asset; and 

 

(viii) Access – where all associated vehicles and equipment is located 

on private property using an existing vehicle crossing and no 

occupation of Council land. This does not apply to building 

structures that are built on boundary or in close proximity to 

Council Assets. 

 
(c) Deliveries to Commercial Premises 

A person: 
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(i) who delivers goods such as bread, milk, papers or similar 
goods to a commercial premises; and  
 

(ii) the goods are required by the proprietor of the commercial 
premises as part of preparation prior to the opening of the 
premises. 
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11.5 City of Yarra Procurement Policy – Annual Review     

 

Trim Record Number: D16/105789 
Responsible Officer: Director Corporate, Business and Finance  
  
 

Purpose 

1. To present for Council’s endorsement an amended Procurement Policy in accordance with 
Section 186A (7) of the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act) which requires that the Policy 
is reviewed annually and is available for public inspection via Council’s offices and website. 

Background 

2. The July 2016 review has two important updates to the Policy which are: 

(a) Green Procurement; and 

(b) Instrument of Delegation. 

Green Procurement 

3. In 2015 Council established a cross-council working group – the Green CORE Group 
sponsored by the Director, Corporate, Business and Finance and with representatives from 
Procurement, Engineering Services, City Works, Innovation and Sustainability Unit. 

4. The rationale behind the establishment of this working group was that a substantial number 
of staff make purchases on a daily basis during the course of their work and, if provided with 
information and training, they can contribute to sustainable purchasing as outlined in the 
Objectives (section 3) of Council’s Procurement Policy. 

5. The Green CORE Group was asked to review Council’s policies and processes and develop 
resources to assist staff in their Procurement activities. 

6. Council’s CEO introduced staff to Green Procurement via Monday Musings on 11 July 2016 
and launched the new online learning portal “Green Procurement Essentials”.  This new 
online training module is complimented with the development of Green Procurement 
tools/checklist/calculator to assist staff maximise environmental and social benefits of every 
day purchasing.  

7. The revised information on Green Procurement are at: 

(a) Section 13.1 -  Value for Money; 

(b) Section 15 -  Sustainability; and 

(c) Section 15.6 - Social Procurement. 

Instrument of Delegation 

8. Council’s Senior Governance Advisor undertook a review of Council’s June 2014 Instrument 
of Delegation and is of the view that a separate instrument is not required and, in fact, can be 
confusing.  

9. Council’s CEO is responsible for setting delegation levels and has confirmed that the 
Instrument of Delegation should be listed in Council’s Procurement Policy. 

10. The July 2016 update of the Instrument of Delegation has been inserted at section 5.1 of the 
revised Procurement Policy.   It more clearly sets out the delegation limits for all staff, 
including the “Schedule of Additional Authorisations Approved by the Chief Executive Officer” 
which previously only appeared in the 2014 Instrument. Section 5.1 now has delegation limits 
for all staff in one place.   

External Consultation 

11. There was no requirement to consult externally. 
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Internal Consultation (One Yarra) 

12. There was consultation with relevant staff and specially the establishment of the Green 
CORE Group to review and update the sections around Sustainability and information 
provided by Council’s Senior Governance Advisor on revisions to Council’s Instrument of 
Delegation.  

Financial Implications 

13. Adoption of the proposed changes to Council’s Procurement Policy may provide savings 
across a range of Council’s Procurement activities. 

Economic Implications 

14. There are no economic implications. 

Sustainability Implications 

15. The implications are that Council has further strengthened its commitment to procuring 
goods/services/works in alignment with its values of environmental, social, economic and 
cultural sustainability. This section will be enhanced further after Council has considered the 
draft ‘Ethical Investment and Procurement Commitment’. 

Social Implications 

16. The implications are that Council has further enhanced its commitment to engage all of its 
suppliers in social procurement practices where appropriate and seek their cooperation to 
explore possibilities for sub-contracting to social benefit suppliers.  This section will be 
enhanced further after Council has considered the draft ‘Ethical Investment and Procurement 
Commitment’. 

Human Rights Implications 

17. There are no Human Rights implications. 

Communications with CALD Communities Implications 

18. There are no CALD Communities implications. 

Council Plan, Strategy and Policy Implications 

19. The implications are consistent with Council’s Plan and strategic direction 2013 – 2017 which 
states under Recognition of Service Delivery: “A program of continuous improvement will be 
needed to ensure that services evolve and innovate to suit Yarra’s changing community. 
Organisational development, systems integration and process improvement will be important 
in building on Council’s service standards.” 

Legal Implications 

20. There are no legal implications. 

Other Issues 

21. There are no further issues. 

Options 

22. There are no options. 

Conclusion 

23. Council has met its obligations under the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act) and 
completed its annual review of Council’s Procurement Policy. 

24. Yarra City Council consistently strives to be a leader in sustainability in local government. 
The review of the Procurement Policy section on Sustainability, and the introduction of the 
Green Procurement on line training together with tools and resources to support staff will 
further enhance Yarra’s reputation and credibility as a leader in sustainability.  Also, 
importantly, it will help us to influence potential suppliers for Council’s goods/service/works. 
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25. Listing the updated table of delegation limits for all staff, including those additional 
authorisations which previously only appeared in the 2014 instrument, in one place is a 
significant advantage.  This limits any possible confusion and potential for error. 

26. The annual review of the Procurement Policy has also ensured that, where necessary, some 
minor changes to wording has occurred.  

27. A more detailed review of the Procurement Policy will occur in 2017 to take on board any 
recommendations from Council’s new 4-year Council Plan. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

 
1. That Council: 

(a) note the annual review of the Procurement Policy in accordance with Section 186A(7) 
of the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act);  

(b) endorse the revisions and minor word changes to the Procurement Policy as noted in 
sections 22 to 24 in the Paper and in the attached Procurement Policy; and 

(c) note that a more detailed review of the Procurement Policy will occur in 2017. 

 
 

 
CONTACT OFFICER: Kathy Duffy 
TITLE: Unit Manager, Risk, Audit and Procurement 
TEL: 9205 5112 

 
  
Attachments 

1  Procurement Policy compare 15-16  
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PROCUREMENT POLICY 
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Version Date Author Amendments 

0.1 14 July 2015 G.Wilsdon Original 

Revision 
Date 

1 June 2016   

0.2 June 2016 G.Wilsdon Sustainability 
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1. OVERVIEW 

This policy represents the governance,  principles, process and procedures to be applied 

to the purchase of all goods, services and works by Council.  The Policy will apply to all 

Councillors and council staff undertaking procurement activities on Council’s behalf.  The 

aforementioned persons will be responsible and accountable for compliance to all 

relevant Federal and State Government legislation, regulations and guidelines, this 

Procurement Policy and any associated Procurement Manual or Guidelines. 

This policy is prepared in accordance with Section 186A of the Local Government Act 

1989 (the Act) which also requires that a review of the Policy is conducted annually and 

is available for public inspection.  Council will provide public access to the Policy via; 

 Council’s offices located at the Richmond and Collingwood Towns; and 

 On Council’s website. 

 
 

2. LEGISLATIVE COMPLIANCE 

The key legislative requirements include: 

 Section 186 of the Act [Power to enter into Contracts]; 

 Section 186A of the Act [Procurement Policy]; 

 Section 3C of the Act [Objectives of a Council]; 

 Sections 208C of the Act; 

 Sections 77A, 77B, 78, 78A to 78E, 79, 79B to 79D, 80, 80A to 80C and 95 of the 

Act [Conflict of Interest]; 

 Section 98 of the Act [Delegations]; 

 Section 140 of the Act [Accounts and Records];  

 The relevant provisions of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010; 

Council is required to comply with the provisions of the above Acts in all procurement 

matters. 

 

3. OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this policy are to: 

 establish a procurement frameworks for the Yarra City Council to achieve value 

for money and continuous improvement in the provision of works and services for 

the community; 
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 achieve a level of high standards in probity, transparency, accountability and risk 

management in all procurement activities; 

 achieve compliance with relevant legislative requirements; 

 give preference to the procurement of environmentally sustainable goods, 

services or works; 

 encourage and promote the use of local business; 

 Identify social procurement opportunities with local social enterprises and other 

relevant parties; 

 ensure that council resources are used efficiently and effectively to improve the 

overall quality of life of people in the local community; 

 achieve Best Practice in accordance with the Victorian Local Government Best 

Practice Procurement Guidelines; and 

 Identify opportunities to facilitate or participate in collaborative procurement 

alternatives. 

 

4. POLICY PROVISIONS 

4.1 Procurement principles 

Council will apply the following fundamental best practice principles to each 
procurement activity irrespective of the value or complexity of that procurement: 

 value for money; 

 best value principles; 

 open and fair competition; 

 confidentiality; 

 accountability; 

 risk management; 

 sustainability; 

 probity and transparency. 

Consideration will be given to the impact and cost of an acquisition over its whole life-
cycle (see Section 15).  
 
Council is committed to reducing its environmental impacts and preferential 
purchasing of products and services that have been produced to ethical standards 
which have minimal negative impacts on the environment and human health. (See 
Section 15.).  
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These procurement principles align with Yarra City Council’s organisational values, 
including the values of Integrity, Accountability and Sustainability. 
 

4.2 Organisational procurement structure 

Yarra City Council will operate a centre-led procurement structure wherein all 
strategy, policy, processes, technology, best practice, document control, processes 
and networking in procurement matters will be the responsibility of the Strategic 
Procurement Branch. 
 
The structure, duties and responsibilities of the Strategic Procurement Branch is 
detailed in the Procurement Manual. 
 
Council shall: 

 establish a procurement management structure and appropriate delegations 

ensuring accountability, transparency and auditability of all procurement 
decisions made over the lifecycle of all goods, services and works purchased by 
the Council;  

 ensure that the Council’s procurement structure: 

 is flexible enough to purchase in a timely manner, the diverse range of 

material, goods, works and services required by Council;  

 ensures that prospective contractors and suppliers are afforded an 

equal opportunity to tender/quote;  

 encourages competition between tenderers; and  

 ensures all policies that relate to purchasing practices are 

communicated and implemented.  

4.3 Procurement officers 

Council will ensure that all Procurement Officers will have sufficient relevant 

qualifications and provide and encourage relevant training and networking 

opportunities to ensure that the delivery of procurement activities within the 

organisation are conducted in accordance with best practice principles. 

 
 

5. DELEGATIONS  

5.1 Authorisations 
 

Council is responsible for authorising an Instrument of Delegation to the Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO). 
 
The CEO delegates authorisations to staff on procurement matters. These 
authorisations are facilitated by Council’s Governance Branch and are reviewed 
annually. 
 
Whilst this Policy must be adhered to by all employees engaged in procurement 
activities for Council, only delegated officers are authorised to approve expenditure 
relating to contracts, quotations or purchasing cards. 
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These delegations give relevant officers the power to: 

1. procure goods, services or works; 

2. expend amounts for the procurement of goods, services or works (this 
includes expenditure relating to any contract variations in accordance with 
Council's Variations Policy); 

3. approve quotations or tenders or enter into contracts; 

arising out of or connected with any duty imposed, or function or power conferred on 
Council by or under any Act and as provided for in Council’s adopted Budget. 
 
The following tables identify the authorisations and conditions to undertake 
procurement activity on Council’s behalf. All values are inclusive of GST. 

 

 

Schedule of General Authorisations Approved by the Council 

Officer 
Amount 
(GST incl) 

Conditions and Limitations 

Council No limit Subject to compliance with the Local 
Government Act 1989. 

Chief Executive Officer Up to $750,000  Subject to all conditions set out in the 
Instrument of Delegation from Council 
to the CEO. 

 

Schedule of General Authorisations Approved by the Chief Executive Officer 

Officer 
Amount 
(GST incl) 

Conditions and Limitations 

Directors Up to $200,000  

Group Managers Up to $100,000  

Assistant Director Up to $50,000 May not approve tenders 

Managers Up to $50,000 May not approve tenders 

Assistant Managers Up to $25,000 May not approve tenders 

Coordinators/Team 
Leaders 

Up to $10,000 May not approve tenders 

Personal Assistants Up to $1,000 May not approve tenders 

Staff with authorisation to 
use a Purchasing Card 

Up to $5,000 per 
month 

May be varied on an individual basis in 
accordance with the Purchasing Card 
Program Policy and Procedures. 

 

The Chief Executive Officer may approve additional delegation to individual officers 

where operational circumstances require this authority. 
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Schedule of Additional Authorisations Approved by the Chief Executive Officer 

Officer 
Amount 

(GST incl) 
Conditions and Limitations 

Chief Executive Officer Up to 
$5,000,000 

Payments in respect of emergency contracts 
approved by Council pursuant to s186 (5) (a) 
of the Local Government Act 1989. 

Director City Works and 
Assets 

Up to 
$600,000 

Payments in respect of contracts or 
agreements previously awarded by Council or 
the CEO. 

Director Corporate, 
Business and Finance 

Up to 
$400,000 

Payments in respect of contracts or 
agreements previously awarded by Council or 
the CEO. 

Up to 
$5,000,000 

Investment/transfer of Council funds in/to 
approved financial institutions. 

Up to 
$5,000,000 

Payments in respect of emergency contracts 
approved by Council pursuant to s186 (5) (a) 
of the Local Government Act 1989. 

Up to 
$5,000,000 

Contracts and/or agreements entered into via 
authorised Agencies, State Government 
Contracts or purchasing processes. 

Director Planning and 
Place Making 

Up to 
$400,000 

Payments in respect of contracts or 
agreements previously awarded by Council or 
the CEO. 

Director Community 
Wellbeing 

Up to 
$400,000 

Payments in respect of contracts or 
agreements previously awarded by Council or 
the CEO. 

Group Manager Chief 
Executive’s Office 

Up to 
$200,000 

Payments for Legal Services. 

Manager Finance Up to 
$3,000,000 

Payroll and superannuation EFT payments 
processed via Council’s electronic banking 
system. 

Up to 
$3,000,000 

Accounts Payable EFT transaction batches 
processed via Council’s electronic banking 
system. 

Up to 
$2,500,000 

Quarterly Fire Services Levy payable to State 
Government. 

Up to 
$1,000,000 

Insurance premiums, including Public Liability, 
Professional Indemnity and WorkSafe. 

Manager City Works Up to 
$75,000 

Payments in respect of contracts or 
agreements previously awarded by Council, 
the CEO or officers acting under delegation. 

Manager Engineering 
and Asset Management 

Up to 
$100,000 

Payments in respect of contracts or 
agreements previously awarded by Council, 
the CEO or officers acting under delegation. 
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Officer 
Amount 

(GST incl) 
Conditions and Limitations 

Coordinators Up to 
$20,000 

Payments in respect of contracts or 
agreements previously awarded by Council, 
the CEO or officers acting under delegation. 

Out of School Hours 
Supervisors 

Up to $750 Minor payments associated with conducting 
the Out of School Hours program. 

 

5.2 Variations 

The terms of a Contract will usually entitle Council to direct a Variation.  Variations 
can involve Council directing the Contractor to make a change to the supply of 
goods, the provision of services or the execution of works which are the subject 
matter of the relevant Contract.   
 
Variations can also result from a provision in the Contract which deems a certain 
event or circumstance to be treated as a 'Variation' even if Council has not issued a 
direction to the Contractor to change the subject matter of the Contract.  Examples in 
this context include a change arising from the introduction of a new law or 
ambiguities or inconsistencies within contract documents.   
 
Variations can result in either an increase or in a decrease to the amount which 
Council is liable to pay to the Contractor under the Contract.  
 
The Variation Policy provides guidance to Delegated Officers for the purposes of: 

 
 identifying a Variation; and 

 
 authorising or obtaining authorisation for expenditure relating to Variations.  

  

6. PROCUREMENT PLANNING 

The term ‘strategic procurement’ is applied to several different concepts including: 

 a coordinated approach by an organisation in influencing supply markets to 

support Council business objectives; 
 the purchase of high value, high risk, important and complex goods, services or 

works, often a multi-faceted project; 
 long term plans for ensuring timely supply of goods, services or works that are 

critical to an organisation’s ability to meet its core business objectives; and  
 the process used to take a project from its early planning phase through to 

contract completion. 

 
The essence of strategic procurement is that it should be aligned and contributes to 

Council’s overall long term strategy. It should be consistent with the Council Plan and 

include projections of revenue and expenditure in the Standard Statement of Financial 

Performance. 
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Strategic procurement places an emphasis on: 

 detailed analysis of council’s spending pattern; 

 ensuring procurement efforts correspond with risk and expected return; 

 optimising the procurement process to reflect market conditions;  

 including continuous improvement and value for money in contractual 

arrangements with suppliers; and 
 developing a strategic procurement program for long term evolution of the 

procurement functions. 

 
7. PROCUREMENT MANUAL 

A Procurement Manual (the Manual) has been developed and details the implementation 

of all relevant legislative requirements. Council will maintain and periodically review its 

Procurement Manual to ensure that best practice principles are updated and 

disseminated to its staff.  The primary objective of the Manual is to provide guidance to 

staff on all operational aspects of procurement. Staff will have access to the Manual via 

Council’s Intranet website.   

The Manual will conform to the Local Government Best Practice Guidelines and will be 

reviewed on an annual basis. 

8. PROBITY REQUIREMENTS 

8.1 Requirement 

Council’s procurement activities shall be performed with integrity and in a manner 

able to withstand the closest possible scrutiny by authorised external entities or 

members of the community. 

8.2 Conduct of Councillors and Council Staff 

Councillors and council staff shall at all times conduct themselves in a manner that is, 

and is seen to be ethical, of the highest integrity and will: 

 treat potential and existing suppliers with equality and fairness;  

 not seek or receive personal gain;  

 maintain confidentiality of Commercial in Confidence information such as 

contract prices and other sensitive information;  

 present the highest standards of professionalism and probity;  

 provide all suppliers and tenderers with the same information and equal 

opportunity; and 

 be able to account for all decisions and provide feedback on them. 

Council staff with responsibilities for managing or supervising contracts are 

prohibited from performing any works under the contract they are supervising. 
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MEMBERS OF PROFESSIONAL BODIES 

Councillors and council staff belonging to professional organisations shall, in addition 

to the obligations detailed in this policy, ensure that they adhere to any code of ethics 

or professional standards required by that body. 

COUNCILLORS 

A Councillor must: 

 comply with the Primary Principle of Councillor Conduct and avoid conflicts 

between his or her public duties as a councillor and his or her personal interests 

and obligations [Section 76BA of the Act]. Councillors and members of audit 

committees must disclose a conflict of interest in accordance with Section 79 of 

the Act; 

 comply with the Councillor Code of Conduct; and 

 not improperly direct or improperly influence a member of council staff in the 

exercise of any power in the performance of any duty or function. 

8.3 Tender Processes 

All tender processes shall be conducted in accordance with the requirements of this 

policy and any associated procedures, relevant legislation, relevant Australian 

Standards and the Act. 

8.4 Conflict of Interest 

Councillors and Council staff shall at all times avoid situations in which private 

interests conflict, or might reasonably be thought to conflict, or have the potential to 

conflict, with their council duties. 

Councillors and Council staff shall not participate in any action or matter associated 

with the arrangement of a contract (i.e., evaluation, negotiation, recommendation, or 

approval), where that person or any member of their immediate family has an 

interest, or holds a position of influence or power in a business undertaking tendering 

for the work. 

The onus is on Councillors and the members of Council staff to promptly declare any 

actual, potential or perceived conflict of interest to the Council. 

8.5 Fair and Honest Dealing 

All prospective contractors and suppliers must be afforded an equal opportunity to 

tender or quote for goods, services or works. 

Impartiality must be maintained throughout the procurement process so it can 

withstand public and statutory authorities scrutiny. 

The commercial interests of existing and potential suppliers must be protected. 

Confidentiality of information provided by existing and prospective suppliers must be 

maintained at all times, particularly commercially sensitive material such as, but not 

limited to prices, discounts, rebates, profit, manufacturing and product information. 
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8.6 Accountability and Transparency  

Accountability in procurement means being able to explain and provide evidence on 

the process followed.  The test of accountability is that an independent third party 

must be able to see clearly that a process has been followed and that the process is 

fair and reasonable.   

Therefore, the processes by which all procurement activities are conducted will be in 
accordance with the Council’s procurement policies and procedures as set out in this 
policy and related relevant Council policies and procedures. 
 
Additionally, all Council staff must be accountable for all procurement decisions 

made over the lifecycle of all goods, services and works purchased by the Council 

and record and document all performance and other relevant matters to ensure a 

transparent audit trail for monitoring and reporting purposes. 

8.7 Gifts and Hospitality 

No Councillor or member of Council staff shall, either directly or indirectly solicit or 

accept gifts or presents from any member of the public involved with any matter that 

is connected with the duties of the officer, or in which the Council is interested. 

Councillors and Council staff are to apply the Councillors and Staff Code of Conduct 

respectively in dealing with offers of hospitality from contractors or their 

representatives, or from organisations, firms or individuals with whom they have 

official dealings. Councillors and Council staff should also avoid the ambiguous 

situation created by visiting the premises of a contractor, organisation, firm or 

individual uninvited and/or not on official business. 

Offers of bribes, commissions or other irregular approaches from organisations or 

individuals (no matter how minute the evidence available), must be promptly brought 

to the attention of the CEO. 

8.8 Disclosure of Information 

Commercial in-confidence information received by the Council must not be disclosed 

and is to be stored in a secure location. 

Councillors and Council staff are to protect, by refusing to release or discuss the 

following: 

 information disclosed by organisations in tenders, quotation or during tender 

negotiations; 

 all information that is Commercial in Confidence information; and 

 pre-contract information including but not limited to information provided in 

quotes and tenders or subsequently provided in pre-contract negotiations. 

Councillors and Council staff are to avoid references to current or proposed contracts 

in discussion with acquaintances or outside interests. 

Discussion with potential suppliers during tender evaluations should not go beyond 

the extent necessary to resolve doubt on what is being offered by that supplier. 
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At no stage should any discussion be entered into which could have potential 

contractual implications prior to the contract approval process being finalised other 

than authorized pre-contract negotiations. 

8.9 Probity Plan Audits 

A Probity Plan must be prepared and a probity auditor is to be appointed to any 

tender evaluation panel where the value of the required goods, services or works is 

assessed to exceed a total value of $10 million. 

 

9 RISK MANAGEMENT 

9.1 General 

Risk Management is to be appropriately applied at all stages of procurement 

activities which will be properly planned and carried out in a manner that will protect 

and enhance the Council’s capability to prevent, withstand and recover from 

interruption to the supply of goods, services and works. 

Council will manage all aspects of its procurement processes in such a way that all 

risks, including Occupational Health and Safety, are identified, analysed, evaluated, 

treated, monitored and communicated to the standard required by the law, in 

accordance with Australian Standards and Council Policy. 

9.2 Supply by Contract 

The provision of goods, services and works by contract potentially exposes the 

Council to risk.  

The Council will minimise its risk exposure by measures such as:  

 standardising contracts to include current, relevant clauses;  

 requiring security deposits where appropriate;  

 referring specifications to relevant experts;  

 requiring contractual agreement before allowing the commencement of  work;  

 use of or reference to relevant Australian Standards (or equivalent); and  

 effectively managing the contract including monitoring and enforcing 

performance.  

9.3 Responsible Financial Management 

The principle of responsible financial management shall be applied to all procurement 

activities. 

Accordingly, to give effect to this principle, the availability of existing funds within an 

approved budget, or source of funds, shall be established prior to the 

commencement of any procurement action for the supply of goods, services or 

works. 
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Council staff must not authorise the expenditure of funds in excess of their financial 

delegations. 

Council funds must be used efficiently and effectively to procure goods, services and 

works and every attempt must be made to contain the costs of the procurement 

process without compromising any of the procurement t principles set out in this 

Policy. 

9.4 Dispute Resolution 

All Council Contract Managers must be cognisant of Council’s dispute resolution 

process in order to minimise the change of disputes escalating to possible legal 

action.  In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved amicably, the Council officer is 

required to contact the Procurement Branch for assistance. 

9.5 Contract Management 

The purpose of contract management is to ensure that both parties to an agreement, 

meet their individual obligations as specified in the contract. 

Council contract managers are responsible for the delivery of all specified contractual 

outcomes that comply with qualitative and quantitative requirements as per the 

contract by: 

 establishing a monitoring system to ensure the responsibilities and obligations 

of both parties under the contract are met; 

 providing a means for the early recognition of issues and performance 

problems and the identification of solutions; 

 Develop and maintain a sound business relationship with relevant suppliers 

for the duration of any contractual agreement; 

 Innovative methodologies to realise potential cost savings through the 

encouragement and promotion of continuous improvement in service delivery; 

and 

 adhering to Council’s Risk Management Framework and including 

Occupational Health and Safety Contractor compliance procedures. 

9.6 Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems (OHSMS) 

It will be mandatory for all relevant contractors engaged by Council to provide 

services or works, to have a documented OHSMS that conform to the requirements 

of the OHS Act 2004 and that the system is implemented during the conduct of those 

services or works. 

Contract Managers will be required to ensure that an OHSMS is sighted and 

assessed for conformance prior to the commencement of any relevant services or 

works.   
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9.7 Endorsement of products or services 

Council staff must not endorse any external products or services. Individual requests 

received for endorsement must be referred to Director level or above. 

9.8 Fraud and Complaints 

Council takes allegations of fraudulent activity and complaints about procurement 

seriously and is committed to handling such disclosures sensitively and confidentially.  

Members of the public, suppliers and Council employees are encouraged to report 

fraud allegations or complaints about procurement processes and/or staff taking part 

in procurement activity to Councils Manager Strategic Procurement. 

 

10 INTERNAL CONTROL 

The Council will establish and maintain a framework of internal controls over 

procurement processes that will ensure: 

 more than one person is involved in and responsible for a transaction end-to-end;  

 transparency in the procurement process;  

 a clearly documented audit trail exists for procurement activities; 

 appropriate authorisations are obtained and documented; and 

 systems are in place for appropriate monitoring and performance measurement. 

 

 

11 PROCUREMENT METHODS 

The acquisition of goods, services or works may be achieved through different methods.  

These methods are determined by several factors such as overall estimated cost, 

procurement strategy, the competitive landscape, the term of the contract or period of 

construction, the scope of the contract and the amount of risk involved in the delivery of 

the service or works. 

Project values are inclusive of GST, provisional sums and all amounts payable under 

any optional extension periods. The scope of projects must not be split into smaller 

portions to avoid proper process unless there is significant savings to be realised or 

there are specialised components required that are not generally a core activity for 

suppliers/contractors and require separate consideration. 

Council procurement methods encompass the following: 

 Purchasing Card; 

 Quotations – A purchase order following a quotation process from suppliers for goods, 

services or works that represent value for money under specified quotation thresholds; 

 Tenders – A contract following a public tender process; 

 External Agents – A contract established by a third party agent where council is eligible 

to participate; 
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 State Purchase Contract or a Whole of Victorian Government Contract; and 

 A contract entered into under an arrangement approved by the Minister for Local 

Government. 

An Expression of Interest (EOI) may be sought in accordance with Section 186[1] of the 

Act where: 

 There is the potential of receiving many tenders, tendering would be costly or the 

procurement is complex and council does not wish to impose the costs of preparing full 

tenders on all tenderers; 

 Uncertainty of the degree of interest of suppliers to offer the proposed goods or services 

or undertake the works. 

The Procurement Manual addresses the requirements for each of these Procurement 

methods. 

12 PROCUREMENT THRESHOLDS AND COMPETITION 

12.1 Tenders 

The thresholds prescribed by the Local Government Act for the purchase of all goods 

and services with an estimated expenditure of $150,000 or greater, and building and 

construction works with an estimated expenditure of $200,000 or greater for the whole 

term of the Contract must be undertaken by a public tender process. These thresholds 

will apply to all tendering processes conducted by Council unless one of the nominated 

exemptions applies (e.g. Legal Services). 

These thresholds will be amended in accordance with any future promulgations that 

may be inititated by the Victorian State Government. 

A public tender process may be used for values less than $150,000 for goods or 

services and less than $200,000 for works if deemed of benefit to Council and produce 

a better outcome in the context of this Policy. 

All tender processes must be initiated by an advertisement in a newspaper that has a 

state-wide distribution. Council currently advertises through “The Age” news media. 

In the circumstance that a strong focus on local supply is required, an advertisement 

may also be placed in one of the local news media that is distributed throughout the 

municipality.   

Similarly there may be a requirement for national distribution.  In this case the 

Procurement Branch will collaborate with the relevant Council Officers to determine the 

best news media to provide the widest access to the marketplace. 

All tenders will remain open to the public for a minimum period of 21 days. 

A minimum of three (3) tenders must be received by Council to constitute a 

competitive process, however if the market being tested is deemed to be of a specialist 

nature and the relevant industry is limited in suppliers and less than 3 tenders are 
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received, Council may consider that a competitive process has been conducted and 

accept the submitted tenders.  

Under no circumstance will late tenders be accepted by Council. 

12.1.1 Tender Process 

Council’s tendering process will: 

 Comply with the procurement principles set out in this Policy; 

 Utilise a pre-tender briefing if deemed beneficial; 

 Evaluations will be conducted in accordance with the methodology set out in 

Council’s procurement manual; 

 An evaluation panel will be established to evaluate each tender against the 

selection criteria and its composition will be determined by the respective 

Manager and Procurement branch; 

 Tender evaluation panels may include external personnel in order to ensure 

transparency of the process and/or professional knowledge to the panel; 

 A tender process will be robust, systematic and unbiased; 

 A price preference of 10% may be applied to the purchase of environmentally 

preferable products – all other considerations being equal; 

 Once a preferred tenderer is selected negotiations can be conducted in order to 

obtain the optimal solution and commercial arrangements, providing they 

remain within the intent and scope of the tender.  Such negotiations must be 

exhausted with one tenderer before beginning with another tenderer; 

 Tender evaluation panels will produce a report of their evaluation using the 

appropriate prescribed template; 

 Minutes of all meetings will be produced by the chairperson of the evaluation 

panel; 

 The chairperson will maintain details records of all commercial-in-confidence 

negotiations if any occur. 

12.2 Quotations 

The purchase of all goods, services and works with a value of less than the 

prescribed thresholds may be undertaken using Council’s quotation procedures.  

The amount of expenditure for a purchase will determine the process that must be 

followed during the procurement stage.  These processes are: 
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12.2.1 Value $0 to $19,999 (incl GST) 

Council officers are required to seek at least one (1) written quote or use a 

Council purchasing card. One (1) Council officer to determine value for  

money. 

Received quotation details must be recorded and uploaded onto Council’s 

quotation purchasing and records management systems. 

12.2.2 Value between $20,000 and $49,999 (incl GST) 

Council officers are required to receive at least two (2) written quotes to 

reasonably satisfy themselves that they will achieve value for money. 

Received quotation details must be recorded and uploaded onto Council’s 

quotation purchasing and records management systems. 

A minimum of two (2) Council officers are required to evaluate quotes within 

this price range.  

 

12.2.3 Value between $50,000 and $149,999 or $199,999 (incl GST) 

Goods, services or works with a value between $50,000 and $149,999 (goods and 

services) or $199,999 (works) must be procured via a full quotation process.  If the 

brief is of a complex nature or the estimated total value is close to the nominated 

threshold amounts, consideration must be given to conducting a tender process. 

A minimum of three written (3) quotations must be received by Council for 

assessment. 

Should less than the required number of quotations be received, the Council officer 

must assess and determine whether the quotations(s) received still demonstrate best 

value outcomes. This may be through comparison with established cost estimates or 

experience from other similar projects. If value for money outcomes are not achieved, 

further suppliers must be sought and invited to submit quotes.  

A minimum of three (3) Council officers must be involved in the evaluation of quotes 

within this price range. 

13. ACHIEVING VALUE FOR MONEY 

13.1 Requirement 

Council’s procurement activity will be carried out on the basis of obtaining Value for 

Money.  This means minimising the total cost of ownership over the lifetime of the 

requirement consistent with acceptable quality, reliability and delivery considerations.  

Lowest price is not the sole determinate of value for money. 

In assessing value for money, staff are responsible for giving due consideration to: 

 Whole-of-life monetary cost, i.e. 

o procurement price  
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o operating and maintenance costs 

o cost of environmentally responsible disposal or recycling/re-use/re-sale 

of the product  

 Non-monetary impacts (both negative and positive) over the life of the product 

or service, including 

o environmental impacts 

o social impacts 

o impacts on other Council priorities  

Council recognises that in some cases environmentally preferable products may 
be more expensive than less preferable options. Council staff are empowered and 
expected to apply a price preference of 10% to environmentally preferable 
options (see Section 15). This means that when weighing up the value for money 
of different options, staff can and should consider the most environmentally 
preferable option(s) to be 10% less than the purchase price. Note that even after 
applying this price preference, if the most environmentally preferable option is still 
more expensive it can and should be selected if it provides the best overall value 
for money.    

 

13.2 Approach 

The process for achieving value for money will be facilitated by: 

 Developing, implement and managing procurement strategies that support the 

co-ordination and streamlining of activities throughout the lifecycle; 

 Effective use of competition; 

 Using aggregated contracts and Standard Offer Arrangements (SOA) where 

appropriate; 

 Identifying and rectifying inefficiencies in procurement processes; 

 Developing cost efficient tender processes including appropriate use of e-

solutions; 

 Council staff involved in procurement acquisitions or management providing 

competent advice in terms of available products and services; and 

 Working with suppliers to create relationships that are professional and 

productive, and are appropriate to the value and importance of the goods, 

services and works being acquired. 

 

 

13.3 Best and Final Offer (BAFO) 
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To complement the Value for Money solution Council will include relevant clauses to 

all tender conditions associated with Construction and Major Service tenders where a 

Lump Sum price is requested. These tender conditions will provide Council the option 

to initiate a BAFO with short listed tenderers that may result from the overall tender 

process.  

Primarily, a BAFO process is conducted after the close of the tender process, during 
the evaluation stage. It is described as a means to assist selection of a preferred 
tender when the offerings provided by two or more tenders are of similar weighting or 
are difficult to distinguish between, or in the event that all tenderers have submitted 
prices that exceed the budgeted amount. 
 
A set of guidelines associated with the application of a BAFO procedure have been 
produced for the benefit of council staff engaged in tender evaluation processes and 
are articulated in the Procurement Manual. 
 
 

14. PERFORMANCE MEASURES & CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

Wherever possible, Contracts must contain measurable performance criteria and 
reporting systems to establish the monitoring of contractor performance and 
compliance. 

These criteria must be measurable and relevant to the goods, services or works being 
provided to accommodate the following requirements: 

 Highlights performance trends and exceptions in the areas of specified qualitative 

and quantitative deliverables; 

 Provides high level capabilities in auditing and monitoring service delivery; and 

 Encourages continuous improvement in service delivery methodologies. 

 

15. SUSTAINABILITY 

Council is committed to procuring products and services in alignment with it values of 

environmental, social, economic and cultural sustainability. This section details the specific 

policy and operational implications of such considerations.  

Overall, tender documents or Requests for Quotation should contain: 
 Clauses and weightings to assess environmental and social costs and benefits; 

 Appropriately designed response statements to allow suppliers to clearly articulate 

how they will address social and environmental impacts; and 
 Clauses that are framed as measurable deliverables rather than aspirations with 

regard to environmental, social, economic and cultural sustainability. 
 
A pre-tender briefing may be necessary to explain the detail of such clauses, 
particularly if they refer to complex matters with which mainstream suppliers may not 
be familiar. 
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15.1 Environmental Sustainability 

 
15.1.1 Sustainable procurement statement 

It is Council policy to purchase environmentally preferable products and services whenever 
they meet Council’s needs and are available at a competitive price.  

 
Council’s sustainable procurement practices demonstrate to the community that Council is: 

 stimulating the market for environmentally preferable products;  

 taking responsibility for limiting its impact and use of resources;  

 enabling improvement of environmental performance of existing providers; 

 using financial resources wisely and ethically. 

 
15.1.2 Requirements 

When purchasing any goods and services on behalf of Council, staff are responsible 
for appropriately considering the environmental impact of those goods and services 
and factoring this into their decision-making. This means that staff are empowered and 
expected to give priority to environmentally preferable choices, as long those choices 
meet Council’s needs in terms of performance, fit-for-purpose, the other requirements 
of this policy (e.g. meet the ethical standards outlined at 15.4), and value for money. 
As outlined at 13.1, value for money  includes both the monetary costs and non-
monetary impacts over the whole life of the product or service.   

 
Specifically Council officers must seek products, services and providers that  

 reduce the consumption of resources and minimise waste (e.g. through re-use, 

recycling, and effective waste avoidance and management) 

 reduce greenhouse emissions (e.g. through energy efficiency, renewable energy, 

carbon neutrality and offsets, local purchasing, and emissions management) 

 reduce other emissions (e.g. avoid toxic materials; avoid or limit emissions to 

soil, air or water; seek organic or otherwise sustainably produced options) 

 reduce water use (e.g. through water conservation, water quality and emissions 

management, Water Sensitive Urban Design) 

 avoids impacts to habitat and biodiversity (e.g. certified sustainable forestry 

products, palm-oil free) 

 reduce the impact of buildings (e.g. through Environmentally Sustainable Design 

as identified in the Green Building Green Star Rating tool) 

 meet and where possible exceed recognised environmental standards 

throughout their supply chains (e.g. high Energy, Water and Green Vehicle Star 

Ratings; Eco-buy preferred; ISO-accredited; Greenhouse Friendly)  and 

demonstrate good environmental practice (e.g. through effective Environmental 

Management Plans, accreditation, certification, voluntary memberships, 

providing examples of good practice in operations). 

A range of tools, training and resources have been developed to assist staff to meet   

these requirements, and these are available in the Procurement Manual.  

15.1.3 Special mechanisms 
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In recognition of the fact that environmentally preferable options sometimes come at a 
premium, and yet may offer superior value for money, there are also two particular 
operational mechanisms designed to empower staff and managers to implement the 
preference of environmentally responsible products and services. 
 
The 10% Price Preference  

Whenever a product or service provides the most environmentally preferable option, 
Staff can and should consider the most environmentally preferable option(s) to be 10% 
less than the purchase price.  
 
The 10% Sustainability Weighting   

When developing assessment criteria for contracts and tenders, it is expected that 
Sustainability will be included as one of the criteria and that it’s weighting will be 10%. If 
there is a reason why this is not applicable or workable, or does not provide sufficient 
value for money, this must be detailed in the Tender Authorisation Form or Quotation 
Acceptance Form. 
 

 
15.2 Diversity 

Promoting equality through procurement can improve competition, value for money, 

the quality of public services, satisfaction among users, and community relations.  It 

should be a consideration in every procurement project and reflect corporate 

commitment to diversity and equal opportunities wherever possible.  

15.3 Support of Local Business and Industry 

Council recognises the need to support the local economy. To encourage this, Council 
will actively seek offers from local suppliers where possible by: 
 encouraging participation from local suppliers and 

 including evaluation criteria that favours suppliers that support the local economy 

 

To accommodate this support, Council will develop and maintain a registration of 

interest listing.  This listing will comprise of local traders that submit an expression of 

interest in being notified of any goods, services or works that have been listed by the 

traders as a core business.  This will enable the traders to submit a competitive offer 

during any open tender or quotation process.  
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15.3 Buy Australian 

In accordance with Section 186(3) of the Local Government Act, Council will give 
preference to goods, equipment, material or machinery manufactured in Australia and 
New Zealand whenever practicable. 

 

15.4 Ethical Standards for the Acquisition of Textiles, Clothing and Footwear 

Council supports the application of ethical standards in the acquisition of textiles, 
clothing and footwear as espoused by industry associations such as Ethical Clothing 
Australia.  These standards are designed to ensure that businesses are committed to 
taking practical steps to keep their Australian-based supply chains transparent and 
ensure that they and any sub-contractors are compliant with relevant Australian laws.  
 
Suppliers of textiles, clothing and footwear will need to demonstrate their commitment 
to observing ethical standards in the supply of products to Council. 

 

15.5 Charter for Human Rights Victoria 

The Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the Charter) sets out the 
basic rights, freedoms and responsibilities of all people in Victoria. It is about the 
relationship between government and the people it serves. 

The Charter requires public authorities, such as Victorian state and local government 
departments and agencies, and people delivering services on behalf of government, to 
act consistently with the human rights in the Charter. 

 The Charter recognises that as human beings all persons have basic rights, including 
the right to be treated equally, to be safe from violence and abuse, to be part of a 
family and to have our privacy respected. 

In certain circumstances some rights have limitations, however this only applies where 
necessary with the reasons for the decision being clear, transparent and reasonable. 

Council expects all Councillors and staff members to be cognisant of the requirements 
of this Act and adopt and implement these fundamental rights in their day to day 
dealings. 

 

15.6. Social Procurement 

Council is committed to supporting social procurement because of the positive social 
impacts this provides to both Council and the community.  Council has developed 
processes to ensure that social enterprises become part of a diverse and dynamic 
supplier market  
 
The decision within Council to engage with social procurement may originate in a 
number of ways.  For example, if: 
 
 Council has scope for the inclusion of social benefits when issuing a tender; 

 A current contract is soon to expire, allowing for a revision of service delivery and 

contracting arrangements; and/or 
 When particular social issues in a community are not being addressed using 

traditional approaches. 

http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/Domino/Web_Notes/LDMS/PubLawToday.nsf/95c43dd4eac71a68ca256dde00056e7b/f1e66cda63148685ca2577530015f3df!OpenDocument
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Existing contracts may also be varied so that social impacts are incorporated for the 
delivery of goods and services.  In this case Council officers should engage all 
suppliers in social procurement practices where appropriate and seek their 
cooperation to explore possibilities for subcontracting to social benefit suppliers. 
 
Tender documents and Requests for Quotation should make Council’s commitment to 
social procurement clear (see Section 8). 
 
 

15.7. Disability Act 

 
The Disability Act provides for: 
 a stronger whole-of-government, whole-of-community response to the rights and 

needs of people with a disability, and 

 a framework for the provision of high quality services and supports for people with 
a disability 

The Act sets out principles for people with a disability and for disability service 

providers.  

Council officers should be cognisant of the requirements of the Act and incorporate 

into Council dealings wherever applicable. 

 

 
16. POLICY OWNER 
 

The Manager Strategic Procurement is the designated owner of this Policy and is 
responsible to the Director Corporate and Financial Services for the maintenance and 
annual review of this Policy. 

 
17. Glossary of Terms 

 
“the Act” means the Local Government Act 1989; 
 
“Commercial-in-Confidence” means information that if released may prejudice the 

business dealings of a party e.g. prices, discounts, rebates, profits, methodologies 
and process information; 
 
“Contract Management” means the process that ensures both parties to an 
agreement fully meet their obligations and responsibilities in accordance the contract; 
 
“Council Officer” means any full or part time staff member of Council including 
temporary employees;  
 
“Probity” means uprightness, honesty, proper and ethical conduct and propriety in 
Council dealings; 
 
“Sustainability” means activities that meet the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs; 
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“Procurement” means the whole process of acquisition of external goods, services 
or works.  This process encapsulates the whole of life cycle from initial concept 
through to the end of the useful life of an asset (including disposal) or the end of a 
service or works contract; 
 
“Tender process”  means the process from the planning stages to the awarding of a 
contract.  This includes the development of tender documentation, invitation to tender 
period, evaluation stage and recommendation of a preferred supplier/s; 
 
“Value for Money”  means that optimum combination of quantitative and qualitative 
components of a tender offer.  
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11.6 Naming of the North Fitzroy Library and Community Hub     

 

Trim Record Number: D16/104930 
Responsible Officer: Director Community Wellbeing  
  
 

Purpose 

1. To brief Councillors on the proposal for naming the North Fitzroy Library and Community Hub 
(NFLCH). 

Background 

2. The NFLCH is under construction and anticipated to be completed by the end of 2016, with a 
Launch proposed in early 2017. 

 
3. One of the design features is to have the name of the facility attached to the external louvers 

on the St Georges Rd entrance and the precast concrete panels on the Best Street entrance 
of the building. Design and manufacturing of this signage requires a three month lead time in 
order for it to be completed within existing project timelines. The manufacturing of the 
signage is due to commence in the next 4 weeks. On that basis, the name for the facility 
must be confirmed quickly to avoid any delay to the construction timeline.  

 
4. In early 2015 Council determined to undertake a consultation process for the NFLCH facility 

name, modelled on that set out in Council’s Naming of Roads, Features and Localities 
Policy. This process was undertaken by the Governance unit in 2015, with the formal 
exhibition of the proposal happening from 16 March to 24 April 2015. 
 

5. Whilst the consultation process included newspaper advertisements, placement on Council’s 
website and direct mail to stakeholders including the local historical society and the 
Wurundjeri Tribe, no submissions were received in relation to the facility name.  

 
6. Advice from Councillors at the February 2016 Briefing was that they were seeking Officers to 

attempt to re-engage with The Wurundjeri Council in order to seek their input into potential 
names for the facility, and to engage with the family of Doug Nicholls to see if they supported 
naming the facility after him.  

 
7. Council manages a network of Libraries. Some of these contain additional services (such as 

Richmond Library, which includes Maternal and Child Health Services, Richmond Toy 
Library, Carringbush Adult Education and Richmond Historical Society).  

 
8. All of the existing Yarra Libraries are named based on their geographical location; Richmond 

Library, Fitzroy Library, Collingwood Library, Carlton Library, North Fitzroy Library. 
 
9. Although the official name for the suburb is Fitzroy North, officers recognise that locals refer 

to the suburb as North Fitzroy; also the existing temporary Library is referred to as the North 
Fitzroy Library.  

 
10. Officers note that there is an opportunity to name individual rooms within the facility and that 

this offers the opportunity to reflect indigenous and other local heritage in the selection of 
names, as occurred at the GTV9 building.  

 
11. There is not the same urgency in determining the name of individual rooms, and this process 

can occur at a later stage.  

External Consultation 

12. Whilst the Facility is not a “road, feature or locality” as defined in the Guidelines for 
Geographic Names 2010, Council determined to undertake a consultation process 
modelled on that set out in Council’s Naming of Roads, Features, and Localities Policy. 
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This process was undertaken by the Governance unit in 2015, with the formal exhibition of 
the proposal happening from 16 March to 24 April, 2015. 

 

13. The consultation process included newspaper advertisements, placement on Council 
website and direct mail to stakeholders including the local historical society and the 
Wurundjeri Tribe.  

 
14. No submissions were received. 

 
15. Officers made attempts to engage with the Wurundjeri tribe in recent months. Contact was 

formally made in May 2016 and The Wurundjeri Council were offered the opportunity to 
comments on names that have been put forward for consideration to date (those being, 
‘North Fitzroy Library’, ‘North Fitzroy Library and Community Hub’, and ‘Nicholls Library’), 
and to propose a Wurundjeri name that could be considered for the name of the facility or 
for the significant public rooms/spaces within the facility.   
 

16. The matter was referred to the Wurundjeri Committee of Management for their 
consideration.  
 

17. As a result of this process the Wurundjeri Tribe Committee of Management suggested that 
‘Bargoonga Nganjin’, meaning ‘Gather everybody’ in the Woiwurrung language, be 
considered.  

 
18. Officers have also made contact with representatives of the Nicholls family seeking their 

permission to add the name of Sir Doug Nicholls to the list of names to be considered by 
Council for the naming of the new facility. 
 

19. Advice from the Nicholls family is that they would be honoured to have Council consider 
naming the new facility after Sir Doug Nicholls. 

Internal Consultation (One Yarra) 

20. A Working Group comprising representatives from a range of internal stakeholder areas is 
operating to manage the implementation of this project and to develop an operational model 
to ensure optimum service from this facility. This group supports the recommended approach 
to naming the NFLCH. 

Financial Implications 

21. There are no financial implications resulting from this recommendation, however any delay in 
confirming the name has the potential to impact critical path works in the construction of this 
facility. 

Economic Implications 

22. Nil 

Sustainability Implications 

23. Nil 

Social Implications 

24. The naming of the North Fitzroy Library and Community Hub provides an opportunity to not 
only signal to the community the functional uses of the facility, but to recognise important 
local Indigenous heritage.  

Human Rights Implications 

25. This report and the names being considered do not pose any issues from a Human Rights 
perspective.  

Communications with CALD Communities Implications 

26. A formal consultation processed occurred to invite suggestions for the name of this facility. 
CALD communities were invited to engage in this process.   
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Council Plan, Strategy and Policy Implications 

27. Nil 

Legal Implications 

28. Nil 

Other Issues 

29. Nil 

Options 

30. Council could choose to name the facility the ‘North Fitzroy Library’ which is in line with the 
geographical naming of the other library branches and the majority of Councils public 
facilities and clearly identifies that the facility is a Library.  

31. Council could also name the facility using the working title for the project, which is ‘North 
Fitzroy Library and Community Hub’, which identifies the function of the space and reflects 
that this facility offers much more than Library Services.  

32. Alternatively Council can consider one of the following options listed below to name the 
facility: 

(a) Bargoonga Nganjin; 

(b) Sir Doug Nicholls Library and Community Hub; and 

(c) Sir Doug Nicholls Library. 

33. If Council chose either ‘North Fitzroy Library’, or ‘North Fitzroy Library and Community Hub’ 
for the facility, there is an option to name significant spaces within the facility, for example the 
large function/meeting room and the roof top garden, the ‘Sir Doug Nicholls Room’ and 
‘Bargoonga Nganjin’ respectively.  This is the option recommended by Officers as it reflects 
the Wurundjeri heritage, is respectful to the Nicholls family and is consistent with the naming 
convention for other libraries within Yarra.  If this approach was taken, interpretive signage 
could be placed in the roof top garden to explain the meaning of ‘Bargoonga Nganjin’ and the 
relevance of this name to the local history of the area.  

Conclusion 

34. The North Fitzroy Library and Community Hub are under construction. This facility will 
provide a high quality, modern Library and community facility in the north of the municipality. 

35. Construction of this facility is proceeding well, and Council needs to confirm the name to 
enable this to be designed and constructed in time for the completion of the facility. 

36. Officers believe that naming the facility in line with other Libraries across the municipality will 
be the best way to inform people about the location and purpose of the facility.   

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

 
1. That: 

(a) Council name the facility either the ‘North Fitzroy Library’ which is in line with the 
geographical naming of the other library branches and the majority of Councils public 
facilities, or the ‘North Fitzroy Library and Community Hub’, which reflects that this 
facility offers much more than Library Services; and 

(b) Council name the significant spaces within the facility to reflect the local indigenous 
heritage. Officers propose naming the large function/meeting room ‘The Sir Doug 
Nicholls room’ and the rooftop garden ‘Bargooga Nganjin’ with interpretive signage 
installed to explain the relevance of the name to the local history of the area. 
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CONTACT OFFICER: Margherita Barbante 
TITLE: Manager Library Services 
TEL: 9205 5389 

 
  
Attachments 

There are no attachments for this report. 
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11.7 Yarra Arts and Culture Strategy 2016-2020     

 

Trim Record Number: D16/103420 
Responsible Officer: Director Community Wellbeing  
  
 

Purpose 

1. To seek Council endorsement of the Yarra Arts and Culture Strategy 2016-2020. 

Background 

2. The Arts and Cultural Strategy provides the framework for Council’s actions. It sets out 
Council’s vision and articulates an approach over a five year period. Yarra’s Arts and Cultural 
Strategy 2011-2015 is due for renewal. 

3. Work on the new strategy began in October 2015. Over the past nine months much work has 
gone into consulting with community members, arts organisations and creative practitioners 
to determine the areas of focus for Council in the coming years. 

4. The draft Strategy was put on final exhibition in June and three responses were received.  

5. The Strategy argues that Council has an important role to play in the arts and cultural sector, 
as a regulatory body, as a funding agency, as a producer or facilitator, and as an advocate. 

6. Yarra Council delivers one of the country’s most dynamic arts and cultural programs; 
residents are generally happy with our services, our policies and approaches are often cited 
by other local government authorities as best practice and our creative community is the 
envy of many. 

External Consultation 

7. Community members on Council's three dedicated arts advisory groups (Yarra Arts Advisory 
Committee, The Visual Arts Panel, and The Room to Create Panel) have been consulted in 
have informed all stages and planning of the Strategy development.  

8. All those with an interest in and/or a connection to arts and culture have a number of 
opportunities to be involved: 

(a) giving feedback via survey (156 respondents); 

(b) participating in focus groups (7 focus groups in multiple locations, 100 participants); 

(c) giving feedback via one of Council’s many formal and informal interest groups; and 

(d) commenting online via Yarra City Arts website (on Draft Strategy). 

9. The Discussion Paper included benchmarking with similar organisations, review of other 
government policies and trends, research and reference to staff and community advisory 
members.  

10. The following advisory groups to Council have been consulted: 

(a) The Aboriginal Advisory Group; 

(b) The Disability Advisory Committee; 

(c) The Heritage Advisory Committee; 

(d) The Library Advisory Committee; 

(e) The Yarra Neighbourhood House Network;  

(f) The Active Ageing Advisory Group; 

(g) The Business Advisory Group; and 

(h) The Youth Arts Network. 
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11. Seven facilitated focus groups have been held, with over 100 participants. These were held 
in creative spaces, including some of Yarra’s most iconic venues: 

(a) Abbotsford Convent – Abbotsford; 

(b) Belgium Avenue Neighbourhood House – Richmond; 

(c) Circus Oz – Collingwood; 

(d) Dancehouse – Carlton; 

(e) Gertrude Contemporary – Fitzroy; 

(f) The Corner Hotel – Richmond; and 

(g) Yarra Sculpture Gallery – Abbotsford. 

12. The draft Strategy was placed on exhibition through Council’s websites and all those who 
participated in the surveys and focus groups were also contacted for further comment.  

13. Members of Council’s three arts advisory groups were also asked to disseminate the 
information. 

14. A total of three comments were received either urging Council to provide more support for 
artists or congratulating Council on a good program. 

Internal Consultation (One Yarra) 

15. Feedback has been sought and received from Aged and Disability Services, Economic 
Development, Family and Children’s Services, Library Services, Statutory Planning and 
Strategic Planning, Social Policy and Research, Community Partnerships and the Venues 
Team. 

16. Councillors have been given the opportunity to comment on the Draft Strategy.  

Financial Implications 

17. The draft Strategy has been developed within existing resources of Council.  

18. The financial implications for implementation of any actions emanating from the Strategy 
have been considered in the development of the Strategy and any cost implications arising 
from each of the actions are outlined.  

19. Actions are categorised as within existing resources, to be confirmed - dependent on the 
outcome of a process, or requiring new resources.  

20. Actions requiring new resources will be subject to normal budgetary processes. 

21. External resources will be sought wherever possible to support the delivery of the Strategy. 

22. These cost implications have been reviewed by the Chief Financial Officer. 

Economic Implications 

23. The creative sector contributes significantly to Yarra’s tourism and local economy. The 
creative sector represents 11% of total employment and 21% of all businesses in the City. 

24. Creative clusters in Cremorne, Abbotsford and Collingwood have been noted in the 
Economic Development Strategy 2015 – 2020 as a significant part of the evolving identity 
and economy of Yarra. Emerging clusters include the new Contemporary Arts Precinct in 
Collingwood.  

25. A 2013 KMPG report into the Economic Impact of the Victorian Arts and Cultural Sector 
suggests the arts and culture sector contributes to $11.4 billion of annual Victoria Gross 
State Product and around 110,000 Victorian full-time equivalent jobs in 2010-11 terms. 

26. The report also estimates government funding of the sector in 2010-11 stimulated $340 
million more Gross State Product and 3,500 more Victorian full-time equivalent jobs than if 
the funding had been used elsewhere. 

27. It is reasonable to assume there are significant positive economic implications as a result of 
the arts and cultural sector in Yarra.  
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28. The draft Strategy highlights the economic impacts as one of the three key outputs of arts 
and cultural activity. These are direct and flow on. Direct economic outcomes are from those 
engaged in creative business, these include galleries, music venues, performance spaces 
and there are economic impacts that arise as ancillary to creative activity such as driving 
local businesses, increasing tourism, revitalising of spaces and community strengthening.  

Sustainability Implications 

29. Not applicable to this report. 

Social Implications 

30. Arts and cultural activity has many social implications; it contributes to personal 
development, community development, social connectivity, tourism and health and wellbeing.  

31. The positive social impact of arts and culture is well documented; these are an important part 
of the character and indeed, the liveability within Yarra. 

32. The arts and cultural activities continue to be fundamental to human existence and provide 
ways in which we can navigate differences and build tolerant, resilient and happy 
communities.  

Human Rights Implications 

33. The right to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in 
scientific advancement and its benefits has been formally recognised as a Universal Human 
Right since 1948. 

Communications with CALD Communities Implications 

34. Special attention has been given to engaging with CALD communities.  

35. Officers have conducted a number of one on one interviews with community members at the 
Collingwood Neighbourhood House, consulted with the Neighbourhood House network and 
via a focus group at the Belgium Avenue Neighbourhood House.  

36. Representatives from Multicultural Arts Victoria and The Ownership Project, who specifically 
work with CALD communities in the arts, participated in the focus groups. 

37. People from CALD and NESB communities attended the focus groups. One of the focus 
groups was located in the Factory, a community arts space run by Belgium Avenue 
Neighbourhood House (BANH). BANH provides a variety of programs at a grassroots level to 
a very diverse community; they use arts and culture as a key methodology in their work.  

Council Plan, Strategy and Policy Implications 

38. Arts and culture is an important feature of Yarra and has been identified as an area of focus 
in the Council Plan. It links into the following areas articulated in the Plan: 

(a) supporting a Diverse and Dynamic Yarra: 

(i) foster and promote Yarra’s arts, culture, history, diversity and vitality. 

39. The Draft Arts and Cultural Strategy 2016 - 2020 is linked to many existing Council strategies 
and policy documents. These include: 

(a) Aboriginal Partnerships Plan 2015 – 2018; 

(b) Economic Development Strategy 2015 – 2020; 

(c) Graffiti Management Framework 2014; 

(d) Public Art Policy and Guidelines 2015 – 2020; 

(e) Yarra Heritage Strategy 2015 – 2018; and 

(f) Yarra Youth Arts Action Plan 2016 – 2019. 

Legal Implications 

40. Not applicable to this report. 
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Other Issues 

41. Officers have chosen to develop the Arts and Cultural Strategy 2016-2020 in-house rather 
than engage external consultants. This has provided an opportunity for Officers to interface 
with many people internally and externally, and is a positive for our team in terms of our 
connections to the people we work with, as well as increasing our networks. Officers have 
consciously worked to engage with people we didn’t have existing relationships with during 
this process.  

Options 

42. The Draft Arts and Cultural Strategy 2016 - 2020 identifies key themes and proposes actions 
for the future.  

Conclusion 

43. Yarra is a special place. It is made special by the arts in our streets and galleries, the music 
in our venues, performances in established and unusual spaces and the creative people 
working in the studios and in arts organisations. 

44. Council has a strong role to play to ensure the vibrancy of our City continues. It is a role that 
is clearly appreciated by our community.  

45. The strong level of engagement by the hundreds of people who have participated in 
workshops and surveys thus far shows how important arts and culture is to our residents, 
and their willingness to participate demonstrates the value of Council’s role in arts and 
culture with the local community.  

46. Yarra can play a vital role in the broader national and global context for the arts by nurturing 
and maintaining an artistic and creative identity.  

 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
1. That: 

(a) Council adopts the Yarra Arts and Cultural Strategy 2016-2020. 

 
 

 
CONTACT OFFICER: Siu Chan 
TITLE: Unit Manager Arts, Culture and Venues 
TEL: 9205 5045 

 
  
Attachments 

1  ARTS AND CULTURAL STRATEGY 2016 – 2020  
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ARTS AND CULTURAL STRATEGY 2016 – 2020  

INTRODUCTION 
 

This Strategy is a statement of Yarra City Council’s values and outlines our priorities for the 

next five years. It has been written at a time when public funding for arts and culture in 

Australia, and internationally, is being hotly debated, again. 

 

The Strategy is underpinned by two key assumptions:  

1. Arts and cultural activities are essential for our community; and  

2. They should be experienced as a part of our everyday lives.   

 

Council recognises that our community is made up of people from all walks of life, from 

many different cultures and with many different needs and experiences. The conviction that 

arts and cultural services are an important local government function, and should be 

delivered using a coordinated all-of-Council approach, is central to how we operate, as is 

our commitment to ensuring that these services are accessible to everyone in the 

community.  

 

Council takes its role as a leader and custodian for Yarra’s creative community seriously and 

recognises the value of the creative identity that has developed in our City over the past 

decades. This is something that defines what our City is and it is a priority area for Council 

action.  

 

Arts and cultural activities are valuable to our community and to those who live, work in and 

visit Yarra. Arts and culture are fundamental to a society that prides itself on diversity. 

Freedom of expression, experimentation and critical dialogue are invaluable and must be 

supported and nurtured. 

 

The benefits can be measurable, but although they can be difficult to enumerate, they are 

always very palpable, widely documented, resoundingly acknowledged and clearly 

understood. Some of the benefits include: building a cohesive, liveable and attractive city; 

growing the economy; fostering collective knowledge; and enabling personal development. 

 

This document outlines the opportunities and challenges that are unique to our local 

government and sets out the actions Council will take to ensure arts and cultural activities 

and programs are embedded in all areas of Council’s work and accessible to all  of our 

community.  
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VISION 

Our vision is for arts and culture to be integrated into our City so that it can be an everyday 

experience; enjoyed by all of our community, whether they are makers, facilitators, 

audiences, participants or passers-by.  

 

Creativity can occur anywhere and at any time and creative pursuits are open to everyone.  

 

Embedding arts and culture into Council’s services offers unique outcomes and adds value 

to our work. 

 

SCOPE 
 

This Strategy is concerned with arts and cultural activities expressed in the known forms of 

visual arts, music, theatre, performance, literature, public art, design, digital arts, film and 

craft, as well as unknown and undefined forms.  

 

These are the activities that reflect how we think, behave and make meaning.  

 

The products of these activities are often some of the most valuable modern commodities 

for their uniqueness, insight and innovation, as well as the enjoyment they provide. 

 

However, this document is particularly concerned with a subset of the broader creative 

industries. We are concerned with all organisations with creativity at their core and those 

that are primarily driven by a preoccupation with creativity, culture and ideas.  

 

We acknowledge that defining and fixing the meaning of arts, culture and creative processes 

is particularly difficult and needs to evolve continuously.  

 

This is especially so an area that investigates and creates meaning, highlights subjectivity 

and where the manifestations of creativity continue to evolve. For example, we did not 

anticipate in the 18th Century that photography would become an art form, let alone the 

moving image. Yet, the visual representations of life, the world and our imaginations, can be 

traced back some 40-50,000 years to early cave paintings in Australia and elsewhere. Now, 

technology and the internet are assisting with the rapid dissemination of techniques and 

ideas and the cross-pollination of disciplines.   
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THE LOCAL CONTEXT  

Yarra is on the traditional land of the Wurundjeri people. The suburbs of Fitzroy and 

Collingwood hold special historical significance for the Aboriginal community. These areas 

were a major hub of social and political activity for the Aboriginal community, and today 

remain a critical centre for Aboriginal services and organisations.   

Respect for Traditional Owners and for all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples is a 

Council priority.  

 

Social diversity has been fundamental to Yarra’s identity. Yarra has a rich mix of cultures and 

communities, it is the first home of many migrants and refugees, and includes a spread of 

families from poor to affluent backgrounds. Over one-fifth of public housing residents in 

Yarra receive a Disability Support or Carer’s Pension, highlighting the importance of access 

and inclusion.  

 

Our residents have a high degree of commitment to social and environmental sustainability. 

Yarra became the first Victorian Council to be certified carbon neutral in 2012, which 

reflects a commitment to reducing the City’s environmental footprint.  

 

Yarra’s much valued built heritage is evident in the many residential and activity centres 

that have some form of heritage protection. Managing change in this sensitive environment 

is a key challenge as well as an opportunity to shape the character of the City for the future.  

 

Residents’ attitudes towards the impact of population growth and neighbourhood change 

diverge. However, there is an appreciation of the need to plan for change and growth to 

ensure a range of housing options are available to support a diverse community and 

encourage developments that can provide opportunities for small businesses, particularly 

creative industries. 

 

The City of Yarra is next door to Melbourne’s central business district and borders 

Melbourne’s sports and entertainment precinct, the Exhibition Building and gardens and 

Princes Park. This central inner city location makes Yarra accessible and visible and is a 

persistent reason why artists and arts and cultural organisations want to be here.  
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OUR CREATIVE IDENTITY 
 

Yarra’s identity as a creative place emerged when students, artists and activists moved to 

the inner suburbs in the 1970s. The relocation of post-war migrants to Melbourne’s outer 

suburbs provided cheap rental housing and free tertiary education altered the 

demographics at universities.  

 

Yarra is often referred to as the “engine room” of the arts because of the small to medium-

sized arts organisations that make up much of our creative footprint. This is fed by the 

creative experimentation that occurs on small stages, in tucked-away artist run spaces, and 

in warehouse studios, most often off the high streets. 

 

Yarra’s cultural assets are too numerous to list in full, but here is a sample of what makes 

Yarra such a creative place. 

 

 Over 60 galleries and artist-run spaces; 

 Over 50 live music venues;  

 Creative hubs, most notably the Abbotsford Convent; creative clusters in the Gipps 

Street precinct, as well as in Cremorne; and the new Contemporary Arts Precinct in 

Collingwood currently in development; 

 Important Aboriginal meeting places and peak Aboriginal organisations; 

 Four Community Radio Stations;  

 Four Universities and TAFE Colleges and campuses; 

 Many small to medium-sized arts organisations; 

 Thriving creative businesses and industries; and 

 Street art culture. 

 

COUNCIL’S ROLE IN ARTS AND CULTURE 
 

Local government is the tier of government most closely connected to the community that it 

serves and arguably most influenced by the local community’s aspirations. Council is a 

regulator, a service provider and a facilitator of activities. It can shape community building, 

place-making and stimulate the local economy; it can influence the arts and cultural 

activities that occur in our City. 
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Council is well placed to understand the conditions influencing the local creative sector and 

to consider how this sector can be relevant in all areas of Council’s work. Yarra exercises 

four key roles (funding body, legislator, service provider and advocate) in supporting arts 

and cultural activities and has implemented leading initiatives, such as the Room to Create 

Charitable Fund to subsidise rising infrastructure related costs and the Live Music Venues 

Grants, as local responses to global trends.  

 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS? 
 

Arts and cultural activities are good for us. Participating in and appreciating arts and culture 

is a way for people to connect and to express themselves. These activities can transform 

places and spaces, offering people another way of engaging with the context in which they 

live, work and play. 

 

People choose to visit and live in Yarra because of the creative footprint that exists here. 

Creative people and organisations choose to be located in Yarra because of the 

opportunities to collaborate with like-minded people. Residents are often attracted to Yarra 

for the ‘vibe’ and ‘feel’ of the City.  

 

Creativity and experimentation are essential to a society that prides itself on empathy, 

diversity and vibrancy.  

 

The creative sector contributes significantly to Yarra’s tourism and local economy. Analysis 

of Yarra’s creative sector revealed that it employed significant numbers of workers in 

architecture, design, visual arts, digital arts, advertising and marketing. 

 

OUR APPROACH 
 

1. Creative Expression  

Our City is abundant with creative expression; it is evident in music venues, in theatres, in 

galleries, in studios and on the streets.  

   

Creative expression relies on freedom. Artists need space, time, resources and freedom to 

experiment in order to develop skills, ideas, stories and sometimes, to show us the world 

anew. 
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We recognise research and development are a part of the innovation process. By nurturing 

the experimental, inventive, unorthodox, brave, and difficult we support the creation of 

new ideas and world views.  

 

We recognise that all stages of the artistic life-cycle need to be supported and this includes 

emerging, mid-career and established artists and project seeding, development and 

presentation.  

 

2. Place Making 

The creative identity of Yarra is a core value for our residents and visitors and a source of 

pride. This characteristic is crucial to our liveability and vitality. We want the creative 

footprint in Yarra to grow alongside population growth and be part of changes to our built 

form to ensure that our creative identity is maintained. We want to ensure that what draws 

people to Yarra in the first place is not lost.  

 

Local government is well placed to combine urban planning with community building; this 

constitutes genuine place making.  

 

Being a creative place means that we can encounter arts and culture in our streets, whether 

that be a mural, a public artwork or a public event. It means artists can find a work space 

where they can exchange ideas and make new work. It means we can hear live music in a 

local venue on any given day, or see an experimental performance piece in a non-traditional 

venue. It means we have opportunities to hear the latest stories from writers, participate in 

workshops, and have our children attend world class  acrobatic programs in their 

neighbourhood. It means celebrated musicians and performers contribute to a local school 

fete or teach in our schools. 

 

Being a creative place means songs and stories are written about our City. 

 

It is vital that artists continue to live, work, and contribute to the local community in Yarra. 

 

3. Community Building  

Yarra’s community spans from the First Peoples to the newest migrants; we are proudly 

diverse. Arts and cultural activities and programs offer important opportunities  for self-

expression and for cross-cultural understanding. They contribute to an open, engaged, and 

connected community. Arts and cultural activities enable people to connect with each other 
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around common interests and to come to a better understanding of each other by 

navigating and exploring their differences.  

 

It is through arts and culture that we tell our stories and hear the stories of others; stories of 

history, culture and collective values.  

 

Aboriginal culture, a complex integrated system of beliefs, arts and engagement with the 

land, is the world’s oldest living continuous culture and is testament to the important role 

culture plays in creating identity.  

 

We want to be a City where all people can express themselves and our community is made 

stronger because of our rich heritage and cultural diversity. 

   

OUR PRIORITIES 

1. Aboriginal Arts and Culture are Valued  

Council is committed to upholding the proud Aboriginal history in Yarra and to promoting its 

rich cultural heritage and contemporary arts practices. We acknowledge that Fitzroy and 

Collingwood are areas of special significance to Aboriginal people as the birthplace of 

important Aboriginal organisations, the centre of social and political activism and a meeting 

place for Aboriginal people to link in with family, community and services.  

 

Council seeks to remain a local government leader and innovator in promoting Aboriginal 

history and culture through partnerships with the Traditional Owners and the broader 

Aboriginal community. This approach is governed by ongoing consultation, responsiveness 

and advocacy, towards increased creative and collaborative projects, and employment 

opportunities.   

 

2. Yarra is a Creative City of Artists  

Yarra is home to a high proportion of creative practitioners and a hub for many who work 

and present here. The impact of this can be seen through the vibrant and diverse street life; 

distinctive and authentic neighbourhoods with a mixture of buildings; and pedestrian-

friendly public spaces.  

 

Yarra’s identity as a creative city depends on the presence of artists in our midst. This 

creative identity is highly valued by many people who live, visit and work here.  
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Council wants to provide encouragement and support to artists and creative businesses to 

enable them to continue to experiment, create and flourish in our City. 

 

3. Our City is Changing 

The rate of change is speeding up everywhere.  

 

The built form of our City is changing; the ongoing development of multi -storey residential 

buildings means 78.3% of Yarra’s  dwellings are medium or high density, compared to 28% in 

Greater Melbourne. This goes hand in hand with increasing land values, increasing demands 

for services, and changes in the demographic makeup of our City. 

 

Yarra has the opportunity to leverage on the growth of our City, embed arts and cultural 

activity into the changing built form, and tap into new audiences for arts and cultural 

activities. 

 

Council has taken some steps to address the affordability of creative work spaces and this 

along with the ongoing development of major independent creative hubs, will ensure the 

creative footprint in Yarra continues to grow.  

 

There are significant challenges in retaining Yarra’s diversity. Whilst public housing ensures a 

certain number of people on low incomes will remain here, there is a growing concern that 

high property values and by extension high rents are forcing others out, and that Yarra will 

become a city dominated by a privileged majority.  

 

Council wants our arts and cultural services to be responsive to these changes and to 

enhance, rather than limit, our ability to be a diverse and creative city.  

 

4. Yarra is Many Things to Many People  

Precincts, neighbourhoods, streetscapes and shopping strips in Yarra all have distinct 

identities. Communities who live and work in these areas influence the character of their 

immediate environment and often feel very connected to that milieu.  

 

Emerging creative hubs in Cremorne and Collingwood are examples of creatively 

concentrated neighbourhoods, but streets such as Swan or Smith also have creative 

identities. Yarra is made up of many parts and each corner of this municipality may have a 

special meaning to one person and another meaning to someone else. 
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This diversity is a great strength and can also cause conflict. Council recognises arts and 

cultural activities have the capacity to highlight unique characteristics and to bring a whole 

range of people together in a harmonious way. Arts and culture can exist in any context and 

can transcend differences in language, cultural or social backgrounds. 
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PRIORITY 1: YARRA HAS A PROUD HISTORY OF ABORIGINAL CULTURE 
 

Council is committed to upholding the proud Aboriginal history of Yarra and to promoting its rich cultural heritage and contemporary arts 

practices. Council can take a leading role to develop an Aboriginal arts and cultural program that celebrates Aboriginal people, history and 

culture and that embraces the future of Aboriginal arts.  
 

OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES RESOURCES 
Provide support to Aboriginal artists practicing across all 
art forms and at all stages of their careers. 
 

New works developed, produced and presented 
by Aboriginal artists.  

Existing resources  
 

Increased representation of works in the Yarra 
Art and Heritage Collection by Aboriginal artists.  

Acquisitions budget confirmed 
annually 

New opportunities for residencies, mentorships, 
performances and exhibitions for Aboriginal 
artists.  

Existing resources 

New collaborations between Aboriginal and 
non-Aboriginal artists.  

Existing resources 

Support, produce and present arts and cultural projects 
that celebrate and share local Aboriginal history, 
knowledge and stories.  

Festivals, events and activities that celebrate 
and share Aboriginal history, arts and culture.  

New resources  

Partnerships with Aboriginal artists, producers 
and organisations.  

Existing resources 

Deeper connections between Aboriginal artists 
and community members, and the broader 
Yarra community.  

Existing resources  

Development of a public art project to 
commemorate the Stolen Generations.  

New resources 
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Develop cultural products that provide employment and 
training for Aboriginal artists, producers and community 
members, and have tourism potential.  

Employment and training for Aboriginal artists, 
producers and community members.  

Existing resources 

Creative and educational projects that showcase 
Aboriginal history and culture whilst providing 
ongoing opportunities for Aboriginal people.   

New resources  

Creative and educational projects that increase 
understanding of Aboriginal culture and history 
in Yarra.  
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PRIORITY 2: YARRA IS A CREATIVE CITY OF ARTISTS 

Yarra is a creative City with numerous creative assets and many artists as residents. Yarra is home to an expansive number of galleries, peak 

cultural organisations, live music venues, studios and creative hubs and Council plays a key role in nurturing creativity.  

 

OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES RESOURCES 
Support artists working across all art forms and at 
all stages of their careers. 
 

Deliver a nuanced short and long-term funding program, 
such as the Annual and Small Project Grants, Live Music 
Venues Grants, Creative Yarra and Celebrate Yarra Triennial 
Funding Program and the Room to Create Fund.  

Existing with a 
commitment to CPI 
increases for the Grants 
pool – see Appendix 1. 

Promotion and marketing of events and activities through 
Council publications, websites and other platforms such as 
social media.  

Existing resources  

Nurture new and ongoing relationships, partnerships and 
collaborations between Council, artists and arts 
organisations.   

Existing resources 

Facilitate appropriate and affordable venues and 
spaces that are suitable for arts and cultural 
activities.   

Develop new and simplified, accessible and affordable 
policies and procedures that enable creative activities.   

Existing resources 

Increase access to Council assets such as discounted use for 
community hirers and subsidised use as part of the Grants 
Programs. 

Existing resources 

Grow the program of creative developments and 
presentations at the Richmond Theatrette increasing the 
visibility of this venue.    

Existing resources  

Deliver a diverse program of heritage and contemporary 
arts projects in Council’s town halls, libraries, other venues 
and public spaces. 
 

Existing resources 
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Develop, display, and maintain Yarra’s Art and 
Heritage Collection. 

Build Council’s Contemporary Art Collection through the 
annual acquisition budget. 
 

Acquisitions budget 
confirmed annually  

Display the Art and Heritage Collection in key Council spaces 
including foyers, offices and meeting rooms; and explore 
other opportunities to showcase the Collection, including 
loans or special exhibitions. 

Existing resources 
 

Continue to maintain the Art and Heritage Collection, 
including restorations. 

Existing and new 
resources 

Update the Collection Management Policy in line with best 
practice. 

Existing resources 

Develop a new Asset Management Plan for the Collection.  Existing resources 

Be a strong advocate for the arts and cultural 
sector. Talk and listen to the sector and explore 
upcoming issues or opportunities.  

Convene Council’s arts advisory committees, YAARTS, Visual 
Arts Panel and Room to Create Panel, and consult through 
formal and informal channels. 

Existing resources  
 

Promote art, artists, creative organisations and 
businesses as an integral part of Yarra’s fabric and 
community. 
 

Provide networking opportunities and capacity building 
initiatives for artists at all stages of their careers and from 
all backgrounds and for local organisations, community 
members and Council staff. 

 

Existing resources 
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PRIORITY 3: YARRA IS A CHANGING CITY 
Increasing population and changing demographics pose challenges and opportunities for creating and experiencing the arts. Council’s role in 

developing and facilitating partnerships and being responsive to change will keep programs relevant in a shifting landscape.  

OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES RESOURCES 
(SEE APPENDIX 1) 

Align and develop funding for arts and cultural 
projects and activities that respond to community 
changes. 

Support of arts and cultural activities that reflect and 
respond to our changing city and represent a balance 
between the traditional and the new. 

Existing resources 

Regular review of existing arts and cultural funding 
programs and guidelines, and new funding opportunities 
identified. 

To be determined  

Grow the Room to Create Program to enable artists, arts 
and cultural organisations and arts practice to remain in 
Yarra, through subsidising infrastructure or rent.  

Council contribution 
confirmed annually 

Encourage new developments to contribute to 
the creative industries sector in Yarra through 
measures such as public art installations, 
providing creative spaces and affordable housing 
for artists. 

Initiate and support public art commissions for eligible 
Council owned infrastructure projects according to Council’s 
Public Art Policy 2015-20.  

To be determined 

Develop projects with private and government agencies that 
generate more temporary or permanent spaces for the 
creative sector.  

Existing resources 

Identify redevelopment opportunities for underutilised 
Council buildings, such as in the Collingwood Town Hall 
Precinct. 

To be determined  

Develop strategic planning policies that recognise the 
importance of the creative industries sector to the local and 
metropolitan economy and support the retention and 
expansion of the sector. 

Existing resources 
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PRIORITY 4: YARRA IS MANY THINGS TO MANY PEOPLE 
Council will recognise and celebrate diversity in the arts and respond creatively to the needs of different communities, loca lities and cultures.  
 

OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES RESOURCES 
Tailor programs to respond to specific community 
needs and to celebrate local characteristics. 
 

Present a range of artistic, cultural and creative outcomes 
in close collaboration with the communities involved.  

Existing resources  

Offer creative approaches to activate precincts across 
Yarra using road treatments, public art, events and 
interventions. 
Improve visibility of arts and culture in Yarra through 
programming, commissioning or facilitating artwork 
geographically around the municipality. 

Produce and facilitate projects that prioritise access for 
groups needing further support and greater visibility, and 
collaborations with under-represented artists and 
communities.  

Provide a distinctive annual Public Art Program 
including both permanent and rotating commissions. 

Develop high-quality public art projects across key Council 
managed sites and platforms and other pop-up 
opportunities.  

Existing resources  

Improve processes and outcomes for the commissioning 
of street art using a place management approach.  

Foster and promote the distinctive strengths of 
Yarra’s creative community to build capacity of the 
sector and to capitalise on opportunities such as 
tourism. 

Create promotional opportunities that celebrate Yarra’s 
creative identity and diversity. 

Existing resources 

Work in collaboration with live music venues to improve 
the ongoing viability of the sector. 
Work in collaboration with the visual arts sector on 
market development and promotional opportunities such 
as the Gallery Guide. 
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Appendix 1: Resources of the Arts and Cultural Programs as of 2016 

In 2016 Yarra Council’s budget allocation for Arts and Cultural Services Unit is $1.4m, of 

which $590k is distributed in grants. There are 4.6 equivalent full time staff across six 
portfolios plus one Unit Manager that manages the Branch. Arts and Cultural Services sits 

within the Arts, Culture and Venues Branch which has a collective operational budget of 
$2.5m. 

 
The operational and capital works budget is confirmed annually by Council. 

 

ARTS and CULTURAL PORTFOLIOS 

1. Arts Development 

The Arts Development Officer manages the Arts Development Stream of the Annual 
Community Grants Program which funds new work in any art form, as well as Triennial 
Grants, relationships and outcomes. The Arts Development Officer manages and develops 
the Room to Create Program (see below) and administers public art projects, the arts and 
cultural advisory committees, and internal working groups.  
 

2. Visual Arts  

The Visual Arts Officer is responsible for the Visual Arts Program within the City of Yarra 
including managing the Art and Heritage Collection (with a focus on the indoor collection), 

acquisitions, strategic development, storage and records management, display and 
conservation and the delivery of the exhibition program in Council owned venues. The 

Visual Arts Officer curates and manages public art commissions, the Gallery Guide and 
works on content for the Yarra City Arts website. 

 

3. Public Art  

The Public Arts Officer is primarily responsible for the management of the Yarra Outdoor 
Collection and manages the Public Art Program which includes the Carlton Library Light 
Boxes and roving projection sites, as well as future commissions. The Public Arts Officer 
represents Council’s interests and rights in relation to private commissions in the public 
realm with the Council Planning team and manages the strategic planning and 
implementation of the Public Art Policy, and broader policy input relevant to public art in 
the City.  
 
4. Community Arts 

The Community Arts Officer works on identifying and addressing gaps in participation, 
production and presentation in the arts, as well as issues related to social justice, education, 
awareness and inclusion. This work takes many forms and includes funding projects and 
programs, brokering relationships between artists and communities and producing or co-
producing events and activities which involve artists and members of Yarra’s community. 

The Community Arts Officer programs the Richmond Theatrette with a particular emphasis 
on development and experimentation and the relationship between the arts and the 
community. This role works across all art forms but often in theatre, music, dance, 
installation and performance.  
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5. Festivals and Events 

The Festival and Events Officer supports more than 20 cultural festivals and events every 
year, as well as many local, grassroots and community celebrations. This includes major 
street-based events such as Lunar Festival and Fiesta which attract over 80,000 people and 
smaller events including The Village Festival, Gertrude Street Projection Festival, Black 

Harmony, Fairfield Summer Music Series and Rock-a-Bye Baby. The Festival and Events 
Officer facilitates event planning and delivery, risk and safety management, logistics, 

approvals, consultation and promotion.  
 

6. Room to Create  

The Room to Create Program houses arts organisations in Council-owned buildings via a 
rolling tenancy program and also encompasses the Room to Create Fund, in partnership 

with the Lord Mayor’s Charitable Foundation. The Fund reflects Council’s commitment to 
keeping the arts in Yarra as the property market changes, and supports artists and 
organisations to maintain space here through grants for infrastructure related expenses. 
The Program includes The Circle, a new fundraising initiative designed to build the Room to 
Create Fund corpus. Room to Create also supports Live Music Venues via the Live Music 
Venues Grants Program which is for activities such as acoustic engineering, sound proofing 
and refurbishments that help to reduce noise related issues and complaints. 

 

2016 ARTS & CULTURAL FUNDING PROGRAM  

Over the last five years, we have gradually updated our funding streams to reflect the needs 
of our stakeholders. This includes creative triennial grants for organisations, increased and 

easier to access short turn-around funding, funding to develop the profile of our venues 
(Richmond Theatrette), funding for our three major festivals and funding for creative 

infrastructure.  
 Annual Grants Streams – Arts Development, Community Arts, Festivals and Events 

and Richmond Theatrette $210,000 p a; 

 Small Project Grants $22,000 p a; 

 Celebrate Yarra Triennial Grants $160,000 p a; 

 Creative Yarra Triennial Grants $170,000 p a;  

 Live Music Venues Grants $25,000 p a; 

 Room to Create Charitable Fund Grants $10,000 p a [variable]. 

 

2016 CREATIVE ASSETS 

 Council-owned and managed Venues for performance, rehearsal, community 

activities, meetings, weddings and social events; 

 Places including streets, neighbourhoods, parks, gardens and open spaces;  

 Art and Heritage Collection valued at over $3m with over 860 objects spanning 

contemporary art, heritage fine art, memorabilia and decorative art; 

 Heritage of our locality, public places, buildings, culture and social history; 
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 Places for the public display of art including foyers, meeting rooms and libraries; and 

 Block Studios: an Arts Program dedicated to young people and managed by Yarra 

Youth Services that includes an art and music studio.
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11.8 Request to Fly Vietnamese Yellow Flag at Town Halls on Significant Dates     

 

Trim Record Number: D16/100629 
Responsible Officer: Chief Executive Officer  
  
 

Purpose 

1. To consider a further request from the Vietnamese Community of Australia - Victorian 
Chapter for Council to: 

(a) formally recognise the Vietnamese Yellow Flag (“Co Vang”), as a symbol of the identity 
of the Vietnamese Australian community and their contribution to Australia; and 

(b) approve flying of the Vietnamese Yellow Flag on Council Town Halls flagpoles on 19 
June each year, being Vietnamese Veterans Day. 

Background 

2. The formal request material: 

(a) notes the extensive history of the Vietnamese people (some 5,0000 years); 

(b) references the 40 years anniversary of many Vietnamese fleeing to Australia; 

(c) notes the part played by the Vietnamese community in contributing to the abolition of 
the “White Australia Policy”; 

(d) references the significant contribution by the Vietnamese community to enriching 
Australia’s multi-cultural policy;  

(e) notes the significant contribution made to the diverse community of Yarra by the many 
Vietnamese folk who have made Yarra their home and/or their base for establishment 
and operation of many successful iconic businesses; and 

(f) notes that Maribyrnong and Greater Dandenong City Councils have agreed to similar 
requests. 

3. The Community therefore now seeks Council’s consideration to: 

(a) formally recognise the Vietnamese Yellow Flag “Co Vang”, as a symbol of the identity 
of the Vietnamese Australian community and their contribution to Australia; and 

(b) approve flying of the Vietnamese Yellow Flag on Council Town Halls flagpoles on 19 
June each year, being Vietnamese Veterans Day. This date serves as a day of 
remembrance for: 

(i) the younger generation of Australians of Vietnamese background;  

(ii) for the sacrifices made by the 521 Australian soldiers and nearly 60,000 service 
men and women who served their peacekeeping mission in Vietnam; and  

(iii) the Vietnamese men and women (many of those are our grandparents, parents, 
uncles and aunties) who fought during this conflict. 

4. The Organisation has advised they do not now wish to pursue an earlier request re flying of 
the Co Vang on the Town Halls flag poles on other key days in the Vietnamese calendar, 
including: 

(a) Lunar New Year TET, because that day changes each year and also, the Co Vang is 
already flown in the streets where the TET Festival celebrations are conducted (e.g. 
Victoria Street); and  

(b) Long Tan Day, because that day is considered to be more appropriately assigned to 
the activities at the Shrine of Remembrance.  
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5. Officers had in reviewing the earlier request from the Organisation, followed the standard 
steps in processing requests to fly alternative flags on the Town Hall flag poles, that being to 
contact the Protocol Unit of the Department of Premier and Cabinet and the Protocol Unit of 
the Prime Minister’s Department to seek comment on the protocol of flying the flag being 
subject of the formal request (in this instance, the Co Vang). 

6. On that occasion, the Officers at the respective Protocol Offices advised that it was not 
considered appropriate to fly the “Co Vang” on the Town Hall flag poles for protocol reasons 
and the suggested potential for creating discourse with other groups and the Vietnamese 
Government. 

7. The applicant Organisation has now submitted with its revised request, written advice from: 

(a) The Victoria Office of Multicultural Affairs and Citizenship noting: 

(i) the strong relationship between the Vietnamese community  and the broader 
Victorian community and its support and promotion of an harmonious and 
multicultural Victoria; 

(ii) that it observes the Commonwealth Government’s protocols for use and 
recognition of national flags and as such recognizes the national flag of the 
Socialist Republic of Vietnam, however also acknowledges that the Organisation 
and Victoria’s Vietnamese community utilizes the Co Vang flag as a symbolic 
flag; and 

(iii) municipal Councils are representative sub-regional governments and as such, 
the Victorian Government respects the rights of Municipal Councils to debate and 
pass motions such as those relating to the Co Vang flag.  

(b) The State Member for Sydenham noting: 

(i) Victoria is one of the most multi-cultural societies in the world; 

(ii) our multi-cultural diversity  has contributed significantly to our prosperity, 
cohesiveness and culture, which success has been based upon mutual respect 
of the heritage and culture of our diverse communities; 

(iii) the deep connection to the Co Vang flag as it serves to celebrate the Vietnamese 
community heritage and to honour the Vietnamese and Australian veterans who 
fought side by side; and 

(iv) the Victorian Government recognizes and is guided by the official flag protocols. 

(c) The State Member for Richmond:  

(i) noting the enormous importance of the Co Vang flag to the Vietnamese people, 
representing their determination to integrate with Australian society and their 
significant contribution to our multicultural society; 

(ii) noting the Vietnamese community has demonstrated strength in over-coming the 
tragedies which could otherwise have engulfed their lives after the war and the 
resilience which they have shown in embracing  Australia as their new home; and 

(iii) commending the community’s efforts in promoting the Co Vang flag as a symbol 
of their community. 

External Consultation 

8. As noted, the request has been submitted by the Vietnamese Community of Australia - 
Victorian Chapter. 

9. I have also communicated with the City of Maribyrnong and was advised that, that 
municipality had approved a similar request from the Group in October 2015. Maribyrnong 
City Council then resolved as follows: 
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“That Council: 

(a) Supports the 40th Anniversary year of Vietnamese refugee settlement in 
Australia, by formally recognising the yellow “Co Vang” flag, symbolising the 
identity of the Australian Vietnamese community and their refugee experience; 

(b) Fly the yellow “Co Vang” flag during times of special significance to the Australian 
Vietnamese community, at the Monument of Gratitude (Jensen Reserve, 
Footscray) and other suitable public locations, such as the Town Hall.” 

10. I have been advised that the City of Greater Dandenong had made a similar decision, 
although at the time of writing this report, I had not been able to confirm that advice. 

Internal Consultation (One Yarra) 

11. Discussions with Council’s Community Partnership’s Branch had also raised a caution 
concerning the flying of that particular flag in that it may lead to discourse with other 
community groups in Yarra. 

Financial Implications 

12. It is not expected that there will be any significant expense associated with the proposal save 
for: 

(a) the cost of purchasing the flags; and  

(b) Council staff time in raising and lowering the flag at each Town Hall on the anniversary 
event.  

Economic Implications 

13. Not applicable in respect of this report.  

Sustainability Implications 

14. Not applicable in respect of this report.  

Social Implications 

15. The application proposes that flying of the “Co Vang” will be a positive symbol of the identity 
of the Vietnamese Australian community and their contribution to Australia and in particular 
to Yarra, through enriching the diversity, vibrancy and eclectic business development in this 
municipality.  

Human Rights Implications 

16. The opportunity to settle in Australia and the City of Yarra, provided an avenue for the 
Vietnamese refugee community to have access to and enjoy the spread of Human Rights 
enjoyed as a right in this community, including:  

Freedom, Respect, 
Equality and Dignity. 

Communications with CALD Communities Implications 

17. The request has been submitted by a representative CALD Community group. 

Council Plan, Strategy and Policy Implications 

18. Not relevant to this report. 

Legal Implications 

19. There are no legal implications relating to this report. 

Other Issues 

20. In the event that Council approves the request re flying of the “Co Vang” on 19 June each 
year, it would be recommended that this be inserted into the Council’s “Civic - Flying of Flags 
at Town Halls Policy” to accord with similar approvals re other flags. 
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Options 

21. To approve or to decline the request. 

Conclusion 

22. That having regard to the above information and in particular, the correspondence now 
provided by the applicant organisation, the Vietnamese Community of Australia - Victorian 
Chapter from the Victoria Office of Multicultural Affairs and Citizenship, Council favourably 
consider the request.  

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

 
1. That Council: 

(a) note the report; 

(b) note the supporting information provided by the applicant Organisation – the 
Vietnamese Community of Australia - Victorian Chapter;   

(c) formally recognise the Vietnamese Yellow Flag (“Co Vang”), as a symbol of the identity 
of the Vietnamese Australian community and their contribution to Australia;  

(d) approve flying of the Vietnamese Yellow Flag on Council Town Halls flagpoles on 19 
June each year, being Vietnamese Veterans Day; and 

(e) accordingly, authorise an amendment to the “Civic – Flying of Flags at Town Halls 
Policy” by including an appropriate clause to read after the substantive clause, (i.e. The 
secondary flag pole(s) are to be used to fly the following Council authorised flags:) -- 
“(e) the Vietnamese “Co Vang” yellow flag, on. Vietnam Veteran’s Day – 19 June each 
year.). 

 

 

 
CONTACT OFFICER: Ivan Gilbert 
TITLE: Group Manager Chief Executive's Office 
TEL: 9205 5110 

 
  
Attachments 
1  Letter from Vietnamese Community  
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11.9 Selection of Directors for Nomination to Yarra Energy Foundation     

 

Trim Record Number: D16/106966 
Responsible Officer: Chief Executive Officer   
 
 

Purpose 

1. To: 

(a) note that the Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the Yarra Energy Foundation (YEF) is 
to be held on 22 September 2016; 

(b) note the process for the election of Directors and Chairperson and conduct of AGM 
business is set out in the YEF Constitution; 

(c) note that public notice inviting nominations for Directorships on the YEF Board have 
been placed in a number of medium (including: Council web-site, twitter and other 
appropriate social media sites); 

(d) note request by the YEF Board to review elements of the Constitution (which would 
need to be considered at the coming AGM; and 

(e) appoint a sub-committee (e.g. comprising the Mayor, a Council member to the YEF 
Board, the Council Chief Executive Officer {or delegate} and a representative of YEF 
{e.g. Chairperson}) to: 

(i) review nominations received for Directors and Chairperson, conduct interviews 
and report back to Council at the 23 August, 2016 Meeting in order that Council 
can formally determine and authorise its Director and Chairperson nominations 
for the AGM in accordance with the YEF Constitution; and 

(ii) report back to Council with recommendations on the subject of possible 
amendments to the YEF Constitution. 

Background 

2. The YEF constitution states that the Board will comprise no less than six and no more than 
10 members. 
 

3. A number of YEF Board positions, including the Chair, will expire at the 2016 Annual General 
Meeting (AGM) due to the effluxion of time and having regard to: 

(a) requirements in the Constitution re the process and timing of nominations (i.e. 30 days 
prior to the AGM); and 

(b) the impact of the Council Election period on the ability for Council to determine such 
issues,  

the 2016 AGM has been set for 22 September, 2016.  

4. Yarra City Council as the sole shareholder (funding member) of the YEF, in accordance with 
the YEF Constitution: 

(a) is the only body entitled to nominate a person/s to serve as a Director; and 

(b) is responsible to elect the Chairperson from amongst the elected Directors at each 
AGM. 

5. The Board itself can elect a Deputy Chairperson in the absence of the Chairperson at any 
meeting. 

6. Each elected Director will hold office from the end of the AGM at which he/she was elected 
until the end of the second AGM after that election, i.e. for a two year term. As such the term 
of some 8 current Directors will expire at the 2016 AGM. 

7. The Chairperson will hold office until the next AGM, i.e. for a one year term. 
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8. The YEF Board currently comprises the Chair, two Councillors (Colanzi and Coleman), a 
Council Director (Guy Wilson-Browne) and six other board members, i.e. a total of 10 
members, two of whom were elected in 2015. 

9. In respect of the question about suggested amendments to the YEF Constitution, it is noted 
that the Constitution was formulated prior to the Organisation coming into being and a review 
of the Constitution may be appropriate now the Organisation has been operating for several 
years.  

Consultation 

10. I understand that the Board intends to nominate those current members whose term expires 
at the 2016 AGM and who wish to be re-appointed. 

11. The Council will at its Ceremonial Meeting (anticipated to be early-mid November 2016 in 
view of the later Declaration of the Council Poll this year), appoint two Councillor nominees 
as YEF Directors. 

Financial Implications 

12. Not applicable to this report, save that it is a critical consideration that the Board appointees 
have the appropriate skills to effectively direct the YEF. 

Economic Implications 

13. Not applicable to this report. 

Sustainability Implications 

14. The ongoing work of the YEF will be a critical element in the Council achieving its 
environmental sustainability gaols. 

Social Implications 

15. Not applicable to this report. 

Human Rights Implications 

16. Not applicable to this report. 

Council Plan, Strategy and Policy Implications 

17. The successful achievement of the Council’s goals by YEF is an important component of the 
Council’s various environmental strategies. Therefore the appointment of a Board comprising 
key required skill sets is highly desirable. 

Legal Implications 

18. The timing and process of nominating and appointing both Directors and the Chairperson is 
clearly set out in the YEF Constitution. 

19. Any amendments to the Constitution would need to be addressed at the AGM. 

Other Issues 

20. The invitation for expressions of interest as Directors to YEF has been advertised to close at 
4.00 pm on 12 August. The Council is required to appoint a panel with authority to review 
such expressions of interest, conduct interviews and report back to Council on 23 August 
with recommendations as to those nominations to be presented for appointment as Directors 
at the YEF AGM on 22 September, 2016.  

21. In this regard, the suggested appointment of a sub-committee is outlined in the 
recommendation below. 

Options 

22. It is also considered appropriate to extend appreciation to the existing Board Directors for 
their dedicated contributions to date and to the work of the YEF, noting that a number of 
Directors are anticipated to seek re-appointment. 
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Conclusion 

23. To consider the recommendation below.  

 

RECOMMENDATION 

 
1. That Council: 

(a) note the placement of public notices inviting Expressions of Interest (EOI) for 
nominations to the position of Director of the Yarra Energy Foundation (YEF); 

(b) appoint a sub-committee comprising  (e.g. the Mayor, a Council member to the YEF 
Board, the Council Chief Executive Officer (or delegate) and a representative of YEF 
{e.g. the Chairperson}) to report back to Council at the 23 August 2016 Meeting: 

(i) on the review Expressions of Interest received, the outcome of conducting  
interviews and the recommended candidates for Directorships, in order that 
Council can formally determine and authorise its Director and Chairperson 
nominations for presentation to the AGM on 22 September 2016 in accordance 
with the YEF Constitution; and 

(ii) with report and recommendations on the subject of possible amendments to the 
YEF Constitution; and 

(c) extend to the present Board Members, its warm appreciation for their dedicated 
contribution to date.  

 

 
CONTACT OFFICER: Ivan Gilbert 
TITLE: Group Manager Chief Executive's Office 
TEL: 9205 5110 

 
  
Attachments 

There are no attachments for this report. 
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11.10 Station Street, North Carlton - Proposed Temporary Road Closure     

 

Trim Record Number: D16/107633 
Responsible Officer: Manager Traffic and Special Projects  
  
 

Purpose 

1. To inform Council of the outcomes of initial consultation with key stakeholders and early 
investigation work on the proposal to close Station Street, North Carlton at the intersection 
with Princes Street, on a temporary basis for the purposes of undertaking a traffic diversion 
experiment. 

Background 

2. Since late 2014, Melbourne Water has been undertaking works to upgrade the sewer 
network in North Carlton and North Fitzroy.  As part of this works, Melbourne Water 
established a worksite at the southern end of Station Street, North Carlton at the intersection 
with Princes Street.  This work site, which was in place between January 2015 and March 
2016, effectively blocked the movement of vehicular traffic at this location during this period. 

3. Melbourne Water has retained a worksite on Station Street near Princes Street since March 
2016.  This worksite is located within the western side footpath and on-street parking area.  
Both the northbound and southbound road carriageways have been fully open to traffic since 
March 2016.    

4. Following consideration of an officer report and a public submission at the Ordinary Meeting 
of Council held on 19 April 2016 on this matter, Council resolved: 

(a) to note the results of the community consultation for the Carlton North LATM area; 

(b) to progress the process to install a temporary road closure at Station Street / Princes 
Street for the purposes of undertaking a traffic diversion experiment as per the Local 
Government Act 1989, Schedule 11, Section 10; 

(c) to engage in further community consultation pursuant to the Local Government Act 
1989, Section 223, for the installation of a temporary road closure for the purpose of 
undertaking a traffic diversion experiment; 

(d) that the procedures outlined in (b) and (c) above be commenced in mid-2016 when it is 
considered that traffic patterns will have returned to normal; 

(e) to refer funding of up to $50,000 to the 2016/17 budget process to fund (b) and (c) 
above; 

(f) to seek an immediate meeting with VicRoads, officers and ward councillors, to clarify 
additional traffic data and any other information required for a temporary closure/traffic 
diversion experiment, in addition to the existing data (as set out in Paragraph 26 of the 
officer report) and information identified in Council’s resolution on the matter on 15 
December 2015; and 

(g) pending the above, to receive a further report from officers on the feedback from 
VicRoads and community submissions, for Council decision, and if approved, that 
Council receive an evaluation report on the results of the traffic diversion experiment 12 
months after implementation. 

5. Since the 19 April 2016 Council resolution: 

(a) Officers and Nicholls Ward councillors have met with VicRoads to confirm the 
information required (e.g. extent of data collection, analysis, modelling and other 
additional information to be provided by Council) to allow it to prepare a report to 
Council on this matter;  

(b) $50,000 has been provided within the 2016/17 budget; and  
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(c) Officers have commenced the necessary actions to progress the process of installing a 
temporary road closure at Station Street.   

6. The required actions and timelines associated with the process to install the temporary 
closure have been summarised in a memo to Councillors on 29 June 2016. 

7. As part of the required initial actions, officers have to date: 

(a) undertaken initial consultation with key stakeholders including Bicycle Network and 
Victoria Walks to understand the position of each organisation on the proposed 
temporary road closure;  

(b) prepared the project brief documentation for a Consultant to undertake the required 
data collection and traffic analysis to satisfy the requirements of VicRoads; and  

(c) undertaken initial site investigations and preparatory work to inform the project brief 
and assess possible project risk. 

Consultation with key stakeholders 

8. The initial consultation with Bicycle Network has indicated that it strongly opposes the Station 
Street temporary closure on the basis that the closure is highly likely to result in an increase 
in traffic using Canning Street to access Princes Street (refer to Attachment 1).   

9. Bicycle Network considers that an increase in traffic using Station Street will decrease both 
the level of service (i.e. amenity) and safety for bike riders on Canning Street.   

10. Bicycle Network has noted that Canning Street is the third busiest on-road cycle route in 
Melbourne and that bike rider traffic on Canning Street increased by 15% in 2016 in 
comparison to the previous year.  As similar increases in bike riders using Canning Street is 
anticipated in the future, Bicycle Network considers that it would not be appropriate to 
encourage more motor vehicles along this key bicycle corridor.  

11. A comparison of historical data (2009) with data collected during the recent closure of Station 
Street during the 2015 Melbourne Water works indicated that there was a 34% increase in 
traffic on Canning Street with the road closure in place.   

12. Whilst this comparison is not entirely representative or conclusive due to the age of the data, 
officers consider that an increase in traffic using or crossing Canning Street with the Station 
Street temporary closure in place is a very likely outcome.   

13. On this basis, it is considered that Bicycle Network is likely to continue to strongly oppose the 
temporary road closure throughout the process.   

Initial site investigations and preparatory work 

14. Officers have undertaken initial site inspections (across multiple days) and a desk top 
analysis.  This has established current AM and PM peak traffic volumes and queues on 
Station Street and the crash history of key intersections in the area. 

15. The site inspections have identified: 

(a) the maximum observed southbound traffic volume using Station Street, between Lee 
Street and Princes Street, during any surveyed AM peak hour period was 76 vehicles.  
The southbound traffic flow observed during the other surveyed AM peak hour was 58 
vehicles; 

(b) the recorded southbound traffic volume using this section of Station Street in 2009 was 
126 vehicles during the AM peak hour.  As such, vehicle flows were in the order of 50-
70 vehicles higher during 2009 in comparison to current traffic volumes; 

(c) of the 76 vehicles entering Princes Street from Station Street, 74 (97.3%) continued 
eastbound towards Alexandra Avenue, whilst 2 (2.7%) crossed Princes Street to turn 
right into Nicholson Street; 

(d) the majority of vehicles that currently travel southbound on Station Street during the 
AM peak period turn right into Lee Street and appear to continue along Lee Street 
towards Rathdowne Street; 
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(e) the southbound traffic volume using Station Street, between Lee Street and Princes 
Street, during the PM peak hour was very low i.e. between 0 and 10 vehicles per hour; 

(f) the northbound traffic volume using Station Street, between Lee Street and Princes 
Street, during all peak hour periods was very low i.e. between 0 and 10 vehicles per 
hour; and 

(g) no queues were observed during any of the peak hour periods on Station Street at the 
intersection with Princes Street. 

16. A review of VicRoads Road Crash Information System (RCIS), which is the industry standard 
tool for identifying sites with road safety issues, has shown that there has not been any 
casualty crashes at Station Street / Princes Street intersection during the past five years. 

17. Site observations undertaken by officers (across multiple days and different times of the day) 
show that vehicles merge into Princes Street (from Station Street) during the red light phase 
at the Princes Street / Nicholson Street intersection.  As such vehicles entering Princes 
Street from Station Street do so under slow traffic conditions, with drivers on Princes Street 
allowing vehicles from Station Street safely out onto Princes Street.  

18. There were minimal observed pedestrian crossing movements at the Station Street / Princes 
Street intersection during the peak periods.  Pedestrians experience the same crossing 
conditions as other intersections throughout Yarra. 

19. Based on existing conditions, it is likely that the proposed independent traffic study would 
present to both VicRoads and North Carlton residents that there is currently minimal traffic 
issue, minimal safety issue and minimal amenity issues on Station Street. 

Other considerations 

20. Community feedback from the area-wide consultation exercise undertaken in February 2016 
indicated that North Carlton residents currently use Station Street to access Princes Street.  
Other key issues for residents in North Carlton were the additional delays associated with 
reduced access into the area, as well as concern regarding increases of traffic on other 
streets in North Carlton. 

21. There may potentially be majority opposition to the proposed temporary road closure at 
Station Street during future public consultation if it cannot be demonstrated that there are 
traffic or safety issues on Station Street.  

22. It should also be noted that the gas company APA is currently undertaking upgrade works of 
gas infrastructure in the North Carlton area.  These works, which include occasional road 
closures, will be ongoing within the North Carlton area during 2016 and 2017.  The 
occurrence of these works results in difficulties in the planning and monitoring of area-wide 
traffic studies, particularly as the APA decision to apply for road closures is determined close 
to the date of works.  

External Consultation 

23. Bicycle Network has been consulted on the proposed temporary road closure at Station 
Street.  Bicycle Network’s position is set out earlier in this report and attached. 

24. Victoria Walks has also been consulted on the proposed temporary road closure at Station 

Street.  Victoria Walk has provided no objection to the proposal during initial consultation. 

Internal Consultation (One Yarra) 

25. Council’s Strategic Transport Unit has been consulted following the receipt of the Bicycle 
Network letter (Attachment 1).   

26. It is noted that the Strategic Transport Unit raised similar concerns to those raised by Bicycle 
Network within previous officer reports on this issue.  In particular that increased traffic on or 
across Canning Street would be detrimental to the operation of the regionally significant 
Canning Street cycling corridor. 

Financial Implications 

27. There are no financial issues arising from the recommendations contained in this report. 
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Economic Implications 

28. There are no economic issues arising from the recommendations contained in this report. 

Sustainability Implications 

29. There are no sustainability issues arising from the recommendations contained in this report. 

Social Implications 

30. There are no social issues arising from the recommendations contained in this report. 

Human Rights Implications 

31. There are no human rights issues arising from the recommendations contained in this report. 

Communications with CALD Communities Implications 

32. A language advisory panel will be included in any future correspondence with residents  and 
owner non-occupiers.  This will include contact details and a reference number to access 
Council’s interpreter service. 

Council Plan, Strategy and Policy Implications 

33. The proposal to install a temporary road closure at Station Street for the purposes of 
undertaking a traffic diversion experiment is included as an action in Section 3.09 of 
Council’s Annual Plan for 2016/17. 

Legal Implications 

34. There are no legal issues arising from the recommendations contained in this report. 

Other Issues 

35. There are no other issues arising from the recommendations contained in this report. 

Options 

36. Council has four options on the position it could take regarding the proposed temporary 
closure of Station Street, North Carlton: 

Option 1: Continue with the formal process to close Station Street 

37. Officers proceed with the required actions to progress the process to install the temporary 
road closure including: commissioning a Consultant to undertake the required area-wide data 
collection and traffic analysis; seeking a report from VicRoads on the matter; undertaking 
public consultation in line with the requirements of the Local Government Act (1989). 

38. There are a number of issues associated with proceeding with this option, including: 

(a) Bicycle Network strongly oppose the temporary closure of Station Street as it will likely 
result in an increased level of traffic using Canning Street.  Bicycle Network are an 
important stake-holder; 

(b) there is potential for majority community opposition to the temporary road closure, 
given the reduction in accessibility in the precinct and lack of current traffic, safety or 
amenity issue on Station Street; and  

(c) the merits of the further expenditure associated with undertaking the traffic study and 
public consultation given stakeholder opposition and lack of current traffic, safety or 
amenity issue on Station Street. 

39. Officers have not spent any of the allocated $50,000 funding for this project to date, with the 
only expenditure to date being officer time. 

Option 2: Not continue with the formal process to close Station Street 

40. Under this option officers will inform residents of North Carlton that the proposal to close 
Station Street will not proceed at this time given that the issues that have historically 
impacted Station Street are not currently occurring. 
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41. It is noted that support for the temporary road closure may not be as high as that recorded 
during the February 2016 public consultation.  This consultation occurred whilst Station 
Street was closed during the Melbourne Water works.  The issues that residents reported 
prior to the Melbourne Water works are not currently occurring.  

42. The closure of Station Street and all other traffic and transport concerns and possible 
mitigation measures can be explored in detailed during the next LATM for the North Carlton 
precinct. 

Option 3: Undertake LATM in North Carlton using funds allocated to Station Street temporary 
closure project 

43. Officers undertake a LATM planning study in North Carlton (LATM 2) precinct during the 
2016/17 financial year. 

44. Undertaking a LATM in North Carlton (LATM 2) will allow officers to explore the closure of 
Station Street (and the many other potential issues in North Carlton such as the potential 
Station Street / Lee Street / Rathdowne Street rat-run observed during the site inspections) 
with the community in great detail.  

45. The LATM process has traditionally had good support from the local community. 

46. The APA works in North Carlton present a risk to undertaking an LATM in the precinct during 
2016/17, particularly with regards to collecting robust traffic data. 

47. Should Council pursue the option to undertake a LATM study, the cost of undertaking an 
LATM planning study in North Carlton (LATM 2) or other LATM precinct is estimated to be in 
the order of $50,000 based on other LATM planning studies undertaken over recent years.  

Option 4: Undertake LATM in another precinct using funds allocated to Station Street 
temporary closure project 

48. Under this option officers would undertake a LATM planning study in another LATM precinct 
in Yarra during 2016/17. 

49. The Abbotsford (LATM 13) and North Fitzroy (LATM 4) precincts were identified as the 
highest priority precincts for study during the November 2015 priority ranking assessment (it 
is noted that the North Carlton LATM 2 precinct was not included in the November ranking 
assessment due to the Melbourne Water Carlton Sewer works). 

Conclusion 

50. Initial consultation with key stakeholders on the proposal to close Station Street has indicated 
potential majority opposition to the proposal from Bicycle Network.  Early investigation work 
indicates that there is currently minimal apparent traffic, safety or amenity issues on Station 
Street. 

51. There is a financial and reputational risk to Council should it proceed with the current process 
to install a temporary closure at Station Street. 

52. There is an opportunity to getter better value for the $50,000 budget but conducting a 
broader LATM consultation process or alternatively make savings.   
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RECOMMENDATION 
 
1. That: 

(a) Council does not continue with the formal process to close Station Street; and  

(b) Council re-allocates the $50,000 budget to general revenue as savings for the 2016/17 
Budget. 

 

 
CONTACT OFFICER: Danny Millican 
TITLE: Senior Traffic Engineer 
TEL: 9205 5762 
 
  
Attachments 
1  Station Street Temporary Closure - Bicycle Network Letter  
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